




































































































































KUNJU SWAMY 

(20) 

 Bhagavan would sleep; but, he would not sleep the way we sleep with the pillow. He 

would just be sitting like this, resting his head on the cushion. Just on this cushion. He 

never sleeps on the high elevated position. He would sleep stretching out his feet. 

Even while sitting he would keep his feet stretched out on the bench. Thinking that it 

would be disrespectful for us to sleep while Bhagavan is sitting, all of us would be 

sitting in meditation. All would be sitting in meditation. During that time, Bhagavan’s 

mother would come into the room and lying on one side, would recite stotras and 

ancient songs. She would keep on reciting. Here, Bhagavan and all the rest of us 

would be sitting witth eyes closed. Bhagavan knows when this will come to an end. It 

will go on for about 15 minutes or more. Then Bhagavan would guesture towards us, 

by moving his head, as if he were telling us, “Ok! It is ovr. Now, you can start.” At thaat 

time, he had already written the ‘ Arunachal Akshara Manamalai’. We would sing that 

song. Any newcomer willl have to  repeat after we have sung a line. We learned to 

read in this way. I learned to read Tamil  

(21) 

only in this way. Previously, I did not know Tamil or anything. As they were reading it 

daily, I followed them. Then, naturally I had got it be heart. Once we start, it will end 

only by 4 or 4:30 pm. After thaat Bhagavan would go outside (to answer calls of 

nature). He will come back at 6 o’clock. As soon as he returns, he will take bath. After 

bath, again, by about 8:30 or 9:00 … … … 

By 7:30 am he takes his breadfast. In those days coffee or snacks were not available. 

The old Echamma used to bring rice meals from her home. Rice and rasam (a South 

Indian soup with pepper as main ingredient). Here also rice and rasam would be 

prepared. Just dhall with rasam. Bhagavan used to take his meal in his begging bowl 

(thiruvodu). Others had their own bowls. Those who had no bowls used other pots. By 

8:00 am. in the morning, all will have rice with rasam. Then, immediately after eating, 



he would go outside for the second time. After that he will come back and sit for some 

time. It was Bhagavan’s habit to go ouside immediately after eating everytime. It was 

not necessarily to answer the calls of nature. It was perhaps because of the thought 

that to remain sitting immediately after eating would cause laziness. That is why he 

went out immediately after lunch in the afternoon and dinner at night. We have to infer 

that he did so only because he thought ‘one should  not go to sleep  with laziness, and 

one must have a ggod meditation before going to sleep’.  

(22) 

            “Other than that, we cannot think that he went to answer nature’s calls every time he 

wentt outside. After that, at 2:30 pm. Having finished everything, he would ret urn and 

take his seat on the bed. If anysody came, they may ask some questions. Otherwise, 

all of us, inclulding Ramasamy Pillai, would read ‘Ribu Gira’. Every one of us will keep  

reading. Bhagavan would just remain sittng. In tthoe days, as Bhagavan;s body was 

quite young, he wyould continue to sit motionless,until it was afternoon. He would not 

even move his limbs. Some times he may have his  arms and legs stretched out, but 

eis eyes would not move. In the mean time, many people may visit, do namaskaram 

and go back. But his eyes would not move this way or that. Maybe, if any monkeys 

come he may look up! His mind never moved! Just likewise his body also remained in 

those days! Then he will come back. In the afternoon, there will be lunch at 11:30 or 

12:30. From two or three houses of  

(23) 

            people like Mudaliar Patty and Kandamma,  food wouldl come. At that itme, there ws 

no c ookin here.  Mother alone would cook a small quatity for herself. For all the 

others, there wyould be ample. Chinnasaky used to go for ‘biksha’ (i.e. begging for 

food). So in those days, there wer no ‘adhikaris’ (administrators) here. There was no 

one to order others to come or go. Those who come might come; and those wbo 

might go.  During times of meals, we would invite all those who happened to be there 

and serve them food. And then we never worried about the number of days they 

stayed or did  no stay. We neither tell them to stay nor not  to stay. Thus, life was so 



wonderful a Kandashramam. All these administratin began only after comin down. All 

these presidents and administrators ordering people to come and go came to be only 

coming down. In those days, no one ordered anyone either to come or to go. Just as 

the verse “… ……………………………………………………….  ….” Points, who is 

there to go or come. He remained in the attitude that he that exists will remain. It was 

a life par excellent. In those days, there was no fixed time to go to bed. Sometimes we 

keep  on talking. Bhagavan would say, “Sleep if you  

(24) 

            feel sleepy; meditate  when yu are awake. That’s all.” Therefore, there was no 

compulsion to go to sleep because it was time to sleep. But, waking up was at 3:30 

am. There was no need to set up an alarm. Waking up automatically happened. 

Occasionally, he might have returned from somewher after giving darshan, maybe as 

late as 2:00 am. Even then, he would wake up at 3:30 am. Going to bed latae at night 

is not an excuse for Bhagavan. Others who stayed there also followed no sysrem. 

Yet, the regualrity was somehow maintained. Did we get up because someone woke 

us up? Not at all. Some divine force awakened everyone. No system at all. Yet every 

thing happened without any system. 

194. When I came to the Ashram for the first time, I stayed for 18 days. I had no work at all 

during all the f`18 days. In those days, Bhagavan had cracks in his feet. So he had a 

mixture of castor oil an vaseline with him. A person named Perumal Samy  

(25) 

used to apply the mixture thoroughly to Bhagavan’s feet befor he went to bed at night. 

In the morning, we prepare hot water for Bhagavan. We don’t mix cold water with hot 

water. The hot water in the pot would be left to cool down [to the right warmth by 

itself.] Bhagavan tollk bath in slightly warm water only. It should not be too hot. As it is 

said to be good to have the water heated up well and then let it to cool down, we 

would keep the water outside. When every thing else is ready for Bhagavan’s bath, he 

would use only coconut oil for bathing. He never applies any other oil. That coconut oil 



was extracted by boiling coconut milk. Drop by drop he would take the oil in his palm 

and apply all over, beginning with arms. Then he would go to take bath. …. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………... 

(26) 

In those days, none of us were allowed to rub Bhagavan’s body. We rub only the back 

with soap. We used Cutucura Soap. One piece will last for 8 monts,  though used 

daily. That is because it was just touched and rubbed. The soap is never applied 

directly on  the body and rubbed.  If we offered to rub the back, he would raise both 

his hands, like this, and say, “Enough! Enough!” -  just for the sake of economy! All of 

Bhagavan’s activities are just like that. After tha back rubbing, he will take hos shower 

and after wipin the whole body dry, he will wear  his ‘cowpeen’ (loin cloth). Then, 

when he comes out, we will shoew him the pouch of holy-ash (vibhuti). He would take 

some of it and apply [as customary]. After that he will take his seat on his bed. 

Meanwhile, arrangements for the mea, wouold be in progress. Then he will taake his 

breakfast. Afer that, he will again just sit on his bed. That is how he meditates. The 

same thing happens at night as well as in the afternoon. Nothing else happened at 

Skandhashramam. There was no puja or nay other ritual. No garden and no flowers 

were available. Nothing. Not a noise. -  No rituals of any kind. There was no specially 

raised platform. The one that is found outside was not there,  although then other 

buildings were there already. 

(27) 

B. Esanya Matam which was in Tiruvannamalai is a branch of Koilur Matam of Ramnad 

District. Chidambaram Ponnambalasamy Matam is also a branch. A very good non-

dual Saivite Monastery. 

A/C When Kunjusamy came to this Skandashramam it was already constructed. And 

Bhagavan’s mother was already there. 



C. How many members lived at Skandashramam …permenantly? 

A. Then, there were five of us.  Other than those, there were only visiters. When I came 

there were only five. What to say about the fecilities there in those days? So much of 

these fecilities were not there. For each of us one piece of this kind of plainted 

coconut leaf was the bed and a brick was our pillow. During summer we would go out 

and sleep on the rocks of the hill. Even when we were at Skandashramam, people 

visited. No one made enquiries about the visiters. Whoever came, might  have their 

dinner at night, and sleep there for the night, and then leave the next morning. They 

may come back or may never. There was no enquiry at all. There were no ladies – 

even here.  … It was in that room over there, at the outside veranda. Bhagavan 

[occupied] the lower veranda. Mother would cook just for herself. Even for that, people 

like Echamma would  come and help her.  …  That building is still there. But no 

cooking was done there. Only as the last  

(28) 

resort we started cooking there. Those were the days of plague. Few people visited 

because of plague. Then there was no way to go begging also. We stopped going to 

beg food. We decided to resume begging after the plague has departed. Meanwhile, 

some people, having heard about the specialities of Skandashramam, came up the 

hill. They said ‘You are only few people. You need not go down the hill at night for 

begging. We offer you the fund. You start cooking here itself.” That is how we started 

cooking. When the cooking started, Ram Nayak’s brother had come from Bangalore. 

He said he will give monthly Rs. 60/= and that we need no to for begging  at all. 

Likewise, some other people  donated money. All the money was in custody fo 

Gambeeram Sheshaiyer. Daily he would send food in pots, sufficient for 15 to 20 

people. We started cooking only after that. Then going for begging ended. But ‘biksha’ 

from Kannamma’s house, Mudaliar’s house, and Echamma’s house continued to 

come. That also came.This also came. It continued to the end. Even when we came 

here it continued. 

(29) 



C. What about the festivals in the Ashramam? 

 In those days, Vyasa Purnima or Guru Purnima was celebrated at the Ashram. Then 

after mother’s samadhi, mother’s Guru Puja and Bhagavan’s Jayanthi were 

celebrated. All these happened at Skandashramam – at that time, not so grandly. Jus 

some ten persons would have their meals with vadai and payasam. Then Bhagavan 

wrote a song. It says that we have to cry on birthdays, because the very birth is 

suffering; and  we have to celebrate only the death. For that he has written so such a 

song on birthday. I will tell you the song later. ------ Even then, nothng was special. A 

similar [incident happened] when we were at Skandashramam. Great sages like 

Appar, Sundarar, and Manidkavasagar had lived. All of their birth stars are being 

celebrated by the people – particularly in all the mutts. Then on occasion we came to 

know that Sambandar’s Guru Puja is being celebrated regularly at Esanya Mutt and 

Koilur Mutt etc. We were invited there. Then we told Bhagavan that in all these places 

Sambandar’s  Guru Puja is being celebrated. “Let us do it here also,” he said. We did 

not understand what to do. Then he asked us to bring the book of Thevaram.From  

(30) 

 Thevaram first we read his history. And then, we followed by reading four or five 

‘Patikas’ [collections of verses ten by ten]. “This is Guru Puja. Eating with vadai and 

payasam – is it Guru Puja? It is a way of remembering them; recollecting their 

thoughts! That is our Guru Puja, well done,” said Bhagavan. 

191(7)  Five persons were managing. First Gambeeram Sheshaiyer. He served at 

Skandashramam for some time. Then came Vasudeva Sastri. He repaired the paths 

some what. Third came Dandapani Swamy. He built all those bunds. Togetherr with 

Ramasamy Pillai, the brook was diverted and its banks were built up. Then, Gopal 

Rao built Bhagavan’s meditation hall. After Gopal Rao, Nityananda Swamy took over 

the management post.  With the help of several individuals he built the Dining Hall, 

Patasala, and  etc. So mamny people donated for it; but, Bhgavaan had no 

connection with that. They would just inform Bhagavan, “We are going to build 

Patasala.” He would simply say, “ Alright, alright!” He would never enquire, “Why didn’t 



you build?”  nor “Why didn’t you complete yet?” Bhagavan had no involvement with 

whatever. Devotees did  

(31) 

everything. 

207(3) Bhagavan played no part in it.  Just a witness! If informed, “I am going to do that,” he 

would say, “Alright.” If the doing stopped, he would never enquire, “Why?” He would 

neither say, “Don’t do,” nor “Do.” 

C. Sri Chakra…? If you ask, “How about Sri Chakra?” he would say, “It is not proper to 

explain it.” But, if a Sri Chakra is given, he will fill in if any characters are missing. He 

would not write new ones himself. After the Sri Chakra was prepared , when he was 

requested to belss it by touching, he did so. If any body requested Bhagavan to bless 

a book by his touch, he would do so. [His connection with Sri Chakra is] only that 

much. Other than that he has nothing to do with it. (laughter). Always he is unattached 

even with his own body. How can he have attachment with things and places outside 

the body? He never had the sense of having a body of his own. He never talks about 

the body. He never thinks about the body either. [That is why he said so.] “Bhagavan’s 

body is dying. What shall we do?” – saying this people wept at Bhagavan. Some 

people experience suffering as death approaches. When asked how Bhagavan felt at 

the impending death, he said, “He is already dead! What fear of death can a dead 

man have? I had alread died long ago.  The body has disappeard long long ago. I 

have realized long long ago that I am not the body. Since then, I am just dead. Am I 

not?” Likewise, Bhagavan has no attachment with anything at any time. “This ins my 

path.  This book  was written by me. What I have said in it is the truth. Others are not 

true,” – all these disputes have no place. If someone creates a different type of 

commentary for Bhagavan’s book and brings it to him, he would think, “That is what 

he knows. Why should we deny it? If you can, you write another one proving it wrong.” 

And hence, he would neither say ‘it is wrong’, nor say ‘it is correct’. As far as he is 

concerned, all are right. “Nothing of what I said can go wrong” – Bhagavan never said 

so.  



……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… So 

he never gives opinion on one thing as correct and another as wrong. When someone 

asked  whether people like Sri Aurobindo, Sri Ramadass, Swamy  

(33) 

Sivananda are jnanis, Bhagavan’s reply was, “Is it very very important for you to know 

that?” ‘That investigation is not necessary for us’, was his attitude and hence, he 

never expressed any opinion about anybody. He says neither about a good person as 

good, nor about a bad person as bad.  So he is free of opinions. He doews not hafe 

any  opinion even about the activities of his own Ashram. Some people  are doing it, 

let them do it. That is all. If someone orders Bhagavan, ‘Hey! Don’t sit here. Get up,’ 

he would at once get up. If I were there, my habit would          force me to retort, “Who 

are you to say that?” He would not remain sitting like that. Once it so happened that 

(laughter) Bhagavan was sitting on a tiger-skin. No one was around. One sadhu came 

and said, “Oh, Bhagavan! I am suffering a lot. I need a tiger-skin like this one. I have 

been trying to get one for a very long time; but could not get. This one seems quite 

good. Can you give it to me?” Bhagavan said, “Somebody has put is here. I have 

nothing of my own. If you want, you may take it and go. After that, if someone seeing 

you with this, gives you trouble, I will not be  

(34) 

responsible for it. Because, it is not my own to give it to anybody.” Nevertheless, the 

man took it away. Then someone else purchased another one. [I tell this] because he 

did not posses any thing - not even the body. No attachment even to the body. So he 

did not have any attachment. For Bhagavan his body is like [any other] body. But, as 

to us, I am able to see your body and do many things in reaction.  But, Bhagavan is 

not like that. He does not have the ego, the I-sense. That is a unique state. So there is 

no place for Bhagavan’s desire in any affairs. If we happen to think otherwise, it is 

only because of our ignorance. ‘This is my disciple; that is my brother; she is my 

mother. India is my country’ -  none of these perceptions are there. Just because 



someone had come from Europe, he is neither looked upon as great, nor viewed with 

amazement. They are considered neither as relatives, nor as aliens. Bhagavan’s 

condition remains the same. All the rest is undergoing change. Here also he  gets up 

at 3:30 am. Then he sits in meditation      (35) 

with closed eyes. Till he goes to bed at 8:30 pm. His state is the same. There is no 

change in Bhagavan’s daily routine.   

75. In those days, when we were at Skandashramam not many devotees visited. Those 

who came also did not speak much. They just came, had their darshan and left. Just 

like visiting Arunachaleswarar Temple for darshan and prayer, the people came here, 

had their darshan, sait their prayers and went away. That was quite satisfactory. Afet 

coming here, lot of people visit and stay here. Learned scholars also come and ask 

man kinds of questions, and Bhagavan answers them. Once the talk is over, he 

returned to his natural state – the state which is his own. Only in our view Bhagavan 

seems to have talked too much or too little, but  Bhagavan retains no  thought of 

having spoken so long. He does not even harbour the  thought that in those days he 

had observed total silence. Bhagavan always remains as he has ever been. But, to 

our view, he is seen as talking since morning. He retains neither the thought of 

speaking, nor the thought of not speaking. He has     (36) 

no thoughts at all! Therefore, he feels no change. For others, there is change. True 

silence can mean even speaking. 

193. (laughing). There is nothng else as special. Because, Bhagavan’s prsence itself is 

special. To be in Bhagavan’s presence is itself special. More than this, what needs to 

be told. It always exist. (?) If something exists at one time and does not exist at some 

other time, then you may call it special when it exists. Bhagavan’s presence is always 

peace and bliss. Being sad and worried one day, and being happy another day – all 

this sort of variations were absent. He was always happy only; and so, he was 

unchanging. 

Kunjuswamy sings ‘Arunachala Siva.’ 



Kunjuswamy 2 

(37) 

77. He didn't call himself as Ramana Maharishi. It was his disciple Kavyakhanda Ganapathy who 

gave him the name. But many people give themselves the epithet 'Maharishi'. But Bhagavan 

never called himself 'Ramana Maharishi', nor did he write his name anywhere as such. It is 

we, the  devotees call him 'Ramana Maharishi'. For him Ramana Maharishi means this body; 

he does not  know it as his name. ---------- Even in those days, he didn't know himself as 

Brahmana Samy. It is people whoo calledl him Brahmana Samy. That is all. Seeing his body 

with a fair complexion, peple called him 'Brahmana Samy'. All of us called him only as 

Bhagavan. 

 

(82). He did not know anything about the use of vulgar words or scolding and quarrelling 

against anyone. If we happened to do anything wrong, he would just call it, “Mischief, nuisance, 

rowdyism”. He never used any other type of words. While addressing people, even with small boys, 

he wyouldl use the honorific plural 

(38) 

like 'avar', 'ivar','aiya' and be very respectful. Only when addressing very young children, he would use 

singular pronouns. When addressing us, (the ashram inmates), he uses the usual singular forms like 

'va', 'po' etc. With newcomers, even if they are younger than us, he always uses the honorific plural. 

Generally, when he calls us, he says 'Oi'. It is not a name – just a sound! Quite a respectful word. 

Bhagavan loves everyone. He respects all. He never displayed the attitude of anyone being inferior to 

him. For Bhagavan all are noble only. 

 

83. Samadhi means... Bhagavan does not have (the mode of) samadhi. In others view, at 

times, he  may seem to be as if in nirvikalpa samadhi. [Once] he had been in a state  whereby 

he was unaware of the passage of time, unaware of ants and insects crowling on him and scorpion 



stings. Then, after coming here, when too many people started to visit he was never like that. He 

remains normal just likel all of us. People 

                                                                                                                                                                      

(39) 

 call it sahaja samadhi. But Bhagavan never says  'Now I am in the state of nirvikalpa samasdhi' and 

'Now I am in sahaja samadhi'. Only we are telling that. Not he. He remains as usual. Nirvikalpa, Self-

vikalpa, jagra, swapna, susupti, samadhi, turiya – all these are just the same for him. Some who come 

to him, ask him “Do you get sleep? Is sahaja samadhi, the same as turiyatita?” ------ All other states 

are either turiya or lower than turiya. So we say, Bhagavan is in sahaja samadhi. According to the 

sastras (scriptures), only we say, he is in such a state. He himself never says, “I am in sahaja. I have 

already attained sahaja. I am such a great blissful state...” and so on.  

 

84, 85. He gives no importance to anything. Yet, he will participate in everythng. When we 

cut vegetables, he would come and sit with us.  When the need arises, he writes and speaks. But, he 

does not attaches more importance to speaking, than to cutting vegetables. Why so? Because, he 

has nothing to do with the functions of the hands and feet, the inner sense organs, and the mind and 

intellect. So, no importance is attached to any of these things. All are equally alright.  

(40) 

86. Not even that. There is no differentiation like, 'That language is superior to this'. There 

is no differentiation between persons like 'This caste or that caste, educated person or uneducated 

person.' No such discrimination at all.  But, he likes very much people who keep quiet without any kind 

of disturbances. He has some liking towards such people -  who neither argue nor raise objections. 

 

 87. No.But, what happened was just that. Something quite rare. But, Bhagavan did not 

have that intention. Bhagavan did not shift here thinking 'There is a lot of disturbances here; let us 

move there.' How Bhagavan happened to move here without apparent reason is really strange. It took 

place six monthsf aftere mother's samadhi. During those months, he used to visit mother's samadhi 

daily, sometimes in the morning and sometimes in the evening. Taking his morning walk, he would 



come here, stay here and then return. That was his custom.  [Now follows the same story narrated on 

page 13 till 17. Only difference is that Kunjuswamy gives a special interpretation.]  (One day he came 

here in the morning as usual. When he came Thandapany Swamy and Chinnasamy were cooking 

some savouries together. Bh....... )  

(41) 

 So he did not come here with any intention. He did not come because of any difficulties. Lack of 

materials there, more number of people there, less people here – these are all reasons we held in our 

mind. Bhagavan did not have them. It happened just spontaneously. Bhagavan did not visit places 

with any premeditations. He never visits just because somebody invites. It happens spontaneously; 

that is all. Nothing else. In the beginning, Thandapany Swamy was doing the puja at mother's shrine. 

Then came one by one. 

 

C. How may residents were there in Skandhashramam?  

  At that time, the residents of Skandhashramam were: Ramakrishna Swamy, myself, 

Ramasamy Pillai, a sadhu called Akhandananda, and a few more people. Not many. Others were just 

visitors. ---- Madhavan was not there. Madhavan came later on, only after a long time. There 

Ramasamy Pillai was there. Chinnasamy, Niranjananda Swamy and Thandapany Swamy were there. 

Thandapany Swamy came just then; but did not stay.  

 

B. Thandapany Swamy is Muruganar's father-in-law. 

86(a) Only whenever we give. By himself, he never applies anything. If we take it to him 

and give him, he 

(42) 

 will apply it himself. He himself never asked for vibhuti or kumkum. Neither he applied them for his 

own benefit. Some Vaishnavite devotees sometimes asked “Why not apply naamam to Bhagavan for 



one day?” and applied to him naamam themselves. (laughs) So Bhagavan has likes and dislikes at 

all. 

 

88. So many personalities have visited. So many mahaans (sages) have visited. But, for 

us and for those who have seen Bhagavan, the thought never occurs that these personalities may be 

superior to Bhagavan. We never come to know that. (Kunjuswamy mentions Ramdoss ane Achutha 

Doss.) 

 

89. Bhagavan's Upadesasaram, Ulladu Naarppadhu are the two most important works 

which I like very much. 

 

C. Do you know how and when Bhagavan wrote these books? 

  I know that. But if you want to know the years, I will have to think. I have writtne all these in 

detail. Now it is getting printed. When 'Ulladhu Naarppadhu” was written? When 

'Upadesasaram' was written? When 'Aksharamana Maalai' was written?   Where they were 

written? - all about them, I have written. 

(43) 

91. Daily I recite 'Aksharamana Maalai' and 'Upadesasaram' in all the four languages. All of them 

I know by heart. I recite them daily, without missing a single day. Doing japa, doing 

meditation, and doing enquiry – that is just how live. These are my favourite activities. 

B. He himself participated in the Tamil parayanam in those days. One day 'Aksharamana 

Maalai', another day 'Ulladhu Naarppadhu' etc. in the Tamil parayanam. 

C.  Which texts have been selected? And, when? 

A. For 15 days we recited Bhagavan's Tamil works in his presence for half an hour daily. We 

devided into two groups. All those I have written. It takes, in this manner, 15 days [to 



complete.] After 15 days the cycle repeats. It contains 'Aksharamana Maalai', 'Upadesasaram' 

, 'Devikalottaram', 'Saravjnanottaram', 'Atmabodham', 'Appalappaattu' – all these. We recited 

everything found in the 'Nool Thirattu' (Collected Works of Bhagavan). I have written all about 

these in sequence. On the first day: 'Arunachala Maahaatmyam'. Second day: 'Aksharamana 

Maalai' … and so on, in this sequence. 

C. When did Tamil Parayanam stopped?  

(44) 

 Only recently, just two years ago. The recitation was going on even when Mohanam 

Pillai was here. Even Narasimha Aiyer participated in Tamil Parayanam. During the month of 

Margazhi we did the Parayanam in the morning. Nowadays, as we have all become aged, daily he 

goes alone to sing Thiruvembavai and Thiruppalliyelucchi. 

93. I do read. And I also respect them. But, our daily practice (anushtaanam) is based on 

Bhagavan's path. That does not mean, we disregard people of other faith, scriptures of other religions, 

the paths propounded by other masters. They are regarded as valid paths. One may also travel on 

them. But, for us, our daily routine is based on Bhagavan's path alone. Therefore we have ill-will 

against them. We have respect for all of them. 

  There is quotation to support it: “Control of mind is the essence of all scriptures.” The 

real princple of all the books, all the scriptures and all the religions is just to keep the mind at peace. 

That is our path. 

94. I have explained that in detail in my writing. 'How Bhagavan lived? What did he do early in the 

(45) 

morning as soon as he woke up? After that, until night, what are his daily routine? …' all these I have 

explained fully in my writing. If necessary one may read it out to him [ the interviewer]. 

96. No. 

97(a). Only the book which is under printing now in English. 



  'Bhagavan's Life and His Teachings' is the title of the book. “How Bhagavan take 

bath? How Bhagavan would sleep? What else he would do? … All these I have written. Also I have 

written about causes behind the changes these places have undergone. 

98. What is significant for us is the servicr we render to him. My belief is that all  our 

meditation and incantations will bear fruit only after our inner (mental?) organs [anthahkaranam] are 

cleansed through service to him. That is just my attitude. But, Bhagavan does not expect anything. - 

No (need of) service. Service is unimportant. Bhagavan remains as he was ever. But what he said is 

that only to follow his upadesa (instructions) is the service needed. All the rest cannot be said to be of 

any significance. Not important. But, … (rep.)  the entire society [is benefited] by his grace. We should 

say that ,more than others, it is Bhagavan who had done most the social service. 

(46) 

 

109. What the wise elders and scriptures say is that, if one gets an opportunity to serve a jnani, 

there is no sadhana that equals or excels that is bestowing spiritual gain. One will realize that 

there is nothing comparable to it, only when one performs sadhana. Only service to Jnani's is 

most important. Whenever there is no chance to serve, the next best remarkable sadhanas 

are reading the hymns he has composed, the hymns composed upon him, and the books he 

has written, to do japa of his name and to meditate upon him. 

 

111. He is not bestowing his grace; it flows automatically … But, Bhagavan will bestow on 

his own. 

(47) 

112. Not just to the society, his relation is with the entire world. Bhagavan's grace and 

blessings are there for the welfare of the world, for whether that is beneficial for the world. So there is 

nothing exclusive for the society. 

  



98. Bhagavan never tells anything. He has taken avatar only for our sake, for the welfare 

of the world. In this age, all the dharmas (moral values) remain corrupted. We, devotees of Bhagavan, 

think that Bhagavan has incarnated just to offer a dharma which will be common to the whole world. 

(clapping his hands) 

 

C. Is  Bhagavan an avatar? 

  We, devotees, consider Bhagavan as an avatar. We never ask him, 'What is 

he?'; neither he will say. ----- 'Avatar' means something that has come from somewhere else. ------ It 

depends upon everyone's attitude. Likewise, Muruganar says in his prayer to Bhagavan, 'You are 

Mohammed Nabi; you are Jesus Christ; you ar the Buddha and so on' … claiming all avatars to be 

Bhagavan Ramana only. Lord Vinayaka is Ramana; Lord Subramanya is also Ramana. So all these 

are just our outlook. He himself neither  

(48) 

assumes himself to be Lord Subramanya nor Lord Buddha. He has no assumptions. He remains in 

the true nature of the Self. So, whatever people may say about him, he remains as the true form of 

pure awareness. Pure consciuosness alone is Bhagavan's true form of the Self; except that, he is 

neither this body or any part of the society of this world. That is the good news that Bhagavan hints 

with resolution. ----------- We believe he is an avataar; neither had he denied it.  ….. Someone had 

questioned Bhagavan, “Are you the incarnation of Lord Subramanya?” Someone else had asked, “Are 

you the incarnation of Vishnu?”..... Only others call him avataar,  according to their disposition. If they 

think of his avataar of Lord Subramanya, he appears to them as Lord Subramanya himself, and 

blesses them. Otherwise, if he is considered an avataar of Vishnu, he appears likewise and blesses! 

But, in reality, he is beyond all names and forms. So he appears to the devotees and blesses them 

according to the name and form in which they worship him.He is unaffected by all that. For him, all are 

his own Self! So, we can worship him as any avataar. Bhagavan has appeared as Lord Subramanya 

to Kavyakhanda Ganapathy and Sivaprakasam Pillai. How to deny that? It depends on 

(49) 



their mental disposition. Bhagavan appears to them that way, because that is how they assume him 

to be. ------ “Yat bhaavam tat bhavati” - that is, 'What we firmly believe become the (apparent) reality.'  

 

C.  Was Bhagavan an avadhuta? 

  Ativarnaashrami! It is a status beyond Brahmacharya, Grihastha, Vanaprastha, 

Sannyasa, Hamsa, Paramahamsa etc. It is a state beyond all the rules of sastras  (scriptures). It is 

called Atitaashramam. Even this is an ashramam; there will be a control. 

 

73(a). We cannot tell that. He had read thre book on the lives of 63 Saivite Sages 

(naayanmaars) and had worshiped them. From that Bhagavan had acquired the vairaagya (mental 

rectitude). Reading the epic of Peiyapuraanam gave him the vairaagya. Then the experience of death 

brought further vairaagya. All these are written in the biographies of Bhagavan. But, if we ask 

Bhagavan, he would just say, “Maybe it is true”. But he never told anyone definitely that only after 

doing such and such sadhana he could attain Jnaana, or that he already had got it earlier. No one had 

raised this question with Bhagavan. We could not ask him that question. 

(50) 

102. The sage, in whose presence we experience peace of mind, a sort of love and 

devotion, he is the Guru. Someone may be a great religious personality; but, when we approach him if 

we don't feel this peace of mind, if no tears of devotion flow from the eyes, then however popular he 

maybe, he is of no use for us. But if it happens even with an ordinary guru, one will be benefited by 

this guru. So the disciple gets his guru according to his devotion. The intensity of attraction between a 

magnet and a piece of iron depends upon the purity of the piece of iron. Is irt not? Likewise, even 

though one is old, if there is no maturity, what can we do?  So, we can take that person as our guru, 

whose mere sight gives us peace of mind, and arouses our devotion. We need not enquire about his 

background. The definite of a guru is just this.  

 



103. Atma (the Self) has become this Guru. 

 

104. Keeping Bhagavan in the Heart as the form of the Self brings the confirmation that 

this is not different from that. 

(51) 

C. Is Bhagavan a Satguru? 

A. Guru; Satguru. 

 

105. The sastras (scriptures) describe this. How the guru should be? Should he be like 

Lord Muruga, the embodiment of Jnana? Can he have any worldly attachment? Can he have desires? 

… One may investigate on this line. For that purpose, the sastras give the characteristics of a guru. 

Common prople will look for all these characteristics in a guru. If the characteristics are there, they 

may choose that person as  their guru. This is the rule of the sastras. But with a guru who besows 

experience,  one need not apply these rules. As I said earlier, that person, as soon as seeing whom 

we experience peace of mind, contentment and devotion, should be taken as our guru. That is the 

only correct way. There are many books describing the characteristics of a guru and a disciple. 

 

C. Was Bhagavan a Jnaani and a Bhakta at the same time? 

A. He is both. He is neither a mere Jnaani, nor a mere bhakta. His is Jnaanottara Bhakti 

– (that is, devotion acquired at the culmination of jnaana.) 

 He was a Satguru. He bestows grace in three ways: “When a jnaani, who has 

realized the absolute, casts a look, all our sins are driven away” - says Kaivalyam. Accordingly, the 

mere look of a Satguru will turn  

(52) 



into  blessings. Or, just one word from him in enough. Or else, even if he thinks a thought in his mind, 

that will suffice. This is the true characteristic of a Satguru. 

 

108(a). No. Whether the guru is a man or a woman, there is no difference. Jnaana has 

nothing to do with the body. 

 

(3a). Maybe. Whether he is a grihastha (householder) or not a grihastha is insignificant. 

Only that he is a human being is significant. 

 

(4). Very well! (laughs) Especially, only for them he maybe more suitable. 

 

(5aa). Maybe he is a guru of experience. What you find in books are just experiences. When 

he happened to read scriptures, surprisingly, he found his own experiences written in them. Prior to 

that he did not know anything about those books. He did not know the sastras. “Oh! I see! Is it so?” … 

He would be glad to see the congruence. “Is it similar to my experience or different?” … He enjoyed 

this comparative investigation. Likewise, what is written in the scriptures is jusf the experiences of 

Jnaanis. 

 

(5bg). Maybe that is one of the eight types of gurus. Definitely not a Jnaana Guru. ...guru, 

Karaka guru, Vidya guru … are some of the various types of gurus. Maybe that is one of them. Only 

Jnaana Guru is true 

(53) 

Guru. The rest maybe like school teachers.  

 



(5bh). There are two types. One type of siddhis are those acquired through practising 

techniques and worships. If a Satguru acquires any such siddhis, it maybe due to his intentions and 

contemplations about them in his pervious lives. “Jnaanam swatma siddhi” is the saying. [That is, 

'Jnaana is attainment of the Self ] As soon as one acquires Jnaanam, all these siddhis will manifest 

spontaneously, without one's knowledge. So, they [the Jnaanis] have no connections with them at all. 

Only others [non-jnaanis] may say,  “I performed that siddhi. I showered my blessings like this and it 

got healed.” A sarguru won't say that. But, [miracles] will take place. [Miraculous] experiences may 

happen to people; but, for the Jnaani, the sense of having performed it won't be there. 

 

(6). The salary is just to remain abiding in the experience he has instructed. That is the 

guru dakshina.  

 

C.  What kind of dakshina did you give Bhagavan? 

  There is a song for that in Kaivalya Navaneetham: 

  “ O Master! You have resided within me ruling for innumerable life-times. You have 

now come out just to liberate and save me giving me upadesam. This dog, that I am, cannot find any 

means of repaying my debt to you fjor help you are rendering. Praised be thy sacred feet!” 

(54) 

  “When the disciple said so, the master looked at him with pleasure and asked him to 

sti closer to him and told him gracefully, 'If you can remain abiding in the awareness of the true form of 

the Self, without letting  the three shackles that bind you to follow with you, that alone is the 

repayment you must make!”  

 That is without giving place to the three shackles  of ignorance doubt, and delusion, if 

you can remain abiding in the experience of beingness of the true form of the Self, as indicated 

through demonstration by the Guru, only that is the Guru Dakshina. Bhagavan has said that is the real 

service for the Guru. 



 

8. It is just the lifelessl body. … Bhagavan had bestowed his grace even with his body. 

… Then people worried, “What to do, now that the body has gone?” Then Bhagavan said, “So, do you 

mean it is just this body that is doing all the good? Is it the one that is blessing you? There is some 

power. That power is bestowing the grace. You receive it according to your capacity. Whether the 

body is there or not, it is [the function] of that power. It is not necessary for the body to exist. 

                                                                                                                                                                   

(55) 

77 / 115  Ritual. It has no meaning. Saying 'namaskaaram' and raising folded hands 

are all just customs or conventions. 

 

116. Good and bad are equal for him. Both are same. 

 

117. There will be no difference between a Satguru's life and what the Vedas and sastras 

say. Whatever you fine in Bhagavan's life, you will also find in all of the sastras. Nothing can be 

absent in them. The tongue will not utter even forgetfully [anything contradictory]. That nature will not 

change even forgetfully. Some power will not allow them to behave wrongly even if they want. Even if 

we wqant to say something wrong, the tongue will not do that. Even if it comes to the mind, it will not 

paa out through the tongue. It maybe expressed in some other ways. So, their behaviour will never be 

against the sastras. 

 

119. I don't think so. People simply come and tell me that “Jesus Christ took upon himself 

all the sins of his disciples. Because of that, he had to face so much problems. The books say so. 

Similarly, Bhagavan has absorbed all the sins of this various types of devotees. Those sins have 

manifested in him as a terrific disease. Taking on himself all the sufferings of the disease, he has 

saved others from it.” People say this.  



(56) 

But, I don't believe it. Bhagavan never said he has got cancer, nor he considered himself so. Thinking, 

“Bhagavan has got this disease. He is suffering from it. …”, it is only we that sufferred. It was disease 

for the devotees; not for  Bhafagavan. Bhagavan never said or even thought, “Oh! I have got this 

disease, I have got cancer.” We have nothing to say how it came to be. In the same way as the body, 

the cancer has come to be.  That's all. But, people attribute causes for it in this way. We don't believe 

it. Our mind tells  that Bhagavan has no disease. Our view has become such. That is all. (laughs) 

Equal vision. ------- All these are simple and normal. All these are our own imaginations. Insignificant 

matters. Many such matters have been subjects of such gossip. It is not at all  a surprise for us. As we 

walk along a path in the jungle, accidentally the foot kicks a stone, which in turn knocks down a poll, 

and it falls on our foot. What would you say about this. Likewise,  

(57) 

even if anything related has happened, unlike us, Bhagavan would not have any  (intentional 

thoughts) samkalpas based on it. [The poll] might not have any intention to hit; yet, it can strike. If 

stones are strewn indiscriminately,  the foot would just happen to kick it. Similarly, it is a normal 

matter. Nothing significant in it. People who know don't talk about it; nor do they observe any 

difference.  

 

C. Kunjuswamy did not want to answer my question, whether Chinnasamy had been 

beaten by Bhagavan. 

 

120.  No. At the time of his passing away, there was some sorrow. Only Bhagavan's 

physical form passed away. But, what Bhagavan had pointed out was his true form of the Self 

(swarupa). Is it not? As I meditated on this thought, the mind became peaceful. In those days, when 

we go and sit in Bhagavan's presence, our minds were prevailed with a tranquility and peace of mind. 

That is available even now when we sit near Bhagavan's samadhi shrine. So, I feel no difference at 



all. Whenever I close my eyes, I place Bhagavan in my heart. So, Bhagavan has not gone anywhere. 

He abides in our heart, not only in the hall. (laughs) 

 

134 B. The same! No difference! 

A. It depends upon the mental attitude of each and everyone. 

(58) 

122. I think of Bhagavan as the true form of my own Self (Atma swarupa). Not as alien to 

me. What exists is just Bhagavan. My life and soul (atma) are just Bhagavan himself. ---- I had this 

attitude even in those olden days. Now, it has become even more firm. 

 

123. I had a vidya guru. Before I came to Bhagavan, I had a guru who taught me all the 

Vedas. He is no more. He is no more. He has given up his physical body. I have studied. There was 

one. ---- Tamil. He was not only a Tamil pandit. He had studied all Vedanta (Shankara's). In 1919, 

when I was 12 years old. He taught me for 6 years. Then I had come here. 

 

124. Narayana Guru … I have seen. … Spiritual teachings, similar to Bhagavan's, can be 

found in his teachings also. He also tells exactly like Bhagavan. In one place Bhagavan says, “ Even 

slight movement of chittta (the mind) means samsara (worldlyness); if the chitta (the mind) abides 

firm, that is mukthi (liberation) .” That is, what Bhagavan says is, liberation (mukthi) is to keep the 

mind still. He says the same thing in Malayalam: 

 “Don't be aware. If you are aware, remain awake as awareness / consciousness.” 

(59) 

That is, “One must abide in the intermediate state of being neither awake nor asleep. That is  the true 

form of our Self (swarupa).”   Bhagavan says, “ … … …” So, I look upon such similar points 



expressed by Bhagavan as equivalents. There may be many which vary. I don't look at them. I have 

nothing to do with them. 

 

C. What was the attraction in Narayana Guru for Kunjuswamy? 

 I have seen him even as I was a boy. Before coming to Bhagavan, I went to have his 

darshan, because he was considered to be a great sage. After I have come here, he visited Bhagavan 

and composed verses in praise of Bhagavan. So he is familiar to the Ashramam. Therefore, when I 

went to see him, on my way to Varkkala, he enquired with me about Bhagavan. He was full of praise 

for Bhagavan's philosophy and his experiences. He blessed me and said, “You stay there itself.” so, I 

have some devotion for him. That is all. “Having been born in Kerala, you are fortunate to be able to 

serve Bhagavan there. It is a good fortune  

(60) 

for Kerala itself. Therefore, don't leave; remain there itself,” he advised. I have written it.  Although he 

[Narayana Guru] himself was a Jnaani, if someone visited, he would, he would enquire, “For what 

purpose you have come? What is your need? Where are you from? ...” That is his custom. But, 

Bhagavan never talked with anyone who came and went. He just remained blessing everyone; but, 

never said “come” or “go”, nor did he enquired about one's whereabouts, or the purpose of one's visit. 

Having observed this, Narayana Guru realized, “Aha! I see! This is the correct behaviour of a Jnaani. 

Is it not? Bhagavan doesn't say 'Come'; doesn't say 'Go'; nor he says 'Stay'. He just remains abiding 

in Atma Swarupa. This is how a Guru should be!” And then, he composed what he observed in 

verses. 

 

125. 'Guru' means … Even though there is no Guru as external object, the Guru as the 

Self always exists. That is, when we attain the attitude that Self is the Guru, if doubts arise, that which 

confirms with a feeling in the heart as 'This is It! This is It!', only that is the Guru. Only that is Satguru; 

the existential Guru; our  



(61) 

abidance at existence [as existence] is the Guru. Normally, Guru is not in Bhagavan's body. To retain 

in the heart, the essence of his existence (sat) – the true form of his Self – is what is called Sat Guru.  

Sat – Chit – Ananda. (Existence – Consciousness – Bliss). In this the existence aspect is Guru. Sat 

(existence) needs no space. Sat is in the heart of all. If it leaves us, we will be dead. (laughs). 

Therefore, only that which exists as existence is the Guru. Therefore, no one is without a Guru. If 

there is no guru outside, it is inside. Guru means only existence (Sat). That which is weighty, and 

superior to everything else is the Guru. That is just existence alone. Therefore, no one is without Sat 

Guru. Even Bhagavan says, “Shine as my Guru, making me free from faults and worthy of Thy Grace, 

O Arunachala!” We say that Bhagavan has no Guru. For him Arunachala is there as the Guru. If we 

ask him “Who is Arunachala?”, he says, “That is just what is in the heart.” Everyone has his Guru. It 

can be in two modes: externa (baahya) and internal (aandara). It can be just an intenal, without an 

external.  It is just good to have an external guru. Nothing wrong in it. It is not  

(62) 

necessary that everyone must have an external guru. “This jnaana will not enter (into the mind of) an 

genius  of discrimination (viveki). If it still enters, then he is a holy person who had accumulated merits 

of good karma  for crores of his past lives” says Kaivalyam. If one has (brought with him at birth) 

meritorious samskaras of former lives, for such a person, this awareness will arise automatically; it will 

happen spontaneously. -  There is neither sishya nor guru. Not for the guru, because he just exists in 

the true form of the Self (Swarupa). 

 

C. This is the view of Advaita. But, I have Dvaida (drishti) view. 

B. For me, do I need a guru or not? 

A. You need a guru.  

C. At the beginning of sadhana, is a guru not necessary? 

A. Necessary. A guru is necessary. Certainly necessary.  



 

113. When the disciple approaches the Guru, there are conditions as to how a diciple 

should be. [Kaivalya Navaneetham says:] - 

 “Being just like the vital force is to  the body,     1 

 the eyelid is to the eye and the thread is to the needle,    2 

 ready to catch the venomous cobra,      3 

 embrace the angry tiger,       4 

 pick up the burning fire and       5 

 face an elephant fearlessly as soon as he is bid,    6 

 helpful he should be [with the guru] like the chitta which is difficult to get lost. 7 

 To such a genius, the Atma Jnaana maybe offered.”    8 

(63) 

Thus it is explained how a sishya should be if his Atma Swarupa is to be revealed to himself. 

 [Kunjuswamy's commentary:] 

Line 1:  Just like  the living body and the life-force (prana) in it, and the eyelid and the eye - 

Line 2: (The thread [to serve its purpose] should pass through the hole in lthe sewing needle 

– not in any other way.) Just like that needle and the thread - 

Line 3: (A cobra is approaching with its hood wide spread and if the master tells “Go and 

catch it”, [the sishya ] must catch it without fear of being bitten. 

Line 4: A tiger is coming and if the Guru says “Go and hug it”, the sishya must do it. 

Line 5:  If the Guru orders to pick up the burning fire with hand, the sishya must do it at once.  



Line 6: If a deranged elephant comes running and the Guru says “Stand facing it fearlessly”, 

the sishya must do so bravely. 

Line 7 & Line 8:  Even if the Guru tests one in all these ways, only he that withstands and succeeds in 

these tests in the true sishya. Only to such a sishya, the Guru must impart upadesa. Similarly, there 

are other ordinary rules as well. 

 

(64) 

135. Yes, there are. There are people who call themselves our relatives. Maybe, some 

accept him as Jnaana Guru. Instead, some may visit here with the aniticipation of acquiring property 

and wealth through having his darshan and offeing biksha etc. Depending upon whatever is their 

need, they do that. According to their individual attitudes they do all these. According to their 

disposition  and their maturity, whatever they pray for they are bound to obtain. “He who bestows 

whatever boon to whosoever that requests.” ----------- 

But, when the  state of sthithaprakjna befalls, the elements (buta) will remain, but the sishyatwa (i.e. 

disciplelship) will terminate. 

 

114. There are rules in the sastras. According to the needs and prayers of people there 

are paths and techniques to be followed. If a rich man needs more money or he wants the welfare of 

his children and family, then he has to approach the appropriate guru. Then it is the custom to take 

fruits and coconut and dakshina (fees) for the people there. On the contrary, one must offer one's 

heart to the Jnaana Guru. Having offered the heart, the matured disciple would surrender to the 

Jnaana Guru saying, “Oh, master! You may  

(65) 

treat me as you wish. I have nothing here with me. I take refuge with you.” Matured disciples would go 

like that. Worldly people craving for worldly things, may think, “What is the gain in offering all these to 

these people?” so, now, when you want to meet a sanyasin, if you offer thim whole unbroken coconut 



or lemon, the  result will be full (satisfaction). Instead, if you offer banana etc., there won't be full 

result. Like these, there are rules. All of them belong to Karma Kaanda.  

 

144. In my early days, I have performed so many kinds of sadhanas. Having had 

Bhagavan's darshan and having come to know about Bhagavan's philosophy, the sadhana is just to 

abide without thoughts. He has told to abide without any samkalpa (intentions). As far as possible, to 

suppress all samkalpas or to be without any samkalpa seems to be the only important sadhana. That 

is what I think. 

 

145. That is purity of food, purity of mind, and purity of abode – all these would be 

conducive for it. Bathing, chanting, singing hymns, doing puja (worshipping) – all these are sadhanas 

which promote purity of  

 

(66) 

mind. For people who have achieved some firmness, all these are unnecessary. 

…..............................................................................................................................................................

............[Kaivalyam?].................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................................

................................... 

Doing puja, doing japa, having darshan of temples and sages, and serving them – all these witll bring 

about the purity of inner faculties (antahkarana). Mental purity will be attained. You meditate only after 

that. If you try to meditate in the very out set, nothing can be grasped. The mind won't settle in it. That 

is why all the rules and methods have been formulated. 

 



146. It is common to all – equally. Varies according to locations, according to the temples, 

and according to the age or period. Some read books. Some take pictures. Likewise, there are 

various rituals. All rituals are just good. 

C. Is puja necessary for Westerners? 

A. Not necessary. For your way of life, it is unnecessary. If one is born a brahmin, he 

must do puja. Even for me it is not necessary. I am not  brahmin. So, according to their authority, 

according to their nation, 

                 

  (67) 

according to the race in which one is born, doing of these rituals (krias) become a traditional custom. 

For those without such custom, it is not necessary. For the Westerners it is unnecessary. 

 

149. I am doing mental japa, praying, meditation, enquiry  -  all these one or the other alternatingly. 

Whenever (the mind) does not abide in vichara, I do all these – whenever the mind is somewhat 

agitated. While walking we carry on japa.  While sitting we perform Vichara. Sometimes, we say 

prayers. I keep all these as aids or supports. Keeping all these as supports, we approach vichara.   

C. Dhyana means vichara? 

B. No. 

A. Vichara means to remain without thought. To think of Bhagavan alone, is dhyana. Japa is to 

recite any mantra continuously without any break. I don't do puja. If I do, I do it mentally. Nowadays, I 

am unable to go to the ashramam. I just sit here and imagine doing abhishekam, aradhana, 

alankaram,  archana, showing of camphor flame, and doing namaskaaram – all these mentally. This 

is what 

(68) 

is called mental puja. This can be done in any way. All these purify the mind. If the mind abides firm in 

Vichara, all these are unnecessary. It won't abide at the top. We are doing all these, just to havce it 

abide there. The elders have formulated all these techniques just for this purpose. We just have to 



follow them. That is why all these karma, Bhakti,Yoga and Jnaana. Otherwise, Jnaana alone will be 

sufficient. What for all these Karma, Bhakti, Yoga and Jnaana? Just steop by step. There is a 

difference between them. There just supportive, nothing else. 

C.         Do you these types of sadhanas daily? 

A. Daily. I will be doing one or the other always. When the mouth is shut, I carry on 

meditation. Otherwise, I will be doing japa.  To prevent the mind from going after other matters, I am 

always engaged in all these. 

 

164(10). Panchaakshara mantra (with pranava). OM NAMASIVAYA. 

51(?)C.  Which stotras do you recite? 

A.  Bhagavan's. 

 

159. Meditation on Bhagavan's form. (saguna form). 

C. Is your vichara, nirguna? 

A. Vichara is nirguna (formless). All the rest are saguna (with form) – stotras like Shiva 

Stotra, Siva, Sankara etc. 

155. No. 

(69) 

156. Not much with the crowd. When Bhagavan was alive, there will be crowd while sitting 

in the presence. Nowadays, all alone. 

(3) No special reason. 

 



157. In his house itself. There is no chair – just a bench. I would be sitting on it. If I want to do japa, I can do 

it in the same position also. 

 

158. During the early stages, it has a significance. But, now I do it wherever – whether in padmasana or in 

sukhasana. 

 

152. Previously, I used to do it for a long time. Now, due to physical debility because of old age, I sit  only 

for 10 to 15 minutes. Moreover, even without these asana, there is no lack of meditation and japa for 

me.  That is what Iam doing all the time. That is my pass time hobbty. But, meanwhile if somebody 

visit, like this, there will be break. Otherwise, always just meditation. I have no other work to do, 

except this. 

 

160. (Atma vichara) Atma vichara means – vichara is thinking. So, it is to remain without any thought as the 

true form of the Self – i.e. in the thoughtless state. Even Bhagavan has said, “The realization of that 

which  subsists when all trace of 'I' thought is gone, is good tapas.”  To exist as that which remains 

when  
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ego, the 'I' thought is gone, alone is the best of tapas. That alone is dhyana. Bhagavan says just that 

is vichara. I am just following that. 

 

162. At the heart. ----- Not the anahata chakra. 

 

160(b). To fix it on one thing. To fix it on just on form. Without letting it go elsewhere, to fix it 

on just one thing – which is Bhagavan. One pointedness (Ekaagra). 



 

164(1). Previously, I had it. Nowadays, I neither want it, nor don't want it. It is at the heart. If 

we have to go somewhere, it cannot be carried along. Is it not?  

(8). Mostly it is convenient to have the eyes open. If the eyes are closed, thoughts might arise. If 

the eyes are open, attention may be directed at just one object. If we remain seeing nothing in 

particular, with the open eyes, it lets [the attention] a little more firmly in the heart. So, it depends upon 

one's training. There is no need to keep the eyes closed. But, can have them closed also. For vichara, 

any posture will  do. But, there must be the objective [lakshya], whether eyes are closed or open. With 

that objective, even open eyes 
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see nothing. The inner objetive – that is, Bhagavan's view, is the objective of the heart.”  It is wide 

open in all directions. [It will let the attention] fix still more firmly. The practice is difficult. Therefore, it 

can be done in any way. For me nowadays, both are equally alright. It has become a habbit. So it 

makes no differende if the eyes remain open or closed. Once the objective is firm, nothing is seen; 

japa stops; prayer stops. Is it not? What kind of an eye it is? Though it is there seeing, it sees nothing. 

So there is no need to close the eyes.  But, it maybe closed also. 

  

167. Meditation – only after coming to Bhagavn. Prior to that only japa. I came to know 

about dhyana only through Bhagavan. Vichara also I came to know only after coming to Bhagavan. I 

learned about it by reading Bhagavan's books of Upadesasaram etc. and questioning Bhagavan 

himself. First only japa, there.  

 

168. No.  

 

*********** 



 

 



4th TALK 

(72) 

Kunjuswamy commenets about my path. 

 Good path. That is a good path.I am very happy to hear that you are practicing it. May 

Bhagavan bless you so that you may abide firmly in that ultimate state. 

 

170(a) Following the pabt of Bhagavan, I do not give any upadesam. I just reply to questions, 

if someone asks like this. Some may take it as upadesam. 

C. Do you give Diksha? 

A. No. We don't consider it as contradictory. Those who do it gain  a lot of happiness. 

Bucause3 of our acquaintance with Bhagavan, we do not have much interest in all these. As we some 

great objective,  we neither support  it, nor reject it.  

 

208. Is there any reason for Bhagavan not having appointed  (1) any successor or (2) 

outstanding sadhaka before his demise?  

 Bhagavan's successors are countless. So, he had no need to appoint any new successor. 

There is no one for Bhagavan to say as 'this is my successor'. Therefore Bhagavan did not 

have the thought or attitude that he must have someone - some sishya as successor.   

Bhagavan looks upon everyone as the form of the Self (Atma swarupa) itself, and not as a 

sishya or as an ajnaani (ignorant layman). All are seen  

(73) 

 

just as  himself. As evidence for it, there is a line in one of his songs: 

  ' binna vuyir-kalil  abinna vilak-kennum 



  attanmait tannil unara 

  tannul minnum aanma …' 

That is, 'in all the varied fragmented jeevas, that one unfragmented light that shines, becoming aware 

that one's real form within oneself, within one's Heart the light of Atman flashes...' Once we get the 

experience of getting established in the transcendental state, then when the world and the beings are 

beheld, the bodies are not seen. What is then seen in all beings is only the true nature of the Self 

(Swarupa), which is of the form of consciousness or awareness. There is no small or big; nothing is 

alien, neither guru, nor sishya. So although he has no such successor, there are crores of them. -------

-------- (Guru) Lineage means, … all lineages of Gurus are just his lineage only. All paths are just 

Bhagavan's paths. All are only himself. No one is alien to him. There are many kind of religions. In all 

the religions, Bhagavan looks into the truth that is common in all religions. All that is found to be just 

the truth. Bhagavan personally has no ashram of his own,  
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no path of his own, an no religion of his own. All religions are his religions. Therefore, there are no five 

or six jnaanis, as that jnaani and this jnaani. Guru means …, all gurus are just one.  There is no 

difference. Only we say that this person isi one jnaani, and that person another jnaani. This is just 

what the disciples say; but in his [Bhagavan's] view, there is just one Jnaani. All are one only. The 

word 'all' is used here only relation to the body; except that, there is nothing alien in the true form of 

the Self. This is the philosophy of Bhagavan. Therefore, here, there is no such restrictions such as: 

'the inmates of thtis ashram should not go anywhere else', or 'those who have listened to the 

upadesam given here should not attend to any other upadesam elsewhere' etc. One can listen to 

anything said by anyone; one can go anywhere. Bhagavan is very happy about this. Among 

Bhagavan's devotees, there are those who perform puja regularly; those who practice yoga, and also 

those who are engaged in severely ascetic practices of one-pointed concentration at chakras like 

sushumna etc. But, nothing is given special significance. But, Bhagavan's view is to stick to those 

practices firmly, regularly and daily with diligence. -------------- ? --------------- Therefore, that is not 

needed. ------------ Bhagavan's books themselves are sufficient. 

 (75) 



133. The presence of Bhagavan (?)... ------- Bhagavan's books themselves are sufficient. 

Other considerations are no indispensable. Those who are engaged in Enquiry, whatever is their 

need, what they might have got by asking Bhagavan personally, cn be obtained [from the books.] ------

------- It depends upon their mental disposition. It might be a little lesser for those who view the Guru 

as the physical body. The true form of the Guru is just the ture form of the Self  (Atma). It is there in 

the heart, always. Only that is the characteristic of the sishya. For those who know that it is just the 

ritulal that is required of the desciple, even after the disappearance of the form, the awareness of the 

presence (smaranai) would not leave. Therefore, the Guru always abides in the heart.   To have this 

attitude itself is sufficient. Otherwise, if the conscious energy, is thought to be availablel for us, only 

from the physical body, then it will appear as if it is already gone. …........ said. He listened to it. “All 

these days Bhagavan was here. So in his presence, it was very blissful to keep on having his 

darshan. Now, Bhagavan's physical body has disappeared! Are the same experiences still there?” he 

asked. “Why should you still remain here? Why don't you go out elsewhere?” he  
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asked further. Then he replied, “The same 'chaitanya shakti' that we received in his presence, when 

he was alive, is now available even more. I say this because, when I was practicing meditation then, I 

had to look up at Bhagavan's form now and then. Now, there is no need to look up. Bhagavan resides 

in the heart itself. Bhagavan abides in everybody's heart. So, there are more advantages, no 

disadvantage for meditation.” When Bhagavan was in his sacred body,  His photo was also  there only 

foro that purpose. It had no other significance. Bhagavan did not exist as the physical body. He was of 

the true form the Self (Atmaswarupa) alone. That is how it appeard for us. That appearance is now in 

the photos also. (laughs) 

 

138. It depends upon maturity.  As you [Research Scholar] said now, about the five kinds of practices …. 

The question is, is it necessary to have a guru who is in the body. If one gets the darshan of a perfect 

jnaani like Bhagavan, then there is no need again for all those vidya gurus and upadesa gurus. For 

such people, 

(77) 



the sastras suggest three paths: First is Viveka Gathi. Next is Viraktha Gathi. Finally Deiva Gathi. 

Viveka Gathi is to learn all the Vedantas and Sastras from a guru and get to know the society. 

This is one path called Viveka Gathi. The next is Viraktha Gathi. Some people get a sudden 

dispassion. Once possessed of this dispassion, one knows nothing. One renounces 

everything. In that state of total dispassion God, revealing  himself as Guru, bestows Jnaana 

(realization). Deiva Gathi is, unlike choosing someone as Guru and following his teachings, 

casullay visiting a sage along with many others, and hearing some statements made by the 

sage  while he is instructing someone else. As soon as the statements are heard, this person 

is so attracted that he thinks, “Oh! It seems so nice. Let me practice and see.” Although the 

guru does not know this person, nor had he ever given him any upadesa, he proceeds to 

keep practicing it. Overhearing what is spoken to others and taking it as upadesa for oneself 

and following it is known as Deiva Gathi. Thus, there are three paths. Therefore, those who 

did not have darshan of a perfect Jnaani, do have the need of all 
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these Vidya Gurus, Viveka Gurus etc. Kaivalyam says, “All the evil karmas brought along [to work out] 

will be driven away by the mere look of a Jnaani, who had realized the absolute.” If a perfect 

Jnaani casts his glance at someone, all his sins will be destroyed and he will attain the state 

which is the culmination of all sadhana. Therefore, it is very great indeed to get a perfect 

Jnaani. It is said that, “ Liberation is just to abide where such a Jnaani, who is God himself, 

resides. “Thinking we need not do anything, if we go to the place where such a god-like 

Jnaani resides, his presence will take us along the right path. Even if we have done no 

sadhana, it will induce us to do it and make it advantageous for us.The presence has all this 

power”, he says.  Therefore for those who have had darshan of Bhagavan, there is no need 

for another guru. It doesn't seem to be necessary for them. It doesn't mean they should not 

have one. 

 



175(2) (In the presence of Bhagavan ) there were many people. But, for those who came for 

Bhagavan's  
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darshan, it did not occur to investigate whether 'this person has jeevan mukthi, that person has not, 

that person is far off in sadhana, and this person is a little less.' In those days, many people 

asked Bhagavan, “People like Aurobindo, Ramdass Swamy, Swamy Sivananda... are they all 

Jnaanis or not?” But, Bhagavan never experessed any comment. He neither declared them 

Jnaanis nor as Ajnaanis. The reason lwhy he never gave any comment  on anyone is that, for 

one who has realized one's own true nature, nothing exits apart from himself. “Is this person a 

Jeevan Muktha? Is he a Brahmavit, Brahmavaran, or Brahmavaishta?” … lt never even 

occurred to him to investigate another individual on this line. Only others, common people, 

designate him as Jeevan Muktha, Brahmavit, Brahmavaran and Brahmavarishta. This 

differentiation can only be in our view, not in theirs. Likewise, for those who see Bhagavan, 

even this mental attitude to differentiate in this manner doesn't happen. 

 

176(5) There are many. All of us lived together. Didn't we? Daily we see each other. Daily we talk to 

also. ---------  In scriptures we find two types of Vidyas (knowledge): para vidhya and apara 

vidhya. Stotras and 
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sastras are known as apara vidhya. So they are common knowledge (apara vidya)... like, oratory, 

mantras, soothsaying, learning of various techniques – all these are called apara vidya. 

Bhagavan's was para vidya. Some of the subject matter of paravidya can be found in 'Guru 

Vachaka Kovai”. Stotras can be found in “Sannidhi Murai” - it contains less of Vedanta matter. 

Therefore,  

 “Knower of various agamas, know apara vidya.  

 Those who sleep with awareness of its bliss are knowers of para vidya.” 



 says 'Sasivarna Bodham' verse 31.   

Those who know the different types of agamas, and are capable of explaining them, just know apara 

vidya.  Only those who always abide in the true form of the Self, have attained Para Vidya. 

 Likewise,  

 “Even those who knoow all the sixty four arts,  

 are unaware of the absolute that is beyond birth and death.” 

 says 'Sasivarna Bodham'.  

One may have studied all the four Vedas and the 24 Agamas, yet these are not part of Para Vidya; 

they are just Apara Vidya. Therefore, 'only those who sleep with awareness of its bliss are 

knowers of Para Vidya'. Only to abide in that state is known as Para Vidya. Thus, Bhagavan 

is one who is always in that state of Para Vidya. All other lectures, and writings in books, just 

belong to Apara Vidya. (Sasivarna Bodham).  
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'Guru Vachaka Kovai' is OK. It has good amount of Bhakti and some Jnaana. I quote a song from it: 

 [Kunjuswamy recites several verses from Muruganar's 'Sannidhi Murai'.] 

So much of good philosophy is expressed in these verses. 

 

149(a) Foods specified for practices are necessary indeed. But what Bhagavan recommends 

for sannyasis like us, who cannot properly follow those regimen, is to adopt modration in consuming 

food, which is the best of  all rules”. Among all rules regarding food, consuming little at a time in lesser 

quantities is most important. That is the necessary dietitics. Bhagavan says that is the system (?). 

That is what we follow. That is what is called satvik – to consume little at a time is satvik. The very 

satvik food, if taken in excessive quantities will  
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become tamasik. This is an old instruction given to us by Bhagavan. We are following just that. 

 

C. Have you taken any non-vegetarian food in your life? 

A. No.  

 

149a.1  No. Vegetarian. 

 

149b(2)  There is a lot of it. (rep) Sadhana will easier only if ther is moral behaviour. 

Otherwise, the mind won't be attracted towards sadhana. Yama, Niyama, Asana, Pranayama, 

Prathyahara, Dharana, Dhyana, Samadhi. This is the order. This is common to all.  

(3). No. Kama (lust), Krodha (hatred), Loba (greed), Madha (arrogance / ego), 

Macharyam (jealousy) – all these six must be rejected. 

(6). If it is a good family, it compatible indeed. 

(7). All. If in the family, the wife also practices sadhana, then such a family is a good one. 

There is no objection for them. [ They are not obstructions.] 

(8). More than any other things, I offer them blessings, mentally. That is the greatest of 

punya. That us the supreme gift.  

 

150. Yes. I do. It is good for the body. And it is also good for sadhana. On the days of 

fasting, the mind   
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remains free from distractions. The mind abides much subdued. If we eat too much, lethargy will 

somewhat obsturct the mind. Therefore, fasting is good. 

(2). Neither do I reduce, nor increase it. Just moderate. Moderate. (rep) Moderation in 

eating habits. 

(3). That is also moderate. Bhagavan has said, [in Devikalottaram] “ The foolish mind 

daily becomes degenerate because of sleep and thoughts etc.  There should be neither too much 

sleep, nor too much thinking. Both of them obstruct  the mind in meditation and one-pointedness. Too 

much talking and too much thinking about variouys worldly affairs should stop.” We are following in 

that manner. 

(4). I go to bed at 9.00 or 9.30 pm. And wake up at 4 am. It has become the usual habit. 

We don't force ourselves to wake up. No alarm is set. When he timel comes wakefulness also comes. 

Ass we hace lived with Bhagavan, we wake up automatically without alalrm or watch. ------- As I grew 

up in the presence of Bhagavan since my childhood, all the disciplines were acquired automatically. 

Nothing I did by myself. In Bhagavan's presence whatever happened to be the norm, I followed 

exactly. 
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(7). I have not observed silence in Bhagavan's presence. (By myself) I have observed 

silence for some time. Although I don't talk with others, daily I talked with Bhagavan. Daily, I recite 

Bhagavan's books. In Bhagavan talks, we talk. That is all. As a support for sadhana and for the sake 

of convenience, I had taken the vow. That is all. I had been like that for a few days, when I was in 

Pelakkothu. 

(c) How much time did you speak only with Bhagavan? 

A. Not for a long period. Only for a few months. 

 

150b(3)  No. I did not know what cinema was.  So one day, when I was in a different 

place, not in the city, with the help of a friend, I visited a cinema on day, to see how it is. Having seen 

what it is, after that I did not go again, for whatever reason. 



(12). No. Devotees! I don't differetiate whether they are men or women. I do have acquaintance 

with devotees. I don't control them; nor do they control me. (laugh) 

(85) 

151(8) No. 

B. Never. 

(6). I have gone on yatra (pilgrimage). Once I have been to Hrishikesh and Kasi. After that 

all Kasi's and Hrishikeshs, I found within my heart. So, I never went a second time. I have been to 

Chidambaram and other places in a second round of tour. Not all at once. Now and then,  little by 

little. I went to Rameswaram etc., not on my own. Some of Bhagavan's devotees took me along. I 

visited those places with the help of those devotees and returned. When I went to kasi, one of 

Bhagavan's devotees here took me there.  He took me to many places and  showed them to me. I did 

not have any money, not did I have any plan. So, if someone called me, I considered it as Bhagavan's 

order. I visistee those places jusst because of that (attitude). That is all.  I did not visit any place on my 

own intention, earning money for that purpose. I went to those places only in this manner. Bhagavan's 

devotees took me. I visited along with them and then returned. 

A. No pilgrimages (nowadays). Even in those days, no pilgrimages. Having seen 

Bhagavan, I did not have any desires.  All what is to be seen is with Bhagavan. So, all these 

happened spontaneously. 
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93 (5). I have studied a little. Saivism and Vaishnavism – I know a little of these. I have read 

Thevaram, Thiruvasagam, Periya Puranam belonging to Saivism.  I know them. There are also,  

puranas like Arunachala Puranam. I have read some of those histories. I have seen a little bit of 

Sivapuranam.  I have read Ramayanam, Maha Bharatham, and Bhagavatham. All these belong to 

Vaishnavism. I have seen even that. I don't differentiate. All are one for me. 

C. What does he read nowadays? 

A.  Nowadays, I am mostly engaged in meditation and japa. Occasionaly, whenever I am 

bored, I read a little. That is all. 



(2) It was not much of a habit. 

C. Formerly. 

 I recited stotras in Bhagavan's presence. That is all important for me. 

C. Which day – time is auspicious for meditation? 

  The time period after 4 am. Is said to be very auspicious Brahma Muhurtham. Then, 

during the    
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daytime a little, if people were there. At night, after dinner, after 7 or 8 o'clock, before going to bed one 

or two hours of meditation, or as long as possible. --------- At other times, there will be lot of people 

and noises. How can that time be convenient? But, that time is meant for other common people; not 

for Bhagavan's desciples and Bhagavan's attendants. Sannyasis like us must always be in meditation. 

Constant meditation is the rule. No other work. No other plan. No other occupation. This is the 

occupation. Now you are talking to me. So I cannot meditate. If you leave, I just have to continue it. 

 

154. Before coming to Bhagavan? 

 I did not do any work. Even then, I had been doing (japa and tapas) chanting and 

penance and preaching.---------------  Nothing like that. When I was a small boy, Lord Parameswara 

himself gave me upadesam to chant panchaaksharam mantra. I did that in those days itself. As I kept 

on chanting, within a few years, I attained the capicity to absorb any lecture delivered by anybody.  

Using this, I started preaching 
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myself. Amazed at such a small boy giving lectures, people took me here and there.  If I am asked to 

talk, I would talk. I have spent a few years in that manner. But it was not for the sake of food. I had my 

father and brothers at home. They treated me like a sadhu. So, I did not need to work. It did not occur 

to me.  



 

179c(7). Telling stories. Periya Puranam, Alasya Mahatmyam (that is, Matsya Puranam), 

Thiruvilaiyadal Puranam – stories from all these epics, I retold. Some stories from Bhagavatham and 

Bharatham. All these, in Tamil. 

 

165. Yes. There is no reason for it. Bhagavan used to distribute Vibhuti daily. We applied 

it. Some times, if kumkum is given, that also we applied. I am still following that. That is all. I don't 

think about the reason or purpose of it. I don't designate myself as a Saivite or Vaishnavite. I don't 

differentiate at all. It is not compulsory for me to apply Vibhuti, because I am a Saivite. This is a 

custom in the presence of Bhagavan; we simply follow it. 

C. What is the meaning of Prasadha? 

(89) 

Prasadham is something from the presence of Bhagavan. It is good to take it.That is an attitude of  

respect. ----- It is done in remembrance of Bhagavan. 

 

196. Bhagavan has written a song about the hill of Arunachala: 

 “Getting rid of the  'I am the body' idea and merging the mind into the heart to ralize the Self a 

non- dual Being and the light of all is the real significance of the darshan of the beacon of 

light of  Arunachala, the Centre of the Universe!” 

This Annamalai's true form of the Self is (Jyothi) Light. That true form of the Self iis shining as a light 

in the heart of every one also. To see Arunachala is to see that Light. Thus, this song explains 

the significance of seeing the Light of Arunachal. So, iit is considered to be of the form of 

Light; and not of earth and stone. That is not the vision. There seems to be some power in the 

stone that brings about the reminiscence. The mental disposition also is there. This stone has 

a unique power. Bhagavan has stated this in several places. It is a magnet. Not a mountain. If 



we just remember it once, instantly we will attain that state. Bhagavan has said this many 

times.  
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 “I had but thought of Thee as Aruna, and lo! I was caught in the trap of Thy Grace!  

 Can the net of Thy Grace ever fail, O Arunachala?” 

Bhagavan sings thus, [Arunachala Aksharamana Maalai: verse 102]. So, it has the power. It is 

accompanied with a power of attraction that will destroy the individuality of all jeevas 

(individuals). As soon as one reaches this hill here, one's jeevatva is reduced and Isatva is 

increased. “Arunachala invites all the recluuses seeking Jnaana,” it is said. All these 

specialities are there. 

 

166? 196. Plenty are there. That is how it is. Bhagavan himself has shown the way. Bhagavan 

has performed plenty of  Giripradakshinas. We take two of Bhagavan's paths as important for 

us. One is Vichara (Enquiry). The second is Giripradakshina. Giripradakshina will improve our 

abidance in Vichara. With this view, we perform  a lot of Giripradakshinas. If some agitation or 

discomfort arise somewhere in the mind, or if a craving to go here and there arises, or an 

intention comes up, at once we go for Giripradakshina. When we come back from 

Giripradakshina, all those mental activities would have ceased, and it will become fit for  

meditation and japa. Therefore, there are so much of advantages in it. -------- Music is for  

concentration.  
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It is truly an aid for one pointed concentration. But, for spirituality, ther should be no noise. Otherwise, 

all will end up noisy. Music is against it. When the code of discipline for Sannyasis is 

explained, it is said that while swinging, no instruments to recon the beat should be used.  We 

may sing the prayers vocally. That will be of advantage to spirituality. All instrumentals and 

entertainments are right opposites of spirituality. His name and form as books describe , and 

thoughts about him are supportive [of spirituality]. Therefore, music which is suitable for 



entertainment is not helpful in meditation or spirituality. When the mind faces varioous 

problems, sufferings, and all sorts of difficulties, then listening to music  will help us to forget 

them for a while. That is not so important for spirituality.  

 

173. There are two types of Bhagavan's path. 'A solitary place, satvik food, company of good 

people and such other conditions conducive for meditation and japa are of advantage to 

sadhana.'  That is what normally   masters and scriptures say. But, what our Bhagavan says 

is that 'If one keeps hold of one's objective  
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steadfastly, and let his mind gett fixed on it, the obstrucitonws cannot do much harm to him. Whatever 

obstructions occur or do not occur, do not think about them; do not look a them.' So, 

 “Attach to the feet of the one without attachments 

 to get rid of all attachments.”      [Thirukkural] 

To keep the one who is free from all attachment always in your view alone is beneficial. Whatever that 

is against the objective arises, disregard it and attach no importance to it. If you do so, that is 

conducive for sadhana. 

 

176(3). Kunjuswamy tells that Sivananda came thirice to Bhagavan: once for Bhagavan's jayanthim, 

once          with a jamindar.   

 Once, Swamy Sivananda, during one of his pilgrimages brought a jamindar along with him, 

rented a house in the townm had vadai - paayasam and all other food items cooked , and 

totok them to the Ashram, each in cart. He himself served everyone, and also took his food 

sitting beside Bhagavan. He had come just for this purpose – of giving Bhagavan items like 

vadai – paayasam. Then, he came once for jayanthi. All  
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sang stotra and songs in Tamil and Sanskrit. He sang many songs and stotras composed in English 

inn praise of Bhagavan. (laughs) He had great devotion and love towards all those who were 

living with  Bhagavan. He was somewhat jealous of us, because of our opportunity to stay 

close to Bhagavan. So, when he took leave, even though he was much older, much learned 

and much heavier physically, he ----------------    every one of us. But, we caught hold of his 

hand, saying that we are still under the sway of vasanas. He was a great man, with a big 

body. He had, thus, so much of love for Bhagavan. Whatecer books he wrote, he would send 

the first copy to Ashramam. I haver seem him much. When I went  to Rishikesh, he wqs living 

in a small hut. I have seen him then. Only after that, all of Sivananda Ashram developed into a 

huge institiution. 

 Rishikesh Tapovanji Maharaj wa guru for Swamy Chinmayananda. He was from Kerala. On 

his wqy tfrom Kerala to Uttar Pradesh, he visited Bhagavan. He had Bhagavan's darshan and 

received grace. He has written a book [commentary?] on 'Atmabodham'. Ganesan is 

translating it into English. Then itself, he  

(94) 

has written about Bhagavan and  Bhagavan's state. He has written about all the experiences he had 

during his visit. He also had plenty of experiences. He has written a stotram on Bhagavan, 

when he was in Rishikesh. He was a good sadhu.  Ramdass had visited here and had 

received Bhagavan's grace. Thus, many sages have visited here. I have seen Ramdass here.  

I have also seen him in his Ashramam. Even Narayana Guru had visited here. Thus I was 

able to meet all these sages in Bhagavan's presence. There is no need for us to go 

anywhere. ----- I have seen Poondi Swamy also. 

 

174. To give up means ….. Bhagavan never gives anyone any sadhana to perform! Only, people 

take it by themselves. So one has nothing to give up.  If he gives up, ...he is the one who took 

up, and he will also be one who gave up. So, Bhagavan does not consider someone as  “This 

person is following my path.” And so, the thought that  “He may give it up” has no place. 



Bhagavan had not given any mantra or a technique and said, “You must do only this, and 

should not give it up.” So, nobody seems to have given up.  

(95) 

People listen to whatever he says. He is like a Vidya Guru. He is vell educated. Can talk in English. 

(laughs) If someone asks Bhagavan in English, he will give some reply. It has nothing to do 

with this. No one seems to have left. Those who know Bhagavan's philosophy, never leave. I 

have been to Ramdass Ashram and Narayana Guru Ashram and met all of them. That does 

not mean I have given up Bhagavan's path.   

C.         Why Kunjuswamy has not appeared on the Pandal? 

  Having been in Bhagavan's presence, I don't have the liking to be in the midst of entertaining crowds,  

or a desire to be taken photos.  I don't have thought; I don't like to be in the midst of 

crowds.The person in authority (adhikari) came and asked to come over there. ------------ No; I 

was just sitting on the sand to listen to the songs. That is what I wanted, though not very 

happy. ------------- He approached me and said, “You must sing a couple of songs.” First, it 

was supposed to be a feast in honour of Rashtrapathy [President of India]. “If he attends, you 

will be the one who inaugurates the function,” I was told. Even it was printed in  

(96) 

 the Programme. Then I said, “I am too old. I am an old man. Moreover, I do not like very much to 

participate in meetings like this. So, there are so many great devotees of Bhagavan for this. Anyway, I 

am happy you have included my name in the programme. ----- On that day, gifts wer distributed, and I 

was requested to go and receive it. It was a book. I had received gift from Bhagavan himself. In those 

days, when Bhagavan was writing books, he would have the proof copies of the books neatly bound. 

Everyone of us wanted to get those books. On Bhagavan's suggestion, we ourselves formulated a 

condition. According to it, one who first recites from memory, the entire Upadesasaram or Ulladhu 

Narpadhu in front of Bhagavan will get those books. Maybe because I had no other work to do, I 

memorized very quickly and got two such books. So, the book thay gave did not impress me much. At 

first, my name was written in the gift book. When I rejected it,  



                                                                                                                                                                       

(97) 

CII. Ramasamy Pillai's name was overwritten and given to him. So they have a respect and regard for me. 

When Bhagavan's cinema was taken, I was invited. But, I did not feel like posing in the public for 

photos together with 110 other persons. It seemed like children's play for me.  Bhagavan was there 

always for us. So, because of not participating in this kind of activities, I was not ignored. I also did not 

ignore them. I was just not interested. 

CIII.  

CIV. 179c.    (After coming to Bhagavan) Once I came here, my former habits of giving lectures etc. 

disappered; and I took to Bhagavans's path. Then, one day, when a group of people, though engaged 

in various activities, all were maintaining silence, Bhagavan said, “Having come here all are sitting like 

the fox with its tail cut off. These were people who were giving great lectures even as a small boy. 

What to do? Our  

 

                                                                                                                                                                      

(98) 

CV. company makes all these people shut their mouth. Likewise, once a great pundit had visited.  He was 

from North India. He had studied Sanskrit a lot. We were meditating in Bhagavan's presence in the 

morning at 8.00 o'clock. With the intention of letting Bhagavan know all what he had studied, daily for 

one hour, he would recite Sanskrit slokas and explain them. Those who were here did not know this 

[intention]. It was a disturbance for meditation. But, Bhagavan was listening with interest. What can 

we do? We could not do anything. It went on for one week. After that, we entered only after verifying 

whether he was there. Because, we could not meditate. Also, we don't know the language. In this 

situation, one day as I looked inside, Bhagavan said, “No. No. He has not gone. He is here. But, he 

has become like one of us.” 'Like one of us' means all has exhausted. Once he  had seen Bhagavan, 

all his recitals have exhausted. What to do, if all have exhausted?  So, he says, 'He has become like 

one of us. That is all of Bhagavan's pathn – to make 



                                                                                                                                                                     

(99) 

CVI.  anyone become silent. It will empty all of one's external extravaganzas. Likewise, once I have seen 

Bhagavan, my lecturing, my mentality, craving to go here and there, desire to instruct others – all had 

gone. 

CVII. This happened because of Bhagavan's presence. So, after that I did not go anywhere to give lectures 

– not as sermons. Now, I will answer questions if asksed, like the way you ask. That is all. I cannot 

say anything by myself as a lecture. Even if I am asked to say something, I cannot. (laughs) 

CVIII.  

CIX. 97a.           Did you compose any song or verse? For Bhagavan?  

CX.                   I have sung what others have written. I had not got that [poetic] gift. I just read the stotras 

written by others, like Muruganar. Without the thought that I have nothing to do with this, I read as 

though I have written it  myself.  

CXI.  

CXII. 180.           About sadhana, no problems or doubts arise for me. If it arises, the thought of Bhagavan 

itself  

(99a) 

CXIII. clarifies the path just from within. So, no doubts arise for me, so that I have to enquire  somebody or 

refer to some books. If an intention arises in the mind to know about  something, and it frows too 

intensive, Bhagavan itutively clarifies definitely. After that, no need arises for me to ask someone else. 

CXIV.  

CXV. 187(2).     It is a heavily crowded. Lot of noises. I needed solitude for my sadhana. I came just for that. 

Nothing else. ------- 

CXVI.  



CXVII. 196(2)       If I stay here alone, it is very convenient for sadhana. There, in the Ashram, lot of visitors 

come. Various noises will be there. Always, there will be a crowd. So, I went to Pelakkothu to keditate 

in solitude and maintain mouna (silence). From there, I have returned here again. That is all. But, 

twice a day I visit to have Bhagavan's darshan. I have great devotion towards the Ashram. But, I 

dislike to stay in the crowd there. In those days,  when Bhagavan was there, there were not so may 

people. It was much convenient in those days. Nowadays, there is  a lot of activitie, lot of noises, lot of 

visitors, lot of tourists – nowhere there, you can remain peaceful. So, I have come out just for my own 

convenience. 

                                                                                                                                                                    

(100) 

B. He stayed at Pelakkothu during Bhagavan's life time in a hut. The present hut was presented 

to him by an Indian devotee. He receives food from this family (brother of C.P.Nathan). But, he 

washes his clothes himself. 

CXVIII.  

CXIX. 189.       No conditiions of any kind. Even now, as well as in Bhagavan's time. 

CXX.  

CXXI. 190. There were no rules at all in Bhagavan's days. As they were staying in the forest, and as it 

was Bhagavan's Ashram ladies were not allowed to stay there at night. They may visit during the day 

time. That was the only conditiion. Otherwise, before the appearance of houses around here, if 

Bhagavan's lady-devotees visit they would return to the town for the night and come back in the 

morning. That was the only condition that was here. That too was never told by Bhafagavan. Only the 

Ashram inmate were telling that. It would be difficult, if ladies stay. Even in those days, ladies were 

not allowed to stay anywhere within the Ashram compound at night. That is the reason for the building 

of so many houses at Ramana Nagar.  

                                                                                                            [101 to 110 numbers are jumped]    

(111) 

194 / 195. When Bhagavan was alive I was serving him. That is, I was attending to Bhagavan's 

physical needs for 15 years. After that, I did not accept any of the responsibilities there. My only 



service now is just to meditate upon Bhagavan, and recite his stotras. Therefore,I did noot accept any  

other responsibility. Even now  as well as then. I don't know anything, to take over any 

responsibilities. As I had taken to sannyasa since my childhood, I did not learn any job. I don't know 

how to buy things in a shop. If someone comes [wigh disputes] I do not know how to negotiate it. I 

don't know any games. I don't know how to sell books. I know nothing. I don't even have any interest 

in it. 

CXXII.  

CXXIII. 196(1) I do feel the difference. When I go out, I used to do japa and meditation for longer periods. 

But, once I have come here, I am not able to do that much. Maybe because of Ashram devotees here, 

visiting Ashram and all such reasons. But, even if I do just a little of meditation at Annamalai, mind 

becomes peaceful. Now, I  

(112) 

CXXIV. know of many places, where the fecilities are much better, and the people there invite me to come 

and meditate there. I have been there and observed. But, peace of mind and contrntment is available  

only here. So, Arunachala has a unique power indeed. More over, foro those who hae been in the 

prsence of Bhagavan, it is even stronger – generally, for people who stay on the hill. It is said that, 

“Arunachala is ever inviting all the recluses seeking Jnaan,” and it protects them. Previously, five of 

them came and stayed here. All of them were perfect Jnaanis. Even the presence of one Jnaani can 

bestow all sorts of fortunes. Here, five such Jnaanis would always be abiding. Some of them maybe 

apparently identifiable; some may not be so. As recent time instances for this, we may point to Guru 

Namasivayar, Guhai Namasivayar, Esanya Desikar, Eswara Swamy, and Sheshadri Swamy. After 

that our Bhagavan. Thus, there were many great sages. Even now there maybe some. Maybe 

outside. Therefore, this is a place of Jnaanis. Arunachala is  

(113) 

CXXV. supposed to be in the form of a Siddha. I have written a story, telling that Arunachala is ever existing 

as a Siddha. This was told by Bhagavan. He is staying on the Northern side of the mount, beseated 



beneath a banyan tree together with four others, as the fifth one, forever bestowing grace for the 

devotees. This is the traditional belief.  

CXXVI.   “I abide in this hill. All kinds of wealth of enjoyment (eight-fold siddhis)  

1.1.   gloriously filled with a wonderful cave is there forever.” 

says 'Arunachala Mahatmyam' written by Bhagavan. Related to this there is a story also. Therefore, 

there is some power here! This Arunachala hill has some special power! In addition, there is 

Bhagavan's presence here; many more jnaanis are still living here. Because of that the atmosphere is 

filled with their (chaitanyam) conscious enery, which cleanses us with their grace. Therefore, it is full 

of special power of Jnaana. For ascetics, it is especially important. For others also, it is advantageous 

for the acquisition of all wealth, (noble)  

                                                                                                                                                                    

(114) 

birth, education etc. But, even then, greater importance in this place is only for Jnaana. Therefore, this 

place is more suitable for Jnaanis, Sannyasis, and Sadhaks. Likewise, there are many caves  in this 

hill. Nice places are there. Anybody can go there and stay. It doesn't belong to anybody. Other places 

are not like that. They may belong to individuals. The Ashramas on the hill do not belong to anybody. 

All are properties of Arunachaleswarar Devasthanam. If you stayed in a place for about one month 

and then left the place, if I go there now and stay, no one can ask 'Why?' It doesn't belong to 

anybody. Therefore, all these conveniences cannot be found anywhere else. In other places, the city 

limit is extended. People live. In places like Meenakshi Temple [of Madurai], and Chidambaram, there 

are no mountains. No isolated lonely places can be found there. Here there are places that are 

isolated with forests around. Solitude is availablel to some extent. So, some conveniences are 

available. These external conveniences are there. Internally, availablity of grace is there. Therefore, 

these things make Annamalai all the more special. 

(5) It is a very important holy place.  

                                                                                                                                                                     

(115) 

(6) I hold it in the heart, in the mind.  [Externally] it is Annamalai. If we go else where, to some 

other cities, Annamalai will not be visible. But, I can see what is in the mind. ----------- Not outside, but 



inside it is there. 

C. I have been told that there is a yunnel between the Garbagriha of Arunachaleswarar Temple 

and Unnamalai Amman Temple, which is used by Arunachaleswarar. 

 A. It is mentioned in the Puranam. Bhagavan also had said this. I have also mentnioned this in 

my book. 

 

197a. Previously I have stayed at Virupaaksha Cave. I have been there. After that, I have also been 

in Bhagavan's presence. But, now I don't like anything other than Bhagavan's presence. 

 

198. I don't like any activity at all. “Gracefully bestow me job of singing [your praise].” With this 

attitude, I assume Bhagavan has given me the job of recitinig his stotras and doing japa. 

 “Thy duty is to support me; 

 My duty is to keep serving thee.” 

According to this verse, duty is to always keep meditating on the true form of the Self. That is the 

most important duty. I have been doing it. That is what I like. 

 

199. (GIRIPRADAKSHINA) 

 I go for  giripradakshina. But, I don't have any liking for it. Also, I don't do it for any particular 

reason. Except the thought that they are places visited by Bhagavan, I see no other reason.  

“If we go today it will be auspicious. So, we must not miss today” --- There is no such 

compulsion. But, I go quite often. My only  

(116) 

thought is always to be in meditation on Bhagavan, to keep thinking about Bhagavan, to remain 

abiding in the true form the Self. Except this, I have no other desire. But, I adopt my activities 



according to the prevalent conditions now and then. That is all. No liking. (rep.) Neither do I 

dislike.  Nor do I reject. ---- I hace gone quite often. ---- Once a week, or twice a month. Daily I 

have gone for one mandalam (48 days). That is , I was doing  [gripradakshinam] daily at one 

time. Our Muruganar, a great Jnaani, even though he had a very frail body,  he had gone daily 

for one mandalam (48 days) without break. Once, when he was doing daily pradakshina, at 

Nirudhi Lingam, where the road turns towards the North, he suddenly had a strange 

experience, which never before occurred to him. His body became invisible. The body that 

disappeard into thin air or space, became visible again only when he had passed beyond 

Gauthama Ashram! [A distance of not less than half Km.] He had such a great experience. 

Therefore, Thiruvannamalai  is so powerful indeed. 

(117) 

 But, as I have surrendered everything to Bhagavan, I used to do it. But, I don't have the desire to get 

that sort of experiences either. 

C.  What is the significance, meaning (tattuvam) of Giripradakshina? 

A. Sanchaara Samadhi : If your meditate in sitting posture, the mind will go out to some extent. 

The body may move very little. But, sanchaara samadhi is meditating or doint japa while walking; 

then, too many thougts may not arise. All the yatras performed by elders in ancient days were just 

sanchaara samadhis. They did not go on yatra simply for the purpose of viewing various wordly 

places and things. They did not go for that purpose. But, it had that advantage also. [During yatra] all 

the places will be unfamiliar; no one there will be familiar to us; even if we are among thousands of 

peple, you feel solitude as you move among them. 

You know none of them; if you know anyone, you may identify their face and want to speak to them, 

and all other related thoughts may arise. But, if you keep sitting, somebody may come and you may 

have to talk. Otherwise, you may hear so many noises. Our body may feel a little lazy. But, during 

giripradakshina, there  

(118) 



1. won't be any. After doin one giripradakshina the body feels much comfortable for two days. Therefore, 

giripradakshina is just for the convenience of meditation.  

C. Arunachaleswarar Koil, Pathala Lingam? 

A.  I hava visited it. (laughs) I have visited daily for some days. 

C. Skandhashramam   

               I have visited casually. 

 

200(2). Ramana Mandhiram? 

 I have been there. 

(3) I have visited even Sundhara Mandhiram. People from Arunachala Ashramam, USA took me 

to Sundhara Mandhiram. 

 

204. Mathru Bhutheswarar Temple is a temple inside Ramanashramam. All the jplaces around the 

Ashramam are filled with Bhagavan's grace and presence. People like Muruganar, Chadwick 

and others all derive their respect and greateness only from the presence of Bhagavan. It is 

because they have stayed in the presence of Bhagavan, all these popularity. Likewise, 

Mathrubhuteswarar Temple, Meditation Hall – alll derive their significance from the presence 

of Bhagavan. Individually, it does nto seem to me , as if they have any power of their own. 

                                                                                                                                                                     

(119)   

203a. Sometimes, I do attend the puja. Sometimes, I don't. Nothing systematic. There is no self-

imposed compulsion to see. When I attend, I do so with devotion. While attending, there is 

abundance of peace of mind. 

(2) For common people, it is for the sake of their remembrance – to remind themselves. Once you see 

the temple, you will remember that it is Bhagavan's Samadhi, and that the was how he appeared. 



Normally, for those who usually stay here, standing there with closed eyes, they only see Bhagavan 

within. They don't see the samadhi. Bhagavan abides in the heart. His form (Saguna Rupa ) is 

there. That is whaat we see. So, samadhi thought will be forgotten. Once you go there, the thought 

that it is samadhi arises. Does it not? The temple is there as a symbol, [to eliminate that thought] and 

remind the objective. 

(3) Yes. I do attend. But, not under any compulsion of systematically atttending every Shri 

Chakra Puja. When I happened to go there, I participate along with others. 

 

206. The special aspect of Ramanashramam is that, it is unlike some other Ashrams where great 

importance is attached to rites and rituals. Now, if people lik us go to Mutts and other 

Ashrams, and if we 

(120) 

 want to meet the abbot, you have to take off your shirt, you must wrap a dhoti around your waist, you 

have to say all the mantras they say, you have to recite the stotras they say. We have to eat 

only in the way they eat. We can eat onlyl after they have eaten. We have to keep watching 

them. We have to bow to them, prostrate before them and so on.  Those in saffron robe will 

be served first. Those in white dress, only next. This differentiation, they manitain. Workers 

will be on one side; educated people on another side; other illiterate people  on the third side. 

These discriminations are there in all the Mutts and Ashrams. In Ramanashramam you can't 

find that. No discrimination between educated, uneducated, grihashta or sannyasi. Therefore, 

all feel a freedom here. “Don't look at Bhagavan; don't look at that. Don't go there. Don't come 

here. Why have cropped your hair? Or, why have you shaved your head? - all these controls 

and enquiries are not there. Therefore, it is a significance unique to Ramanashramam. No 

matter who visits, their  

 

(120a) 



caste and religion is not enquired.  In other places, Westerners are not allowed to enter the temp;le 

primises. Here no such restrictions. If they happened to visit other places casually, they have 

to worship only the god they worship; they have to say the same prayers they say. Here, there 

is no such restrictions for Bhagavan. That is it. 

209(2). We need no do anything to protect it. Bhagavan takes care of all that. It depends upon 

everyone naturally. That is all .  

211.  Saiva Vellaalar. 

212. 82 years. 

213. It is OK, whether you mention [my] name or not. I hafve no attachment to name and form. 

Nohing is lost if you mention or don't mention. Therefore, you have my complete permission. 

You can make use of it in  

(121) 

anyway. But, you need not assume all what I have said as complete truth, or reality. Maybe there are 

some errors in what I have said. In a casual talk, errors normally do occur. Is it not? 

Therefore, you take what you find beneficial. Even the scriptures begin only with this prelude. 

“If there is sense, accept even if it be words of a small boy; reject the rest as waiste even if it 

be words of Lord Siva.” - This is what Sage Vasishta tells Sri Rama. Therefore, whenever 

someone speaks – that is whatever you hear from whosoever – check it against  scriptures 

(shruti), reason (yukti), and experience (anubhava). We can accept it, if it complies. It if 

doesn't, you need not honour it, just because it was said by so-and-so of great experience 

(anubhava). Similarly, whatever is  found beneficial or good, you take; consider the rest as 

one of the so many noises and reject them. ----------- I am very happy. I fully agree with it. I 

recite two of Bhagavan's Malayalam verses from Upadesasaram. 

************ 

 

 



(122) 

Ist. TALK 

 There are three types of Japa: Ucha Japa, Upamsa Japa, and Manasika Japa. Of the three, 

the Ucha japa will be transformed into Upamsa japa; then, Upamsa japa into Manasika. As 

you keep on doing japa,  in the meantime, you first get a grip over japa. [You get it] when you 

do more and more japa, say, doing morning one hour, afternoon one hour, and evening one 

hour. You may allot timing like his in the beginning. Then you may keep on doing it constantly. 

Then, having done constant japa,  when the accumulation of japa becomes critical, the japa 

itself will begin to have a grip upon us. Right now, we are having a hold japa. But, when the 

japa itself gets its grip over you, it flows like an unbroken oil-flow. It will be constantly there, 

whether you are talking, sitting, or lying. It will go on automatically internally. When you 

observe the sensation – the thought or awareness – of this inner japa, the body 

consciousness disappears and a bliss jis experienced. That is what can be attained through 

japa. That is the true form of our Self. It can be attained just by japa also, by this method. That 

is how Bhagavan happened to have originally a sound of 'Arunachala'  

(123) 

in his heart. Bhagavan did not know then, what is this 'Arunachala'. As a small child, of he observed 

the sound, he lost body-consciousness – limbs becoming immobile,  he would be sitting like a 

log of wood or stone. So, unlike the beginning state of japa, when it reaches its culmination 

stage, then what abides there is just the true form of the Self. What is the meaning of 

Vichara? Just all that exist is one true form of the Self. This is what was derived from 

Bhagavan's path. Then, what is said in the sastras, especially in the Hindu Religion, is that we 

have to prepare ourseles to be eligible for japa, meditation and enquiry (vichara). How to 

become eligible? For that, Vedanta offers what is called “Sadhana Chathushtaya” - that is, 

“Four-fold Sadhanas”. [Viveka, Vairagya, Shatkasampatti, Mumukshutva] That is [one of the 

four], a set of six trainings (Kshama, Dhama, Vidal, Sahittal, Samadanam, Shraddha) in which 

one has to earn strength. Kshama is to keep the mind, speech and breath (prana) is a 

balanced state, without straining or subjecting it to over exertion. Dhama is also maintaining 

balance in taxing the eyes, ears, and all the sense ortans. They should not be  let to run after 



everything. Vidal [renouncing] is to let go of our attachment to wordly relationships, wealth, 

food, etc. They have to be renounced. Whatever is available, we take. Whatever happens, we 

accept.  Be it a thatched hut or a palatial house, let it be OK. No craving for the mansion, 

thinking there will be good chance of solitude there. This is Vidal [that is, letting go]. Sahittal 

(that is, forbearance) is to patiently bear with whatever happens, with the understanding that 

that is what our prarabda karma has yielded. Whatever happens, be it all sorts of siddhis, 

there will not be any thought about them. Samaadaanam: if we keep observing all that there 

will be just samaadaanam (peace). Shraddha:That is, one must have a lot of interest. 

Otherwise, no will do anything. This interest must be towards one's Guru, one's sadhana and 

one's own meditation. In all three of these one must have deep interest. It is an effortless 

desire to keep       

 pereforming it always. All these six are the beginning.  We have to prepare ourselves by gaining 

strength in all the six [preliminaries]. Only then we can  enter into Vedanta, or the prliminaries 

of Hinduism or its philosophies. That is the rule laid down by the sastras. This is the normal 

practice maintained traditionally.  But our Bhagavan has simplified it. 

(124) 

 All these Kshama, Dhamam, Vidal, Sahittal, Samaadaanam, Shraddha might have been normal in 

those ancient times. So he says, “ Know thyself. Having known yourself, keep grip over it. 

After having got your girp, if you keep thinking of it constantly, all these six-fold strength will 

automatically accrue.”  For this, there is a verse in Thirukkural, known as Tamil Veda: 

 “Attach to the feet of The One free of attachments 

 to get rid of attachment.” 

If you want to get rid of all your bondages, you have to bind yourself with the boundless One. Then, 

the bondages will leave you by themselves.-------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---- 



Therefore, you catch hold of your 'self'. Getting hold of you and knowing yourself, you may maintain 

constant awareness of the true form of your own Self, even while walking, sltting, coming and 

going, dealing with worldly affairs, sleeping and so on. This is just like the activity of the mind 

right now. Even while attending  

(125) 

this [interview] the mind is going out to wander elsewhere.  Just like that, if you can make a habit of it, 

even during activities, the mind will abide there [in the Self]. Thus, Bhagavan's upadesa is a 

much simplified one. Just like japa, after passing through ucha japa and upamsa japa, one 

reaches manasika japa. Once that is reached, “Oh Lord! Even if I forgot you, my tongue will 

keep on reciting your sacred name of namasivaya!” as the Thevaram says. The more 

andmore we recitem even if we happen to foret, it will automatically go on. Just like our 

breath, which keeps flowing in and out, irrespective of whether we are aware or not, the japa 

will continue. That is the stage of ajapa-japa. That id doing japa, without doing it. Japa will go 

on by itself. It is always going on. That is our nature. If we realize it an start observing it, we 

will enjoy bliss. Liberation is just that. This is the important principle of Hinduism. What is 

significant, according to what Bhagavan has stated is that, “The essence of all scriptures is 

just control of mind.” No matter how many sastras you read and how many religions you 

study, what do all religions and sastras say? Just one think, “Control the mind.” It is good  
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to know. You may know about all religions. Bhagavan is a leader for all religions. The mind is the 

same for all. In no  other religions people have five or six minds each. Only one mind; only 

one Self.  So, Bhagavan's statement, “Control your mind. You are just the Self” is agreeable 

to all religions. Bhagavan's principle is just to unite all religions [with goodwill]. Bhagavan 

attached no specific significance to Grihastha (householder), Sannyasi (renunciate), 

Brahmachari (celebate), Vanaprastha (forest dweller) – all the four. What is important is to 

know the Self and live with that awareness.  All these four-fold asrams are mere rituals, 

formulated for some convenience. Except that, no one is going to get liberated just by 

designating oneself as belonging to this asram or that. Therefore, it may be anyway. All that 

befalls one through prarabda. “The varites of libetated beings  are as varied as the prarabdas 



of beings on this earth”, it is said. Therefore, a liberated person (Jeevan Mukta) can be either 

a Grihastha, Brahmachari, Vanaprastha or Sannyasi. 
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Having attained that, and yet retaining the thought that 'I am sannyasi', 'I am brahmachari'. 'I am 

vanaprastha ' etc and maintaining the arrogance is not of any significance. But, having 

realized who you are, only to keep abiding as such is of true significance. That would be 

advantageous. There won't be any short-comings about it. All the four asrams are of no 

disadvantage for Self-realization. They may just be of advantage. 

 “I am neither man, god, yaksha, brahmin, 

 Kshatriya, vaisya, sudra, 

 Brahmachari, householder, forest-dweller, 

 Nor sannyasi, but 

 I am merely, pure Awareness” - 

This is Bhagavan's translation of Sankaracharya's 'Hastamalak Stotram'.  

 When  Hastamalaka met the Guru, he was just a dumb child. As soon as the Guru saw him, 

the Guru questioned him, “Who are you? Where are you from? What for did you come?” That 

is, Adi Sankara asked Hastamalaka, and Hastamalaka replies: “[line 1] I am not a man, not a 

deva, not a brahmin. [line 2] Not a king, not a merchant, not an outcaste (kshudra). [line 3] I 

am not the noble householder, nor the forest- 
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dweller. [line 4] I am not the sannyasi either. [line 5] I am just the pure awareness which is the true 

form of the Self. I am that alone.” 

This was the reply to the question, “Where are you from?” Bhagavan's philosophy is just that. From 

these asrams and knowing about many religions, (laughs) maybe othere will be benefitted. 

One may tell others, ore inform others. But, for one's own benefit, one's own true happiness, 



there is no alternation other than knowing the true nature of one's own Self. “Of what is the 

knowing of whatever that is other than the Self?” That is, instead of abiding as the true nature 

of one's own Self, it is of no use knowing any number of religion, or reading any number of 

books. One who knows his own true nature as that of the Self, there is nothing unknown to 

him. He is a master of all religions. He is the Guru for all. All the sastras and also Bhagavan 

emphasize that knowledge of the Self is of paramount importance. Whether one happens to 

be Grihastha (householder) or Brahmachari (celebate) will depend upon one's prarabda. That 

is impertinent.     

(129) 

Only consciousness  (awareness) is of importance; now, of all these others. The body, the prarabda 

of the body, and the functions of the body – non of these is of any advantage or 

disadvantage. One may live having realized one's Self. But, without knowing oneself, to know 

about whatever else is of no use. He states this in another situation: 

   “Having in memory firm 

   that I am consciousness full, 

   whatever thoughts I think, whatever acts I do, 

   all are false like dream 

   once one is awake from sleep.  

   I am  of the form of Bliss!” 

(line 1) I am just of the form of Self (Atmaswarupa)! I am not any of these appearances. I am the Atma 

Swarupa which is the substratum of all these appearances. If this (awareness) remains firm in 

the heart forever – if you just don't forget it, (line 2) even if you think countless thoughts and 

perform whatever acts, non of them will affect yo. Awareness is all important. The realization 

of oneself is more important.  Nothing else is of any importance, except knowing oneself. All 

else maybe there. It is not a defect. It is neither good not bad. (laughs) 

(130)  



Even as ai was just 5 years old, Lord Parameswara gave me upadesam of mantra in dream, and ever 

since I had been doing japa of the mantra. Having done it for two or three years, I acquired 

certain siddhis. That is, if you give a talk and I listened to it, I knew it by heart as if recorded in 

a tape. For 5 or 6 days, I would go on reciting to everyone. After 5 or 6 days, it faded away. 

So, many people talked, “This boy at this small age gives good lectures. If he listens to 

anyone talking, he recites it exactly”. They took me to villages to give lectures. Because of 

these lectures, people all over came to look upon me as 'a devine child','swamy' … and so 

on.” As the time was passing in this manner, once a sadhu who had seen Bhagavan came 

over there. He did not tell me anything about his having seen Bhagavan. He had studied all 

the Vedas well. He said, “It is possible that  some acquire this kind of siddhis at such a  small 

age. But, it will pass away in the course of  
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time.That is what the adage, “Morning clouds and childhood Jnaanam will not last”. One may seem 

like a Jnaani as a child; but, in the course of time it will pass away. If clouds gather in the 

morning there won't be any rain. That is simply mist. Likewise, there is no use for you with all 

these jnaana and siddhis. At best, other will just praise you as 'He is a great preacher, a very 

clever person … and so on.' What in the benefitr of all these name and fame? If you want to 

get any benefit for yourself, you must learn Vedanta?” Then I said, “Ok, then, let me learn 

Vedanta.” Then, I started learning Vedanta from him. He was well-versed in Vedantas. What 

all others take one month to learn, I finished learning in just 10 days. I was learning with one-

pointed mind. Learning in this manner for some days, I completed learning five or  six 

Vedantic texts. 'Jnaavashishta' was the principle text in those days. While reading it, I came 

across stories about ancient rishis (sages) like Dharaka Maharishi, Sikitvaja, Chudaalai and 

others. They were said to have remained in samadhi for 100 years, 50 years, or 10 years. 

Thus, we could read about such things. But, the one who  
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taught me all these, was always busy teaching uis he sastras. He never seemed to sit in that state 

even for one minute. So a doubt arose in me, “Nowadays, except verbal Vedanta, there 

seems to be nothing in practice. No one seems to sit in sadhana. Is it not necessary?” As this 



thought intensified in me, one day I asked the master himself, “ Ok sir, the Vedanta talk about 

samadhi, nirvikalpa, savikalpa an all such things. Except this, is there anyone who is living in 

nirvikalpa? Anyone abiding in savikalpa?” I asked this kind of questions. I asked, “All these 

might have happened in ancient times. Is there anyone like those maharishis at present?” He 

said, “Why not? Even now there are! At Tiruvannamalai, there is a sage called Ramana 

Maharishi. I have been there and seen him.” Once I heard this, tears flowed from eyes. There 

was goose-flesh all over my body in a blissful experience. I could not think of anything.  I 

never had in my life such an  
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experience of bliss, joy and excitement in mind. I remained in that state foe some time. An intensive 

yearning to see him [Bhagavan] arose in my mind. Then I tole the master, “I will go and have 

his darshan and come back.” He said, “You should no go now. There is a function in going on 

in my place. After finishing this you may go.” Then, one of my friends came over there. My 

desire to know about  Bhagavan was so intense that even if I am not able to go myself, I 

wanted to send someone to see him and find our all about him. So, I sent my friend, telling 

him, “You go and find out what he says; what upadesam he gives. And also get me one of his 

photos.” So, I sent him to Tiruvannamalai. He came to Tiruvannamalai; stayed here a few 

days and sending me a Bhagavan's photo, he wrote to a letter in which he had said, “No 

Bhagavan's upadesam is available to be put in writing. To stay by his side seem to be the 

only upadesa. No one here seems to be  
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raising any questions.” After receiving this letter and the photo, there was a feeling as if I was seeing 

Bhagavan directly. An inexplicable joy filled me. I stayed there for some months in this way. I 

could come here only after that. That is how I came to know about Bhagavan and came here 

to see him. I came in 1919.  I live on with the thought of Bhagavan in my mind, and with the 

form of his true nature (swarupa) abiding in my heart. This is my experience. I want nothing 

more than this. When I think of Bhagavan, nothing happens to appear in my mind. I just 

remain just as I am. That is my sadhana. All what I request of Bhagavan are different. 

(laughs) Most important is just this. I am a devotee of Bhagavan. I don't know about you. I like 



devotees of Bhagavan, just like you. The Achariyas have defined what is devotion [bhakti] is.  

They say,  

   “Among all means of salvation, 

   superior is devotion,  

   which is just constant contemplation 

   of one's own true form. 

   Thus declare the seers  

   who see the Absolute.” 

(135)   

 Swanubhuti, that is 'to abide in the heart as the Self' is the important [aspect] of bhakti 

(devotion). The philosophy of devotion is just this. .....(?) Acharya says, 

“Satswaroopanusandhaanam bhakti ….....” Therefore, there is nothing without devotion / 

bhakti. There is no difference between bhakti and jnaana. Only the words are different. 

Therefore, bhakti is important for us. 

6.             Shall I say what happened after coming to Tiruvannamalai? … I was born as the third child to 

my parents. Even as a child, I was not with any of usual characteristics of a normal child. Given some 

food, I would go sitting quietly, without any inclination to see mother or father, or to play with other 

children. I did not know any of the games even till today. I did not learn any game. I remained as such 

a dull being until 5 years old. After 5 years, I accompanied my father when he went to take bath in  the 

tank. We would be taking bath on this side of the tank, while the brahmins were bathing on the 

opposite side. While bathing, the brahmins would be reciting some mantras standing in the water. 

They would also do Surya Namaskar (Sun worship).    
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I was watching all this from this side of the tank. After observing this for two or three days, I thought, 

“Aha! They seem to be reciting some mantras! Where shall I go and whom shall ask to teach me 



that?” I was obsessed with this thought for two or three days. Then one day, in my  sleep Lord 

Parameswara appeared in my dream and gave me upadesam of Panchaakshara Mantra. That is the 

reason why I came to be here at such a young age. All what I described above happened only after 

that.  

 

18. I don't know anything about religion. That is, I had bhakti / devotion for God. That is 

why, because of my karma vasanas of former births, I don't know anything  about games, or 

entertainments. Because, even as a child, I was quite dull and stupid. After that, the mind got diverted 

in this way.  Then, nothing seemed necessary for me. Even today, I do not know anything of the 

worldy affairs. If I buy something in a shop, I don't know how to make the payment.  Until now, I have 

not gone to a shop to purchase anything. Though sixty years have passed since I arrived in this city, I 

have never been to the town to buy anything. I have not taken food anywhere there. When I go with 

people for pradakshina, all may go to the shops foe eating.  
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I would just remain waiting outside. I never ate anything in a hotel in this city. So I did  not know any 

worldly affairs, nor did I relish it. That is how it is even now. Now, if I want to give lectures, I can do so. 

But, I don't like it. I just answer if somebody asked. But, I have no liking for it. When I am free, I 

remain in the thoughts of about Bhagvan. That is my pleasure. That is how it haws been ever since 

the beginning. Even Bhagavan once told about me, “This fellow in his young age wandered around 

giving lectures. Having come here, now, he keeps quiet, sitting with his tail curled up. What to do? He 

has become like that due to our company.” Although I have the capacity, my mind does not  go for it. 

Bhagavan also did no say so. He had said, “Keelp looking at yourself.” If I wanted to do any work, I 

would think, “Bhagavan has not told me to do anything like this! Why should I go for it? It might be a 

difficult one. It is better to keep quiet.” Also, I did not have an ashramam, or friends. I do not like 

anybody; neither do I hate  anyone. I look to all as myself. I don't have the desire to possess 

properties. I am neither a Guru, nor an abbot. I am just a speaker. These things mean  
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nothing for me. I have no need for them in my mind. “Staying in Bhagavan's presence, I must not 



indulge in eating in hotel,” is how I considered it. Nothing else. If others go, they may not be thinking 

like that. I do not know anything about any disputes.   

C.  Birth place? 

A.  Near Palakkadu (Palakkadu Taluk). 

 

16. Siva. Not Vishnu. ------------- For all of them, it Siva. Saiva means Siva. 

 

8a. In our community, the ritual of Upanayanam is not in practice. 

 

211. Farming and commerce. Mainly, farming.... Pillai. … Never done puja from the very beginning, 

never. Since the beginning, japa and manasa puja (i.e. mental worship). I find it difficult to 

take up even a single book. 'What is this for? - attitude. I read mentally a few books of 

Bhagavan, keeping Bhagavan in the mind and doing manasa puja. I do it even now. I always 

do it. As soon as I get up in the morning, first I perform darshanam, kshatradanam, and 

manasika puja.  My own affairs are attended only after that. 

 

 8.             Religious books... I know only about Hinduism. I have not stuidied about other religions. But, I  
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have heard about them. That is all.  I don't know anything else. For me, even Hinduism is gone; only 

Bhagavan's religion remains. I stick to what Bhagavan has taught. According to Bhagavan, the 

essence of all religions is apparent. Because I know that, I have no inclination to know about any 

religion. 

 

15.          Rarely. 

 



17.          Connections means … I cann't explain it in whatever way. Once an unexplicable incident 

took place in my life – that of seeing Bhagavan for the first time. As soon as I met him, I told him about 

all practices  that I have learned. I tole him about my conditon. “The books say, 'You lose nothing, if 

you know yourself'; and like what the further says, 'As you as me, I give you  this upadesa.' So please 

give me some upadesa,” I  
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asked him.  He said, “From where the 'I' thought arises, look.” I did not understand even then. 

Dumbfound I stood, not knowing what to do, looking foolish. “The 'I' thought will appear in the heart. If 

you keep observing it, the mind will abide.” Saying this, he kept on looking at me for some five 

minutes. Then, after that, my body disappeared for me. I got that state only on that day. Prior to that, I 

never had it. I remained just like that for nearly half an hour. Then, the bell for the meals was struck. 

Then we had our meals. I was like that for 18 days in Bhagavan's presence daily. We were, then at 

Skandhashramam. Then, there were no puja, no cooking, and no cooks. It was during the time of 

plague, the epidemic.  No one else were there.  Only Bhagavan, myself, and one or two others were 

there. On the eighteenth day, I thought , “Instead of giving dakshina to the Guru, I am staying here 

eating his food and doing nothing. Alsoo staying in this place, having necessity  to go for food [and 

other things] seems to be a disturbance for my meditation. If I do this at home, I can carry on doing 

this day and night; no one would bother me.” So, getting permission from Bhagavan,  
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I went back to Kerala. When a few days passed there, I found my meditation and its effectiveness 

diminish. The blissful experiences disappeared. Then I thought, “What to do? In Bhagavan's presence, 

it was so nice. Now, there is nothing here.” So, I came back here. Then, I got this good fortune of 

doing service to Bhagavan. After a few days, I asked Bhagavan, “Bhagavan! When I came here first, I 

got all these experiences. But, when I went back to Kerala, I got non of them. What is the reason? I 

don't understand. What am I to do?s” I asked Bhagavan repeatedly. Bhagavan said, “If you ask, ' Will 

the realization of the all-pervading Absolute, devoid of I and you duality, as the Self (I), will ever slip 

away?' [I would say], 'That form of Brahman appears as the Self (I) because of [the grace of] the Guru 

or the Text. Yet, there will still be obstrucitons; and the experience will not be stabilized.” You have 

read this verse. Accordingly, even if the state of samadhi is attained, and even if the expansive 

experience where the differentiation of I and you  
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ceases is attained, it won't be stable. It was experienced because of the presence of the Sat Guru or the 

deep devotion towards what is said in the sastras. That won't be stable.It will serve just to indicate the 

state of reality. That experience won't be firm! Then what to do? … This is due to chitta vasana  (i. e. 

mental impressions). If you keep on cultivating,... If you keep on reading and contemplating it, first you 

must vasana kshaya (i.e., weakening of the (past) impressions). Then only [this] will stabilize.” That 

was the upadesa given to me by Bhagavan. I just keep holding to this upadesam. This is our tradition. 

We talked to each other, just as we do now. I don't know if there is any mistake. I always speak the 

truth. I have spoken something. But, one more thing, we have to accept anything – be it spoken or 

written by whosoever – only if it complies with the scriptures, with the reason, and with the experience. 

“Even if what Brahma himself says does not agree with scriptures, reason, and experience, reject it 

like dust. But, if it agrees with these requirements, accept it, even if it be the words of a small boy,” 

says the scriputre. Accordingly, you may accept whatever is said by whoever, if it agrees with your 

expeience, your reasoning and the scriptures. Otherwise, it is better to reject it.  

 (143) 

18.            I have stuldied Malayalam, the language of Kerala, in school. I can just read and write it a 

little. Afer that I did not go to school. I came to Bhagavan's presence; and I have a good knowledgel of 

Tamil. Whatever you say in Tamil, I can understand. I know all the Tamil grammar. But, I don't studey 

it. Because of Bhagavan's presence and grace, I have acquired them. Now I can answer all your 

questions in Tamil. I can read anything in Tamil and understand its meanings. I am no educated. I 

don't have any title or degree. I cannot even call myself a 5th standard or 10th standard.     

 

20.  Malayalam. Bhagavan has written Upadesasaram is all the four languages (Tamil, Telugu, 

Malayalam, Kannadam). If a Malayalee comes and talks to Bhagavan in English, his very 

appearance would reveal he is a Malayalee;  and immediately Bhagavan will reply in 

Malayalam. If a Telugu person speaks to him in English, he will reply in Telugu. This kind of 

Bhagavan stories, I know all. (laughs) …. …. …. Bhagavan could speak very fluently in all the 

four languages. He did not go anywhere to study. He did not go  
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to school to study. He did not study Malayalam. He did not study Telugu. Neither did he study Sanskrit. He 

acquired all these knowledge spontaneously. 

 

18. I have studied for four years in a small traditional [Thinnai] School. We used to write on palm leaves. 

In those days, papers were not available. (laughs). 

 

23. Do you want? Just ask; you will get. I got this from a Swamy only. 

When I was in Rishikesh, there was a Bhagavan's devotee called Govinda Giri. There was a 

Ramanashramam. I went there for a function. While I was staying there among the sannyasis, this 

devotee of Bhagavan said, “Why are you still in white dhoti? You can wear this saffron.” Saying this, 

he gave me the saffron robe. He was my Kaashaya Guru,  not my Jnaana Guru. Bhagavan is my 

Jnaana Guru. There are three kind of Gurus: Vidya Guru, Diksha Guru, and Jnaana Guru. Therefore, 

he was Diksha Guru. Bhagavan never gives Diksha to anyone.   

 

24(1) I took sannyas in 1932. 

 

(2) Just for convenience. There was attachment witth everything – a mental attachment. Just a prayer to 

become well off. Nothing physical or verbal.  

 

34.  His path is experiential. He is talking about experience. Others talk about books and sastras. 'This 

book says so. That book says this and so on.' That is what other gurus and pandits say. Instead, 

Bhagavan 
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 talks out of his own experience. That is why I am attracted to Bhagavan and my devotion developed. 

Bhagavan tells anything only from his own experience.  

 

35. My nature. Bhagavan offered me the presence; he gave that which exists. I have no nature [of my 

own]. But, Bhagavan has given me upadesam according to my vasanas (karmic impressions). I give 

you an example: He used to reply to any question  asked by those staying with him. If someone says, 

“I am going to become an abbot (head of a mutt). I want to preach. ...”, he would just say, “Alright! 

Alright!” After serving Bhagavan for 12 years, I asked Bhagavan, “I wish to stay at Pelakkothu and do 

sadhana in silent solitude. Having spent all the time here serving Bhagavan, I don't know what to do 

after going there. What I must do?”  
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Bhagavan replied, “Do puja, japa, meditation and vichara. Just go on doing these. That is, puja means 

manasa puja (mental worship. If it is a little boring, start doing japa. If japa becomes boring, meditate. 

From meditation, move to vichara.   Thus, confine yourself within these. Don't look at anything else.” 

This is the upadesa that Bhagavan has given me.  Because of this upadesa of Bhagavan, I am not 

involved in any activity today. Many mutts are ready to bequeath all their properties in my name. I 

have to interest in anything. Bhagavan has told me to do just this; I just keep doing it. I don't go 

beyond this, to the other side. Manasika puja, or japa,k or meditation, or vichara – I confine myself 

within these. 

 

36(7). Yes. Not only for me. That is the process for all. ----------- Prarabdha means karma. Punya karma is 

virtuous karma, as a result of which, Guru comes. Janma Vasana is the karmic impressions brought 

forward at birth. Whatever vasana I had as a boy, Bhagavan has terminated them. My path now is just 

Bhagavan's path.                                               

 

37. It is the nature of one's sadhana, and Bhagavan's presence and his grace, that helps one progress.  
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It depends on both. Without these even Bhagavan cannot do anything. Is it not? Therefore, I perform sadhana 

in Bhagavan's path, and he helps  complete the jouney. Bhagavan just fulfils it. That is all. 

 

40. Bhagavan never gives diksha to anyone. But, manasika diksha (mental diksha) is available. 

To illustrate this, I tell a story: “If you do namaskaar to some elderly people, they bless you with 

raising their hands, or by giving vibhuti (holy ash), or by saying some auspicious words. But, Bhagvan 

never does any of them! Never gives vibhuti. Never blesses. Never says even nice words. He just 

keeps quiet. Is it not necessary bless these people who do namaskaaram to you?”, once a person 

enquired Bhagavan. In reply Bhagavan said, “Mere being is blessing. Even before they come do 

namaskaaram, I would have blessed them. I would have already blessed him long before. What is 

meant by blessing. It is simply abiding in the  
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heart. Even in 'Ulladhu Narppadhu' it is said, 

  'That reality which abides in the heart 

  without any thought, how can it think [or bless]? 

  Just to remain abiding is blessing ….' 

Just to reamain abiding as it is, is blessing. To remain abiding as it is is diksha. There is nothing else.”    

That is what Bhagavan has said. I have got the diksha. ------------ Bhagavan never performs nayana 

diksha [initiation by look]. But, we may get nayana diksha. That is, sages have three kinds of 

powers [to give diksha (initiation)] That is, Sparsa Diksha [initiation by touch]. In this, the mere 

touch of the master can send the disciple into samadhi. That is what Ramakrishna 

Paramahamsa did for Swamy Vivekananda. He had thre power of Sparsa Diksha. Some other 

sages think of their disciples, wherever they maybe, and bless them for their welfare and their 

progress. That is a diksha by thought. Nayana Diksha is diksha given through look. Every 

sage may have one of these three powers to  give diksha. Bhagavan had the power of 

Nayana  
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Diksha. It is enough to look at his eyes. That itself is diksha. Three metaphors mentioned: The 

tortoise, the fish, and the bird. The tortoise, after laying its eggs on the bank of a tank, will 

return to the water an contemplate, standing upside down, for the eggs to hatch its young 

ones and the young ones to return safely to the water. Only after young ones have reached 

her, she would take food, and not until then. It would go on contemplating. That is the power 

of thought. If the Guru just thinks of disciple and blesses him to be well off, he will prosper. 

This is like the tortoise. The fish ejects its eggs in the water itself and looks at them. It looks at 

them with until they hatch out its young ones. That is what is called Meenakshi (Meen + akshi; 

i.e.fish + eye). Having had darshan of Meenakshi, we name a child Meenakshi. So, there is 

some special power in the eyes of the fish. It is just like that. Likewise, once the guru looks at 

the disciple, all his karmas and all his sins are washed away and the disciple becomes a pure 

being. 

    “The look of a Jnaani who has realized the Absolute 

    will drive away all our sins.” 

No matter how much sin one has accumulated or how much defilements one has gathered,all will be 

driven  
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away by the look of a perfect Jnaani. This is nayana diksha (initiation by look). What is called hastha-

mastha -saiyoga is another [mode of initiation]. Birds like chicken and pigeons lay their eggs 

and sit on for 10 or 12 days, and eggs are hatched because of the heat generated, and the 

young ones come out. Likewise, stroking the disciple, letting him sit by the side, touching here 

and there and embracing him, applying vibhuti on his body and removing his sins by such 

acts. Thus, the sastras talk about three kinds of dikshas. But, Bhagavan's was nayana diksha. 

But, Bhagavan never says 'I am giving nayana diksha.' That is why I say, [when I first met 

him], as soon as he saw me, I lost body-consciousness as if in samadhi. It did not take place 

because of any sadhana. It was bedause of his power. It was always the same. The eyes 



would be just kept gazing like that. We won't be able look at it directly. If we look at 

Bhagavan's eyes, its brilliance would dazzle our eyes like the sun. So, we may look at an 

angle with partial eyes. Other than that, we cannot face it directly as we are doing. No  one 

can see. (laughs) Bhagavan had that sort of nayana diksha. Everyone had  
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got it. He never gives it. But, we just get it. (laughs)  -----  Mantra diksha is to tell [ the mantra word ] 

into one's ears in a sitting position in a lonely place – like chanting. … [But, here] no such 

thing at all. [If one asks Bhagavan for, ] panchaaksharam, “Hum, alright. You do it.” or “Do 

'Rama Rama'” or  “Do Narayanaa” … He yould simple say so. Except that, he would never 

instruct any one secretly. Thre is no special upadesa. ---- No sparsa diksha at all. Even 

nayana diksha, he never performs. It is happening always. That is his nature. -------------- Who 

is that? We see? We have darshan. What is happening to him? … Bhagavan would give a 

simile for the eyes of a Jnaani. “When a goat is dead, its eyes would be shining brilliantly. 

[Jnaani's eyes are like that.] It has just half the sight.” Likewise, Bhagavan's eyes are brilliant 

only for us; not for him. (laughs) 

 

19(1) I know a few. All because of Bhagavan's grace. I haven't studied anything by myself.  

 

44. Importance is for only the Self-knowledge (atma-jnana). Knowledge of the true form of the 

Self. All the rest are also there. “Bestower of boons to whosoever that requests” - one of the 

stotras praises  
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Bhagavan.  Whatsoever is requested by whosoever, Bhagavan bestows  all of them to them. 

Bhagavan never gives anything by himself. He gives whatever is our prarabdha, our karma or 

our mental state.  If a simple poet comes to him, he will go back as a great poet. If a man of 

little wealth comes to Bhagavan, he becomes a very rich man. If a man of small business 



comes to Bhagavan, he becomes a man of big business.  Bhagavan enlarges anything. 

Bhagavan's gifts will be only according to each an everyone' vasanaa. ---- Without doubt 

darshan is important. Until the end that will be the most important thing. Even now, in order to 

have Bhagavan's darshan, we must take photo of him in our heart. 

  “Arunachala Ramana is the Paramatman, 

` the Absolute Awareness, who blissfully  

  abides as the form of Atman  

  in the cave of the Heart-lotus   

  in all beings including Hari and Brahma.”  

That which shines in the heart in ther form of awareness, and abides as (sat-chit-ananda) existence-

consciousness-bliss absolute, is Ramana. Therefore, Bhagavan always abides in our heart. 

That is darshan. Therefore, even now there is no lack of darshan. Going here and there for 

darshan is simply an act of  
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respect, and a ritual.  Bhagavan will always abide in the heart. Even if we don't want, Bhagavan will 

be there. Importance lies in the true form of the Self. All these are unimportant. These are all 

just means [of livelihood]. People have so many occupations. This is jusst like that. There is 

no significance in this an that. Bhagavan did not receive diksha from anyone, neither did he 

give diksha to anyone. 

 

45. Bhagavan never found fault with dikshas, neither he denounced them unnecessary. He 

respects it. Although he himself never gave [diksha] he gives all respects to it. He has good 

regards for people all religions. But he never expresses any comment upon them. If you ask, 

“What about this? And.what about that?” he won't say anything. No opinion about any path. … 

Bhagavan alone is our refuge. We just carry on with that . There is nothing new for us. 



 

49. There is no plan for all that. There is no time also. We don't take notice of it.  

 

50. Only enquiry. All the rest are useless. But, they are not rejected. Those who follow them are 

asked to  
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carry on with that. Meditation and enquiry. … but others are not rejected. Self-enquiry in the principle 

technique. Other sadhanas are just aids. 

  “May the siddha who says japa is  

  an aid to enquiry, long live!” 

As the stotra says japa is an aid to Vichara. One must go step by step. 

 

54.          Bhagavan never gives importance to mantra. But, he lays importance to the process of japa. 

Mantras are specific to each and every individual. A Vaishnavite man comes to Bhagavan and asks, 

“Bhagavan! Teach me a mantra.” Then Bhagavan asks him, “ What mantra you know? What have you 

been doing?” If someone says, “I am saying 'Rama Rama'”, then Bhagavan would say, “That is 

enough. Carry on doing that japa.” Similarly, next a yogi comes and says, “I am doing pranayama, 

following Patanjali Yoga Sutras.”  To him, Bhagavan would say, “Very good. Keep it up.” The upadesa 

for him is just that. Likewise, for people who are engaged in doing puja, he would say, “Keep on doing 

that without break.” So, he would advise only  

 (155) according to one's maturity and vasanas. He would never say 'That is better; and this is not so 

better.' But, his normal teaching is just Self-enquiry. There is no doubt about it; nothing to deny it.  

 

56.        It depends upon one's maturity. In meditation there may only be the maturity appropriate for 



meditation. If one is eligible for Vichara, there are four aspects [to be considered]: Vishayam (matter), 

Prayojanam (utility), Sambandham (relationship) and Adhikaaram (authority / eligibility). [If all are 

fulfilled] one may be eligible for Vichara. The next, lessor one, may be eligible for meditation. Then, the 

next one may be eligible just for japa. [Finally], one may be eligible  only for puja and the performance 

of other virtuous karmas. Everyone may perform whatever they are eligible to perform.l It cannot be 

denied.  But, Vichara is most important. All the others are just means, without the distinction of Karma 

Yoga, Jnaana Yoga, or Bhakti Yoga. Just by calling oneself a Karma Yogi, one cannot become a 

Karma Yogi. Just by calling onesel a Bhakti Yogi, one cannot become a Bhakti Yogi.  Only others must 

call so.  You have a camera. [just because of that] you cannot become a Camera Man. [You become 

one] only when I say so. …. They are also just so many  
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steps – preliminary steps. When you have come here for Vichara, they have no significance. I am Karma 

Yogi; I am a Jnaana Yogi; I am a Sannyasi” … Just by saying so, can anyone become a Sannyasi etc. 

Would any Jnaani say “I am a Jnaani”? If he says so, it would be absurd. (laughs). So all these yogas 

are just preliminary steps. Once the true nature is realized, there is no need for these steps. Bhagavan 

alone is the Karma Yogi, Bhakti Yogi, and Jnaana Yogi! All are only Bhagavan! So, just like that, once 

the true nature in known … “When that awareness arises, there is no more ignorance. … Therefore, 

that jnaana must arise. Once Jnaana is realized, then these distinctions of higher and lower etc. will 

not exist. All will be just wll.  

 

57.       I have already said that in the beginning itself: “I am doing all the four.” But, principally Vichara. 

When [the mind does not abide] in Vichara, then I do meditation, or japa, or manasika puja. I keep on 

doing just these. I have no difficulties. My mind moves within these bounds. No other thoughts arise. 

By Bhagavan's grace it is going on in this way. I don't think of anything in any different way. I have told 

you in the very  
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beginning that Bhakti is just Jnaana. Only Self-enquiry is first class Bhakti. (laughs). All the rest are just 

ordinary Bhakti. Only a Jnaani is a Bhakta. Only Bhagavan is the top-most Bhakta. The top-most part 

of bhakti is in Bhagavan's grip.  I cite another example: Bhakti is of two types: binna bhakti, and  

abinna bhakti. Type one: (Binna) bhakti [assumes oneself as alien]. People say Bhagavan does not 

have this type of bhakti. That is no so. I can give you an evidence for it. Once, we were reading 

Ramayana. When Rama was returning to Ayodhya, they halted at Agasthyashramam, and sent a 

message through Hanuman. When Hanuman delivered the message at Ayodhya, Bharata starts to 

receive Rama, carrying his paadhuka (footwear) one his head and holding Hanuman's hand. … When 

this part of Ramayana was read, tears started to flow from Bhagavan's eyes. He could not read 

further. His throat gets blocked. Then, he said, “I know it is imagination. Yet, did you see the mischief it 

plays?” Saying this, he laughed. … Because, we were at Ayodhya. Is it not? … Because, what you 

assume, you become that. “Yat bhavam tat bhavati”. So,  
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Bhagavan gets this bhava. [When he becomes] a bhakta, there cannot be no better bhakti tban him. 

Likewise, you take any job – even a petty one – no one can do it better than Bhagavan. Nobody can 

cook like Bhagavan. Likewise, with cutting vegetables, or writing anything. Nobody can write like 

Bhagavan. So, for all these Karma, Bhakti and Yoga, Bhagavan is the chief. No one can excell him.  

 

59.        As far Atma-vichara is concerned nothing is new or old. But, it depends upon our mental 

attitude.  It becomes as it is now and then accordingly. It is considered neither as new, nor as old. It is 

what it has ever been. Is it not? (laughs) 

 

61.         All these appear to be so only for you. There is nothing to appear like that. Once entered into 

the heart. All just agree with each other.  

 

62.       I do not look into all that. Whatever distinctive feature that appear to us, keeps on appearing. 

This  

attitude that 'it is more here and less there' never arises. That differentiation is not there. To those who 

know  
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Bhagavan's philosophy, this will never appear. Whether it [the distinction] is there or not, need not be 

considered at all. To my view, all contain it. Even others know it. It cannot be otherwise. 

 

63.        After having seen Bhagvan, all the others do not seem to me to be apart from Bhagavan. So, I 

do not differentiate between contact with these people and contact with those people , and this and 

that. There is just Bhagavan. Buddha is Bhagavan; Jesus is Bhagavan. Not only that, even all the 

sages and rishis are just Bhagavan only. Nothing else. I look upon all of them as Bhagavan. Even they 

do not exist apart from Bhagavan. This is my position. So, there are no two things to be compared with 

one another. There are no two rishis. The only rishi is just Bhagavan. There are no five or six jnaanis. 

Jnaanam means just Bhagavan.  All have the same Jnaanam. All these rites and rituals are only to tell 

the common people; in reality nothing is there. It is not that Buddha had one kind of Jnaana; Christ 

had another kind; Krishna another; and Rama a different kind. Can it be like that? No. It is just one. ----

------ Once you see Bhagavan, everything is just Bhagavan. All these ancient avatars and the 

forthcoming ones as well, are just Bhagavan.One who exists  
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now is also Bhagavan. There is no difference [of opinion] in this. There is nothing to be compared – 

like “Is it equal to Bhagavan? Is it better than Bhagavan's path? … and so on. Nothing is bigger or 

smaller. Whatever is appropriate for the particular age, would be there.  So, Bhagavan's path Vichara 

is just appropriate and significant for this age indeed. It cannot be denied. But Bhagavan never 

attaches importance to anything he himself says. But, what Bhagavan says is the truth. He never says 

this is important and that is unimportant. (laughs).  

“Don't call a Jnaani a human or a deva. 

 He is God himself, wearing a body to offer himself, 

 as the Vedanta declares”, 

says the scripture. A jnaani should not be referred to as a human being or a celestial being. Why? 

Because, what the avatars and gods could bestow to their devotees are nothing but wealth 

and siddhis. But, a jnaani is not like that. He offers you himself. If he is just one [i.e.one 



without a second], there is no one else! What exists is just one. Is it not? This is said in the 

Upanishads, which form the end of the Vedas or Vedanta. Therefore, a Jnaani should not be 

disignated as  this Avatar or that Avatar. 'Avatar' literally means, that which  
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comes dowm. Therefore, to call someone an 'avatar' is only defaming; not praising. Therefore, what 

he says is just correct. Therefore, there is nothing that can observe it. That is the view on one 

tradition. Even if this is said to be the position of Bhagavan, whatever we say about it or don't 

say, nothing will be affected. That is all. Anything can be said. They say so, considering it an 

honour.  

 

67. No. 

 

70. Nothing. Bhagavan remains Bhagavan. He isi not disturbed. Nobody is disturbing him. I am 

always meditating, keeping Bhagavan's form in my heart. Therefore, there is nothing that 

appears newly. That is always there. That which always exists is just that. It does not appear 

some time and disappear at other times. I always see Bhagavan in my heart. That is my 

meditation.  

 

71.(77 / 78 ?) It is not something that can never happen. Maybe, nobody knows about it. It is 

nothing. But, all these are, nowadays, not necessary for anyone, for worldy purposes. …. Om 

Sadhu! …..  This job is better than all other jobs. (Instead), be could do sadhana! Because, he 

knows all about it.  

He has that mind. We don't have any mind. Even in this talk, I might have blurted out many things. I 

don't  
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know if I were correct. Even you did not ask me. Also, I did not tell you. Both are not true. Therefore, 

some noises have been produced. That is all. (laughs). Once I told Bhagavan, “I want to learn 

lot of these Vedas. I want to learn all the logics and Agamas. Bhagavan said, “If you learn all 

these, if you learn Sanskrit, then you  will have to learn Tamil, then English, then this religion, 

and then that religion. After that you may want to learn Karma Yoga, and then Jnaana Yoga.  

It will go on like this endlessly. There is no end. Just learn one thing, that will be enough for 

all.” I did not understand anything. “To learn one thing mean, to know how abide in the heart 

as the Self. That will suffice. If you learn that, all other studies will automatically take place,” 

Bhagavan explained further. Again I could not understand. “How is that?” I asked again. “If 

you abide in the heart, if some one asks a question – that is, if any sound is heard – at once, 

without any thought, you send out another sound. It will equalize. That is the learning. It is 

enough, if you can do like that. If somebody asks anything, you produce some sound like that. 

There is no need to think about whether it is correct or not,” he  
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said. Likewise, all what I said just now, need not be correct. There maybe some nonsense. (laughs). 

Maybe some good things also. Therefore, as I am not used to this very much, I just replied all 

your questions. There are some learned people, particularly for this job. They are all very 

learned. I am an uneducated.  

************** 

 

 

 































ANNAMALAI SWAMI 

M:1 

During Centenary Annamalai Swamy had a paper read at All India Radio Pondicherry. This is 

the full version: 

A. This is Annamalai Swamy, who had associated with Bhagavan, explaining the 

essence of  Bhagavan’s teachings: 

  The essence of the teachings is the precious path of Bhagavan Sri Ramana. The 

 most important task of man is to know the truth about himself. Once the truth about oneself is 

 known, all sufferings will leave automatically. The primary need of all of us is only an 

 unchanging happiness. Certainly, people all over the world like unchanging happiness. Just 

 as all like sleeping, so also, unchaning  happiness is liked  by all. Unchanging happiness is 

 itself our own true nature (swarupa). That itself is what is  called moksha, mukti,nishta, jnana,

 freedom, kaivalyam, sahaja samadhi and unchanging anubhuthi. What obstructs this 

 unchanging happiness is just the thought that ‘I am this body’. If this thought is given up, all 

 thoughts will easily leave automatically. 

M:2 

 If one gives up the one thought that ‘I am this body’, all thoughts will by themselves.To realize 

 one’s own true nature alone is realizing the existence of God. Without 

realizing the turth of  oneself, if one knows whatever else or reckons whatever, that cannot 

be true happiness.  Everyone easily feels the sensation ‘I am’. Even though it is so easy, 

what obstructs it is only  the thought ‘I am this body’. That is the ego … The best 

(tapas) spiritual practice to eliminate  this ego is to enquire ‘ Who am I?’  To concentrate 

the mind means to view all as one whole.  Once the enquiry ‘Who am I?’ is invoked all 

suffering will leave.  

 M:3 

       What remains is the bilss of swarupa? What else is  there beyond this to know? If one realizes 

the truth of oneself, there is nothing else other than oneself. The thought ‘I am ignorant 



(ajnaani)’ shound be avoided. That itself is a great obstruction. To think ‘We will attain Jnaana 

sometime in future’ is itself (ajnaanam) ignorance. Right now we are as jnaana swarupam  

and as the Self (Atma). We have never ever been alien to the Self. We have always been the 

Self alone. The world is oneself only; nothing else. Has it any existence apart from oneslf? If 

one gives up assuming the body and thought as ‘I’, the Self 

M:4 

  will shine by itself. The remedy for all suffering is to remain as the Self (Atma)! But, avoid the 

evil, gently. What exists is only the Self (Atma), not two. One must keep company of the wise 

(Satsang),until the conviction ‘I am the body’ ceases totally.  To claim that you are God is 

mere imagination! In fact, apart from you , the Self, no God exists. All the rest are only 

imaginations appearing and disappearing in the self. Only after the appearance of the thought 

‘I am this body’, all other thoughts appear. Without (Satsang) the company of the wise, the 

wisdom-eye (jnaanakkan) in a man will not open. ‘I’ is only an immutable bliss. 

M:5 

 Other than that, even if the brilliance of one hundred suns appears, it cannot be tobe truth.We 

tend to leave out the ever-present self. Because everyone is already the self,it does not 

happen to everyone that the self should be known. All are constantly feeling the self. But 

suffer, because of the mistaken thought that it has to be reached. People forfer that 

everything is driven by the only power of God. All the activities of the world are taking place by 

the mere presence of God. But, the jnaani is not at all attached to those activities. In the  
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 world,  everyone, including Brahma the Creator himself, are behaving according to the law of 

God. Unless we realize who we are, the truth cannot be understood as it is. Leave alone the 

dispute whether God exists or not. Do we exist? [If so,] how and as what?Let us first find out 

our own existence.That which shines as ‘I am’ is itself the Power of God (Iswara Sakti). One’s 

own true form (swarupa) is alone the Power. All sufferings are created because the self, 

instead of being the self that it is,attaches itself to an adjunct [upadi] and aIssumes ‘I am this’ 

or ‘I am that’. We must remain just as what we are. The self (Atma) – the Bliss (Ananda) – is 



our true nature. It need not be achieved anew.  
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  The false assumption that ‘I am devoid of bliss’ should be rejected. Instead of following the 

mind wherever it wanders, we must remain as what we are. To remain without forgetting the 

truth of our true nature, is itself bliss, love and everything.If the false assumption that ‘I am 

having a form’ is given up, the all pervadiing quality can be perceived. Having contracted 

ourselves into a body, we are under the false  impression that we are exinsting as something 

within the body. In fact, all that we perceive is confined within us. Nothing can exist apart from 

the  only existence ( eka sat) that we are. Once we know who we are, nothing will exist, for us 

to know further. Nothing exists apart from  
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  Atma the self. When the mind is born/manifests , the world appears. When the mind is 

absorbed, the world disappears. Therefore, the world is only a mental [illusion] (manomayam)! 

aThe purpose of practice is to remove the obstructions that veil the peace that  exists forever, 

naturally in all of us. We are always existing in the form of Atma the Self (Atma Swarupa), 

even when it is veiled, even when practising to remove the veil and also when the veil is 

removed. Why should we talk about others? To remain without questions and doubts is our 

natural state. If there is strong devotion, experience will take place even without our seeking 

it. When grace is sought,  
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 experience is bestowed. Follow the way it leads you. Don’t think or desire for anything else. 

Whether you know about it or not, grace is what leads you.  Wandering here and there,  

craving for this and that unnecessarily is worldly attachment. Hunger and thurst and attending 

to calls of nature are the needs of body. It is necessary to attend to them! This will not 

interfere sadhana in anyway. Attending the needs of  the body will not be a hindrance. Every 

thing happens according the prarapta karma. During waking and dream states, the body is  

M:10 



  connected with its impurities. In sleep, we are without their connection. Therefore, waking and 

dream states are not our nature; only to be without their connection is our nature. Always truth 

should be realized intrinsically in the waking state alone. Peace is [our] true nature. Therefore, 

it need not be acquired anew. Only the thougts, which deny it and drive it away, have to be 

destroyed. It is only the old thougts that prevent  the mind from concentrating! They are a 

hindrance to devotion (bhakti) as well. Thoughts should be obliterated through the strength of 

practice and fortitude. The company of the wise and service to them have been deviced only 

to acquire (jnaana) spiritual wisdom. Therefore, it is not something to be achieved newly. 
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  The weak man acqires the strength necessary to remain in his true state, through the 

company of wise sadhus. Only grace exists! Nothing exists apart from it. If one’s true nature is 

sought intrinsically, with just that one intention, the mind will be eradicated. Only pure 

awareness, the true nature of ourselves will remain. According one’s maturity also, any path 

may be given. Devotion (bhakti) and self-enquiry (atma vichara) [etc.] all are one.This body 

and the world appear to be true. When we sleep again, so many other things appear and 

disappear. What appears and disappears in this way cannot be the truth. What always shines 

evenly is the truth.  
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 If we observe keenly what is this strange mind, in the course of time, without any veiling, the 

mind itself will shine as  Atma the Self, without any obstruction.   

 Thisis the easy path written by Annamalai Swami. 

C. When did you read this paper on the radio? 

A. 27 – 12 – ’79. 

B.  Annamalai Swami did not read the talk himself on the radio, but somebody else. They left 

some portions.  

 I am ready to tell  you  about whatever experience from Bhag avan. Beclause, that will 



benefit the world. I realize, Bhagavan did not reveal the secrets he revealed to me,to anyone 

else.   

M:13  

 If he had revealed those secrets, they would have published it; talked about it. 

97A What was received seems to me to be some sort of prophetic moral teachings (sanmaarga 

mozhi). In this, Bhagavan is not involved. I wrote down what I felt like.I have written something 

as “Words of Grace” ( Arul Vaakku).  

C. And he said in the beginning that he prefers to have mentioned his name in my study 

regarding his talk and our convesation. 

A. In Bhagavan’s state, all are one. He told me to read and write, in the midst of so much of 

work. It has been printed. (It has been printed.) … The matter is, it will be beneficial only if all 

the important points are told. 

1. At a small age – about ten years – in an ordinary countryside. I hadn’t seen one sadhu there, 

read no books. No temples or rituals (pujas). Yet, ‘This worldly life is impermanant (anithyam); 

we have to reach God’ was my only thought. I was mad after it. Then, while I was in that state 

[of mind], I built a ‘bajan hall’ and carried on bajans. Meanwhile, a sadhu came there and 

gave me Bhagavan’s book of “Who am I?” Then,in 1929, as I was with the keen intention of 

seeing Bhagavan, I had a dream in which he gave me darshan inside the house. 

6. In my young age …. I had some devotion then. But, 90% I did not anything about the path of 

liberation. I had bhakti for God. 

C. In which Taluk? 

A. Viruddhachalam Taluk (South Arcot District). 

8. In my young age, I was obsessed with the single thought that ‘this world is impermanant 

(anityam) and I must attain God.’ God was the only thought. I would repeat the Sivayanama 

mantra lakhs of times. I would do that repeatedly. Thus I was staying with my Bhajan Hall 

(bajanai matam) and the Charity Water Center (thanneer pandal). Then countless attempts 



were made to bind me into married life. Defeating all those attempts, I came to Bhagavan as 

my refuge. 
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  For  three years, I was only mad after God. 

16. In the beginning Vinaygar was my prefered God (ishta deivam). Then  Lord Murugan; and 

then Lord Siva; and then Bhagavan; and finally Atma (the Soul). Bhagavan Ramana alone 

exists. No second thing exists. [Inside is] Atma; outside [is] Atma; undivided Atma; Only Atma. 

I [have] no [existence]. 

17. To attain God  was the only aim [for me]. Although many obstructions arose, overcoming  all 

of them I reached here. 

211. Saiva Vellalar [caste]. Saiva anushtanam [practicing religious rites]. Very little education. 

Father ordered me not to study. My father was of the opinion that if I become educated, I  may 

turn out to be a monk (sanyasi). After coming to Bhagavan, I have learned many lessons. 

    M:17 

19, 20   Tamil. Only Tamil. No Sanskrit. 

23. No. (see above). 

249( )  To attain Atma was the only aim. Nothing else mattered in the world. 

C. For householders, is it not horrible to reach tha aim? 

A.  It is not impossible, but very difficult. One person is walking free of budon and another person 

is walking carrying a burdon – both will reach their destination. In householder’s life, it is 

difficult. Just  see how much one suffers, once a bride has been selected! 

31. I don’t have any connections at all. After coming to Bhagavan, I did not have any relationships 

at all. [Only} spirituality. …Not interested in anything else. I don’t go into the outer world. 
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 Already 40 years have passed. I haven’t visited even the next room. I would go for walking on 

the mountain side. 

C. Giri pradakshina? 

A. No.  Previously I used to go. 

C. He never went on giripradakshina? 

B. Not no, previously. 

B.  I go only with Bhagavan. 

A. No. 

34. … …  … I came to the Guru with the thought that only if one approaches the master with the 

single intention of attaining can one attain. He showed me the true and easy path. […a name 

of swamy missing…] As soon as he entered, Bhagavan told him, “I keep waiting here for 

you to come.” 

36(7) Bhagavan told him, “I keep waiting here for you to come.”  

37. Staying with him for 12 years, 
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 doing whatever he asks you to do, getting matured, then one should catch hold of the easy 

path shown by Bhagavan. … … Bhagavan would give the plans of the ashram Gosala (cow 

shed), store room, book stall, big dining hall, hospital, temple and uttara mandapam  etc. One 

has to follow that. 

40. He did all dikshas for me. He did all the existing different varieties of dikshas. As soon as he 

sow me, he showed me like this for fifteen minutes (gesture: a silent diksha).  Then, once I 

had an injury here. He applied Jambug with both his hands and anointed for half an hour. This 

is hasta diksha. Then he once embraced me in the bathroom.   

M:20 



 This diksha, that diksha and all the existing dikshas he did for me. 

C. Is diksha  very important? 

A. It is like ripening. I don’t like to have any leaders. But Bhagavan has become one  without my 

awareness. I don’t  even go to the temples. The Arunachala temple is temple of Bhagavan … 

But Bhagavan is more important than that. 

44. Darshan (presen ce), guidance, and grace. 

51. Self-enquiry; and principally, self-enquiry more than any other path. 

160. Which is the true me, this or that?... Enquiring in this way, … Is it the mind or the Self?  You 

are really Atma (Self)! The Self is undivided. 

55. No sadhana is necessary. 

M:21 

 To remain without forgetting the truth of your own being is the ultimate sadhana. 

54. He would tell according to one’s maturity, according to each and every one’s maturity. 

56(1) All soltude. Association. Crowd means a big trouble, 

56(2) Karma yoga seems more conducive for the path of enquiry. Nishkamya Karma  is most 

conducive. I progressed only through this only. 

62. Moreover, there are many  techniques  to control the mind. Superior  among all of them is Self  

Enquiry, tha is Bhagavan’s teaching. So many are the paths  that lead to [the Truth]. Enquiry 

is to investigte who you are. That is the path of Jnana or wisdom, which is the  constant 

enquiry as to how and whence the ego (self) arises. “It is not necessary to do it in a sitting 

posture,” Bhagavan has said. “it is not necessary to show to the world what is  

(22) 

 your sadhana. Externally, you remain an ordinary person. 

63. 63. There is no master (Guru) equal to Bhagavan in the world now. Bhagavan himself has said 



 so. Once in a legal enquiry, he was asked if there is anyone else like him. Bhagavan’s reply 

 was, “No”. He is the embodiment of all deities. All gods on one. So may are not there. The 

 Self is only one. 

64. 67. The name Hindu is not applicable. Bhagavan is God, he is common to all. That [God] is 

 neither Hindu, Muslim or Christian. All are one. 

(23) 

 72. He was a yogi. … (laughter). No. Not a yogi; but an avatar (incarnation). 

72(a) No sadhanas [he had performed]. He came just to  guide the world, like a learned teacher 

going to school to teach. ….He was a Perfect Incarnatio (Purnaavtaaram), similar to Lord 

Krishna). 

74. It is  impossiblel to explain ev erything he has done. Most importantly, he would easily tell 

everyone, “You are the Self (Atman). If you realize it , there won’t be any suffering.” If 

everything must be said, there will be plenty. There are so many matters. Among them there 

are so many important stories. How to point one thing in particular. All what he did and said  

(24) 

 seem to be important. 

76. No one here did it. 

 … …  

 … … 

 … … 

208. All what Bhagavan says is that everything happen according to prarabda, by the will of God. 

Bhagavan. Bhagavan has no plan of h is own at all.  Everythingg has already been planed. 

We simply work it out accordingly. 

 (25) 



C. Does he give Diksaha and Upadesa? 

A. For people like you, I tell them just like this. … Many people come. … What is Diksha after 

all? Whatever you do is just Diksha   And whatever you say are just Upadesas. 

A. That is my most important job. 

C. How many disciples do you have? 

A. About 200. 

C. From where? 

A.  At Tiruvannamalai and other places as well. 

C. Foreigners? 

A.  Yes. Yes. 

C. But few? 

A. A few. Yes.  

82. Cannot say. The magananimity of this character and behaviour is such that it cannot be put  

(26) 

 into words. It is so great, that is all. 

85. First he attends works in the kitchen; then,  the letters. 

222. Most importantly, he attends to the  cows; other activities – like mother’s samadhi and the 

hospital – come only afterwards, that too only if Bhagavan intends.  

207(4) … … That is the manifestations of the fruits of the good karmas and worships performed by 

the mother in her past lives. He had fulfilled her intentions. 

87. So many troubles had come. Bhagavan would forbear them all with his patience and wisdom 

of the Self. countless problems would come. 

89. Who am I? Who? 



(27) 

91. My thought was just that. I know only what Bhagavan has taught me. 

93. I see the teachings of Ramakrishna, Vivekananda, Buddha, Gita, Jnana Vashishta, and 

Kaivalyam . All these conform to Bhagavan’s teachings. But, among all them Bhagavan’s path 

is the most straight-foreward. 

94. Just the superior teachings of Bhagavan: Ulladhu Naarpadhu, Upadhesa Undhiar,Naan 

Yaar?, Devikaalottaram, Athma Saakshaatkaaram, Athma Bodham, etc. … 

97. There is no  mistake in Bhagavan’s original works. 

102. Leaving the hot sun, if one enters the shade beneath a tree, one experiences a coolness. 

Likewise, if one goes to the Guru’s presence, the mind experiences peace and bliss. Then 

one can identify him as the [True] Guru.  

(28) 

103. What you mean by ‘what type’? He has appeared as the one embodiment of all the gods, as 

the Atma and as the Master. He himself is our own Atma (Self). Therefore Bhagavan is in the 

form all gods. We see him as the Guru and the God. We may trust that – he is not a human 

guru. 

104. It’s nature cannot be explained. The moment you see Bhagavan, you know that he is 

Bhagavan. Therefore, we cannot say how. Just like water flowing downwards [by itself], my 

mind flowed towards Bhagavan. After Bhagavan had departed, I didn’t have the inclination to 

seek another Guru, or another God, or another holy place to go. Water, once it  had flowed 

downward, cannot flow back upwards. 

(29) 

105. You can know  that from the path [he taught] and the peace  and experiences he [emanated].  

108(3) For someone to be a Guru, his status as a householder or as a sanyasi does not apply. His 

state is beyond class and caste categorization (varnasrama). Anyhow, one gets his guru 

according to one’s prarabda. This is an Ashram of Jnana, … Chinnasamy, Venkittu Aiyer, 



mother and all the rest are just products of prarabda; non of them is Bhagavan’s plan. 

(4) … No problem. Only jnana is all important. Only he is  a Brahmin (paarpaan), who can see or 

the seer. 

(5)() … Knowledge of the Atma is the most supreme education. 

5.() Ordinary. Not important. 

5(8) He would never talk about siddhis.  

(30) 

C. Is there any danger in siddhis? 

A. Yes. There is great danger. To be a man of siddhis is worse than being an ordinary 

householder. 

(6) The Guru would not have all those expectations. Does the rain which falls do so desiring any 

returns! Likewise, it is rain of grace. Similar to the sunlight and the sun, the earth and the 

trees. 

(8) It is very good if you have. If it is silent instruction (mounopadesa), it is impossible to know 

what it is, very difficult. Maybe matured disciples realize it. Ordinary people will never 

understand. 

109. For those who are interested in spirituality, only the master (Guru) must show the Truth. Only 

he that does so is a good master. 

(31) 

111. What is said is just to know the Truth, and to be free form all suffering. 

112. The society and the master are not two; just one. 

115. Beyond time and death. 

116. He is indifferent to both good and bad. He looks upon every thing  (as one) equally. Just as 

everything merges into one in sleep, similarly he views all in the waking state also.  



117. What the Vedas say and what the master say are both the same.  

119. One reason is karma from past births. And the second reason is to serve as a cause for 

others to pacify themselves in the face of suffering. They may tell themselves, “If such a great 

jnani himself has to suffer cancer, what may not befall as our lot!” 

(32) 

 He overcame his disease by his jnana. 

120. No differene at all. Everything takes place according to prarabda. There is no truth in seeing 

difference. 

122. For nearly thirty years, I have not differentiated between the master and myself, and the world 

and god. 

124. No such things at all. 

130. Conditions! Maybe some gurus may lay conditions. But, with Bhagavan there are no t 

131. It is just beyond all that.  

(33) 

132. That means, then they had not received complete jnana from the Guru. Moreover, there are 

no two different gurus as this guru and that guru.  

133. … … … 

134. I  don’t find any difference at all. 

135. One is benefited through his upadesam.  It is useless if a living guru does not tell the truth. 

Bhagavan’s upadesam itself is he form of the Guru. 

138(2) Yes. All that depends upon the body. 

138(3) They are wanted. 

138(4) Yes. 



138(5) Yes. 

(34) 

 Cannot be denied. He is communicating through some other medium. A water outlet is 

shaped like a tiger’s head and water flows through its  mouth. [Just because of that], it is not 

tiger’s water. It is just Ganges water flowing through the tiger’s mouth in this end. It is 

Bhagavan’s glory and his grace that flow through his devotees. … 

145. Don’t give it any importance. The more important thing is to catch hold of the Truth. Only if 

you light up a room, all the activities can be performed properly. Without light nothing can  

 (35) 

be done properly. If there is no Sun, the world  cannot function. [Likewise,] if there is no 

Jnana, nothing can exist. 

146(2) (That is) there is no such thing as Western or Eastern country. 

149. It is just to remain remembering the truth about one’s being. That is the sadhana. I just say 

this to whoever comes to me. Even if they are not matured enough, they will become 

matured. 

149(a) Dietary restriction is important. 

(2) Some people here just take their food in the Ashram! I don’t take that food. I am on dietary 

restriction. 

(4),(5),(6),(7),(8) No. 

149(b)(1) A. There is no right or wrong action. Only, whatever you do, do it as a Nishkama 

Karma. 

149(b)(2) Steadfastness in sadhana is the attribure of sadhana. Dharma exists. As a 

kind of  

(36) 



 jnana, if one looks upon all people as oneself, the Dharma will follow by itself. Then all will be 

oneself. Yet, one should not associate oneself in the path fo the evil. One should nnot harbour 

anger or hatred. Lust, hatred and greed are all in  this world. These should not be in this 

world. 

149(8)  Whatever I get, I give to those who visit here - whatever I could.afford. Of all 

dharmas, the greatest is not to let go (the awareness of)  Self. That is the greatest of Dharma. 

(37) 

150. (That is) to suppress the ego, to suppress the evil. 

************ 



SECOND TALK 

 Suddhananda Swamy stayed for 3 days in P. elakkothu with Annamalai Swamy. 

151. Meditation is meditation on “Who am I?” This meditation is not something to e done while 

sitting. Naturally, one dcan do th is meditation while one is engaged in godd satvik activities. 

This is what Bhagavan said. If one meditates in sitting postue tamas may overpower. It is best 

to meditate while engaged in satvik saddharmic activties and nishkama karmas. Doing work 

itself is asana. Doing the works one need to do is itself  

(38) 

 asana. No guru is necessary. That is , meditation and contemplation (nidithyasana) itself is 

the greatest of asanas.  That is, constant miditation is contemplation (nidithyasana). Because 

of that, this worldly life  too becomes happiness – by doing work. 

(2) No bhajans. 

(3) Satsang – yes.  

(5) Sometimes I look into Bhagaavn’s books, Kaivalyam, Jnana Vashishtam, etc. I refer t Bible 

and Bhagavat Gita, jus to quote from them to other people. 

(6) No pilgrimage. 

(39) 

(8) No Hatha Yoga. 

152.  Thre is no time at all. During sleep the mind becomes  the Atma (the Self). Then during the 

whole of waking period, there is “Who am I?” meditation. No time. 

150(4) Four or five hours. Sleeping lonnger than brings dreams. 

167. Since 1938. Prior to htat [my] meditation was intermittant. Then constant meditation, since I 

came to Bhagavan. 

164(10) Bhagavan told me tjo give up all mantras. So, I gave up them. 



156. Ten years in solitude. 

(40) 

 Staying alone without mingling even with sadhus. 

(3) If you mingle with a community (sangha), you get the defect of communion (sangha dosa). 

Our principles are different from theirs. Their trends in behaviour are all different. But, the 

jnana  spoken of by Bhagavan is something no one  can achieve. Foor that, we have to follow 

a path which nobody has followed. Then one will  have to face obstructions which no one has 

faced. If we can win over that state of Self and peace, then only the bliss that no one has 

experienced is achieved. This is something special from Bhagavan, which has never been 

printed so far. 

(41) 

 The following is the sentence: 

 “Reject the community (sangha) of sadhus. Reject the incomparable Guru and cast him far 

away.” It is found in it just like this. There is nothing comparable to the Guru’s words. … One 

has to meditate all and everybody as Guru. All places are places of Guru’s presence. 

57. Nothing [no previous sadhana] at all. 

203(a) This puja does not assume I am different from God. This  is a puja of boundless expanse, 

assuming ‘all are me’ and ‘I am all’. … others mingle (2nd time says ‘ordinary people’) the 

defects of them will affect us. So, having succeeded in sadhana, doing it in  solitude,  then if  

(42) 

 they mingle, mind will not get destracted. 

158. That is unimportant. Such things are only for the feet of those who sit and meditate. For those 

who are naturally doing their works, it does not matter how it (the body) is.  

159. Nothing at all, except Atma Vichara. 

162. Unbounded expanse, empty space. 



C. Hridaya. (?) 

A.  Thisis local heart; this is sprirtual heaart (Atma Hridayam); this is big heart – all these are 

said only in the preliminary stage. It is not real. The unbounded Self alone is called hridayam 

(heart). This is the Truth. 

160(b) Mind abides in peace. Just like one becomes happpy when the desired object is obtained, so 

also, the mind becomes happy then. 

(43) 

 Blissful it becomes. 

164(1) I am using it. But, we must not think that Bhagavan exists only there. 

C. No usage for Dhyanam. 

A. No. I view every thing as Bhagavan. All forms as forms of Bhagavan. 

164(8) I don’t close eyes. If you close the eyes, Bhagavan say, the mind will run out. To do 

(sadhana) with open eyes is better. 

64(a) This is more important than that. 

 … … …  

64(a)(10) No. 

65. No. But, just to prevent jpeople from calling me an atheist (nasthika), I am using only the  

(44) 

 red coloured (kumkum) powder. 

168. First, I gave up all what I had been doing previously and caught hold of Bhagavan’s 

upadesam – “Who am I?” Bhagavan told me to observe ‘kaya kislesam’ (partial starvation of 

the body) for one year. I had to forgo rice in my lunch, and instead I had to take peanuts, 

coconuts and mango (only these three) for one whole year. Body became weak. Then the 

source fo nectar at Mooladhara opens up and the light – light of sahasrara – is released. Only 



mouna, physical starvation (kaya kilesa) and mouna here. 

C. At what time? 

A. 1940. 

72. Advita means ‘all are one’. 

(45) 

 ‘One is all’. That  is most important. 

72(a). ‘All are one’ and ‘one is all’ – through this sadhana one can get immediate progress. 

173. Only through enquiring “Who am I?” can  all obstructions be removed. What is to be learned? 

Only the visitors have to find out for themselves. 

76(1). … … … One may have conversations with peope who have achieved spritual progress. 

C. Do you know Muruganar? 

A.  I know him very well. 

C.  Kavyakhanda Ganapathy…? 

A.  I know him as well.  

79(c). I tell those who ask me only. I don’t tell anything by myself voluntarily. 

(46) 

 I have no thought of going out at all. 

C.  Special functions celebrated …? 

A.  Birthday, Bhagavan’s Jayanthi, and then on special occasions, I visit. During fullmoon and 

newmoon days, I visit. On those occasions, I will be asked to speak. During Bhagavan’s 

Jayanthi … whenever there is a lot of people, I would speak. 

179(C).  Only about ‘Atma Vichara’, and other important matters. 



179(C)(12). As for stotra (i. e. prayer) – people come here only to get rid of their suffering. 

As soon as they say their prayers, they experience a peace. That is why they visit very early  

(47) 

 in the morning.  …  Daily they come even at night. 

(13) If they offer any donation for the maintenance of the Ashram, I don’t refuse it. But, I don’t 

demand either. 

180. Only in the path of knowing my own Atma. 

183. 1930. 

87(2). In the beginning it was just adesire to attain God. 

(?3). In the beginning itself, I was onf the opinion that it is better to meditate only in solitude. After 

coming to Bhagavan, he didn’t give permission to go into solitude.  Then [one day]  

(49) 

 he said, “Now your duties are all over. You are now free. You are free. You may go alone” 

and gave permission. So I came out to live alone. 

187(3). 1938.  Cannot meditate freely. One needs freedom to practice tapas. Only those who 

exhausted their sins by performing karma, can go free. Others cannot. Approval is importatnt. 

He did not say ‘Get out’. Instead, he said,’Very good. Very good. Very good’. He said that 

hundred times. He did not say ‘You get out’ 

(49) 

193. All seem to be fine. I don’t see anything unimportant. To my mind, all seem to be of 

importance. There may be so many issues. We need not talk about all of them. There lmaybe 

so many difference of opinions on those matters. Bhagavan tells me not to look at them. … 

For me nothing is unimportant. Each and every day appears to be of specialities. I don’t see 

Bhagavan as an ordinary man. 

195. Not only they. Bhagavan himself instructed me directly to build all the buildings according to  



(50) 

 the plan. All buildings: Gosala (1936), Veda Patasala (1936), Water Tank (1934), Hospital 

(1940), Temple, Vuttira Mandapam, the steps, the water tank and so many others. I can only 

say approximately, not accurately. Kitchen (1937,1938), Temple, Vuttira Mandapam – for all 

these structures, when the plans arrived, Bhagavan would instruct me secretly. I would not 

listen to what other people say. Because of that, many had lot of misunderstandings with me. 

C.  You learned masonary only in the Ashram? 

A. No. No. Not prior to this. (… … …) questioned, “Can this fellow do what engineers do?” 

Bhagavan replied him, “He was already an engineer in his previous birth.” 

(51) 

195(2). (I received) nothing at all. I did things as nishkama karma (selfless service). 

196. There is a lot of difference. This is a place where (wisdom of the Self) Atma Jnana arises. 

Other places do not have this speciality so much. This  hill invites all the ascetics who do 

tapas to attain jnana. 

196(2). What is there in sadhana? This place is conducive to sadhana. Although water is everywhere, 

plenty of it is found in a well. [Arunachala] it is a ready-made tank. Although the (contents of) 

milk is found all over the cow, it is available particularly only at the udder. 

(52) 

196(3). This place had been the abode of numerous ascetics. Bhagavan had come to this place and 

sung so many songs glorifying this place. This had been the Guru for Bhagavan. Therefore, 

… … … 

196(4). ‘Mount Arunachala is my Atma’ says Bhagavan. But, Bhagavan alone is my essence. 

196(5). This is the place where the radiance of Jnana  is shining. Above all, nothing else can be said. 

196(6). What  is there to feel? There is nothing lto feel. Just sheer bliss. 

197. There was no order in my daily life.  Whatever happened was taken as alright. Only jnana  



was my order. 

197(a). Just this place only.  

199 C. Do you go for Giripradakshina? 

(53) 

A. Previously, I was doing Giripradakshina. Now I don’t fo it, for the past 20 years. 

C. Does he climb Arunachala? 

A. I had been to the top several times – four or five times on the whole. 

C. He does not go inside the Ashram …? 

A.  No. I go  to all the sites in the mountain. I go for walk to all the places in the mountain, for 

about one or two miles - sometimes, in the garden. 

200. No. They asked me to go. But, I did not like to go. 

201. I don’t have the desire to visit at all.  This place itself is enough. 

202. I don’t do any puja at all. What I do for Bhagavan itself is the greatest puja – puja for 

Bhagavan is the greatest puja. 

(54) 

 Whatever I do here is only puja: sleep is samadhi – nirvikalpa samadhi.  Now, I am in sahaja 

samadhi  and giripradakshina. Devotees here do puja for a big picture of Bhagavan. Oh, you 

can see that. 

 No. 

203. The relationship that it is a means to do sadhana continuously. That is also part of puja. 

204. The significance of Bhagavan’s mother’s shrine is tht it has been built according to her wish. 

She had given birth to Bhagavan, as a result of the good karmas she had performed in her 

numerous former lives. 



(55) 

 “The glory of such an act is glorious indeed. Really very great. The best safeguard.” So says 

the 80th sutra of Soodha Samhita. 

205. If they come here, I  talk with them. If they don’t come, I don’t have any ill-will against them for 

that. 

206. The special feature of Ramanashramam  is that it is showing to the world the easy and direct 

path, free of hardships, taught by Bhagavan. Other sages have not revealed it so easily. 

207. The Ashramam was developed. Bhagavan established this Ashram for the benefit of the 

world. That is an act of God. 

(56) 

 An act of Bhagavan’s divine grace. 

207(3). Nothing happened without Bhagavan’s wish. They are doing things according to their 

maturity. 

207(2).That divine power can protect itself. We need no do anything to protect it. It is enough if we 

prtect ourselves. No need to protect the Ashram. He will look after it.  

212. 73 years. 

 Nirobharam’s booklet on Annamalai Swamy held correct by Annamalai Swamy. 

 A.S. quotes a venba-verse written by Bhagavan himself in A.S.’s diary: 

(57) 

  “Attuvidham yendrum ahatturuga orpodhum 

 Attuvidham seigaiyil aatrarkka  -  puttirane 

 Attuvidham moovulagat taanaalum satguruvo(du) 

 Attuvidham aahaa dhari.” 



 That is, 'Non-dualism should always  be experienced within oneself, and should never be 

applied in activities. Even if non-dualism could be applied with all the three worlds, it should 

not be applied with respect to the Satguru. Know that!' 

  

C. Did he write this after or in Bhagavcan’s presence itself? 

A Just then and there. 

C.  Is it not published? 

A. It has been published in the Mountain Path, by Thyagaraja (English lc.[lectlurer?]). A little of 

what is important. 

 To be benefited by the world or not depends upon Him, and not with me. 

(58) 

C. When your Ashramam has been bounded around? 

A. Around 1940. 

C.  Who is the founder? 

A. Jayarama Mudaliar of Tellar. 

C.  Did he purchased the land of the Ashramam? 

A. There was a litigation in the court against this land with name of ‘Aranya Kandam’. The 

judgement has been given in favour of us. Now it has gone to the High Court for appeal.  

C.  Since when A.S. does have Ashramam? 

A.  1945 onwards 

C. How many acres? 

A. One acre and thirty cents (including the garden). 



C. Form of organization and management. 

(59) 

A. Devotees contribute. I don’t demand them to give this much or that much. When they 

contribute (for a purpose), it gets done. No  conditions. 

C. Is it a Trust? 

A.  Four or five people are there. They come and meet and get everything done. 

C. President…? 

A.  Jayarama Mudaliar. 

C. … … … 

C. Is there assembly? Once in a year? 

A. Seven or eight oro ten times they meet. They will come here after ten days on the coming 

new moon day. 

C. Proffession of Jayarama? 

(60) 

A.  Land owner, textiles business, rice mill owner at Tellar. 

C. A.S. belongs to this counsil / assembly?  

A.  I just remain sitting as a witness. If anyone raises a question, I will reply. If asked to talk on 

spiritual matters, I will talk.  

C. Number of counsil members? 

A. This is not happening according to my plan. Bhagavan himselfl spontaneously told me, 

“Construct buildings when you get money.” That buildings are coming up, when money 

comes, is his work.  Whatever happens, it is his act. I don’t have any thought of doing things 

this way or that way. 



C. Does the counsil ask  A.S. to certain obligations or activities like discourses? 

(61) 

A. On Pongal, New Year and other important days. 

C. How many assemble at Ponga? 

A.  Two hundred people come. They stay here for two days and leave. During (Kattiri) summer 

and at Bhagavan’s Centenary. 

C. Financial base and way of income? 

A. By donation.              

C.  Is there any income from the garden? 

A. No. No income. If there are flowers, it is collected  for Bhagavan. 

C. You give the flowers to Ramanashramam? 

A. Yes. 

 ??? ??? ??? 

(62) 

 ??? ??? ??? 

C, What are the objectives and aims of the Ashramam? 

A. The objective is just to attain the Atma (Self). 

C. What are the rules or principles? 

A. This can be formulated if everything is on permenent  basis. People just come and go … So 

nothing as such. [Our principle is] just to remove all that is obstructing jnana.  That is all. 

C. There is not one permanent attendant for him here? 

A.  Previously, there were Thyagarajan and Sundaram. The former left to join the Ashramam, and 



the later went hack to his native place. So, there is the need for someone to stay here. 

(63) 

A. ‘To go or not’ are all acts of God. I don’t like. But, whatever happens, it is OK. 

C. How long these people do stay here generally? 

A. Nothing permanent. An aiyer stayed for 2 years. Atfer he has gone, one lady is doing the 

cooking. She may leave after sometime. Then we have to accept whatever happens. There is 

no plan. 

C. They come with their families? 

A. … No. Just an old lady is here. 

C. Ladies come and sleep in the Ashram? 

A. Other people [ladies] just come and go. [Don’t stay.] 

C. Ladies sleep there in that room. 

C. For how many is there accommodation here in this Ashramam? 

A. There is place to stay and sleep for about forty or fifty people. In that room, a man from 

London is staying. 

C. Food habits in the Ashramam? 

A Only (saivam) vegetarian food. Those [who stay] and other devotees all eat only vegetarian 

food. 

(64) 

 I eat different food. They want all sorts spices. They take even onion. I don’t touch it. I am 

quite satvik. 

A. No. But, at Tellar, people are doing puja to the picture. 

C. Do A.S. disciples have satsant at Tellar? 



A. Yes. 

B/A Every Friday at Jayarama’s house. 

C. How many of A.S.’s disciples have seen Bhagavan in his life time? 

A. Some ten or fifteen disciples, with lot of devotion. 

B/A. 10 to 15 uncluding Jayarama. 

150(1)C. Do you wear kadar? 

A.  I wear kadar as well as ordinary mull. 

24(4)C. You use danda and kamandalu? 

A. I have danda and kamandalu. I use it sometimes. Sometimes I stop using it. 

(65) 

50(3)(4)C.     He shaves his head once a month or twice? 

B/A Monthly once on fullmoon day. 

150(5)C. What is the meaning in this custom? 

A. That is the day of Buddha’s renunciation. So even Bhagavan has to shave only on this day. 

165a(3)c. What is the significance of Kumkum and Tilakam and Vibhuti? 

A. Kumkum represents Shakti; Vibhuti represents  Siva. I  don’t know much about these things. 

213C. Evolution … ? 

B/A. He has given permission to even put his name. He even wants to put his name. 

***************  

  



ANNAMALAI SWAMY 

supplement 

 

 

(1) 

 'Ellam Ondre' [All are One] is the title of a book by R. Subramanya Aiyer. 

  

 He might not have told anyone about us. ------------ A stanza from Akshara 

Manamalai about Arunachalam: 

 “Thou displayed Thy prowess of invincible grace.  

 Instantly the pride of my ego (my fault) perished. 

 I have gained peace and Thou resumed Thy motionless state of peace, Arunachala!” 

 Arunachala Aksharamana Malai: V. 38 

   

  It is just a give and take transaction; not a quarrel between Bhagavan 

and Arunachala! 

 

  When I went to Arunachala to  have Bhagavan's darshan, as soon as he 

saw me, he told me come daily. 



 

  Prior to that he would talk a lot with me, enquiring about at what time I 

will come. 

 

  Bhagavan had a blanket. 

 

  “As soon as you saw the man in that way, why did you cover yourself 

like a Muslim lady?”, I asked Bhagavan. He replied, “I am just keeping quiet; why 

do you prolong the talk?”. 

 

  After that, having finished with everything, I would stay some 100 feet 

away. When he came, he called out, “Annamalai swamy!” and said, “One who 

thinks of God when the time is ripe attains just what an ignorant man, who never 

thought of God, attains. --------------- Sitting erect on the sofa in the hall, Bhagavan 

called me, “Annamalai Swamy!” 

(2) 

 Then I went there. This was as if he certified my share of the job. --- He would just indicate 

many of the jobs indirectly. Never in plain terms. He comunicated in varous ways. 

Understanding all of those tips, I would do accordingly. Bhagavan would just say “

Right!” or “Besh!” 

 



  The plan should not be as my suggestion. It should be as if you have 

done on your own. 

 

  Yes. Bhagavan himself would tell. He himself would write down on a 

small piece of paper. He would set aside all the plans of engineers. 

 

  Then, if everything ends up well, he would say, “Besh!” [Well 

done!] 

 

  Sankara's song: 

 

 

 

  Devotion (bhakti) andf enquiry (vichara) are both the same. 

 

  To love just one thing is what is called Bhakti (devotion). 

 

  All of those maharishis had it stored in dustbin. It is only Bhagavan 

who brought it out and placed it on  

(3) 



top. That is just what is most important. He place 'Who am I?”  (Self-Enquiry) on top. 

Others had it dumped in the dustbin. 

 

  It can bring maturity to all those who are immature. --------- Sunlight 

dries up all the moisture on the leaves. It is only sunlight. What transforms one into a 

loadstone / magnet is also the same sunlight. 

 

  'Ribu Gita' proclaimsa that even if one is the greatest of fools, he can 

take up Self-Enquiry. Bhagavan said all these.  

 

  Atma, the Self, is the same in all. 

 

  There are one crore paths. 

 

  Now, if you want to go to the top, you can follow any path. If you take 

up the staircase, you can easily climb up.  

 

  Bhagavan says, “Among all the paths, this is the easiest.” 

[Emmaargam adhaninum immaargam mikkezhidhu]. There are many techniques to 

control the mind. But, this is the best. 



  'Enquiry' is a job done after sunrise, in sunlight; whereas, other 

techniques are performed in the dark only. Whether the next step is  up or down, no 

one knows. All appear same [in the dark]. 

 

(4) 

  When asked for an explanation, Bhagavan quoted a verse from 

Arunachala Pancharatnam: 

 “Ariyadhi yidhar seevara … … ...” 

 

  “Deva loka, Moksha loka, … Atma sat vishesham. …. Grace and 

peace. Both same. 

  Santhi come. Sakthi come.” 

 

  What is meant by 'Bhagavan'? 

 

  Bhagavan says there is no one like me in the whole world. When 

someone asked, “Is there anyone like yourself?”, he replied, “No”. 

 

  When asked whether there had been anyone in ancient times, he said, 

“There were sages like Jada Bharatha, Vaamana Deva, Sukhar and the like of them



”. … 

 

  When he was asked, “It is written in a book that you are an avatar of 

Lord Subramanya. Are you Lord Subramanya?”, he replied, “ Not only 

Subramanya, all the gods included.” 

 

  His view of the 'Will' was that it was related to the Ashram's life, 

worldly life, and an individual's life; and as such, it follows the way of prarabdha 

only; and it cannot be justified [otherwise]. An individual's life, and the  worldly life – 

all these are only according to prarabdha, and do not follow justice. 

(5) 

  Bhagavan said that happenings in the life of people take place 

according to their karma in past births, and not according to any justice.  

 

  Even if he had not signed, he had drawn a line. The secret is that 

neither it belongs to him, nor it didn't belong to him. Therefore, it is prarabdha. 

  Maybe, at one time, all these 'Will' may change in a different way. 

 

  Will? …. He knows four or five languages. Then why he didn't sign? 

 



  Bhagavan seems to have never signed anything! 

 

  Ok. He has never signed. That is why he had drawn a line. Therefore, 

that is what I tell you! What wrong is there is signing as Ramana Maharishi? 

 

  Just listen. Someone brought a packet of sugar-candy to 

Skandhashramam. Chinnasamy took it and kept is in a hidden place. Seeing this, 

Bhagavan scollded him telling, “Why do you hide the sugar-candy which belongs to 

everyone?” He scolded him even for that packet of sugar-candy. Would be allow 

him to do anything with the Ashram property? Therefore, all these are just prarabdha. 

  Also observe one more thing. Chinnasamy says, “All are enjoying 

happily; but, I am suffering.” 

(6) 

Bhgavan replies, “ It is you who wanted the golden hand-cuff. Now, you say you are 

suffering.”  That means, all these were happening according to prarabdha. That is, he 

remains just as a witness  to the acts of a being performing according to its past 

karma. Except that, to say that he had approved  is not correct; and to say that he had 

not approved is also not correct. 

 

  All what happens are karmas. 

 



  Beating with a stick, the stick broke into two. Not just once; so many 

times. (laughs). After that he had shown his anugraha (grace) with bare hands twice. 

(laughs). To get beating is considered very auspicious. Manickavachakar says, “The 

blacksmith hammers the iron just to make a weapon out of it. Similarly, I do not know 

about wonder that happens during the period of receiving the beatings.” The beating 

is given out of compassion. (rep.) 

 

  After  all these beatings, once it has turned into a weapon, no one can 

beat it. All these testings are just like that. 

 

  'Mountain Path' started only after Bhagavan's [nirvaanaa]. 

(7) 

  I don't know whether it was. … 

 

  Important projects like 'Mountain Path' etc. would not have happened 

without the blessings of Bhagavan. 

 

  Bhagavan had given me so many plans. All those plans [materialized] 

only by Bhagavan for me. ----------- 

 

  No doubt, there are disputes; misciefs happen; litigations are goingf on; 



thefts take place; all sorts of rights and wrongs take place … all [are] Bhagavan's 

[grace]. If occasionally some case proceedings take place, it is simply Bhagavan's way 

of telling to behave properly! Not only this, 'all worldly works are just god's work'. 

Not even an atom moves without his activation. Even what happens here now is just a 

Bhagavan's wish. 

 

  Kuchela had 27 children. Dattatreya had 22 gurusf to instruct him. 

 

  Do you why Bhagavan did not sign his Will? People of the world may 

say that he had signed in favour of his brother! So, letting karma dicide the victory of 

the case, he did not sign the Will. ---------- So, he just remained as a witness, letting 

the happenings unfold according to karma. 

(8) 

  The true Guru will just indicate to that which is beyond the mind and 

the body. ----------- Only then the mind will be purified and become cultured. If  

someone attains Jnaana as soon as approaching the Guru, then he had already been 

cultured in the presence of the Guru in his former births. --------- 

 

  “This Jnaana will not get into the mind of an intelligent person of 

mere book-knowledge. If it enters yet, that means, he had lead a holy life in one crore 

of his past lives.” [declares Kaivalyam]. He had been already ready [to receive.] 

 



  Vedas just say 'Give up desires'. Nothing else. 

  So, Bhagavan's teachings are a new Veda? 

  Yes. Just, Veda. But, it is also old. 

 

  Krishna died in the end just struck by [the arrow of] Vali. That is 

prarabdha.  

 

   

  ***************** 

   

 

   

  



SWAMY NATANANADA 1 

1. Reason for  the greatness of Bhagavan Ramana. 

2.  The connection between a Jnani and the world. 

3. The relationship between the Guru and disciple. 

4. Types of Sadhanas. 

5. The difference between a Jnani and an Ajnani (layman). 

6. The state of realization. 

 

Explanations of the subtlities of these topics 

[Page number in the manuscript] (1) 

1.  The life exemplary which Bhagavan Ramana lived, true to the Vedic principle 

 “Brahmavid  Brahmaiva bhavati’, is the reason for his greatness,  The evidence for this fact               

 is the statement that that “Arunachala Ramana is the Paramathman, the absolute awareness, 

 revelling as the form of Atman, in the Bliss of Being in the cave of the Heart- lotus of all 

 beings, beginning with Hari and Brahma himself.   

  ‘The knower of Brahman is Brahman itself’  is the meaning of the Vedic mantra.  

           The Sun and its brightness cannot be diffrentiated. Similarly, Brahman the Self (Existence),  

             Self the Chit (consciousness) and the Atman which shines as ‘I, I’ cannot be differentiated.                                                  

 Hence,  ‘to know the Brabman’ means just to know oneself, That is, heaving realized  

  through   discrimination that the consceious self is different from the body which is inert, not     

 to assume the body as oneself, is itself seein Brahman. 

(2) 

 That is, realizing God. 

 Note: “To know oneself, leaving out the adjunct, is knowing God himself, because He is as 

 oneself.” That is Upadesa Undiyar – verse No, 25. For exam;ple, one who knows himself as 

 Consciousness is one who knows everything. Because just like the four limited elements [of 

 nature] are contained within the unlimited expanse of Space, all limited objects are conteined 

 in the limitless expanswe of Sivakasa which is one’s own swarupa. 

  “If one has knoown oneself, then what else is there to know?” – questions 

 ‘AtmaViththaik Keertanam’ – saranam I, line 2.  



  Note: ‘One who knows oneself knows everything. One who does not know himself knows  

 nothing.’ This is a tenet of the Jnanis. 

 

2.    The relationship between the  world and the Jnani who lives in it is just the same as 

 the relationship between the lotus leaf and the water that is on top of it. Even though the 

 water on the lotus leaf moves about like a small ball of mercury, it does not attach itself to the 

 leaf. Likewise, even though the Jnani lives in the world, he does not get entangled in activities 

 of the world. Even though the mud-insect (?) dwells in the mud, no mud sticks on its body. 

 This is another example. 

 

(3) 

3.   The disciple, just like thinking himself to be the body , alos thinks of the Guru as a 

body and wants to stay with the Guru and get Jnana-upadesam. Guru tells the disciple, “ You 

who wants to get upadesam, first find out your own true nature (swarupa) by means of 

enquiring ‘ Whoa am I?’ See later,…….” Accordingly, using his discriminaion, the disciple 

realizes the difference between the consciousness which he was and the inert matter that was 

his body, and liberates himself from the ignorance that was binding himself with the body. 

This liberationos what iscalled moksha.To establish the disciple in thie state of freedom, in 

this manner,  is the relationship between the Guru and disciple. 

4.   Spiritual practices are said to be four-fold, namely: chariyai, kiriyai, yogam, and 

jnanam. Although the practices are four-fold, the practitioner is only one. Therfore, ultimately, 

,the objective is for the doer of the sadhana to realize his own true nature (swarupa) by the 

path od self-enquiry mentioned above.  If we enquire every person who performs the above-

mentioned sadhanas, ‘who performs this karma?’, ‘Who performs devotion (bhakti)?’, ‘Who 

performs yoga?’ or ‘ Who performs Jnana?’, invarioubly everyone woould reply ‘I’, ‘I’. If 

invertigated ‘Who is this I?’, the ‘I’ vanishes into nothing. What remains will only be the 

soource, which is Atma the Self. This is the restul of dsdhanas. 

5. The seer of sights is an ajnani (ignorant). The seer of the seer is a true jnani (meijnani). Since 

Self is the seer, and since there is no sight apart from the eyes, for one who remainss as the 



self, nothing appears alien. Therefore, he becomes a monist (advaiti). Seeing the seer means 

being the self alone. “ Being as the self is knowing the Self, since Self is no two.” Upadesa 

Undiyar -26. 

6. State of Realization (Anubhuti): What is the state of Self or State of Realization? The silent  

(mouna) state in which there is neither seer nor the seen is the state of realization or the state 

anubhuti. What is known as the natural state (swabhava sitti)  is just this. 

 Note:  The path of enlightenment is like an uncharted voyage. To determine precisely the 

routes folloes by a bird in the sky and a fish in the sea is impossible. All the enlightened 

peoplle are born as unenlightened; only when they die, they die as enlightened (Jnanis).  It is 

impossible to say definitely which pathmade the unenlightened  into a truly enlightened  

(5) 

 person. It is like the awakening of an elephant dueto a  lion he met in his dream. The dream 

was false; but awakening was real. It whould noto be forgotten that this fact is mentioned only  

to intelligent people with maturity. Bhagavan’s life hitory itself is proof for it. It is true that Sri 

Ramana had become a real Jnanai  (meijnani). What path made him really enlightened while 

still he was a school student, he himself could not tell definitely. His devotees knew this. 

   The death of his father was the cause for Bhagavan to come to Tiruvannmalai and to 

get enlightened. He was living in Madurai. His father died at Thiruchuzhi. He received the 

message of his father’s death. When he went there immdeiately, he saw the dead body. Then 

he thought, ‘ Everybody weep, telling ‘Father has gone, father has gone! But, he is lying there! 

Where has father gone?’ Then, a thought arises in him: ‘That means, it seems, this is not the 

father. The boody is here. It seems this is not father. All say, “He has gone … He has gone.” I 

think, “He is here.”  “Where had he gone? If so, someone should have resided within this 

(6) 

  body.  It seems, that person has left it and  gone. There is no connecion between the body 

that is left here and that [which left it]. If there is [any  connection], he would call me lovingly 



and talk to me, and enquire about me. Nothing seems to happen. If so, until now,we have 

been considering what was not father as father. That father has gone. I have to find out 

him.”…This was the first cause of his path of enquiry (jnana marga).Previously, he was 

considering that person as his father. Once he reached Tiruvannamalai, he came to the 

conclusion that what he had been calling ‘father’ was just his ‘Arunahchaleswara’. Then, 

eventually, he enquired, ‘Who is the onw who perceives this father, the Annamalayar.’ He 

looked back ar himseld. On looking, it ended up at the Source, which is the Brahman, the 

Atman. Bhagavan lived and taught so much for fifty years. They were elaborations. All the 

essence of what he taught was that alone, then [as well as now].  Even witout his knowledge, 

the understanding that ‘He who is father for all, was the one who resided within me, as well as 

within father,’ dawned in him. “He alone  existed as my  mother and father. Not only for me, 

but for everyone Annamalaiyar alone is father, moter and all relations,” he thought. It 

developed gradually and manifested as (jnanam) Enlightenment. 

C.   So the ‘father’ who is mentioned in the slip of papwr which Bhagavan left in his 

uncle’s house is he Atman of  his father’s body? 

   No. No. Father … in that situation, Bhagavan, like everyone, in a state of grief. 

People are born unenlightened only. After being born …. Because, brahmins are said to be 

twice-born. Being born as a jeevan  (soul),while the body is still alive, he becomes Brahman. 

This is said of brahmins alone. Because, it is indicated by a ritual called upanayanam.  

 Is it the ‘nayanam’?  

 It means ‘eye’ – wisdom eye (jnanakkan). Therefore, all, including Adi-Sankara, are born only 

as unenlightened beings. That is why when he saw a low-caste man (chandalan), he said,      

t Move, move.’ He was thinking of himself as a brahmin. The term ‘brahmin’ indicataes only 

the body. He had come for a different purpose. Lord Viswanatha asked him, “What orders 

what to move? Is it that body, that orders this body to move? That is also insentient; this also 

insentient. What is the difference between this and that? Otherwise, is there anything else 

within it? Tell me.” He got awakened. Realization had taken place. Thus, all are born as 

unenlightened only. Only when the right age is reached, it starts to sprout. The situation being 



such,  Bhagavan himself has said [about it]. In the book of ‘Ramana Vijayam’ on page 57, 

Suddhananda Bharati , the author asks Bhagavan, “Have you had specifaic times allotted for 

meditation? When you were at home, did you ever meditate lyind down?” Then Bhagavan 

replies, “The tendency of some past incomplete practice  took hold of me. My attention always 

remained at the heart.”  This is there – the statement given by Bhagavan. It has been 

published now. So, that past tendency will manifest by itself when the specific time arrives.  

(9) 

 Bhagavan came into being only through this means. Bhagavan never allowed anyone to call 

himself as his sishya (disciple). He had no sishyas. Annamalayar has devotees. Just like tat, 

he has devotees only. This is what he maintains in the Asramam. What I say maybe 

unpleasant to them. There [in the temple] the devotion is showed to the lingam (statue). Here 

the devotion is attached to the body. As such, wherefrom the clarity of enlightenment (jnana 

vizhakkam) will come? … … …. So, only he who gets jnana  can attain moksha  (liberation). 

All others who are performing all these chariyai, kiriyai, yogam, and jnanam  are doing so only 

for that purpose. He has clearly stated it thus. These people are calling themselves as 

devotees! … … … being sold as books. ‘Talks with Bhagavan’ is sold for 60 rupees. What is 

this? What is devotion (bhakti)? Are they not just questions? They want (jnana) 

enlightenment. Hereplies from the position of a Guru. This person listens from lthe jpsition of a 

disciple (shisya). When all this happen in the open ... … … They ‘no mention!’ Just ‘devotees’. 

They are maintaining like this. If [I] talk about it, it maybe sorrowful. Neither it is very 

necessary. 

(10) 

   He was born in that state. Then he was assuming himself to be only a body. At that 

time, he called  [that person] as ‘our  father’.  After that he realizes that that person was not 

father…. …  … Arunachaleswara ! Even the name Arunachaleswara is only false. Some 

power is there. Some call it God. Others call it soul. Some power is there – some super-

human power. Only that is the father and mother for the entire world, he realized. When this 

happened?  Not when he was coming. But, then he had an understanding. What was it? … “I 



am going in search of father. This is engaged in a good work. No one need search for it, 

spending money. In the end, just a line. He could have signed ‘Venkataraman’. Then itself he 

had understood that it was not. Was it not a letter written to his brother? Why not sign it as 

Venkataraman? When there was an enquiry, it was asked. “No signing habit. What name to 

sign? I have no name. If [I am] the body, I may sign Venkataraman, and say Thiruchuzhi as  

(11) 

 my native place. Am I THIS? I am not at all this body like you! Am I? I am the Self (Atman). 

What place IT has? What name IT has?” He mentioned these points just as it is, in the 

enquiry itself. “Because, if otherwise, just look [at the letter I left behind] when I left home, if I 

have signed  any name. Look, if there is any name, “ he said. After that, he mentioned even 

one more point:  “I had no need to keep wandering around there. I came [here] on my own. 

Having come here, I did not get any new enligtenment (jnana). Then I did know anything 

ahout enlightenment (jnana) that has to be attained. Only after coming here and seeing a few 

books,  [I realized] ‘Oh! This seems to be that [what I got].” Therefore, we have to take only 

the essence from wise people, other than that there maybe innumerable matters. Each and 

every thing can be given even one thousand interpretations. In the path of Jnana, these things 

are mentioned. Bhagavat Gita, Upanishads and Brahma Sutra – these are the most important 

[works]. However, the author is the same person. The author of Brahma Sutra is only one 

person. [But] he has three (avatars) incarnations: Sankara, Madhva, and Ramanuja. Now,  for 

all of them, temples have been built and poojas  are carried on.Three kinds of interpretations. 

One gives ‘east’ as the meaning of a word. Another says, “No. No. It is ‘west’.” Yet another 

says, “ It means  ‘the sky’”.The world earth is only one. Meanings are there. So, the condition  

(12) 

 being such, it is natural to have differences. Likewise, when a point is being translated it will 

never reflect the original exactly as it is. There will be slight variations. Just slightly. One of 

good intelligence will  understand. He just pretended for our sake. You may even worship him 

as Iswara. I won’t say ‘Don’t’. But the meaning of the word avatar is ‘pity’. That which is a god 

can give you whatever boon you ask for; other than that, it will not remove your cravings and 



bestow jnana, enlightenment. It must appear in the form of a Guru. The same God must 

assume a human form and appear as a Guru. If you ask for an instance from tradition, it is 

Dakshinamurthy. Brahma, the god of creation creates. The father loves children, thinking they 

will help him in his profession. With such a motive, what did Brahma do? He thought, “ I have 

to keep on creating without rest. There is no one to help me! “  So he produced four sons. 

They aked their father, “Father, what is our job?” He said, “ Help me in my work.” They said, “ 

We don’t want that job. Keep it yourself.”  Having said so, they went seeking enlightenment 

(jnana). [Being sons of Brahma,] they could have directly placed the request for 

enllighgtenment with Iswara (Lord Siva) himself. But, they thought that none of these can be 

 (13) 

 considered Guru. That is why the saying, ‘Gurumoorthy (the form of guru) is superior to 

Trimoorthy (the forms of Trinity) is still in usage. The Guru is superioe to Brhma Vishu Shiva, 

because he alone is authorized to bestow (jnana) enlightenment. Others (gods) can give you 

whatever boon you demand.They may offer you a boon of extension of life for tenyears, 

thousand years, or even three and half crore years. Whatever boon you request, you will get 

exactly the same. If anything yu touch must turn into ash, you can get that boon. They can 

bestow only this kind of boons, but not (jnana) enlightenment. For that the same god must 

come as a Gurumoorthy. Dakshinamoorthy was one who came that way. Only such ones can 

give upadesam (spiritual instruction or the transmissio of wisdom). Others cannot. That is how 

the scriptures (tatwas) declare. But, nowadays, all those intellectuals who offer ‘upadesam’ 

seem to be men of low mentality. They are, after all, I.C.S graduates and degree holders, 

There are so many (murthis) people who are as the very incarnations [of Dakshinamoothy]. … 

Even here a name is given as ‘Ramaneswara Mahalingam’. Annamalai is supposed to contain 

one thousand, even on lakh, lingams  at every foot [of the soil]. This has been made as the 

one lakh and first lingam.  Devotion (bhakthi) is the cause. However, we need not mind it. The 

trend will turn out to be good indeed.   … … … …                                                     … … … … 

… … … 

(14) 



 Even Paul Brunton did so  much of research. He had investigated all the religios of the world, 

without missing even one. Even here he was not easily convinced. Nevertheless, in his last 

days, he seem to have made some remarks comparing with Kama Kodi Swamigal. I have not 

read it; just heard it. People are like that. Difficult to understand. 

C. When did Bhagavan reach sahaja samadhi? 

  Not after coming here. There itself [he had it]. When one residew as the (atma) Self, then 

there is meaning for sahaja samadhi. Samadhi does not mean remaining beseated with eyes 

closed. He [Bhagavan] stayed at the Padala Lingam for a few days. His body was as though 

dead. Because of insect-bite, there were blisters all over his body. Did he not feel it? Was 

there no pain? Was he unaware? Nothing at all! When he regained his consciousness, 

thoughts came as usual. Life returned. Intellect returned. Wisdom came back. Everything cam 

back. All these are just temporary states. There are eight types of samadhis. What is sahaja? 

Kevalam,  Nirvikalpam, Kevala nirvikalpam, Sarva Nirvikalpam – all these are different. Again 

they are divided into four types of Bahya Samadhis and four types of Andara samadhis. And  

(15) 

 this  [categorization] goes on and on into thousands. All these are just play of words. They are 

meaningless only. One must have the certainty that this is not that. That is what is called 

samadhi. … He [Bhagavan] used to say, “Your very being itself is samadhi. The state in which 

you are itself is a state of meditation. The state of activity is itself a state of samadhi only.  

   One who sees and says ‘[This is] meditation; and  [This is ] samadhi’ and all that is 

only the ego. Who performs meditation? Who performs samadhi? Atma (the Self) never does 

that. It is only the ego. It is an entity to be destroyed. It is an unreal entity; non-existent entity. 

Why should waste our time over that? If we want to get doctorate [on this subject] we may 

expend our brain on it. All these are just wants. I can say only that much. What did  (name of 

some foreigner) do? After staying for some time he prepared to leave. Being unable to leave, 

he felt sad. Then Bhagavan said, “No going. No coming” while lying on the bed.Then he 

understands: “Bhagavan is speaking from a transcendental state. In that state, there is ‘no 



going and no coming.’ He has understood. Even in  Western literature, there is no mention of 

all this kind of sahaja state or sahaja samadhi. It is an unnecessary matter. Jesus said, “The 

cashewnut tree has got its branches and a trunk. The relationship between my father and me 

is like that between the branch and the trunk,” “I and my father are one” is the philosophy of 

Vishishtadvaita. “I am the father; the father is me” is Advaita philosophy. 

C. Where is this stanza to be found? 

A.   It isi the substance in all the Vedas. Othervise, of necessary, enquire someone and 

find out.They will tell. Moreover, [regarding this] there was a dispute some ten years ago. One 

group held ‘Brahmavid Brahmaiva bhavati’ as correct. Another group claimed ‘Brahmavid 

Brahmeva bhavati’ as correct. 15 years ago I wrote about this in an introductory verse  I gave 

to Sri Muruganar for one of his books. He printed it at Chennai. He was getting printed by the 

same printers who dis doe his “Commentary on Akshara Mana Maalai.”  I had writtne a 

jpreface for it. This sloka appears in that preface. There it is as ‘Brahmavid Brahmiaiva 

bhavati’. Some say it is wrong and claim only ‘Brahmavid Brahmeva bhavati’ as correct.  I did  

(17) 

 come research on it too. All the four stubbornly maintain this. 

 Then, Bhagavan should have written this only after referring to one of the Vedas. Maybe it is 

forgotten. But, anybody can tell. Any Pundit can easily say. They can say where can we find 

this sloka. I cannot tell this with certainty. 

C. By which means thr Guru ebables the sishya attain jeevan mukthi ? 

A.   This  is a question asked considering the Guru as he body. It is a questin raised from 

the state of ignorance (ajnana). It is not a question from the state fo enlightenment (jnana). 

That is why he replies, “ One who comes thinks himself to be a body. So he raises questions, 

thinking me as a Guru and himself a sishya. Common sense is enough. Reject the body an 

look.  Let alone Self (Atma); let alone Brahman; even the mind is not there without the body! 

That is formless. It has no form. That which is formless is undivided [whole] (akhanda). [To 

know] this commonsense is sufficient. For this ordinary knowledge (vijnana) is enough. 



Spritual knowledge is not necessary. Five elements are there. They are known as earth 

(prithvi), water (appu), air (vniayu), fire (agni), and  space (akasa). The earth is  divided into 

six continents (khanda). Then  c ome sun, moon and the rest. All these have a limit. Then  

(18) 

 remains (akasa) the sky. Has anyone foound the limit of the sky? In the sky, is there American 

sky, British sky, German sky etc.? German sea, German soil etc. are, like all other elements. 

But is there such differentiation for the sky? Why? It has no form. All others have forms. This 

itself is enough; is it not? How to explain this in a different way? What more explanation is 

needed for this? What new knowledge is needed to know that space has no form? 

Commonsense is enough. Ordinary knowledge is enough. … 

 … 

 We sleep. When we are sleeping, the mind is said to be in throat [center].  The mind dreams 

about the entire world.  How could that appearance come into the mind? Mind exists inside 

this, is it not? Because, that (mind) is an undivided entity. It has no boundary; [it is] unlimited.  

Therefore, for that reason, it (chidakasa) is the space of consciusness.  This is (bhutakasa), 

the physical space. Chidakasa  is space of jnana (awareness). Bhutakasa  is the inert 

elemental space. What other explanation is needed? If you specifically say what is not clear,  

(19) 

 that maybe clarified. In the  first place, it is a great sin not to see the guru as the undivided      

(akhanda) [whole], apart from his body. That is a betrayal. If the sishya cannot see in that 

manner, whatever you tell him he will never get enlightened. Because, he is binding himself in 

confinement. Why does he fall at the feet of someone and salutes and performs all other 

things? Because [of the understanding] that this person is not bound like us. He is a liberated  

person. ‘Veedu’ means freedom. That it liberation (moksha) also. Freedom means, freedom 

from what? That means he has freed himselfd from the shackles of he body. First of all, only 

when he looks at the Guru from this view, he will also atttain that state.  Otherwise, he willl be 

an ignorant (ajnani);  and that person another ignorant (ajnani). He will be a small anjani  and 



that person a greater ajnani.  … When one approaches the Guru, this superstition must take 

leave. But, when anyone comes iit does not leave like that. Only after comin it leaves. Thaat is 

why he says, “Do you want upadesam (instruction) from Guru?  [Then, ask yourself] for whom  

you want it?” Sishya  says, “For me only!” Guru: “Tell me who you are? Is this [body] you? 

Can this speak? [If not] who speaks? Sishya: “No. No. Something within this.” Guru: “Who is  

(20) 

 that? Look at that!” Only then understanding takes place. Just by the elimination of this 

(body), the limitation goes away. (After that), mind means (something) unlimited only. Leave 

alone ‘Atma’ and all that. If you take up the mind, the mind itself is just a space. The very 

name ‘mana akasa’ means ‘mental space’.  By itself, it is undivided (whole). There cannot 

exist two undivided [entities]. There cannot exist tow skys. What exists is only one (akasa) 

sky. Similarly, if we say, “Guru is different from me; that is a different body, and this is a 

different body. This is disciple’s body; that is Guru’s body.” People come like that, just 

because this kind of ignorance – this kind of superstition – exists. But, in the beginning all 

people come just like that. Only later they understand. If he cannot understand all by himself, 

why should be come to the Guru? Why do we go to school? Just because, we expecrt that 

people will teach lessons there and we can learn. Once all learning is complete even he can 

become a professor. (laughing) Moreover, all  these are only upto a certain period – just 

temporary. Otherwise, there is neither Guru nor sishya. What exists is just a single 

consciousness. Consciousness is just one. There is nothing such as mental (mana) 

conciousness, intellectual  (buddhi) consciousness, this consciousness and that  

(21) 

 consciousness! We say legal knowledge. If one learns carpentory, we call it professional 

knowledge. People make atom bombs. We call that scientific knowledge (vijnana). Likewise, 

even though we call everything “knowledge, knowledge”, there exists only one knowing. With 

that knowing, if one learns law, we call it legal knowledge. If one learns architecture, we calll it 

architectural knowledge. Knowing is only one. It is called by the name of the subject in which 

it is engaged. What is called Brahma Jnana is just like that. When the knowing, that is 



engaged with other things, knows Brahman as  “I am Brahman”, then it is known as Brahma 

Jnanam. There is no such thing as Brahma Jnanam separately. There is only one (Jnanam) 

knowing. We should redirect the knowing, that is engaged with worldy affairs, to know ‘Who 

oneself is?’  If knowing takes place in this way, then they are all - knowers, indeed. 

   If zeros are placed after the digit  1, we get 10; 100; 1000; 10000 and so on. If the 1is 

removed, even ifi there are thousand zeros, they have no value at all. Likewise, who is the 

one who learns? Who enquires? Now, I am not speaking form the state of the Soul (Atma). J 

am just speaking as an ego. (Only) in the state of ego, we get ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘he’ etc. The body is  

(22) 

 Self. I am this body. You are that body. He is that body. First person, second person, third 

person…. [all these] distractions are related only to the body. Once the thought ‘this in [the 

Self] arises, there is no more ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘he’, or anyone. What exists is just one. The state of a 

Jnani  is one in which all these have ended. “If first person exists, the second and the third will 

also exist.” 

173.   In the path of (Jnana) enlightenment, there is no danger at all! Oh, [you mean] 

obstructions? Bhagavan says, “(dehoham) I – am – body – sense is the obstruction.” I say 

‘desire is the ostruction. This is our direct experience. Saying ‘I want this, I want that!’  Instead 

of that,, we must remain without desire. … … … if you get that, tht is enlightenment (jnanam). 

That is , “There should not be evern the desire to see God,” says Thirumoolar. You may call it 

‘wanting’. To go on and on, wanting this and wanting that. ------ Desire for the sky (akasa) – 

(parama) absolute (akasa) space - (Parama nirasa) absolute desirelessness. You will come to 

know that everybody has intelligence. --------- Even as they are born, all their needs have 

already been created. Goats and cows give birth to their little ones. Even before their birth 

milk is produced in their mother. Not before that. Likewise, even as the creation takes place, 

(23) 

 whatever is needed from birth on the earth to death, everything is already created. It can be 

seen. Intelligent people will understand.  … … … They will bundle up that and set aside. After 



that, taking the improper path, wrong path, false path etc., they will end up at the so called 

lawyers! Lawyers, who are supposed to fight for justice, are  the ones who teach you how tell 

lies. The so-called lawyers instructd their clients, “You must lie like this and like this, if you 

want to win the case.” Gandhi was also a man. He was a lawyer. He went to South Africa. 

One person had committed a crime. Gandhi told him, “If you tell the truth,  I will save you.” 

The person did noto believe. Then, Gandhi somehow managed to convince him. Gandhi told 

the Judge, …. …. …. But, can everyone become a Gandhi? He was a Maha Atma (Great 

Soul). He was also a practicing advocate. …. …. …. (Name of some lawyer) . He teaches 

[how to lie], “ Tell like this; tell like that and so on." All because of craving … craving for 

money only. That is the obstruction for enlightenment (jnana). As long as the danger of desire 

exists, one is not qualified even to mention the word (jnana) enlightenment. He sould not even 

mention.  … How many are there? Just count and see. Name 100,000 persons. Not even one  
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 among them will qualify. Can anything get accomplished just by uttering be mouth? If you 

teach, even a parrot can recite ‘ Rama! Rama!’ That is what they speak. … they lecture, or 

write. All are just parrots. No one  is a  Jnanai. A jnani never writes anything.For him, thoughts 

never arise at all!  What can he write? For whom he is going to write? With whom be has to 

speak? Tell me. First of all … … … is needed. … … … Cannot be put into practice. If it is 

done so,  one has to remove and leave and go back … … … You haave to just leave 

everything here and go.  

172.   If you say … …, that is also Brahman. Unknown to yourself, you are existing as the 

Brahman itself. The delusion must be eliminated. The delusion that ‘I am not Brahman’ must 

first.go. What exists is only one. It is neither Bhagavan, nor the little one, nor the big one. 

What exists is one and only one…… …. That is [true] heoism!  [The rest is just jatam, jatam 

(insentience).]  If you strike a Jnani even with this twig, he may fall. Yet the Jnani  is known as  

(25) 

 the hero. Why? Because ofo this firmness! He is unshakable. That sort of firmness, not 

everyone can get. Not even one in a lakh can get it, even if he strives for crores and crores of 



birth. Only if he has the grace, he will get it. Therefore, Bhagavan is not different. I would say  

…. …. … I used to say everyone, “ You are quoting this Rshi and that Rshi! There is no 

difference between your knowing and his knowing.  All knowing is the same. But this one is 

rusty. Your knowing has to be sharpened. That one is already sharp. There is one difference: 

He was in a different location – North. You were in the South. His time was different. His  was 

Krata Yuga. You are in the Kali Yuga. His name was some Sage. Your name in whatever. 

That is, the difference lies only in the time, place, name and form. Knowing is just identical. 

What knowledge he had, wht knowledge made him popular, the same knowledge is here also. 

But, it rusty. People mine gold at Mysore. It does not become gold in the very outset. So many 

things are mixed with it. They collect the ore and purify it then. Even then, there is the scale of 

purity (karat). There is 24 karat (cent per cent pure) gold. [‘10 ½  mattu’ and ‘8 mattu’ are 

expressions in Tamil]. 

(26) 

 Likewise, substance is the same, but it contains impurities. What is it , the so-called ‘Chittam’? 

Chit  + tam = chittam. Why ‘tam’ comes there? Because, there is  some adultration, some 

impurities. Chittam comes into existence because of Rajo gunam and Tamo gunam, that is 

‘desires and ignorance’. Manickavasagar sings: “ Chitta malam aruvittu sivamakki …” [ having 

made me into Siva by means of eliminating the  impurities of the mind …]. He says “That 

which was chittam contained (malam) impurities. That is why it was named Chittam. When 

malam  is eliminated, then Chit remains. Then it is Sivam – just a different name. When there 

were impurities, it had a (specific) name. If a brahmin fails to observe his discipline he is 

called an outcaste. He is called a ‘brushta’.  He cannot he a genuine Brahmin. As you are, 

right now, your are just the Brahman. But, now your are not is the state of Brahman. That is all 

I can say. In short, the half word in a thousand words is; [that is, the precious truth is ] 

whichever Brahman you declare to be existing in whatever Bhagavan, you also exist in that 

Bhagavan. But, right now you are not in the state of Bhagavan. You differ in your state. This 

ignorance must go. That is all. It may leave in one moment. There is no need to  sit and  

 

 



(27) 

 meditate with eyes closed.  There is no need to  starve; no need to perform yoga, no need to 

hold the breath. All these three are unnecessary. Only awareness is nessary. That is why I 

don’t speak to anyone. Having spoken ceaselessly, my throat is hurt. I don’t speak to anyone. 

If anybody asks, “ I don’t know anything”  [will be my reply.] If anyone close [to me] enquires, I 

tell  them,  ”Then who knows?”.Otherwise, I don’t allow anyone near me. I just tell them, “I 

don’t know anything.” What is the use of talking? Waste! (rep.3 times).  Whatever they receive 

from here, they leave behind right here when they leave. They leave it behind and go, 

rejecting, “We don’t want!” By then they would have spoken for one hour.  Maybe you may 

feel sorry when I say this. What to do for that? Speaking like this, the way it happened for the  

(last)  one hour, is against my nature. Nowadays, I have totally isolataed myseldf. Have you 

seen me in the Ashramam? Does that  mean I am against them? Am I unconcerned about 

others? Nowadays, the Ashramam is not like an ashramam. It has become an affait of dispute 

(vivaharam).  *It has become a temple. All the visitors are rational indeed. They are coming 

from  

(28) 

 a distance of 6000 miles. If I say everything is within this, they exclaim,”Oh!” … When they are 

told “See here! See here! Do puja … etc., they don’t have that common sense, thagt 

rationality. Maybe they have other knowledge. Brahma Vidya [Knowledge of Brahman] is 

different from all other Vidyas. Therefore, I am in retreat. (See page 27:*) One who knows 

something and is cultured, would not associate with them. The mark that indicates him is that 

he will never have this kind of commercial dealings.He will never indulge in  the companay of 

too many [four] people. He prefers solittude. 

207(2)   (laughing) There you are! You are already seeing. What else? Bhagavan’s job is just 

to keep quiet. All this is not something to  do. Gathering people, talking, breaking coconuts … 

What all these! 

 



2nd Talk 

C. Annamalai Swamy told me that you gave him the name, Annamalai Swamy. 

A. Yes. The name   ‘Chellappan’ was tattoed on his hand. He came to me an was helping me for 

some days. Then I told him to give up that name and let it be Annamalai. 

(29) 

61. Self enquiry is beyond religion. Six types of religions are talked about. Each  of them is having 

a deity. They worship that deity. But this is beyond all that, because it is called vichara 

(enquiry). Vichara  is superior to all of them. This  transcends religions. 

61. What is called in other countries, can not be equated with chit (consciousness).We say “Sat – 

Chit “ (existence –consciousness).  Don’t we? They did not  go beyond ‘chit’. Vivekananda 

demonstrated that there is a source for this ‘chit” and that is the religion of Vedanta in India. 

Only after explaining thus, all the ‘fathers’ tthere agreed. Even now, the realization Brahman 

through enquiry is not found anywhere else! It is not available even in Western countries. 

Otherwise,there is no necessity for them to come here. They yave a lot of education, and 

wealth; there are Christian bishops. Christians fathers are there. They have evrything.  

 (30) 

 Even then  why they are coming here? That too, seeking out Ashramams. In this city also,  

there is an Isanya Mutt. [Even there] everything ends with book-learning. Ramanashramam is 

the ony place which shines as  an example for the pure state of absolute perfection. It is not 

available anywhere else. Maybe it may spread henceforth. There cannot be a better 

inrellectual tndia. He investigagted tha Western religions also. Coming here, he asked 

Bhagavan a lot of questions and was not easily satisfied – not clarrfied. The eventually, one  

may say, he got some understanding. Therefore, there is nothing comparable to this. 

59. So far no one has talked about the path of Self-enquiry, other than Bhagavan (Ramana).  

There are thousands of lesser paths. There is  [the path of] Maha Vakyas, Soham Bhavana 

etc. May people think it is sufficient to think ‘Aham Brahmasmi ’ [I am Brahman]. There is a 



Siva Loka! There is meditation [to reach it]. That is how they concluded. All these are but 

thoughts only. Even that which meditates in that way is also the ego only; not the Self. If 

anything is said to us, then we are not the Self (Atma). “We are trying to destroy the ego  
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 without trace. For that, if any work is allotted, it will be like waterining a dead tree to bring it 

back to life.”  Bhagavan Ramana Maharishi is the only one who couls declare thus firmly. All 

agree with this. Kanchi Kamakodi Peetam Swamy also agree. That is why he had told Pau 

Brunton, “ Tituvannamalai is the only place where you can get the explanations that you seek. 

I myself cannot do that. I am not fit for it, “ and sent him here. Because he was head of a Mutt 

and Jagat Grur, he could not come down. But, he had known about Bhagavan. He explained 

it to Paul Brunton. Otherwise, Brunton would not have come here. There is nothng new – ony 

old. Bhagavan explained only the old. That is all. He had not descovered some new theories.  

The  philosophy was already there. He just explained and directed. 

   The age of Rg  Veda  cannot pointed  (definitely).That was the oldest First Veda. A 

word appears in it:”Ekam Sat vipra bahuta vadanti.” Only  one thing exists. (Vipra means  
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 Jnanis.) The Jnanis describe it in various ways. It was just the truth that existed then. He just 

pointed out as it was said. Others did not tell this, n ot because all them didn’t know about it. 

We cannot say no. The philosophy is difficult to understand. If explained they will not 

understand; that is why they did not like to tell anyone. In the beginning of this century, in our 

age, Sri Ramakrishna said, “Only bhakti (devotion) is suitably for you all. Jnana is not suitable 

for you. For this age of Kali (Kali Yuga) Jnana is not good. It cannot be said.” Likewise, he 

was brought up in bhakti (devotion). When Vivekananda was giving a talk under the heading 

“My master” somewher in England, tells that his master told him, “I have talked about this 

‘vedantic path of Jnana only to you.:”  Ramakrishna had so many disciples. All of them were 

educated and intellctual only. “I have told this only to you, because  you have to perform 

certain things. I did not tell this to others”, Ramakrishna had said. So from the age of Rg Veda 

to the time of Bhagavan Ramana Maharishi, the  reason why it was not mentioned is that it 



cannot be understood or comprehended. So they left it out. Nothing else. None of them were 

totally ignorant.  They also knew that. All tried to shroud  and hide it.  What did Bhagavan do? 

[Bhagavan thougt,] “Why shoul I hide  I will gtell what hould be  told. Whether iit is understood 

or not, it doesn’t matter. Won’t there be one pwrson in a thousand who can understand it? 

Why should we consider them so low? Let us t e ll. If it is not, let us tell again.” Silence was 

his means of initiation (diksha). It is known as ‘chakshu diksha’. That is initiating through look. 

Adi Sankara bestowed  mouna diksha, by means of chin mudra, a symbolic guesture with the  

hands, as Dakshinamurthy.  One must know its meaning. Once you have ventured into 

research, you must know the meaning of all these. Merely mentioning the name is insufficient. 

There are theree states:  Jagrat (waking), Svapna (dreaming), and sushupti (sleeping). These 

are the states, that all of us know. Nobody goed beyond that. Sleeping, then dreaming and 

then waking up. Then again sleeping. Just keep on repeatin it! The soul is entangled within 

these three states. The cycle is repeating endlessly. The soul must be freed from these three 

states jof jagrat, svapna, and sushupti, and be merged in its source, the Brahman. To say this 

in Bhagavan’s words: “Take the egp to its source and submerge in it.” “To remain abiding in 

the same is itself Karma !and Bhakti……undeepara”.  – Upadesa Undiyar : verse-10.  That is 

the source of Yoga and Jnana  as well. That originated from here, the Brahman. For crores 

and crores  of lives, the soul, without ever looking back at its source, goes on indulging in the 

three states of jagrat, svapna and sushupti.  Feeing from them, it should be merged into its 

own source. That is what is called ‘Jeeva –Brahma-aikyam.’  Bhagavan states this very clealy 

in Upadesa Undiyar. That is, it mus abide at the source from where it originatted. This is the 

most important tenet of Bhagavan’s philosophy. It is not availably anywhere else. No one has 

ever stated. It never accurred to anyone else. For those who say, “I cannot understand”, he 

comes down a little and asks, “What meditation you are doing now?”…” I am chanting 

mantras.” …. “Keep on doing it well.” … “ Mantra means, Pajaksharam: ‘Namasivaya’, Taraks 

Mantram: ‘Rama’, Ashtakshara Mantra: ‘Namo Narayanaya’, Sakthi Panjaksharam: ‘ Om Aim 

Hreem Kleem Soum’, Shadaksharam: ‘Om Saravanabava’ and so on…..  Don’t concentrate 

on the letters. Observe the souorce from where the sound arises. Don’t concentrate on the 

letters of  the mantra. The letters are just sounds. Is it not? Find oout from where the sound 

originates,” says Bhagavan. It will abide only there. If you don’t watch the sound, the attention 



will keep on going toward the letters. Giving up the letters, if you seek the sound it will  reach 

the inside – it will reach Brahman. Many people who come to Bhagavan had said, “Indeed, 

Bhagavan’s philosophy is superior, but we cannot grasp it.” One of those who said so was 

V.V.Narasimha Aiyer, a lawyer and abrilliant person. He said, “ I am unable to grasp your 

philosophy. I cannot understand. And I am afraid.” Then he wandered all over the places and 

caught hold of Sai Baba. Changing his name to Sai Dasan, he started a Sai establishment for 

the entire India. Even a journal was published from Chennai. He openly admitted and left. Yet, 

he was the  

(36) 

 first person to write Bhagavan’s biography. He was the first to write about Bhagavan in his 

book named “Self-Realization of Bhagavan.’ Even though he became the authot of 

Bhagavan’s biography, he did not underst and Bhagavan’s philosophy – could not 

comprehend it.  But at the same time, there was one Lakshmana Sharma, calling himself 

‘Who’. Both of them were of the same age. Botth were lawyers also. He resolvedd, “Whatever 

happens, I am not going to give up untill I understand it.” He kept on sitting together with 

Bhagavan. It took him several years before he could grasp the philosophy. After that, he wrote 

a commentary foro Bhagavan’s book of “Ulladhu Narppadhu”. After he had understood, he 

wrote a book named ‘Maha Yoga’. There is a source for all yogas, and that is just ‘Maha 

Yoga’. That is  (self) enquiry. He published an English journal. He wrote books. He even 

conducted classes at Pudhukkottai. So, seeing all these, there seems to be nothint superior to  

Bhagavan’s philosophy. Bhagavan is the only one who revealed the source. Maybe one in a 

thousand might have understood it. Others also may have  
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 understood it; but it is a matter of maturity (pakva). So, there is nothing to be compared. What 

exists is only the Truth. He is the one who revealed the Truth. No other religion has said  this. 

c. Did only Bhagavan revealed Atma-vichara? 

  Stories! Lot of stories may appear. The may be like ‘guard beneath the leaves’ would not be 

easily visible. Only when scrutinized, it will be perceptible to the eyes. It had been said just in 



that manner. But Bhagavan resolved all the tangles and pointed out directly as  “This is the 

truth”, so that we may no have all those difficulties. However,  - Gita, Brahma Sutra, Vashishta 

– all these scriptures are superior indeed. 

  Bhagavat Gita is said to be one (of the Prasthana Trayam [the three man scriptures of 

Hinduism]). It contains 18 chapters. There are lot of yogas in it, like Vibhuti Yoga, Jnana 

Yoga,…this Yoga and that Yoga etc. It is just a  jumble. So, Bhagavan also selected 40 

verses from it and compiled them into ‘Gita Saram’. That is all. Jnana Yoga is just that. 

Bhagavat Gita also talks about yoga, bhakti and so many other things. Finally, in answer to 

the question “Who will attain liberation?”, it says,”Jnanameva moksh”. That is liberation is 

attained only through Jnana – not through Bhakti, not through Karma, nor through any 

sadhana. They just bring about maturity. “Darkness will go only when light enters. Likewise, 

maya the darkness of ignorance, that is veiling the heart through crores and crores of lives is 

removed by Jnana.” So it is said in only one of the 700 odd verses. Other scriptures also 

mentions it just like this. Bhagavan observed it. “You need not suffer all these difficulties. You 

talk with so much pride about the scriptures. What do the scriptures say? Who studies the 

scriptures? Look at him. All scriptures end there. Then don’t look at them. Throw them away, 

“Bhagavan admonished. Who else had said so? The purpose of studying scriptures is to see 

the one who studies. Thus, he concludes. That is the end. After that it has no use. No need at 

all. He came to see Annamalai, so eagerly. He saw the hill. Who is he that look at the hill? He 

turned back. Only Bhagavan did so, no one else. 

163.  All other sadhanas are performed by the ego. In the techniques of enquiry, 
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 the soul acquires clarity by itself, without the ego. In the path of enquiry, the soul (atma) 

shines by itself. All the rest are performed for sake of ego. Who performs the sadhana? Atma 

never does that. The Self never does that. It is only the ego. Let it be whatever sadhana. But, 

enquiry is not a sadhana; it is merely an understanding. It is not a sadhana. The sadhana is 

simply the removal of the obstructions that veil the clarity. It is not that there is such a thing as 

Brahman, and such a thing as Self and that we have to go forth and look at it. No such thing 

at all. The sun is there; clouds are obstructing it. We are not creating a sun anew. Only we are 



removing the clouds that obstruct. Path of enquiry is just that. There is no door to perform 

sadhana. If there is a person doing the sadhana he should just be knocked out completely. 

That is why he  wants to enquire “Who am I?” He says, “See first, who you are. Then, we may 

do sadhanas.” After that there won’t be any  
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 person to perform sadhana. The old person is not the new one. Jnana or liberation is not 

something to be acquired newly. If so, it wll have a limit – say 100,000 years, 500,000 years, 

100 years and so on. Then, it will go back as it came. But, the Jnana acquired through the 

path of enquiry is without beginning and end. At no time it is non-existent.  … …. …. ….  

 [If we call someone by his name,] he says ‘Why? (or Yes)’ in response. Could there be such a 

response as ‘Why?> or (Yes)’, if  ther is no sense of self? Only he has not (coreectly) 

understood who [or what] this Self actually is. He has a false name and a form for it. He 

sonsiders only this as ‘I’. But, it never say ‘I’. Something else from within call itself as ‘I’.  

Forgetting tht it (self) is different from the body, this name and form which is not the self lis 

thought to be the self and hence such a response. This is what is known ignorance. If that 

goes away, what else will remain? The awareness, which understands that that is not me, is 

ever existent, That is the eternal ‘chit’ (consciousness).  It is not  
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 Sadhana is only to eliminate the ignorance that thinks that it is something to be acquired 

through all these ways. There is no second religion / philosophy to be compared with this 

[enquiry].  

76. People talk about Karma Yoga, Bhakti Yoga, Raja Yoga, and Jnana Yoga. Bhakti Yoga  isi 

superior to Karma Yoga. Raja Yoga is superior to Bhakti Yoga. … It may be like that. … But, 

this is not like that. There is no path second to Enquiry to be compared with it. Bhagavan 

never thought ther were disciples apart from him. There were none at all! Others  thought like 

that. Even Sankara considered himself as Guru, and was the founder of the Advaita (Non-

dualism) Sect. He was the Universal Guru. He is said to be God (Ishwara) incarnate as Guru. 



He too selected four people to propagate his faith in his days. Now they are represented by 

the four mutts for the entire India. When Swamy Vivekananda woke up from the supreme 

transcendental state, he did not go back. But Ramakrishna told him, “You have some chores 

to be completed. Once it is complete, then  
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 you may come.” This Ramakrishna also had an ambition and brought up Vivekananda to 

propagate his teachings. 

  People question Bhagaven even about this: “Ramakrishna touched and Vivekananda got 

instant samadhi. Is it no possible for all?” He replied, “ No. He touched with a certain purpose. 

It got accomplished accordingly.” Bhagavan had  no such objectives. Bhagavan had just Truth 

(Satyam) alone. There was no such thing as a little of false truth, ½ truth, ¾ truth etc. There is 

only one Truth (Sathyam). 

208.  I have already told you that, in the very beginning! To talkl about heir, there must be a 

doctriine / policy to support that [concept of heir]. We don’t have that  at all. A small example: 

normally there is only one sun. [In tthis physical universe], there is but only one sun which is 

inert. If there be only one unconscious sun, how much more unique must be the Sun of 

wisdom (Jnana Suryan), the Atman! Whence will appear another one? To choose one as a 

heir, there must be a second one. Is it there? It is not! What exists is just one only. He had 

understood that totally. That is all. Intellectuals will understand; others cannot.  It is not his 

mistake; he did not select anybody as his heir. Was there any property or discovery  [with 

patent rights] to think of choosing a heir to hand over it, so that he will propagate it after him? 

He himsel was teaching that Jnana / wisdom is something natural, tbat liberation is already 

present, that bhakti / devotion is already existent, that nothing is new, that there is no second 

person, and that there exists only one thing – Ekam Sat (Truth is One).  That is all. This is just 

a revolution. No one would be so courageous to tell like this. Indeed, some sages have said  

this. Sankara says that there is such a thng as ‘pure ego’ (Suddha aganthai).  It is called 

grace. They had been holding it with a purpose.  Scriptures state that it wa  s there for the 

purpose of helping others. Even in Vedas, [this view] is found. But Bhagavan did not 



accommodate even that. Is there another one to bestow liberation and impart wisdom / jnana. 

Another is not there at all! You alone exist.  You are alone everywhere. There are 1000 

electric bulbs. But, the source of power for all of them is just one. Just a single generator. 

Supplies power for all the 1000 bulbs. Bhagavan’s philosophy is such.  Let us take one crore 

human beings. Wherever  
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 they are all share the same power of consciousness that produces the sense of ’I’, ‘I’. Moses 

was the leader of Jews, and the founder of Jewism.  He was given a few words and was told 

“Tell this to the multitude.” “Oh. If I am asked ‘who told you this?’, what am I to say?” asked 

Moses. “Tell them, It is the ‘I’ ‘I’ that is within everyone,” was the reply. Bhagavan has quoted 

the same Bible [verse]. It is printed in block CAPITALS. So, whichever religion we take the 

Truth is only one. Only that can be found in all religions. If there is a second Truth, we may 

say,’This one and that one’. There is no such thing. “But, there are many religions! There is 

Islam. There is Christianity. And there  so many other religions. Are there not?” – you may say 

[in objection]. They are all at a lower level. They have crossed the [realm of] mind and 

reached the other side. They are limited with the mind. Mind is intellect. They are saying 

whatever occurs in their mind. That is all. It is nmed after them as their philosophy. 2000 

years have passed since Christ died. After that   
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 was there no Father? No God at all? Was it created by Jesus himself? [No.] Because, he told 

the Truth that was existing. He told what he came to know. That religion is named after him. 

Likewise, Islam came after him. So many more religions have appeared. Each and everyone 

[behaved] like the blind men who saw the elephant.  

  [STORY OF THE BLIND MEN MEETING AN ELEPHANT] 

  There were four blind persons without eyes. They went to elephant. One man embraced its 

leg and said, “Oh! Elephant is so big [like a pillar]!” (laughing) Another caught hold of its tail 

and said, “Oh! Elephant is so long like a broom-stick!” Another one grabbed its ear and said, 



“Oh! Elephant is like a winnowing-pan!” No one saw the whole elephant. Everyon saw only 

one of its organs. 

  In the religion of Pharsees, they have two angels. I have forgotten their names. One was a 

good angel. If worshipped it will guide one in the good path. The other one was an evil angel. 

If worshipped it will lead one to hell. That is what Pharsees religion says. All are just means to 

correct people. Nothing else. 

(46) 

67.  He has transcended all that. There are numerous religions – Hinduism, Islam, Christianity, 

Zorastrianism and so on. All of them are related to the body only. He is beyond the world. 

There is no discrimination of religion and caste at all.  

94.  ‘Ulladhu Naarppadhu’ first. ‘Upadesa Undiyaar’  second. 

96.  There was plenty of it. There was even litigation against him in the court. Likewise, Sri 

Krishnananda who is on visit here now, was previously in a mutt  at Thiruvarur. That mutt 

published a book. He has w ritten an introduction for the book in English. In it he writes, 

“Bhagavan is not correct. What he says does not comply with the Sastras. He tells things by 

himself.” I have the book with me. So, there are also people who find fault with Bhagavan’s 

philosophy. There are also people who find fault with Bhagavan’s way of living. There were 

[such people] in the past also. There are a lot of them. If you want, I can give you a book. 

Read it yourself. …. …. …. ………………………………………………………                                                             

….…………………..................…………………………………………………………………………

………………...........................................................................................................                                                                 

97.  No. --------------- He (……………………….) talks of an example. He had written a biography of 

Bhagavan in Malayalam. In that biography, he describes Bhagavan as a married man with 

wife and children;  ha ving abandoned all of them he has become a sanyasi. That book has  
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 has  been published. The author was a big shot indeed. All those who saw the book thought, 

‘What an injustice!  How come such things happen while Bhagavan is still alive!” They took 

the book to Bhagavn and gave it to him;. Having perused through the book llizurely, he laid it 

aisde. Didn’t  say a word; nor was there any change in his facial expression. Then 

Kunjuswamy was also there. He  is not dead; he is still alive. Also, he was the most 

concerned person, as the author was a Malayalee! Then people seems tHow come it is 

written like this all?  Bhagavan  had replied, “Oh! All what is happening now is true, and only 

what is there false! Is it so?” That is known as Siddhantic llgic. That which does not exist, 

never exists. What exists is only one Truth. All  the rest are nothing. Bhagavan was holding 

this kind of view. He was firm in it. Now, he is here; I am here. All three of us are reading. Is 

this the only reality? Have all the rest beocme unreal?  If such a question is raised, what does 

that mean? All are unreal. All is a dream. While dreacmng  
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 everything looks real. After waking up? The present state is also just like that.   That is 

mometary – temporary – (kshanikam). Can everybody acquire that sort of steadfastness? So, 

what can we compare Bhagavan with? To find fault with Bhagavan, may be there is the ‘will’ 

that is in force today. Court litigation has been instigated only based on this will. That will 

could not be invalidated, even after so many attempts in so many ways. How it is called? It is 

called Bhagavan’s will, written by him; Cana he write? Can a sanyasi  do that? Does that 

mean he is free from desire for property? Who gave it to him in writing? ‘Instead bequeathing 

the properties to t he mendicant Perumal Swamy, who served him so long, why did he 

transfer tthem to his brother and he children of his brother?’, it is asked. For the sake of 

dispute it is said so.  That is all. This is similar to that. But, Bhagavan is beyond all these. 

Because, if everything is unreal, then that is also unreal only. For Bhagavan, even this is 

unreal. But, in trhe court the ‘will’ is valid according to law. 

C. Were you there when the ‘will’ was presented before Bhagavan? 

A. Even Chadwick said that. Have I not already told you? For him, all these are unreal. 

(49) 



C.  Has not Bhagavan signed the ‘will’? 

A.  No.  No. 

C. Or, did he draw a line? 

A. Nothing at all. If a ‘will’ is written, it will come to force only after the death of Bhagavan. 

Chinnaswamy formed a committee consistin of 20 members. Ramasamy Pillai was on of 

them; Muruganar was another, Chadwick was another. Besides, there were big shots like 

Thalaiyarkhan and K.K.Nambiar. What did Muruganar say? He thoughtt, “If we say ‘Bhagavan 

wrote the will,  and we agre, later on it will be a great slander upon Bhagavan.” So, he said, 

“Bhagavan has no connection with this.”  Chinnaswamy got terribly angry.  He was full of 

anger against him. What did Chadwick do? He said, “ He knows; Bhagavan knows; he saw it; 

and he read it line by line. I know this very well.” This was because of the voice of the 

majority. Thereafter, there was great resentment against him [Muruganar]. But, he had died. 

When disputes arise, there   will be all these. We light a lamp in hall. A marriage function 

takes place there. We tell so much. Pay our respect to people and so many things take place. 

The lamp is the  witness for all these.  But it has no connctions with all these affairs. -------------

-- Even the act of making statements as a witness has to be done by others [on his behalf]. 

He was not there himself as a witness. Because, only if there be a second person, can 

oneself be a witness. It is quite difficult to understand this. However, he was a good 

intellectual (research scholar)! A fortunate being.He visited here with the purpose obtaining a 

doctorate. Other than that, he (the research scholar) will be the getting the maximum benefits. 

C. Have you been present when Bhagavan was approached for getting his consent regarding 

the publication of a magazine? 

A. It was no the problem of Bhagavan at all. Mouni was behind Bhagavan! Mouni was he one! 

He started it at Ramakrishna Mission. He had everythng  reaadily printed. Then, 

Chinnaswamy prevented him, saying “No. You have it done elsewhere.” Secondlhy, all these 

people – are they not betraying the Guru now? Likewise, when the former Chief Minister of 

Tamil Nadu, Mr. O.P.Ramaswamy Reddiar requested  for a place, even that was refused. He 

could no have his intention accomplished here. He went to Vadaloor for that to be done. But, 



no one requested during gthe time of Bhagavan. But one thing I know very well was that the 

financial situation here was in a very bad condition. Even food was a problem. At that time, 

Ramaswamy and some other gentlemen came from  Bangalore and met Chinnaswamy. They 

told him, “You come to Bangalore, and we can collect funds for you. We have to do the 

collection in your presence. If we ourselves go and request for funds, they won’t trust us. They 

may think that we may keep the fund for ourselves. Showing them, ‘This is Chinnaswamy’, we 

will be able to collect a lot a give you.” They decided and were prepared to start. To start the 

journey, they requested Bhagavan’s permission. Bhagavan said, “Go and sit down in a 

corner. Whatever is to come will come on its own accord. Don’t do all that.” I know that.  

C. Is it true that Bhagaven was sometimes very harsh with Chinnaswamy? 

A. Bhagavan would rebuke in this kind of matters. (Chinnaswamy) brought and easy chair, and 

tried to pursuade Bhagavan to sit on it, by sending so many people [to make the request]. 

This is what happened then also. What Bhagavan did not know? He never 

 

 never even used chapels for his feet. What for the easychair for such a person?The sofa 

remained just like that. For more than a month, Bhagavan did not touch it. All are 

Chinnswamy’s mischieves. “What is this? How come a sanyasi in kowpeen sitting on a sofa?” 

Somebody had said that. He was Livingston Balasundaram. Even now he is alive. He is a 

Christian physician. He is a Hindu converted into a Christian. He has built a bangalow at 

Gandhinagar. What he  said exactly was, “How come one fellow in kowpeen (loin cloth)  is 

sitting … also, that  fellow is sitting on sofa.” He had spoken in vulger words like ‘this fellow, 

that fellow’. Bhagavan knew that peple will talk like this; that is why he refused. But these 

people liked to see Bhagavan enjoying comfort. In this type of situations, he would be a little 

harsh. That is all. “Everything is the mischief done by this fello,” he would chide. Nothing else. 

The easy chair was simply kept resting against the wall for many many days. Just like that, 

these people wanted to see Bhagavan like this and like that. But, he was the very 

embodiment of humility. What for all these? 

(53) 



C.  Is it thrue that Chinnaswamy sometimes prevented Harijans from seeing Bhagavan? 

A.   Regarding Harijans, there was always an exclusion. One person was a Harijan. I knew him. 

He had tremendous devotion towards Bhagavan. He knew very well that he would not be 

allowed inside. He would just wait sitting outside. He knew the time Bhagavan will come out. 

When he comes out, he would fall at his feet in prostration (Sashtanga namaskar) and leave. 

Bhagavan knew that according to the worldly custom, he will never be allowed inside. Why go 

that far? Kavyakhanda himself raised objection objection against letting Brahmins and Non-

brahmins sit together and eat. He knew all that. Bhagavan thought, “It has nothing  to do with 

me. That is their policy, their custom and practice. Let them have it. I don’t have that. Why 

should I force it on them?” And he left it alone. Once when the Harijan fell at the feet of 

Bhagavan, he refused to get up. Then Bhagavan told him, “Go and chant ‘Siva, Siva’. That’s 

enough for you.” Even then he didn’t say “Come in” or “Go away”. What is the use of inviting 

him in? Others would not give him a place . Why bother them? Such a learned person, 

Kavyakhanda  himself has told, “Brahmanism and the religions of theVeda were  created for 

the Brahmins only.” So every Brahmin clan has as its name the name of one of the Rshis 

(Sages).Likewise, after so many aeons (yugas), you have appeared in this Kali Yuga as a 

Rshi (Sage) in front of us in this place. You have to protect that custom, Vedic Tradition and 

Brahminic culture,” he told Bhagavan. At that time Atheism was in vogue. Muthukumarasamy 

was the president. If any Brahmin appeared, they will follow him and cut off his ceremonial tuft 

of hair with a knife. They will pull at the ceremonial sacred thread. So much of attrocities they 

were committing. It was such an evil period. Kavyakhanda explained these. “How come such 

things happen! If it is not remedied in your period, the entire Brahmin community will be 

destroyed. What to do?”, he asked Bhagavan. Samapandhi (That is dining together) must be 

avoided a little. At least there must be a curtain,” he pleaded. “Oh! Have it done as you like. 

But, don’t include me in it. I will not join your group,” replied Bhagavan. All these I know 

personally. 

(55) 

C.  There are only few Harijans among Ramana Maharishi’s bhaktas? 



B. Yes, because they are most backward. They are religiously backward. After all they think of 

God and Temple. They will do (it) worship from the entrance itself in those days. In 1942 or 

1937 temple entrance was allowed. (Arunacheswarar and all other temples: Law of Entry into 

Templef for Harijans – 1942.) 

A. [Yes] Sir, Bhagavan’s philosophy is strongly condemned like that. We must certainly write an 

objection to it. Otherwise, after some time, this  itself will be taken as the truth. If this objection 

is not there, that itself will be like approving it. “ ‘If it were wrong, why didn’t they object it then 

and there?’, it will be questioned,” … he said. No one took notice of it. 

117. What authority a Jnani has? How the Vedas define a Jnani? What is the definition of a Jnani 

according to scriptures (sastras)? The Jnani’s life must conform with the sastras. ‘What is the 

sign?’ it may be asked.’Sramaddho’ (Skt) – It is found in ‘Ramana Gita’ itself. I give below the 

exact wordings  as they are found in it. “A cow, a cowherd, and a Brahmin –  

(56) 

all are equal. Whenever one attains this equality, whosoever that attains this equality,  he is a Jnani.” 

There should be no discrimination. Cowherd means one who is poor, ignorant and 

uneducated. Brahmin is one who is well educated and belongs to a superior caste. Without 

this sort of discrimination, all must look equal in his view. Only he is a Jnani. One more point: 

he should not know the difference between mud and gold. If you need an example, I can cite: 

Ther founder Guru of the Sikh was once sitting on the bank of Ganges, in the Himalayas. One 

rich devotee made two bangles out of high quality gold and brought them and offered them to 

Guru Nanak. Having received one of them, he kept rotating it with his hand this way and that 

way. [Suddenly] it fell into the Ganges water and disappered. The devotee was shocked. “Oh! 

It has gone!?” he shouted. Holding the remaining one in his hand, he asked the Guru, “Please 

show me where it fell? Even if I have to give up my life, I will go and get it,” he said. Getting 

the second bangle and throwing that too into the water, the Guru said, “It fell just there.” – 

Easy to say, but that  

(57) 



 sort of maturity cannot be attained easily. Very difficult. Bhagavan means, there is only one 

Bhagavan. There is no second Ramana (Raman the Second). Intellect will comprehend 

everything. Even we too may have the desire for it. But it will not come into experience. 

 A Jnani has no attachment for anything. That is another sign. In additin to equal view, this is 

another one.  There are many more. Once he was beaten by a thief. When asked ‘Who beat 

you?’,  he replied, ‘Tell me, whom I had beaten?’ Can everybody reply like this? People will 

only think, ‘Even by telling lies, we must get the thief punished.’ Bhagavan was the only 

exception. 

119. There is no meaning in it. ‘Manypeople had raised the same question before this person. One 

Dr. Macky came. She was from England. She belonged to the Royal family. She was also a 

research scholar like this person. She has done a lot of researches. Moreover, she was a 

physician. Her father had died when a seven story building collapsed in Germany. At that 

time, she was working as a teacher in Calcutta.…………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

At that time, I was living in a bangalow behind the Esanya Mutt. Then there was a Brahmin 
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 named Vilakkennai Kuppusamy Aiyer. Dr. Macky was sent by this person. She asked me, 

“Alright, he was celebate (Brahmachari).   No one can find any fault in his behaviour in life. 

But, this is a very very serious disease. Why should such a disease get him. Can  a Jnani get 

this kind of disease?” the lady questioned. As she was a doctor, he asked this question, 

thinking that there must be a root cause for every disease. I explainedher, “You think of the 

body only a the Jnani. But, Bhagavan is not that. Bhagavan is the one who is wrapped by the 

blanket [called body]. He has no karma or disease. We can say that this has occurred 

because of fate. For this fate, there may be this sort of some karmas.” She did no agree at all. 

I let her take five minutes to forget all these. And then I asked her, “What do you think of 

Jesus Christ?” “Oh! He was verily Bhagavan. The Father himself had come in his form. He 

had come to save us all,” she said. “He did not suffer from any of this kind of diseases. But, 

he was  crusified! Nails were hammered into him. How much painful  
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 it should have been? Who is supposed to get that sort of punishment? This sort of 

punishment is meant only for murderers. Is it not? Why should he get that punishment?” I 

asked. Only then she agreed “Oh! I see!” 

84/85 (Eg. Publications) … 

 … He knew. What did he do? … At that tme, members of D.K. (Dravidar Kazhagam) party, 

i.e. followers fo E.V.Ramasamy Naiker (Thandhai Periyar), were in influence.  I told, 

“Whatever it may be, if you want to deny my words, [do what I say]. If you need , I give you 

Rs. 5/= for bus fare. [During those days, it was  dead cheap. Just Re. 1/= to Vizhuppuram.] 

For my sake, you go once to Thiruvennainalloor and see and come back. Then come to a 

decision based on what you feel in your mind. If you come then, either you must accept my 

point of view, or else I will come down to your point view (policy?). At that moment someone 

had brought a prayer song (stotra) composed on Bhagavan for correction. Bhagavan was 

correcting it. He saw that and asked me, “You say Bhagavan had no attachment to anything. 

How he has understood that priciple  (tatva)? Someone has written a song about him and 

brougt it to him. How come he is correcting it! I saw it with my own eyes!” I said, “It is the 

difference in point of view between you and Bhagavan.  
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 Nothing else. If he had taken the body as himself, he would be thinking that somebody is  

praising me. If he were doing that with that thought certainly that is a fault. But, he is of the 

thought that ‘that is no me’. Somebody has written something about somebody. Grown up 

people correct the work of children. Don’t they? He is doing just that. What connection he has 

with that?” He was an intelligent person. He understood after that. Then itself, this sort 

question came up. Just now he said … … 

C. And regarding the installation of Sri Chakra? 



A. Then itself I thought. I thought when she (?) [the research scholar] asked, I thought that 

nobody seems to have told her. (?) She herself has expressed. All are telling only Bhagavan’s 

name with so much emphasis. Even during Chadwick’s period, he seems to have said, as if 

swearing, “I saw it. It was like that. He was there for one hour. He  
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 perspired all over the body.” Everything is OK. But, their very point of view is faulty. Do you 

understand? Therefore, there is no involvement at all. He was like a baby, incapable of acting 

on his own. The child will believe whatever is said by whosoever. It has no liking of its own. 

Even if poison is given, it will drink it.  Just the same … Neelakhandan… I would like to state 

one more point. Money is needed to run the Ashramam. For that, something must be done in 

the name of Bhagavan. Only then money will flow in. That will not happen even if 1000 of us 

try by ourselves, leaving out Bhagavan alone.With this and the administration problems in 

view, they say, they are engaged in fund raising activities in the name of Bhagavan. That is 

not the truth. Bhagavan has no connection with all these. I am not finding fault with it. That is 

how knowledge of worldly affairs is acquired. That the jnani is just a child, two years old, 

without any desire, no anger, no conceit, not a single attachment in its mind. The Jnanis exist 

just like that. They are just aged children and not so aged children. That is the only difference.  

They are one in their mind. 

(62) 

202/203        For the sadhak, in the boginning, he must be trained. That is, he must be trained to take 

up enquiry. Likewise, I didn’t do puja and all.  Since the very beginning, I didn’t have any 

interest in them. 

196. All the differnces are only in the mind. There is nothing in  the place. Nothing at all. It is all 

mere words.  

C. People say that here (…………) one can do better sadhana. 

A. No. No. Nowadays, in the name of Tiruvannamalai so many fraudulent activities are going on. 

People are engaged in wron occupations. Dishonesty  is rampant. Children are getting 



spoiled. Need I explain that? No such thing. In practice it is a lie. Just look, how much has 

been robbed from the Ashram! Right inside the Ashram, so many things have disappeared. 

So many things had been stolen. Money had been stolen. If Arunachala is a holy place, why 

this kind jof activities take place? Therefore, there is nothing  (special) in the place. Nothing in 

the hill, nor in the rocks. The place whery a jnani abides is itself Arunachala. 

C. Bhagavan advised to do Giripradakshina…? That is a drama. Going round and doing some 

walking is good for health. Even one who never walks,, will take the trouble and walk with and 

eagerness. Secondly, the hill contains very good herbs. So inhaling the air around here heals 

some diseases. So ther are many reasons. Why Bhagavan goes [pradakshina]! Because, 

others will follow. He sets himself as an example. 

69 (1) I don’t know. 

23(2) He is married. He has one daughter.  

212. 82. 

211. I didn’t think of caste and all such things. (laughing) Just human caste. 

149(91)      Yes. Vegetarian. 

C. Since birth? 

A. Yes. Saivam (vegetarian).   

16.  ( Before coming to Bhagavan.) Murugan –Subramaniar  … for some  time. 

149(b2) First morality;  straight forward ness. These are there. (?) Without these, there is no sadhana. 

If there is no moral discipline, how can one do sadhana? 

b(3) Obstructions or blocks. 

(6) Family life. This is a question of some difficulty. The correct answer would be that among 

Bhagavan’s devotees 99% are householders only. Only one person is a sanyasi. If we say 

householders cannot attain enlightenment, then who will come. What will be his destiny? If it 



is to be revealed without any reservation, then,  one with a family  cannot attain even a little 

jnana. Maybe he can have that thought. Maybe one can keep on travelling on the path,but 

cannot attain complete jnana. It cannot be called jnana. Nobody would do so. Only Swamy 

Vivekananda said that so forcefully at Kerala. All may say, ‘Whether one is a householder or a 

monm, what does it matter?’ Even Bhagavan said, “Why? Can’t you attain jnana staying at 

home? Why do you think you are householder?” That thought must be eliminated. Now, I 

would say that one who thinks he is a sanyasi is a greater (intellectual) than one who does not 

think of himself as a householder. Why? What is the reason? Because, by setting himself as 

an example, he is just inviting everyone to take to this path [of renunciation]. Another person 

asked much emphatically,”In the book of “Words of Bhagavan” (Bhagavanin Vaimozhi), 

Bhagavan says, “What does it matter who you are? That is only the body. [What about] mind? 

There is but one mind only! For that mind, both house and forest are the same. If the mind is 

pure, you may stay even at home.” Thus he advised a lot. But he said, “No! Bhagavan! I like 

life of renunciation very much. I have a strong belief in it.” Bhagavan said, “If that is your 

prarabda karma, just very good.” What does it mean to say that it would be just better if there 

is no such  thing? If it is so, I welcome. That is, it has to be interpreted indirectly, 

150. I avoid everything except myself. That is, except the so-called Self, I avoid everything. There 

is no exception to the rule at all. 

(a1) You mean fasting (upavasam)? ‘Upavasam’ means ‘to abide together’. It is not fasting. It is to 

abide always with Brahman without leaving. That is upavasam. 

(a7) Just eternal silence (mouna). To remain withou speaking is verbal silence (vak mouna). 

Immobile silence (kashta mouna) is to remain seated without any movement. To remain 

without any thought is mental silence (mano mouna). Beyond all these is (the Atma) the Self. 

All these silences will last only few hours, few day, or few months. That is all. They would not 

speak, but keep on writing and showing. If we ask ‘Why?’, they say. ‘Vow of silence.’ They 

would observe with a schedule, like Friday vow, new-moon vow, one month vow, twentty day 

vow and and so on. All these are low level, primary level. Maybe  

 



 

 (66) 

 necessary. Mouna is just to keep quiet, remaining as you are naturally. ‘If you remain like that 

, can you read, can you speak or can you write?’ – the question maybe raised. It is doing 

one’s duty. We don’t relate ourselves with that. He should not have thoughts like ‘I am 

speaking’, ‘I am writing’, ‘I am eating’ and so on. If so, even if he performs everything, he can 

be considered as one who has done nothing. 

150(4) Two hours, maximum three hours. In fact, I say two hours or three hours, just for formality. 

But, it is  wakeful sleep, that is beyond (ordinary) sleep, that is eternal.  

151. Solitude (ekandam) is just one. All others are non-existent. Isolation, for the first time,  with 

Bhagavan’s permission higher up at Virupaksha Cave. The key was with Kavayakhanda. He 

was staying at the Mango Tree Cave. Bhagavan himself said, “ Get the key from Nayana”, as 

if blessing! I stayed there for some time. I stayed there is solitude without any contact. That 

was only in the beginning. Nowadays, nothing like that.  

(67) 

152. Constant practice. Transcending time. No [sense of] time at all.  

158. No. No. 

157. Everything is only ‘of the body’… all activities. That exists as it ever existed. Is it not? 

159.  Atma Vichara (Self Enquiry) means just what it is right now. No japam.                         (Only 

atma vichara?)                                                                                                                   

A. (Atman) Yes. 

160(b) There is no such thing as mind. There is no activity of doing meditation. 

167. 1918 (in English) 

C. Atma vichara? 



A. Atma vichara. 

C. He never practised any other method in his life, other than Atma vichara? 

B. No. 

213. He is a good intellectual. Having done good deal of tapas (penance) in past births, he has 

come, because of some unfinished contracts. In this, he will attain complete enlightenment. 

Meanwhile, this degree of Ph.D. and all  will be useful only for a short period. But, he will be 

fully benefited in attaining liberation, in finding the Truth, which is the purpose of his taking 

birth. He desires it. So many others have come here, even from America. No body came with 

this kind of ambition. ---------- Somebody printed the first edition of “Ramana  Darisanam.” It 

was printed by Kathreyar. When it was printed for the second time, Lakshmana Swamy was 

present. Kathreyar seems to have said then, “Whatever is legally necessary, I am ready to 

give, in writing. I have no need for anything. Let Ashramam have all the rights.” Then 

Ganesan seems to have said, “Is telling different from writing? Don’t we haave that much of 

trust? (Your) word is enough. Let there be thousand laws.”     

20. Tamil. 

19. Nothing than Sanskrit. 

C. Does he have any Tamil Vidya Guru? 

A. I have learned lessons. What for I must tell their (the teachers) names? ‘Path of Ramana’ is a 

path of confusion. He is talking “Dvaita Siddhanta’ (Philosophy of Dualism). You have it 

underlined. 

B.  “Bhagavan Ramana did not agree with the meaning and purpose of the four Maha Vakyas of 

the four Vedas.” 

A. (Approving) that is all. People who do research must have deep knowledge. 

B. “He is telling a dualistic philosophy (dvaita siddhanta) that is against and separate from 

Vedas. The Yoga of Meditation (Dhyana Yoga) is to abide firmly in the true form of the Self 

(Atma Swarupa). That cannot be jnana (enlightenment).” 



A. ‘Bhagavan always instructed to keep the mind as the Self (Atma). Didn’t he? That is Dhyana 

Yoga. It is not Jnanam.’  That is their objection. 

(79) 

B.  “That mind can imagine by means of its intension (sankalpa) aone thing as Atma (Self) and 

assume as if it is established in it; other than that the mind itself cannot  become [or be] the 

swarupa (the form of the Self). 

A. Bhagavan said, “If we go on enquiring who [or what] is the mind, it will come to end as the 

Self (by itself). That is the Atman (Self) itself will end up as the mind.” Someone is denying it. 

B. “If min is the Self, there is no need to get established in the Atma Swarupa (the true form of 

the Self)” 

A.  What is there? He says that Atma itself is the mind! In order to go and take seat  (ger 

established), are there two things – one being the mind? It is not there at all! --- So goes the 

counter argument. 

B. “Therefore, Bhagavan Ramana’s path is a path of confusion.” 

A. That is all. Just one whole confusion. Not clear. 
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SWAMY SATHYANANDA 

A (2) On the way  to Rameswaram, there is an Ashramam at Pandikkanvazhi.  There lived a person 

named Narayanasamy, who had stayed with Bhagavan. He was a Brahmin. He got himself 

ordained as a monk at Kovilur Mutt, and was staying there itself. He told me about the 

devotional greatness of Bhagavan. He wrote down Bhagavan’s address and gave me. After 

coming here, when I was with Bhagavan, I showed it to Bhagavan. “Yes. Narayanasamy 

had stayed here. He has gone there and now stays in the mutt,” said Bhagavan. 

5 (a) Then, having visited Rameswaram and returned to Tiruvannamalai, while staying at 

Virupaksha Cave, I came to the Ashramam here to see Bhagavan. At that time, Bhagavn was 

sitting in the hall. He was laughing at us. I had come along with another sadhu. Bhagavan had 

just entered and taken his seat, after visiting outside. We also laughed and sat down. Then 

we went back.  

187. After that, daily for seven years, I was visiting Bhagavan, from the hill. 

73. Listening to Bhagavan’s teachings, meditating, sitting and meditating at Bhagavan’s hall 

etc. – These were my activities. Bhagavan did not give much importance to mantra japa, 

pranayama, etc. But, [stressed] only meditation. 

(2) 

 Hrudaya Guhe madhye … 

  He would say, “One must meditate [or do Brahma nishta] by keeping one’s mind on the 

 right side of the heart.” He always taught (self-)  enquiry. He talked only the advaitic 

 principles of Sankara. Others, like pranayama etc. are merely an aid. When prana leaves, 

 the mind also leaves. Therefore, only vichara was all-important for Bhagavan. I was      

150(a)7. meditating with this vichara. I would not speak to anyone. I remained in 

silence 187. like that for four or five years. Then I stayed at Skandashramam  for one 

year. I stayed  there for one year, taking my foof at th Ashramam. 



 194. Then, as [I was] told, there was nobody to stay with Bhavan and attend to him, I 

stayed  with  him for four years. All the work of attending to Bhagavan in his final years, I 

had to do  all  by myself. Krishnasamy, Sivananda and others would come and go. 

But, 

(3) 

  I was attending to Bhagavan day and night without sleep.During day time, I would do jobs like 

 washing his clothes etc. Then, as I was young, I did not find it tedius. 

 75. One day when Bhagavan was narrating the story of Sat-Guru, I was applying 

medicated oil  (tailam) to his back. It was about 8.30 p.m.. Sat-Guru swamy used ganja in 

the presence of  Bhagavan; but, Bhagavan never touched his ganja. There was a Malayalee, 

named  Padmanabha Swamy in the Ashramam. 

 75. [Narration of the manner in which he washed the spittings of Bhagavan with his 

hand.] 

  Once I was reading out that portion of Malayala Ramayanam, where Rama kills Vaali by 

 shooting one arrow at him, and [his wife] Taaraa asks him, “ …  … …” Tears were flowing 

 from Bhagavan’s eyes,  when I read this. Rajagopala Aiyer, who was  by my side, then  

 (4) 

 56. came and told me secretly to stop reading. Bhagavan wiped his eyes with his towel. It 

was  the outcome of Bhagavan’s true devotion (bhakti) and jnana. (2 times)  

75. We cannot say Bhagavan had no devotion. In the end, when Bhagavan was passing into 

samadhi, Krishnasamy and myself were holding him on either side. One hour earlier,  

Bhagavan had pain in his feet, cause by cramps. We  massaged his feet. Then Bhagavan sat 

up in (nishta) meditation.  Usually Bhagavan sat reclined; never lied down. At  the last 

moment, Bhagavan wriggled  [his body] and said he wanted to sit up. We got  the water pot 

(kuja) and the pole (dandam) all ready. Wrigglingf a little more, Bhagavn said with [good 

clarity of ] memory, that he wanted to sit. Even in the last moments, there was no lapse of 



memory. People who were outside, knowing these were the last moments,kept chanting 

(bajan): “Arunachala Siva” .  Hearing this, tears of bliss flowed from Bhagavan’s eyes. I 

was  

(5) 

  standing next to T.N.Krishnasamy Aiyer. He had experience of attending the final moments. 

For me, it was new. T.N.Krishnasamy Aiyer told me to take the nearby clothe and wipe 

Bhagavan’s eyes.  Ginger water and spoon were by my side. He [Bhagavan]  told  me to 

give him   water. I gave him water twice. He himself told me to stroke his chest.  I stroked.. 

Then, Dr. Karamchand Jain (DMO), a surgeon from Vellore brought fruit juice and a spoon 

and tolel me to ask [Bhagavan].  I told [Bhagavan] in Malayalam that I have brought  

(medicinal) fruit juice. He drank. … … These were my last words. After that he too did not 

speak.  For half an hour, he was still in nishta. ---- There was total stillness  

(6) 

 (nischalana). No movement of any kind. Only at that time, a star appeared in the sky. Then 

 harathi rirual was performed to Bhagavan; and after that his body was brought to the hall.  

 It was the hot summer month of April. Electric lights and fans were fitted in the hall. Only 

 then people were allowed for darshan. Normally nobody was allowed inside. When 

 Bhagavan was inside, nobody was allowed [into the hall], except myself, two or three other 

 sadhus and the doctor. Once Bhagavan was brought to the hall, I went there and sat 

 down. I just knew that sat there. 

150(a)7      I had been sitting there until it was morning. From that day on, until the year  

(7) 

 1963, I did not talk to anyone. I remained in silence with nothing in the mind for thirteen years. 

I was supervising the library and the Nirvana Hall. Then for eleven  years I stayed there 

talking. Altogether, I was there for  twenty four years. Only after that I came to Pelakkottu. I 

am staying here for the last five or six years. I have no interest in anything, except Bhagavan

’s meditation. All what we need is Bhagavan’s grace (anugraha). Is it not? The rest are 



worldly affairs. There may be many goods and bads. We should no expect anything. With the 

belief that Bhagavan’s complete grace (poorna anugraha) can be had anywhere, I am living 

here alone. Bhagavan always talked about the non-dual principle (advaita tatva). He never 

talked about worldly affairs. Who are you? For what prpose you came here? One must not 

blame others, or even think of the blame. Attend the purpose for which you have come. ‘If 

you want to blame others,’ he would ask,’are you yourself absolutely blameless.’ Do the 

work for which you came. That is to keep your mind in the heart and remain (yadaartha) just 

as what you are, inn ordeer to realize the true form of yourself (Atma Swarupa). That is what 

Bhagavan wants. That alone is Bhagavan’s (yadartha swarupa) own form as it really is.  

(9) 

INTERVIEW 

C.  (Q:40)  Have you got any Diksha  from Bhagavan? 

A. Bhagavan never gave any diksha to anyone. He would instructions to me, just as he would do 

to all others generally. If we question him, now and then he would reply. When he narrates 

stories, he would do so with actions. Without the master-disciple attitude (Guru-sishya 

Bhava), he would tell the story, as a father tjo a child. The form of  Self (Atma  

(10) 

 Swarupa) and love, all can be seen in Bhagavan. 

B. He tells the story  with feelings. 

A. “I am a Guru. You are a sishya.  You have to listen to what I say.” – Bhagavan never had 

this ego? There is no Guru or sishya (master or disciple). All are you, the real form the Self 

(Atma Swarupa). Look at the one who is within. Don’t see the  body that is outside. Look at 

the Self that is within. Always would be telling just this. Bhagavan had never said, “You 

come and stay here, and serve me.” If someone volunteered to serve, then he would tell him 

to do.  But, neither he would bless for it, nor would he curse for lack of it. He did neither. 



C. But, as long as we are not perfect, then do we not consider a person like Bhagavan as our 

Guru and ourselves as sishyas? 

A. That is how you serve. Is it not? Only we take him as Guru; but, for him, all are equal. Only 

with this attitude, he bestows benefits [to all]. We need Bhagavan’s grace. We must get 

Bhagavan’s look of total compassion (purna krupa kadaaksha). We do serve only for that 

purpose. Don’t we? We look upon him that way. But, Bhagavan never looks that way.  For 

Bhagavan, all are forms of the Self (atma swarupa) only. He takes that way, not only us, but 

the whole world. He is master (guru) only for the  sishyas (disciples). Bhagavan is the perfect 

form of the true nature of Self (Purna Swarupa). This can be seen only in Bhagavan. 

B. (Purna Swarupa!) The perfect of the Self!  

A. Yes. Bhagavan alone is the (Purna Swarupa) perfect form of the Self. It did not come. It never 

came. It will never come hereafter. That is what I think. Even Sankara talks about [Siddhis, 

like] entering into alien body (parakaya pravesa), etc. He did so in the  end, because he 

occupied the seat of Omniscience (Sarvajnya Pita). So there was no boily attachment. Yet, 

Sankara acquired that mode (bhava). We cannot see even that in  

(13) 

 Bhagavan. [He was] as the perfect form of Self (Purna Swarupa). He remained just like that till 

age seventy one. What he attained at the age of seventeen, remained the same forever. 

Interchanging digits in 17, we get 71. Perfect form of the Self (Purna Swarupa) and celebacy 

(brahmacharya). He had preserved perfect celebacy. 

C. Many compare Bhagavan with Dakshinamurthy. And Dakshi… is the Adhi Guru. So 

Bhagavan is also a Guru. 

A. We (all) get the perfect grace. Out of services and caretakings, we get only merits (punyas). 

Except that nothing else we get. We are just a kind of sadhus, living on this hill, eating begged 

food and having darshan. But that perfect flows only from Bhagavan. We need only that. What 

else we want? 



B. Is it possible to hide the sun? 

(14) 

A. Yes. Some try to hide it. It will never disappear. 

B. Yes. It will never disappear. 

A. A hole cannot be closed in the darkness. When light comes it can easily be seen. There was 

no complaint on me to tell me to get out of the Ashram. I was sitting in the Nirvana Room. 

Suddenly, Ganesan came and told me to pack up my things and give him [my room] key 

immediately. I did not say a single word in reply. At once, I packed up my things. Then, he 

gave the Guest Room [ for me to stay]. President was out of city. I told him to inform the 

President, when he returns. He said “OK’. From his reply, [I thought that it was taking 

place with his consent.] Then, taking my things, I said “Look after the Ashram yourself”, 

and came out. After that, 

(15, 16, 17) 

 now they say something. As far as I am concerned, there is no complaint of any kind  in my 

name.  

C.  Of course, the Guru is inside. But do we not need a physical present living Guru who can 

guide us to that point where we can find our Guru inside? 

A. That is true. We must have some one outside. It will be according to our prarabda karma. If 

there is no Atma Swarupa like Bhagavan, there will be no more guru-sishya relationship at all. 

In the beginning we mus have one. 

 “… … … 

 … … … 

 …………” 



 This verse from Kaivalya Navaneetham says, ‘Nothing can be attained without practice 

(sadhana). If it is attained, [otherwise] one should have accumulated merits [of good karma] 

during several crores of past births, like Bhagavan, or Sive, or Janaka, or Mukta. It  

(18) 

 is very difficult to attain sudden realization. It is attained only through sadhana. It has to be 

attained through the relationship with the guru. For that one should have accumulated merits 

of good karma for crores of past births. It may happen to (sishyas) disciples, through 

association with the Guru, or the mental imagery of the Guru (Guru Bhava). To look at a Jnani 

is itself  (moksha) liberation. To serve him is a great good fortune. Having done such 

sadhanas, eventually somehow, with those reminiscences, we get Bhagavan’s grace 

(anugraha). If we do what is to be done, then the rest is upto Bhagavan’s grace only. 

(laughing) 

49. Ever since I met Bhagavan, [my] life has somewhat changed. Is it possible for anyone to be 

like Bhagavan? It is something tremendous within! I resolved in my mind to follow the path. It 

is with that attitude I am leading my  life: “ Henceforth, indulging in worldly affairs and the like 

are all [unnecessary] matters. To follow  Bhagavan’s path, we have to be always in 

sadhana. Only after acquiring that, the true nature of reality (yadhartha) can be attained.” 

This resolve arose in me when I saw Bhagavan. Now onwards, it is service to Bhagavan. 

When I stay and associate with him (enlightenment may happen?)  

 Bhagavan would never disturb anyone sleeping at  night. He would never call anyone. He 

would go out all by himself. In spite of telling him not to, he would go. If we were awake, he 

would go with us. In case we were sleeping, he would get up and go all by himself. Then if 

someone happened to see him on the way, they would come and tell us. Even that has 

happened. Somebody had told about it to Chinnaswamy. It was during a Jayanthi celebration. 

We were sleeping. Bhagavan had gone half way towards the Dining Hall (Bhojana Sala). 

Someone came and called us. We ran to him, taking the key to open the room for him. So, 

Bhagavan’s intention was not to cause any trouble to anyone. He had so much love for the 



animals; how much more he would have for us, human beings. That too, particularly, he did 

not want to disturb those who stayed with him. Anything of service, we  

 

 have to do by ourselves. I did the work of cleaning the room there, washing the wet clothes 

and dhoties and drying them, etc. I did that myself until the end, for four years. People like 

Krishnaswamy and Sivananda confined themselves to supervisin works. Krishnaswamy would 

not visit at night. Sivananda was somewhat aged. I was quite young, just twenty two years – 

or twenty three – then. I was very active in my work. I used to bring all the dhoties here, to 

Peakkottu, for washing. Then, after drying them, I stored them properly folded. I would clean 

the bathroom and the latrine. When I go there for cleaning, there would be nothing left to 

clean. Bhagavan would have cleaned everything. I would be just doing a superficial cleaning. 

Bhagavan would have completed the work.  I had just to pretend doing some washing and 

come out. Whatever the work, Bhagavan liked to do it all by himself.  Bhagavan’s intention 

was not to leave any work [unfinished] for others to do. If we report about this to Bhagavan 

himself, he would just say, “Alright! Alright!” (laughing) We have to force ourselves to be of 

service  to Bhagavan. He was like a child. For us Jnanam was a baby indeed! The grown up 

baby had no will (sankalapa) of its own. What happened to come, must go. Ego, the sense of 

I, has come into the body somehow. If it goes away,  you are Jnani indeed. Jnana never 

comes. Only what remains in Jnana  (Wisdom). In fact, if you remain just as what really are, 

that itself is (Purna Swarupa), the perfect form of your true nature. You are (Swarupa) o the 

perfecr form of the true nature of Self. You are within. That itself is the comforting spiritual 

instruction (hitopadesa) known as  

(23) 

 Jnana. The sense of ‘I am [here]’ is the (upadesam) teaching. Bhagavan used to tell this 

always. He would tell this only openly, and never secretly.  He never gave teachings on 

mantra and tantra. Something said in secret,when retold by the disciples, may necessitate 

further secret instructions. So there is no secrecy at all. He would tell everything addressing in 

public. I, too, once questioned Bhagavan. When Bhagavan got cancer, all suffered. Then we 



had shifted  to the new hall, he hall where Bhagavan’s statue is installed. I said, “

Bhagavan, all these people are sufferin so much.” Bhagavan replied, “What? Who is 

suffering? Only the body suffers. Let it experience it! Why should you think  

(24) 

 [about it]? All these are said and thought for the sake of (people of ) the world; not for the Self 

(Atma). Even when cancer was operated on, no chloroform was given. Pranayama was there 

[to help]. Eventually, when the doctor came, he brought it [chlorophorm]. But, Bhagavan said 

he did not want it [to be used]. The doctor took it away. Oxygen is necessary for those in 

whom the flow of  prana has ceased or for those with the air passage blocked by phlegm 

(kapha). [So] he did not want oxygen. Finally, he remained like a statue courageously. That 

was [truly supreme] samadhi. Others like cracking of the skull, opening the mouth, opening 

the eyes, etc. are ordinary samadhis. Bhagavan was the only person to have the [prana] vital 

air absorbed in the heart (hridaya) as perfect form of the true nature of Self (Purna Swarupa). 

He attained absorption at the heart as the perfect form of ther true nature of Self. The light 

appeared only at that moment of  

(25) 

 absorption. It was in the month of April, when the sun is moving towards the north 

(Uttarayana), on a Friday. Gandhi, Aurobindo and Jesus Christ – all of them attained samadhi 

on Friday. 

B.  Friday (Vellikkizhamai). 

A.  Friday, and moreover it was during Uttarayana - a very auspicious combination. 

B.  Kennedy. 

A. Kennedy also [died on] Friday. (laughter) 

C. 119 This is just the prarabda  of the body. Who knows who has what body-prarabda! 

Ramakrishana had it at his throat. Bhagavan had got it in the joint (?). Near the Old Hall, a 

small bathroom was built for Bhagavan to use it for urination. As Bhagavan always had a  



slight pain in his leg, as he walked, he would be staggering a little. When he went inside, if I 

say, ‘I will come with  you as a support’, he would say, ‘Don’t want; you stay outside’; 

and he would go alone. [One day] as he went all by himself, he had knocked against 

[something] slightly. The next day the wound looked one kind. We thought it would be only a 

simple injury. At that time, Dr. Sankara Rao and Dr. Srinivasa Rao, a retired man form Madras 

who was on visit [to the Ashram], were present. We reported the incident to them. I was by 

the side of both of them. They peeled off [the wound] very carefully. I fainted at  the very sight 

of it. I was not accustomed to the sight of blood. I had never seen any operation. On that, I 

was feeling giddy. After four or five days the bandage was removed. The suiture at the joint 

had given way, as Bhagavan had moved it. The gap had not closed properly. As it was in the 

joint, the suture repeatedly gave way. It was again bleeding. Again it became cancerous. It 

appeared like a growth. We thought it would be good to remove it. Only when it appeared 

again and again, it was realized to be cancer. Four or five persons, including Surgeon 

Raghavachari and Dr. V. Krishnamurthy, came from Madras. Then, the Chief Minister was 

Sri.Kumaraswamy Rajah. He had told them, “Take whatever things you need and go.” So, 

a big lorry-load of surgical equipments were brought to the hospital. The operation took place 

just in the Ashram Hospitam. They operated a second time. Then, after a month, the wound 

had healed quite well. But, the tumour appeared again. Again it was removed for the third 

time. Finally, when it was to be done for the fourth time, Bhagavan had insufficient blood. With 

much reluctance, it was performed again. Even then, Bhagavan remained very courageous. 

During the fourth operation also, he submitted himself, as he had done previously. The 

Doctors were surprised. “How can anyone remain so brave even in this state! Is it a body? 

Or is it the Atma?” – they wondered, unable to understand [his exalted state]. Dr. 

Raghavachari was amazed to find a person like Bhagavan. He operated for two hours. He 

kept on scraping away everything. Even then, 

(29) 

  Bhagavan remained still unmindful of anything. Cancer appeared again. That was the last 

time. That was only a bodily-prarabda; it had nothing to do with Bhagavan. Even during 

operation, he paid no heed at all. Athma, the Self, had no contact with the body. Having 



churned the milk and removing the butter, once the butter is melt into ghee, it will never turn 

into milk again. It will remain as ghee forever. The true nature of Bhagavan is such. Such was 

his contact with the body and its cancer. He remained as Atma, the Self. 

50. What is important in Atma Vichara (Self-enquiry)? [Nothing else], other than the enquiry ‘

Who am I?’ Also, that enquiry must take place on the right side of the chest [heart]. [People 

may say that] mind must be fixed at the center of the eyebrows (bru madhya). [But], 

Bhagavan used to say quite often, that mind rests only at the heart. [So], heart is the center. 

Just like Arunachala is said to be the heart of the world, so also, the center of our body is the 

heart. What is important is only the heart on the right side. Only when you fix the mind there, it 

becomes still. Enquiry alone is all important. (Pranayama) Breath control and dietary 

restrictions etc. may an aid – and no more. In Self-enquiry, only if you fix the mind totally at 

the heart, you can remain as the true form of yourself (Swarupa) – as the form of the true 

wisdom (Jnana Swarupa). All the rest won’t be stable. Mind will remain restrained as long as 

prana is restrained through pranayama. When prana is released, the mind will also run away. 

That is why, bor these yogis, if the mind gets distracted even a little,  then it is said, they may 

get into different types of affairs. 

B. It may become too big. 

(31) 

A. Yes. It may become too big; and too much also. If we follow Vichara, like Bhagavan, the mind 

will get destroyed. Here [in Pranayama], it is just restrained. The seeds are just dried. When it 

contacts water, it will sprout by itself. Just because the seed had been dried, it does not mean 

it is dead or lost. Similarly, this [the mind] remains restrained through Pranayama or mantra 

recitation (japa). But, it is destroyed in enquiry (vichara). Bhagavan has said that the heart 

gets purified by constant complete enquiry. It has to be destroyed through constant self-

enquiry (vichara) like the unbroken oil-flow (taila daaraa). A fried seed will not sprout. Instead, 

if we just dried it in the sun and stored it, it will sprout on contact with waterr. We have to get it 

fried. That is possible only through Vichara. 

(32) 



59. This is something that had always existed. But it was hidden. Beings who are God incarnate 

(avatara purushas) come [to earth] and popularize it. This is the same Atma Vichara, self-

enquiry which had always existed. In a new edition of the book of ‘Jnana Vasishtam’, it is 

said about Atma Vichara, that “In those days Vasishtar had taught it, today Bhagavan Rama 

is teaching it. This Atma Vichara had always existed. It neither came, nor gone; it exists 

always. Bhagavan has elaborated it a littly. … It is just like our Atma Vichara. (laughter) 

Bhagavan himself would say, “There is nothing new.” (laughter) 

55. It seems Bhagavan had never practised anything. Bhagavan used to say that he had thought 

that it had to be attained through pranayama and mantra japa. So Bhagavan himself had said 

that he thought of doing asanas foro that purpose. Then, doing Atma Vichara, he fixed his 

mind in the heart. Then he realized it to be the genuine [sadhana]. All the others are merely 

humbugs. Bhagavan always used to say, “Vichara alone is most important. So, Bhagavan 

was always engaged in Atma Vichara. But when the life history of the 63 Saivite Saints are 

read out, Bhagavan would turn into a profound (Purna) devotee (Bhakta). In Madurai, he 

would hold by hand the feet of the statues of the 63 Nayanmars and weap. So, it is evident 

that there is the quality of Jnana in profound devotion. That is how Jnana or Vichara is derived 

from Bhakti.(Vichara) Enquiry came to him spontaneously. Except that, he did not practice 

anything fot it. He simply kept quiet. He was (simply keeping quiet) at Padala Lingam, 

Skandashram, and Guru Murtham. All the  

(34) 

 rest were just aids. But, Bhagavan always emphazised the  importance of the path of enquiry 

only. 

54. Never seen or laughed. Do as you wish. But the most important point is to meditate keeping 

the Self in the heart. Other than that, if you want to do this and that, do as you wish. 

56. If you want to go to the temple, your may go. Very rareely, [if someone] asks, he might say ‘

Do pranayama’. Except that, Bhagavan never gave any teachings (upadesa). But, once  a 

Harijan [a low caste man] required, “Swamy, please give some upadesam.” Bhagavan 



replied, “Just say NAMASIVAYA.” That man requested for upadesam as in a casual talk. If 

anybody required like that, he would just say, “Do the same. Say NAMASIVAYA.” He 

would just say so very casually. That itself is a great upadesam indeed. Normally, he would 

say so individually. 

B. “That is enough for him. That is enough for him,” Bhagavan would say. 

A. Bhagavan was always kind towards the poor and towards the workers. Once we visited 

Skandashram secretly. Rangasamy, Sivananda and others went along. I followed them. As 

we were going, one Ottan or Parayan [a low caste person] was working there. Having 

followed them behind, I sat down there. Then, Bhagavan asked him, “Tell me. Do you have 

koozhu.” Bhagavan liked koozhu [a kind jjof poridge made of ragi] very much. There was 

nothing left in their pots. They had finished all, as it was already 3 pm. They had  

(36) 

 already consumed the whole lot and washed the pots clean. This indicates that Bhagavan had 

no caste descrimination. Even todday, if any poor man gives him koozhu  he would take it 

with great relish. One Keerai Patty used to bring [cooked green leafy vegetables] keerai from 

Guhai Nasivayar cave. Without caring for the caste, he would eat it with great love.  

56.       Profounnd devotion is Jnana. Profound devotion is what all these Jnanees and Alwars 

have practiced. When Bhakti ripens, it culminates in Jnanam. All these things will take place 

within them. Did not Manickavachakar say, “You can be attained if the mind melts totally and 

weeps?” Weaping with a melting mind, when the ego gets erased into the profound form of 

Self (Purna Swarupa) at the ripening of devotion, that itself is Jnana. 

(37) 

 [Such jnanis] depending upon their karma, some engage in temple rituals, some recite 

mantras, some perform asanas etc. Self-enquiry suddenly happens.it follows only the strength 

of samskaras (latent tendencies). It happens according to their bodily-prarabda. Profound 

devotion is jnana. This can always seen in Bhagavan. 



C.  What is karmic duty? 

B.  What is its connection with Karma Yoga? 

A. Only karma yoga should be practiced. That [karmic duty] happnens to people according to 

their prarabda. For some, it may be devotional activity, some may run schools; some may 

conduct (bajans) prayer houses. All these will occur according to their prarabda and 

tendencies derived from past births. For all others, there should be merit (punyas)  gained in 

past births.  

C.  Then, does he consider Bhagavan to be beyond tradition, in caste and creed; or would  he 

(38) 

  linkhim with any tradition or philosophical tradition or philosophical tradition today. 

A.  Bhagavan was denoted by the pet name ‘Pillaiyar [Young Man] of the Virupaksha Temple’. 

It means ‘Lord Subramanya’. This appears in Bhagavan’s own words. In that sloka, it is 

as ‘Pillaiyar Of The Ganapathy Temple’. That sloka was composed by Bhagavan himself. 

He states that the ‘pillai’ mentioned in the sloka is himself. People say that Bhagavan was 

the Avatar of Lord Subramanya. Bhagavan had great devotion for Shiva. If some one saluted 

him with folded arms, he would tell him to salute the Arunachala Hill. 

C. Does he consideer himself to be a Guru? 

 … … .. 

 He did consider himself a Guru. Other ordinary gurus give upadesam (initiation) and 

Kashayam (the Saffron robe). Those are different gurus. He alone is Guru the Atma (Self). 

Atma. (laughter) 

(39) 

70. In the form of thrue nature of Self (atmaa Swarupa), Bhagavan remain in meditaation always 

merged with everyone without any discrimination. Bhagavan bestows his grace according  our 

maturity. He bestows his grace according to the capacity of the receiving vessel: if the vessel 



is small, it receives less; if it is big, it receives more. The more we contemplate on the true 

nature of self [Atma Swarupa], the more he bestows his grace. Everything happens only 

according to the state of our mind. If our mind gets distracted, Bhagavan’s grace becomes 

less. Once we consider him quite well as the form of true nature of the Self, he will 

automatically bestow his grace as the Profound Self [Purna Swarupa]. Bhagavan shows no 

discrimination at all.  

(40) 

74. When Lakshmi the Cow attained samadhi, I followed Bhagavan [to see]. Bhagavan stroked 

Lakshmi on head with his hand. He has evern composed a sloka [which is etched on the 

stone at he samadhi]. It delares ‘She has attained jeevanmukthi [Liberation while alive]’. 

So far nobody has ever said animals like cow had attained liberation. Bhagavan is the only 

person to have said so. We think, cow is just an animal; only human beings can attain 

salvation; other creatures have no chance of attaining liberation. But, Bhagavan has declared  

in his own words that [cow Lakshmi] had attained Jeevanmukthi. He has done that to all 

creatures. A crow had attained samadhi.The crow which came flying from somewhere, fell at 

the feet of Bhagavan and died, attaining samadhi. Puppies would come and sleep underneath 

the woolen blanket on [Bhagavan’s] sofa at night. Just the day  

(41) 

 before that day, I was telling them. Even id we (Munusamy and me) take them and leave 

them elsewhere, they will repeatedly come and lie with Bhagavan.  [He would allow them.] So 

much was his compassion. 

 When we were in Kanwashramam, even snakes were freely moving about us. When 

[Bhagavan was ] in the Virupaksha Temple, Vasudeva Sasthri was staying there. In those 

days, even tiger and leoperd visited there. Once durin the reinly season, they were drinking 

water in the nearby stream. The Sasthri went inside [the Temple], and then, having closed 

they door, shouted at them very bravely. Bhagavan, who was then outside, told him, “They 

will stay minding their own business. You don’t shout. Your mind your own business.” 



Having said that he went in. That is how he drove the tigers. There are many such stories 

about Bhagavan. Often he would go on pradakshina (circumambulation of the  

(42) 

 hill). All will start to follow him. When I came and joined him, he did no go for pradakshina. 

Then he had some cramps on his feet.  When he was narrating storied, he would do so with 

lot of action. Bhagavan would act l ike a drama actor with so much of guestures and postures. 

(laughing). Who else can act lake that! Bhagavan’s was a childlike temperament. 

B.  No difference between him and others. He never found that difference. 

A. An episode in Bhagavan’s life at Skandashramam: It was summer. Water was scarce. Then 

low caste Harijan ladies used to visit during the noon time. It was near the place where they 

were cutting grass. Nobody else whould be there. All would have gone out. Bhagavan wouold 

bring water and pour out for them [to drink]. Then someone would say,  

(43) 

 “Oh! Swamy, I just had my full lunch. Please, pour it out on my back.” He would pour it on 

the head as well as on their breast. [On hearing this], we all would laugh. (laughing) That 

attitude [of innocence] was always there with Bhagavan. It was noto an attitude of ignorance 

(ajnanam). He would rub all their heads , breast and arms. They would bless him saying, “

Ah! Be it a great blessing, blessing, blessing!” In the midst of those shoutings, he would 

carry out the jobs like pouring water.  

B. Just the same, when Sukha [the saint] was walking by … … … 

A. When Sukha was passing by, the ladies all kept quiet. But, when Vasishta passed … … [The 

reference here wrong.]  

B.  Veda Vyasa…? 

A.  When Veda Vyasa was passing by, all of them put on their dress. Veda Vyasa was a very old 

man; whereas Sukha was just a youth of sixteen or fifteen. They kept quiet when Sukha 



came. But, when Vyasa came, they draped  themselves with their dress. When enquired why 

they did so, they said that Sukha was free from ignorance (ajnana) [of lust],  

(44) 

 whereas Vyasa, although old in age, still retained that vasana (tendency).  Bhagavan was free 

from it, like Sukha.  … He would act it out. It would be amusing. All those who saw would 

laugh. (laughter).  

C.83. Samadhi means total absorption of the mind in heart, so that it getsw dissolved in ther form jof 

the true nature of Self (Atma Swarupa). It can get absorbed only in the heart. [In such a 

smadhi,] there will be no movements of organs like eyes and mouth. [For Bhagavan] [they 

remained without any movement, and [the mind] was finally settled in the heart. I was holding 

him. Krishnaswamy was also by the side. As we were holding, he remained sitting in that 

position for nearly half an hour. Only after that, the heart settled still in samadhi eventually. 

That is true absorption. In other kinds of samadhis, the vital force (prana) will escape through 

the skull, or through open eyes, or open mouth etc. Even Vaidehi Swamy attained Samadhi at 

Virupaksha  Temple. Bhagavan also was hilding him. After sometime he opened his eyes. 

And the eyes remained open. Oh! The life-force (jeeva) has left throuhg the eyes. Bhagavan 

himself would narrae this lime a story.   So, B hagavan is the only person to get totally 

abosorbed in the profound form the Self, without any such escapade. So far, I have never 

seem such a state [of absorption] – neither before that or after. I witnessed that profound 

staate of samadhi onl with Bhagavan. 

84, 85 In cooking activities, he woould do the works along with others. He would be paring wooden 

materials like coconut shells and make wate-pots, spoons out of them. He yould give them 

aawqay as gift to anyone who happened to come. He would not be using any of them. He 

would be happy after giving them away. Book-binding was Bhagavan’s main job. 

(46) 

 He taught me the job. While he was doing open-binding, ordinary binding, paper cutting and 

pasting, I would watch him. Even today, I will do the job of stitching books and pasting for 



(school) children. I have served for 24 years in the library and the Nirvana Room. Mostly I 

would be doing only these jobs. I don’t know much about them! All the children from the 

(Veda) teacher’s house, priests Kittu  and Appuchi houses, from Prasanth’s He used only 

the coconut shells.  

C. Otherwise, he would use the leaves of jack-fruit trees for drinking porridge. Earthen pot, 

broken begging bowl (thiruvodu) and [some] very cheap things like them he always kept with 

him. So, no thief will come. (laughter). Bhagavan loved them very much. 

86. He neither hated, nor loved. His state was such. He had no likes and dislikes. Things 

happened casually, in the absence of both, likes and dislikes. Bhagavan never did anything 

out of desire. In an attitude of amazement, he would rather, “Ok, if something haappaens” 

and keep quiet. Except that, he never did anything with great concern, in attitude of “This 

should be done or that should be done.” If anything occurred sponaneoously, he would let 

us do.  Bhagavan had no intention at all.  

C. “Sankaparahit” 

A. Sangkalparahit. He would no bbe expecting foor troubles. But, if anything happened he would 

suffer it. But, never kept expecting. He never liked or disliked. Whatever happened,  

(48) 

 he faced. Never expected anything. Whatever is to happen, it will certainly happen. Whatever 

is not supposed to happen, it will never happen, however hard we try. Therefore, there was no 

expectation, no liking or disliking. 

76. B. Were there any favourite sadhaks? Were thre any (sadhaks) practitioners whom he 

particularly favoured? 

A.  No. There were no such things. Bhagavan had no guru, neither he had any sishyas. Also he 

had no obligation to give upadesa (teachings). All knew this. That [realization] had ocurred to 

Bhagavan naturally out of the merit (punyas ) he had accumulated through past births. The 

moment he heard the word ‘Arunachala Siva’, the past birth programs (samskaras) got 



activated. He indicates this in his “Ashtakam”, as the operation of some mysterious power. 

When he was hearing, as another person uttered it [the name] the memory got invoked. As 

the word ‘Arunachala’ was uttered some mysterious force entered into him. Bhagavan was 

telling that he him didn’t understand [how]. Untill the end, what operatede from within him 

was just that [power]. Except that, he never had any initiation [or insturction] from anybody. 

He never did any sadhana at all. Only a power known as I  

(49) 

 Arunachala  had entered into him. When Bhagavan arrived at the [Arunachaleswara] temple, 

it was wide open; and when embraced the “lingam” [the deity], he was in a great frenzy. As 

he embraced it calmed down very much. Until then, there was that agitation. Hearing the 

name [Arunachala], coming to Arunachala [Tiruvannamalai], embracing the lingam in the 

Temple, and stayig here a few days – only after these [incidents], Bhagavan would have got a 

great peace of mind and coolness. Only after that he wyould have got a peaceful life etc. 

Before that, he had felt a burning all over his body. He had a sort of agitation. All that agitation 

was completely pacified. 

C.  I had never heard this incident that he embreced the Arunachaleswara Lingam. Was he told 

by Bhagavan himself? 

B.  Bhagavan. … 

A.  Just a hearsay. 

B. It is heard. 

A. [In reply to] a question from somebody in the hall, about sitting in meditation at Patalalingam, 

[Bhagavan had said,] “Aftr noting the time and having had my meal, I went there and sat. I 

knew only my going there and sitting. I don’t know anything after that. I was unaware of the 

passage of time. I didn’t know how many days or months had passed.” All these Bhagavan 

… 



88. Puri Sankarachariya once visited here. Then Bhagavan was sitting there in a seat (asana). 

After staying there for sometime, he went to the (Veda) Patasala. …  

 Rajendraprasad came, but Rajaji didn’t come. He visited only after Bhagavan attained 

samadhi. He came to Nirvana Room when I was there. The head of the Kundrakkudi Mutt 

was a familiar friend for him in political affairs.  Seeing me in the Nirvana Room, he said, “

Oh! Kundrakkudi also is staying here?” and did namaskaram to me. Then, Venkittu Aiyer 

who was by his side told him that I was not Kundrakkudi Swamy, but only an attendant of 

Bhagavan, observing mouna (silence), supervising the library and Nirvana Room. After doing 

namaskaram to me (again) he left. Since that day, [all] started calling me ‘Thambiran’. 

(51) 

 … …  

 Even when Gandhi came here, so close, Rajaji took him away to the town saying, it is too 

crowded. They didn’t come. [What happened] there was different. 

B. Mysore Maharaja came. Trivandrum Maharaja came. Even Baroda Maharaja came together 

witth the Maharani, Mandi Rani. All came here. TMP Mahadevan, and Rajeswarananda 

came. They all visited quite often. Even Chinmayananda came here one day when he was a 

lecturer in a college . When he was lookin through the window from outside, when Bhagavan

’s look caught him, he realized himself. Then  he was reluctant to remove his shoes to enter 

inside, because of this ego. When Bhagavan’s look fell on him, he removed even his shirt 

and came in to do namaskaram. 

(52) 

B. Who? 

A.  Chinmayananda.  

 Dr. K.K.Nambiar’s wife, Madhaviamma was a great devotee of Bhagavan. When the doctor 

was taking his dog for a walk along the road [with his wife], they would pass by [Ashram]. [If 



his wife suggested paying a visit to Bhagavan], the doctor would say, “You go and see the 

Great Samiyar yourself”, with much indifference. Then, one day he came and saw Bhagavan 

through the window, wven without removing shoes. At that time, Mr. Chadwick was sitting 

inside . “Oh! Even white men are visiting!” he might have thought. 

 Then, one day leaving shoes outtside, he entered inside to see Bhagavan. On seeing 

Bhagavan, don’t know what happened, he did … namaskaram to Bhagavan. Only because 

of his wife, the doctor also developed devotion to Bhagavan. After that, her brother also 

became a devotee of Bhagavan. Then, Sri. T.N.Krishnaswamy Aiyer came. And then, Sri 

Swaminathan Aiyer came. He is now at Delhi Ramana Kendra. Then he was at Madras. 

Whenever he visited, he brought a boy and a girl along with him. After Bhagavan’s; darshan 

they went back. 

(53) 

 Similarly, people like Sri Suddhananda Bharati, Sri S. Duraiswamy Aiyer, Sri Kapali Sastri, Sri 

Kavyakanda Ganapathy Sastri, and Sri Yogi Ramaiah  - all used to come for Bhagavan’s 

darshan. Kavyakanda Ganapathy Sastri stayed at Pelakkottu. Suddhananda Bharati, Paul 

Brunton and Chadwick … … 

C.  Does he remember the visit of Puri Sankarachariyar? Could he tell me anything in more 

detail? 

A.   I was then present there. Bhagavan himself requested him to take seat. He was offered a 

seat, and he sat on it looking at Bhagavan for sometime. He did not ask any questions. He 

stayed at the (Veda) Patasala for just one day and then took leave formally from Bhagavan. 

Bhagavan never did namaskaram [to anyone]. He would communicate quire actively. He 

would say, “Take your seat,” with action. 

 Even when Dr. Rajendra Prasad visited and on leaving requeste for some message to 

Gandhi, Bhagavan said humerously: “That heart and this heart are both doing the same job. 

So no need to tell anything. That knows and this also knows.” Then he did not insist further. 



Dr. Rajendra Prasad went back to Gandhi and when he conveyed Bhagavan’s message, 

Gandhi exclaimed in acceptance, “Ah! That is perfect.” 

(54) 

 Some such incidents have taken place.  

C.  Does he remember about in which yeaer it was Puri Sankarachariyar’s visit? 

B.  Puri Sankarachariyar visited in which year? 

A. It should be in 1948. Maybe two years before Bhagavan’s maha samadhi. 

B.  In 1948. 

C. Fortieight. 

A.  It is  only 1948. I was there then. He came there at 4.30 pm., when I was there. He remained 

looking at Bhagavan for some time, and did not ask any questions. 

C.  If he would like to give me the daily routine of Bhagavan before his cancer started. … 

A. A person named Krishna Kumar waqs performing Bhajans at Brindavanam. He was an 

American. His performance was very good. He could sing very well in Hindi. On his way to 

Rameswaram, he visited here and performed, accompanied with harmonium. Even that photo 

is somewhere here. … Krishnaprem was a tell person. Listening to his songs, Bhagavan 

exclaimed, “Oh, how nicely he sings in Hindi!” Krishnaprem was very good at  

(55) 

 singing Krishna Bhajan and Meera Bhajan songs. He visited here on his way to 

Rameswaram. He had even published a book. Mouni Sadhu or somebody else must have 

written it in English.  

 Swamy Sivananda visited here on his wayy to Rishikesh. 

C. Sivananda? 



A.  Yes. Swamy Sivananda. 

C. Can you describe in detail? 

A.  Yes. He came and stayed in the town. Daily he used to come here and do Bhajan for nearly 

one month. The sadhus who accompanied him embraced one another in devotion during 

Bhajan, in spite of Bhagavan’s  presence. Then he left to Rishikesh and established his 

Ashram on a large scale. Even Swamy Abedananda, who had given be sannyas, had taken 

sannyas only from Swamy Sivananda. Only after taking sannyas from him swamy 

Abedananda visited here and stayed in the Ashram for a few days. Like this, many (famous) 

sadhus had come here. 

 The head of Ramakrishna Mutt in Ceylon came. He asked Bhagavan a few questions, and  

(56) 

 then did Atma Vichara . Whatever Bhagavan had said, he would repeat exactly. Sometimes 

he would put up counter questions. He was well educated.  Just like dry cotton catching fire, 

he got  his jnana  kindled. He accepted everything Bhagavan said, and left after doing 

namaskaram to Bhagavan. He had questions to raise against everyone. He would ask any 

question. 

C.  Swamy Chidbavananda of Ramakrishna Mission? 

A. Not Chinmayananda. 

A. Chidbhavananda of Tirupparaiturai. … 

C+B. … Chidbhavananda. 

A. He lectured in English also. He came at a young age. Whenever he came, he did 

giripradakshina, and then will return only after visiting Ashram. Although he did (not) have 

much touch with the Ashram, he had profound devotion for Bhagavan. It still remains 

undiminished. He  narrated all his experiences in his lectures. He would talk at about his 



visits, how he received Bhagavan’s grace etc. He said that, above all, it was Bhagavan’s 

look that was most supreme. He had visited when Bhagavan was at Virupaksha Temple. 

 There was a person from Kanjangad, named Ramadass. I was at that time, for a few days, 

living beneath the banyan tree at Virupaksha Temple. When Ramadass went to see 

Bhagavan, he just cast  a look at him, sitting still. About the bright light and the flow of currentt 

that he felt in him, Ramadass has described in his book. That is the grace (anugraha) I 

received. The name of the book is “Mystic God” or somethin like that. He has written about 

Bhagavan in that book. That was only Bhagavan’s profound grace. 

 Even Kavyakanda Ganapathy came to Bhagavan, when he was staying in the Virupaksha 

Temple. “Where from the mind came or arose? What is the source of all these mantras?” 

… It is just the heart. Heart is where man exists. It arises only from there. If it subsides in that 

source, the mind willl become absolutely still.” On hearing this reply from Bhagavan, the 

world-famous Sanskrit scholar, who had composed the thousand slokas of Devi by the name 

‘Uma Sahasram’ by the grace of Devi, fell at the feet of Bhagavan. He gathered all  
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 his disciples by writing letters to them, and introduced Bhagavan to them as the ‘Maharishi

’. When Bhagavan was at Skandasramam, Sri Narayana Guru came here from Varkkala, 

Kerala accompanied by four of his disciples. He enquired his disciples if they have seen 

swamy [Bhagavan]. They said they had previously visited this place and seen Bhagavan. 

Then he said jokingly, “I am the only person who has not seen!”  And then when it was 

lunch time for Bhagavan, he was sitting on the dais, beneath the mando tree. While eating 

Bhagavan, not seeing Narayana Guru, enquired where was he. Bhagavan was informed that 

he was sitting under the mango tree cave. Bhagavan said, “ Call him; it is already time for 

lunch.” Thinking that he would not like hot and spicy food, I served him intems with coconutt 

scrapings and pappadum. But saying that he doesn’t mind, he ate  

(59) 



 everything. Narayana Guru belonged to our Eezhava community. [ Bhagavan enquired im by 

guesture, if he was Brahmin.] … Then both ate together. After that Narayanaguru went back 

to the foot of the mango tree and started composing “ Muni Chariya Panchakam”, 

containing Sanskrit verses. He was a Sanskrit pandit. Although from Kerala, he was a 

Sanskrit scholar. Then he went to Maruthuva Malai, where he practiced severe austerities and 

attained great siddhis through the grace of Lord Subramanya. He had rendered great services 

for the development of his community… Two years ago, I also went to Varkkala. His samadhi 

structure [tomb] is built in the form oa a clock-tower. His body was interned within it. It is not 

anywhere down below, but located at the top of a hill. They have also  
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 Installed his statue inside, and daily puja is performed for it. [Narayana Guru’s famous 

disciple] Sri Nataraja Guru is a friend of Mr. A.Bose [a Bhagavan devotee]. 

C. … ..  

A.  Nararaja Guru has an Ashram in Bangalore also. Informationn about has also been published 

in a foreign magazine named ‘Values’. Nartaraja Guru used to visit quite often. Once the 

Maharani of Baroda and Thaliarkhan came together with him from Ooty. He was the one who 

brought them here. He visited often. And A. Boss was his friend. He came for Bhagavan’s 

darshan. Even after Bhagavan’s mahasamadhi, he came to Skandasramam and stayed with 

me. I was staying at Skandasramam for one year. During that time, he was visiting quite 

often. He also was one of those who visited like this. Many devotees came for Bhagavan’s 

darshan. But, it is impossible to keep count of it. 

C.  Have you seen Dr. Mees at Kanvasrama? 

(61) 

A.  Ah! Dr. Mees … I have seen. I have seen him together with Boss. He stayed at Mr. 

Ramachandran’s house [at Ceylon] for a few days. Then there was one Nambiar. He came 



very often. He draped his dhoti in a traditional style (panja katcham). He lived ttotally in a truly 

orthodox (vaideeka) way. Now he lives at Varkala, Kerala. His students were living here only. 

C. Sri Hamsa… 

A.  Ah! Sri Hamsa. He was a good devotee. He was a great yoga sadak. … Because of a mistake  

[in his practice] his heart [was affected] and he died. 

B. That’s why yogasana is not liked? 

A.  Yes. Arunachalam, Chadwick [and others] are good at asanas. But, it has to be done under 

close supervision of experienced masters. Following  just books may end up in trouble. If any 

mistake occurs the heart may have to suffer a lot. It has to be practised under a well-trained 

person with Guru-Sishya relation. All these are very easy with Bhagavan, the true nature of 

Atma the Self. With Bhagavan it is very easy. 

 “Self-knowledge is the easiest thing there is,” said Bhagavan. But, Nandanar [the Saint] 

said, “It is the most difficult thing”. For Bhagavan it is the easiest. 

C.  Ask him whether Harijans had free access as all the other Indians and Westerners to 

Bhagavan’s Hall? 

A. There was o such discrimination. Dr. Syed,  a Muslim from (… … …) used to visit daily, after 

praying and sitting in meditation like Hindus, listened to the parayana before he left. Another 

Muslim from Mampalappattu came here often. One more Muslim from Tellar – Tesur. 

B. Masthan? 

A.  Masthan Sahib used to come here and pray very often. When … … happened Masthan was 

here. Nothing is known about his present whereabouts. Just like that, Muslims, Christians, 

Harijans and all others would come to Bhagavan. Bhagavan would talk to them very normally. 

He would be even more kind towards people of other religions. If Hindus come, he would be 

normal. If people of other religions come, he would enquire them if they had taken their meals. 

He would tell me, “No harm should happen to them.” He would take care of them very well. 



A.  The Ashram authorities did never prevent Harijans from coming inside, for instance into 

Bhagavan’s hall. 

(63) 

A.  Even if they come, Bhagavan would not say anything. Only, if others like Chinnasamy 

happened to be there, they would show discrimination, telling them not to come in. Bhagavan 

had no such differentiation at all. He would take eatables from anybody. He treated everyone 

equally. Bhagavan showed no discrimination at all.  

C. Chinnsamy showed discrimination. Bhagavan did not show. 

A. Chinnasamy had that. Till the end, he ha When Bhagavan was at Skandashramam, 

Chinnasamy was there. Chinnasamy would go for ‘biksha’ [begging for food] only to the 

Brahmin houses in the Sannithi Street. Bringing food from there, he would share it with his 

mother. Then, he would tell other sadhus, “Don’t go  there. They are vaidiks [traditional 

Brahmins]. We can take food from them.” When Perumalsamy and others went [for biksha], 

they would eat together. Bhagavan would say, “They aree ‘vaidikas’. Don’t go there. 

Vaidikas… Vaidikas…” 

C. We are Vaidikas. 

A.  Orthodox. 

B.  We are not. So we will divide this. Let them divide and eat.  (laughter). 

A.  When Bhagavan was in the temple, only for the first few days he went for biksha. He never 

looked as to whose house it was – whether Muslim, Christian, … or whatever caste. Having 

gone there, he yould clap his hands. If anything was given, he would eat, otherwise, he would 

move on. He was like that for a few days only – maybe less than a month. By then, Palani-

samy and others came foreward to bring biksha for him. Telling ‘I will go myself’, he went 

only one day. After that, he started sharing whatever food Palanisamy, Aiyasamy and others 

brought. Thus, Bhagavan showed no discrimination. He maintained an attitude of equality.  



  SWAMY NATANANADA 2 
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 7- 2 – 1980                              9.30 to 11.30     II Talk with Narasimha Aiyer 

C. We wer there talking about Bhagavan in 1946, 1947. If swamy would tell me the daily routine 

Bhagavan used to folloe at the time. Daily routine of the Ashram at that time. Before 

Bhagavan became sick. 

A.  Getting up in the morning…. 

B.  What time  … 

A.  He wakes up at 5 o’clock. Getting up at 5 o’clock, he answers calls of nature, brushes his 

teeth and  by 6.30 or 7.00 he 2will go for tiffin / coffee. Bhagavan tekes just one ‘idli’. He 

never drinks coffee. He prepares some kashaya (a heerbal extract) and drinks. Then, he goes 

out. He goes to Pelakkotttu or the hill, and by the time he returns, it will be 8 am. At 8.00 o’

clock Veda Parayana (Chanting of Vedas) takes place. After Vedic chanting, visitors will come 

to see Bhagavan. He will be sitting in meditation. If ther is any letter, Mouna Swamy will bring 

them and show. After seeing all that, he will go through the newspaper ust for name’s sake. 

If there were any magazines, they will be brought along  
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 with the post. After seeing them, if anybody asks questions he will answer them. At  times, 

when questions are asked he may keep quiet also. He will answer according their maturity. 

When some people ask questios, he would no speak at all. He would be (behaving) like that.  

 … … … 

 Suri Nagammam’s letters, writings of Ramanananda Saraswathy etc. are containing matters 

spoken just in this way. Whatever was told when they questioned, they are keeping them 

compiled in the form of storied / narrations. At 9:15 or 9:30 am. he will once again go to 



answer nature’s call. After coming back, he will sit again answering people’s questions. 

Within 11:30 am, the dining bell be struck [for lunch]. After taking meal, he will go  to the 

shady area towards Pelakkottu. After having been in the shade, he will return to the Ashram. 

Bhagavan never lies down to sleep. He will lean against the pillow and pretend as if sleeping. 

Then he would get up. It is not his habit to sleep like that for hours together. Just for name’s 

sake he would be as if taking rest. Then, after that, he would  
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 read any newspaper or magazine. Then again he would lean a little. By 2 o’clock, he would  

go to the Gosala (Cowshed). After acquiring joint pains, he stopped going to the hill. If he 

uses the latrine, he would clean everything himseld. After returning, very shortly, it will be 3 

pm. Someone may visit with some edibles. He would distribute them to all equally. I would 

distribute them to all equally. I would offer Bhagavan a little. He will be contented only when 

everyone received equal quantity as he himself got. Even when dining together that was his 

norm. What is served to him, everyone must be served also. If anything is served separately, 

he would at once raise objection. He would ask, “Am I the biggest swamy?” He will remain 

somewhat angry the whole day, saying this and that. … The very next moment he will be OK. 

Just to tell that it [partial treatment] should not be practiced. No special treatment for 

Bhagavan; dany night at any time, as allcan have Bhagavan’s darshan just for free! In those 

days, there was (no restriction) of any kind.  
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 Anybody may come at any time and have Bhagavan’s darshan. There was no control at all. 

He would remain like that, and at 4 or 4:15 or 4:45, he would go outside and return. Then, 

Veda Parayanam will begin. 

B.  At 5 o’clock. 

A. Veda Parayanam at 5 o’clock. After a short break at 7 o’clock Tamil Parayanam will start. 

The night dining bell will go at 8:30 pm. He will go there and for the night he will take only this 

much ride and rasam, dissolving into a liquid. At night he eats very little.  After dinner, he will 



go out and come back. Then, meditation for half an hour. First will sit in meditation. As days 

passed, in the end, no body was allowed to enter the place. Thenm upto 8 o’clock, he would 

remain leaning against [the cushion]. We would apply tailam (medicated oil) to his feet and 

massage. If anybody new come foreward to do that he would not allow. Sometimes, if any 

new person comes, only if I accompany, he will allow. If we all go, he  
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 will have no obligation. If any newcomer came foreward, “Don’t do all that. We will look to it 

ourselves,” saying so he would refuse [their service]. After some time, around 10 or 11 o’

clock, he will go out again. If we were sleeping, he would not disturb us. He would go all by 

himself. If we were awake at that time, we woould go with him. Othrwise, he would himself go 

and come back. During his last days, at times when he went out like this due to his faltering 

steps, he had to suffer pain in his feet. He woould go without calling any of us. Only if we were 

awake, we would follow him. Sometimes, he would go to answer call of nature two or three 

times at nights. Bhagavan has composed many slokas. Sometimes, when he had to write new 

slokas … [Bhagavan has written individually. He wrote ‘Upadesa Saram’ at night, asking 

us to light a lamp.  Even when there was no light, he would manage to write them in the 

scanty light at night. In the morning, the verses will ready. Somehow he would scribble and 

complete the writing. In the morning, there will be a long  
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 poem. ‘Atma Bhodam’, ‘Ekatma Panchakam’ etc. were poems written in this manner at 

night.  At times, he would keep on writing something. In the morning, when we look, there will 

be something very great. Muruganar and others would come and check that for gammer,  just 

for name’s sake – as it is very unlikely to find any faults in Bhagavan’s writings. After that, 

they will prepare it for getting it printed. This is the daily routine. 

C. Thanks. 

89. Then the living creatures like peacocks and cow … The moment it is freed from its teather, 

cow Lakshmi, straight away would rush to the hall. No matter how big the crowd, all must 



make way for her. It would go directly to (Bhagavan’s) sofa and would stand still with her 

head resting on the sofa. Bhagavan would stroke the cow with so much affection and grace. 

Immediately after stroking, idlis will be offered to her, followed by spectial banana from the 

hills, brought from Madurai. She would not take ordinary bananas. Then she will  
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 leave so majestically. Then the peacock will come. Fried peanuts and cashewnuts must be 

ready for feeding the peacocks. When squirrels come to window, Bhagavan himself would 

take these nuts and offer them. If Bhagavan is sleeping, they might run over him. Then 

Bhagavan would get up and give them nuts. They may come at any time in the day – morning 

or evening. Either Bhagavan will himself feed them, or have the nuts strewn beneath the 

trees, if there are  too many. Four or five of them – sometimes even ten might come. Then he 

would ask us to throw the nuts on the ground. As soon as they come, he would tell us to bring 

nuts and feed all of them. At that time, he would tell us to see if any cats are around. He 

would say, “Unless we are careful about cats, they may get caught.” There was a white 

peacock which was gifted by the Queen of Baroda. She had a cage made for it, and 

appointed a person to look after it; he was called “Mayilotti”. His duty was  
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 to bring it back to its cage every evening. If somebody sings, it will listen to the song and 

dance according to its rhythm. Vanavasi Ramaswamy Aiyer was an engineer. His daughter 

played Veena. This peacock would peck at the instrument and dance to the song. It would be 

very amusing. As soon as it a rr ives, we will serve ground nuts. In the evening, it will climb up 

into its cage, which was hung outside the hall  near the ceiling, close to Bhagavan’s sofa. 

Then the cage will be closed tightly, to protect it from cats. Bhagavan loved dogs and cows 

very much. Even in Skandashramam days, the puppies would sleep beneath Bhagavan’s 

blankets. Even if they are pushed out, they would not go. So much of love. Bhagavan loved 

other living creatures very much. He had tremendous love for the poor folk as well. If other 

people ask anything, he would just reply casually. But, he would talk wih the poor with special 



affection, enquiring if  they bad had their meals and so on. Some people would come and 

complain that Bhagavan never gives public talks  
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 or do anything to benefit the general public. He replied such people, “How do you know I 

have not done anything? How do you know what is needed? Do the work that you came here 

to do. That is enough. While travelling on the train, ha? It is unnecessary.” These are 

favourite anecdotes narrated by Bhagavan. … If anyone questioned about Bhagavan’s lack 

of social service, he would say, “Do the work for which you came. That’s enough. Some 

sort [of social service would go on happening].” That is why he told Gandhi, “That atma  

and this atma are one and the same. It walks by letting you walk.” Hearing all these, Gandhi 

agreed. (laughter)  

B. … … 

A. 89 In Bhagavan’s teachings, “Who am I?” is the most important book. Although it gives 

everything very briefly, it is a very very important book. I read it daily, I feel satisfied only if I 

read it, either in Tamil or Malayalam, at least once a day. It gives peace of mind.  
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 All the teachings in it, bestow peace of mind. “Don’t interfere in other peoples’ affairs! 

What other do can neither be prevented nor protested againse. Even if they are bad people, 

you mind you own business. No one would think bad of you. You mind your own business. Do 

not entertain hatred. Whatever you give, it is just as if you are giving it to yourself.”… all 

these instructions are found in “Who am I?” The most important jof the instructions is about 

meditating by concentrating the mind in the heart. To simply go on reading books is also 

useless. [Meditation is} just investigating those truths inside; nothing can be got by mere 

reading. Those truths (tatvas) must be contemplated in the mind. What is the benefit of mere 

reading? ‘Pictue of pumpkin cannot be used for cooking.’ The turths (tatvas) about oneself 



are to be realized only through enquiry. It is to be realized by oneself; there is nothing new to 

be acquired. It is to be realized within ourselves by  
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 ourselves and nothing else. That is why Bhagavan says, “There is neither Guru nor sishya 

(master or disciple). What exists is just one reality. We have to just realize it. It is very very 

easy (athi sulabam).” Some find it difficult. Some find it easy. It is  all dependent upon one’

s (samskaras) mental capacities brought forth from past births. For people with good 

samskaras realization occurs suddenly, as if cotton catching fire, whereas for ordinary people 

it is as if a log of wood catching fire – it will take considerable time, even days . Likewise, if 

there is good samskaras, realization will occur suddenly, as in the case of Bhagavan. Others 

can achieve only with some difficulties and effort. 

93.  … …  

 Vichara Sagaram, Kaivalyam, Pattinathar Songs, and stotras (hymns) like 

Annapoornashtakam, Vishnu Ashtakam, Gita Purushotama…, Sankara’s Bhaja Govindam – 

all these I recite daily.  

C.  Bhaja Govindam…? 

A.  … … … Bhaja Govindam, Dakshinamurthy Ashtakam etc. I daily recite. 

C.  I heard him once in the morning reciting. When he recites these books? 

A.   After that recitation, meditation. I meditate in the Ashram, morning one hour and evening  
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 one hour. I sleep only for a short while. After 3 am., I don’t get any sleep. I sit and meditate. 

By 4 or 4:30 am, I go to take bath.Then I go through the books. After that, I pick some flowers 

to offer to Bhagavan’s pictures. Daily I place sugar-candy (kalkandu) as offering 

(naivedyam) to Bhagavan’s picture and show burning camphor. Along with Bhagavan’s  

non-dual (Advaita), I also practice these [rituals], according to Bhagavan’s instructions on 



Kayikam (physical), Vachikam (verbal), and manasikam (mental) [devotion]. There are no 

servants here. I myself draw the ‘Kolam’ also. All the cleanings are done by myself. Even if 

we employ someone, they don’t turn out regularly. It is better to do it ourself. That is 

Bhagavan’s policy as well. Bhagavan would do all the cleaning of bathroom and latrine all 

by himself. No work will be left for others to do. We have to force ourselves to be of service to 

Bhagavan. Bhagavan would never order anyone to do this or to do that. Bhagavan taught me 

how to do book-binding. Cutting, pasting etc. are favourite jobs for Bhagavan. 

C.  What is Bhagavan’s mission – the purpose of his ‘avatar’ ? 

A.  People say Bhagavan is an avatar of Lord Subramanya. 

C. We have already talked about it. Yesterday’s topic was ‘Guru and Sadguru’. 

104.B. How did you come to feel that he was a jnani? 

A.  Bhagavan’s life history and his principles all conformed with the sastras (scriptures) like 

Vedanta Kechari, Viveka Chudamani, and Kaivalyam, which define a jnani and an ajnani. 

B.  (Lakshanas) Characteristics. 

A.  Kaivalyam declares: - “one who has attained liberation while alive (jeevan muktha) and  who 

has established himself as the mere unbiased witness (sakshi) would not think of what he lost 

in the past, nor what he may gain in the future; he just enjoys whatever presents itself in the 

present. He would not be amazed even if the sun turns into moon, nor if the sky sends aerial 

roots downwards, nor if the dead is raised alive. He designates nothing as good or bad.” 

 Bhagavan has this characteristic – that of sacrifice. Even Narayana Guru Swamy praises 

Bhagavan in his ‘Muni Charya Panchakam’, as a great sacrificer, jnani, and the absolute 

master who abides in the absolute totality of the form of Self. Narayana Guru Swamy was 

himself a great Siddha. He himself has praised Bhagavan thus. Ramana Maharishi was the  

only person he purposely went to meet. He never went to meet anyone else. All others  

(78) 



 have gone lto meet him. However greatt they may be, whether they are pandits, jnanis or 

siddhas -  all of them had to go and meet him. But the only person whom he himself went and 

met was just Ramana Maharishi alone. Because he has written this in his Album itself, and 

signed as Varkkala Narayana Gurusamy. 

105. … … …  

 

 

 

 Siddhis. 

 

 

B.  Siddhis. 

A. (Svapna maha Siddhis) Dream-like great siddhis. Once you wake up nothing remains. Siddhis 

are also just like that. Who presents this show? Who is the spectator? There are no  two 

persons. Is it not? Only one Atma (Self) exists. There are no two persons, as presenter and 

spectator. That is the complete or perfect or absolute sahaja state of Bhagavan. 

C.  No (sankalpa) intention. 

A. No intention. If Siddhis are displayed, there will be fightings. The ego that ‘I am a great  
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 Swamy will arise. Bhagavan’s intention is not to allow it. Bhagavan always used to say, “

(Siddhis) Miraculous powers are just normal. Knowledge of words spoken in foreign countries 

somehow came to me and passed. What is there is also here. Anima, Mahima, Lahima, 

Garima, Prapthi, Prakamyam, Ishatvam, and Vasithvam – all these eightfold powers would be 

manifesting in the beginning. Ignoring and rejecting all of them, if one proceeds to the end, the 



ultimate state of Sahaja, only absolute form of the Self will remain. That is what you are.” 

Bhagavan would say just this.  

B.  Bhagavan used to tell as story for this. I heard (thus): 

 One innocent man wanted to see the king. He was very eager to see the king. So, one day he 

went to the palace. At the gate, there was one man. The guard wa very old, wearing his 

uniform. First, he stood there. He thought that he was the king. He stayed ther for a long time, 

and enquired whether he was the king. 

 “Oh, no. I am not the king. You go inside,” said the old guard. Then whomsoever he saw, 

one after the other, he thought that person was the king. Finally,  he went in and saw the real 

king. Like that, the Siddhis are the gates – one of the gates. If you think that is the king …  

R. Oh. Yes. 

B&C.  The Siddhis will come . But, one by one you must give up them an approach he king. 

A. When Appar Swamy (one of the 63 Saivite Sages –Nayanmars) was cutting frass in the 

temple grounds using a sort of spade (uzhavaram), (Lord Siva) produced gold and jewellary 

every where. Appar Swamy sweeped them aside along with the rubbish all the same. [He was 

no at all attracted by them. He was firm in his understanding that] all these are part of Maya. It 

is insignificant. What truly exists is only the true form of the Self (Atma Swarupa) – the form of 

the Self of Siva. That was most important for Appar Swamy. Bhagavan’s intention was 

always similar to Appar’s. If any Siddhis occurred, only, ‘Ok, if it has happened’ would be 

his remark. Only we will be thinking some such thing has happened; but, he woould not 

harbour any such thought in his mind. 

B. No thought. 

C. Those miracles happened in his presence. 

A.  Tigers and snakes use t o visit Skandashramam. Even here peacocks come and behave very 

friendly. All these stray dogs come to Bhagavan and stayed with him close. Seeing all  



                        (81)  

   these, it seems, in his view all beings are equal. No discrimination between big and small.      

The attribute of equal vision is very evident from the way he treats every being with the same 

compassion. Even if he says something strong one moment, he never retains it in the very 

next moment. That is the way of a Jnani. Usually, we retain any ill-feelings (about anyone) for 

years refraining from all communication. With Bhagavan, all  these will be gone in a moment. 

The next  minute he will talk very freely as usual. One would wonder, if he was the same 

person who was so angry just now. Even that was very little. 

29. … 

 … 

 … 

 Even the admonishions of Bhagavan were just his blessings – (laughter). Bhagavan had no 

Guru; also he has no disciples (sishyas). That is what he kept saying. We don’t know how 

many more days he will take before giving ‘upadesam’ to anyone. He can collect his  
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 fees only after that. Is it not? The question of fees will arise only if ‘upadesam’ is available. 

Is it not? Guru Upadesam is not  at all available in the first place! (laughter). For you to know 

who you are, who need to give spiritual instruction (upadesam). Apart from knowing the true 

form of your own Self (Atmaswarupa) through some practices, what ‘upadesam’ is there? 

Who is to give it? An who is to receive it? Bhagavan’s attitude was such. Ther is no Guru-

Sishya differentiation; no receiving of ‘dakshina’ (fees), and then getting angry when it is 

less or elated when it is ample. There is none of these dualities. That is sahaja.  (laughter). No 

‘upadesam’ at all. Dakshina (fees) problem can arisse only after that. Is it not? 

182. Ther is neitherr Guru not sishya. Bhagavan remains only as the true form of the Self 

(Atmaswaupa). Ia that your question? 



B. … 

A. He was just as Guru.  

B. We call him Guru! 

A. Bhagavan didn’t have that presumption, nor did he considered anyone his disciple (sishya). 

He remains unassuming (sahaja). Only we have assumptions. Assumptions are  
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 there for us! Only Bhagavan is free from all assumptions. We do have them! That is what I 

told you yesterday! 

124. Swamy Abhedananda, who gave me (Kashaya Diksha) this saffron robe, has abided eternally 

(in the Self). In those olden days, when I was in Kerals, I practised pranayama etc. and even 

taught it to some people. So many years have passed since I gave up those practices. After 

coming to Bhagavan, I do not do any other sadhanas, except contemplation of Bhagavan’s 

philosophy, Atma Vichara and reading Bhagavan’s books.  

42. Has he got Diksha by any other person? 

 I got Sanyasa Diksha from Abhedananda Swamy, who was a disciple of Swamy Sivananda 

Saraswathy.  

C. When? 

A. It was when I was staying at Skandashramam, some time in 1946, 45 or 44. Then is 1946, I 

had already come here. Before that when I was at Skandashramam, it must be 1945. When I 

was there, I used to take him (Abhedananda) his food. He was quite a long period.  
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 … … … I am just talking about, after my coming to the Ashramam. Eventually, he attained his 

final samadhi only at Dharmapuri. His samadhi was there. 

C.  Has he got his sanyasi name also by Swamy Abhedananda? 



A. He didn’t give name. The name of Sathyananda was given to me by a Guru in my native 

place. Having observed my temperament one wise man in my native town said ‘You may 

call yourself Sathyananda’.  

125. No need for upadesam from Guru. It is mere enquiry! Can be done any time. That is constant 

enquiry (sadaa vichara). We may prerform sadhana without guru also. No problem. According 

to Bhagavan’s philosophy ther is no need for Guru upadesa. Since it is mere enquiry into 

oneself, it can be done anytime! But, asanas and pranayamas must be  

(85) 

 done in the presence of a guru. ‘Smaranadh Arunachala’ means one gets liberation by 

merely thinking of Arunachala from wherever one is. The same is true with Bhagavan’s 

teachings. Enquiry can be performed from anywhere. No need at all for the presence of the 

Guru. Atma Vichara (Self Enquiry) is just free from Guru-Sishya relationship. 

144. Sadhana and devotion.  Mainly one gets peace of mind in sadhana. The other jpoint is to 

keep the mind free from thoughts, in peace. Peace of mind and bliss – these seem to be 

thought of as a gift bestowed by Bhagavan’s grace only. Nothing else can be said. It is just 

peace of mind. 

C.  What is your aim in sadhana?  

A.  Self-enquiry (Atma Vichara) is the sadhana. Bhagavan has said that the most important thing 

us only Atma Vichara. 

145.  According to Bhagavan’s instructions, regardless of one’s condition and time, if enquiry is 

performed constantly wityout break, like unbroken flow of oil, then the heart will be  

(86) 

 purified. It should be constant and without break. [it is not something] to be done by fixing time 

… … Not at all. It is constant remembrance. If other thoughts arise, they are insignificant. 



Remembering the ture form ot the Self (Atama Swarupa) is of utmost importance. All the rest 

are insignificant. … Atma Vichara (Self-enquiry.)…  

B. ...Tells story about girs who are going back from water tank with pots full of water on their 

head. Though they are talking freely, their attention is fixed on their pots on the head. 

A. A verse from Pattinathar: 

 … 

 … 

 … 

 The mind of the muktas will be in mona, even if they are engaged in any work or suffering any 

plight. The lady who has the water pot on her head, even though she plays swinging both her 

hands, her mind is always on the water pot which she carries on her head.  

A. …  A story of Ramakrishna. 

149(a) Regarding satvik food, even Bhagavan had said that satvik food in moderate quantity would 

help in taming the mind. If taken in excess, sleep will overpower us. That is somewhat difficult 

(to overcome). As … Gita …states…”Yuktahara …” …  …  …  … …. Food, sleep and all 

other things must be in modration. Only he [who follows this principle] will succeed in 

sadhana. For others, it will be just difficult. One should be disciplined in food-habits. That must 

be satvik too. Normally, these rules are not applicable to sages or masters (mahans). Once a 

Guru and his sishya were walking together. The guru, feeling thirsty, asked someone for 

water. That person offered some alcoholic drink. The guru drank it. The sishya too drank. In 

another place a blacksmith was melting lead in a crusible. Seeing this, the guru has a gulp of 

it. (laughter). Now, the sishya got frightened.  “One who drinks alcohol, why not drink this 

also? If one can drink this boiling water (molten lead), can drink that also. Only one who views 

both with equal vision can drink that”  explained the guru. Only then the disciple reasoned 

and realized, “I see! Only if I attain that state , I can drink anything. For the masters, both will 

be the same. They may eat even fire. So I must be alert and discriminating.” Likewise, there 



must be moderation with food and sleep. One should not sleep  too much. These and other 

affairs must be regularized or disciplined. Too much of anything bring trouble. Regarding food, 

it is better to be moderate henceforth. 

C.  Is he a vegetarian since his birth? 

A.  I had been well disciplined with food even in those days. Sometimes when I was there, during 

three-day non-stop rain, I did not go anywhere. I starved without food. As I was young then, I 

was not affected seriously. Thus, I had been taking only satvik food. 

B. At home I had just been taking all. But, after leaving home and taking up sanyasa life for the 

past 45 years, I am only a vegetarian. When my mother passed away, I was the one who did 

all the funeral rituals for her. I took her ashes to the sea and disolved them in the sea and took 

the ritual dip. Only after that these vasanas took me over. I happened to read a book written 

by one Alandoor Brahmananda Swamy. I practised meditation witht fixing attention at the 

eyebrow center (Brumadya-drishti). For some time, I was running a small school with the help 

of people. Then I gave up the school, and meditated for some days in a small room. People 

seeing this gathered into a crowd and started talking, “he is  going to attain samadhi. His 

eyeballs have turned upwards. Let us take a photograph. He seems to have attained 

samadhi.” Then one day, I  got up and left the place on a pilgrimage. … 

(90) 

 As I was travelling to places like Rameswaram, Kannyakumari etc., I came to hear about 

Bhagavan. Thus have I arrived here. … Most importan. 

149A(5)   Alcoholic drinks and such things I never had taken. 

C.  Toddy no. 

A.  No. Ever since childhood, I did not smoke cigarettes or beedi etc. I had 4 or 5 elder brothers. 

I was the last among the sibblings. I had to live in fear of them. So, there was strict discipline 

at home. No alcoholic drinks, beedi and cigarettes were ever used. Vey strict control and 



discipline. Cannot  leave home and go to any other place. Even if I had to go, I had to get 

permission at home. Cannot go to cinemas or any other places. Very strict control at home. 

106(3)c.    How many times have you been to the cinema in your life? 

A. When I was in my native place, I might have seen one  or two Tamil cinemas. That is all. 

Other than that I have never been anywhere. 

B. When was the last time you have been (to cinema)? 

 Here recently I have never been (to cinema) anywhere. Only here in the Ashram, for Jubilee 

Celebration there was a cinema show. After that, many other films have been shown. I have 

never been to the town to see cinema shows. There would be lot of beedi and cigarette 

smoking in the crowd, and many obsenities. 

149B(2)     There must be good company. In bad company, the mind will not remain still. It will be 

oscillating. Moral discipline is most important.  

     “As morality bestows noblity, it is guarded better than one’s vitality.” This is a verse 

from Thirukkural. So morality is more important. 

 [Usually] bragging about one’s greatness is [not] considered a crime. But, Sri Ramakrishna 

Paramahamsa has said so. 

 Even if family connection is there, if our attention remains focused on the Self, it  would not 

appear incongruent. If attention remains there [in the heart], there would not be any bondage. 

If the aim deviates, then it Is bondage indeed. Keeping moderation in (mundane matters), we 

should practice meditation. If we are firm in our aim, bondage will not  

(92) 

 develop. This samsara too is just the same as (sanyasa). Sometimes [though] Bhagavan held 

that Brahmacharya (celebacy) alone [brings] full-blown Jnana, [and he himself] never broke. 

[But] there is nothing wrong even if one happened to fail in it. Even if one lives in the family 

and had to break Brahmachariya, the bondage can be wiped out through meditation. 



 The Sage Arunagiri Nathar was a householder and in spite all his vices, he was saved and 

granted grace by Lord Muruga, when he attempted to commit suicide by jumping from the top 

of one of the towers of Arunachaleswarar Temple. So, all these are unlike what we think. 

Whatever vices are there, when the merits accumulated in the past begin to manifest, grace 

flows by itself – just like how it happened to Arunagiri Nathar. Past merits (anugraha / purva 

punya?) must be there.  

150. Nowadays, as times pass, thinking it is better to avoid  (worldly) affairs, I stay away, even 

from the Ashram. There were some other matters, brushing aside all of them, I have come  

(93) 

 here to stay. I go to Ashram for food or beg my food outside. Limiting my activities to that, I 

am no quite peaceful. No problem at all.  

150(1) Do you ever wear ‘kadar’? 

 I wear whatever I get. If I am offered kadar, I wear it. As a sadhu, I accept whatever someone 

purchases for me. I have no special preference for kadar. Wether it is kadar or  

(A) some thing better variety of dhoti, I wear it all the same, whoever offered it. In those days, I 

followed some vows, but nowadays I eat whatever is available. 

 I sleep at night only for 3 ½  hours. If I go to sleep at night 9 pm, I sleep only for 3 ½ hours. 

Then I sit in meditation. Then I take bath at 4:30 in the morning. Only 3 ½ hour sleep. After  

(94) 

 that no further sleep. Waking up at 3:30 am., I go to the Ashram to take bath. And then, I bring 

my washed clothes and hang them here to dry. 

197.  After that, I clean all this place, wipe and clean all these pictures, and then I will draw the ‘

kolam’ and decorate the pictures with flowers. As I return from Ashram in the morning, I 

wyould pick some flowers and bring here. There itself (Ashram ?) I would get some milk, boil it 

and drink, before coming here. As soon as I come, I would dust and clean all the books and 



pictures, set up the joss sticks and light up camphor, before starting my recitation. I would 

recite Aunachala Sive, Ashtakam, Pathikam, Annapurna Stotram and other slokas for one 

hour. Then I will return her and prepare hot water for drinking. By about 10 o’clock, I will go 

back to Ashram. There, in the Ashram hall, I will sit and meditate for about 1 ½ hour. After 

taking my lunch between 11 and 12:30, I will return here to take rest. After a short rest, daily, I 

will read the book of ‘Who am I?’ at 2:30 pm. After the reading, I wash my face, sweep the 

house, and then go back to Ashram. I will meditate there upto 4 pm. Then, I will eat ‘kazhi’ 

(a kind of pudding made from ragi. Then I will come back here and after watering the plants, I 

will walk up the hill for about 1 ½ furlong and observe the setting sun for half an hour. Then I 

will come back here, and prepare my bed and fit the mosquito net etc. After staying here for a 

while, I will go back to the Ashram by about  6:30 pm. Then, as before, I will remain sitting in 

the hall. Then after reading newspaper and taking my dinner, I return here an by about 9 pm., 

I go to bed and sleep a little. I will get up by about 12 midnight or 1 am. After that there won’t 

be any more sleep.  

(96) 

 I sleep only for 3 or 3 ½ hours. I will remain sitting in meditation on the bed till 4:30 in the 

morning. Only during this period, there will be good meditation. It is called the Brahma 

Muhurtham. Only that is the most peaceful period.  

 This is my daily routine. 

 ‘Kolam’ is a ritualistic design we draw after sprinkling water (on the floor). It is said to be a 

ritual to signify cleanliness and purity. For Hindus, it is an auspicious sign. 

(7)  After Bhagavan’s samadhi, I observed silence  (mouna vratham) for 13 years in the Nirvana 

Hall. I kept my mind undestracted for 13 years continuously. Even when I was on  

(97) 

 the hill, I had observed ‘mouna’ for five years. After begging my food in the  town and 

eating it, I used to go to Bhagavan. Sometimes, I went for ‘giripradakshina’. Sometimes, I 



went to the top of the hill. Even then, I did not talk to anyone. Total silence for 5 years. Here, 

for 13 years. So, on the whole, I have observed ‘mouna’ for 18 years. Only these days, I 

am talking with everybody casually. Even though I speak, I never to into malicious gossip. I 

confine my affairs only with Bhagavan an myself. I never even visited the nearby Ashrams. 

For whatever purpose you go, some disputes may arise and complaints may come. I don’t 

wantt any of them. I am contented in just staying here. 

159. Only self-enquiry! Perfect self-enquiry only! Previously, I did pranayama and asanas. I had 

learned to do, in my young age, asanas like mayoorasana, sarvangasana, padmasana etc.  

This …. … … …  That is a pranayama. This is drawing the breath as if through the throat. ‘

Siddha Veda’ – Even that I have done for some time when I was living on the hill. 

Nowadays, I have stopped doing all that. Now, I do only (Atma Vichara) self-enquiry! Now, 

finally, I am doing only what Bhagavan has taught. I have given up all the rest. I have stopped 

all of them.  

  I had been doing it for sometime. It is a kind of rhythmic  breathing, making noices like the 

roaring of a lion etc. It is a sound produced from the throat. It is attempting to draw the prana 

from the throat. It is a new kind of Pranayama introduced by Sri Sivananda Paramahamsa. It 

isa unique cult. He never uses vibhuti (the holy ash). Never visits temples. He had no such 

ritualistic practices. I did not follow it. I had not received upadesa from anybody (for this). I did 

pranayama a little, observing how he was doing it.  

--- Who did teach you pranayama?  

 I was doing pranayama by observing other sadhus who were doing it. 

--- Why did you give up pranayama? When I came here, I thougt enquiry is enough. Pranayama 

is meant only to control the mind. The mind remains controlled only as long as the prana is 

controlled. When prana is released, mind goes back to wander. In Vichara (enquiry) the 

(control) will be natural (sahaja). It can be done anywhere – like the thinking of ‘Arunachala

’. So, as I found ‘Vichara’ to be more important, I gave up all other practices. At present, 

I am practicin mainly ‘Vichara’ only. 



104(10)A       MANTRA JAPA 

 I had been practicing ‘Mantra Japa’ for some days. I had done japa of mantras like 

NAMASIVAYA, NAMO NARAYANAYA and others. 

 Now mainly ‘Vichara’ only. Although I do japa of names like ‘Krishna’, ‘Rama’, 

vichara is the main practice – only Bhagavan’s atma-vichara. 

(100) 

167 When my mother attained samadhi, I took up all the ritualistic vows and performed all the 

rites, receiving all the necessary dikshas (initiations). Having done that, I continued to keep up 

the vows for one year. Then I was a young man of 19 or 20. Only then, the sadhus who were 

visiting from famous Ashrams and mutts happened to note me and gave me instructions. 

They taught me how to do  japas. All these began at my mother’s funeral rites. I have been 

following them up to these days. Now already 63 years have passed  since I came to 

Tiruvannamalai. Before that, I was doing japa there in the usual way. I was then wearing 

saffron robe (as it is approved as yatra kashayam i.e. pilgrimage robe). Whenever I went on 

pilgrimage to temples, like Palani, I travel in that robe. Then, I took sannyas in the formal way 

only after coming to Tiruvannamalai. When I was thre, I was just a swamy. I had been  

performing all the nishtas (regular rituals and meditations) there also.  

(101) 

157. Nearby my native village, there was an ancient town. There I set up a sort of an Ashram, 

where I had a small room of my own. It was only when I was staying in that room that people 

came to see me in a crowd and started talking: “Bhagavan seems to have attained samadhi; 

his eyeballs have turned upwards.” Anyhow, it was something novel for them! Seeing me 

(like that) they were very happy as well as amazed. They came to  see me in crowds. All this 

happened when I was staying in that room. After leaving the room and when I was on my 

pilgrimage, nothing of that sort happened. I had my meals in the chaultries (chattirams). After 

visiting Rameswaram and then arriving here at Tiruvannamalai, my mind did not have any 



liking to visit any other place. Here at Tiruvannamalai, I feel as if at my mother’s home. I 

meditate wherever I happened to be.  

(102) 

 All are equally good places for meditation! It is just an Ashram! No private affairs of 

individuals! No family, relationships and nothing of that sort. [So] all are meditation rooms 

only. 

158. Even in the Ashram, I just remain sitting. Here also I don’t do any  kind of asanas. I simply 

sit in the common ordinary (nitya) asanam only.   

B. Common Padmasanam…? 

A. Yes. Padmasanam. Just to keep one leg folded [on top of the other] is called Siddhasanam. 

To have both legs [one over the other] cannot be done [nowadays]. Previously I have done 

that. Now I take up only common sukha asana. 

163. If we let the mind abide in the heart according to Bhagavan’a philosophy, ‘I’ remains still 

there. If the mind is kept on (Purna…?) prana, it keeps oscillating. Only when it is kept in heart 

center as pointed by Bhagavan,  the mind abides still without movement.It is a sort  

(103) 

 of constant (Atma Vichara) Enquiry. That is keeping to Bhagavan’s instructions strictly  The 

others are japas. All these incantations (japa) of mantras, take the mind into the mantras. But, 

if the mind is let tostay in the heart it abides her. However long you sit the mind remains still. 

So the heart is the most important center, and (Vichara) Enquiry is the most important 

practice. In pranayama, we draw the prana as long as it is abiding. Instead, if it escapes out, 

the mind becomes restless. Japa is also just like that. The mind goes behind the mantras. 

But, in enquiry, the mind completely abides in the heart by itself. That is the unique 

significance of Enquiry. 

160 B. In meditation there is no mind at all! Enquiry (vichara) is meant only control and destroy the 

mind. If the mind just gets into ‘laya’ (i.e. temporary absorption) it will resurrect. If the mind 



is destroyed, it will not rise again. A fried seed will not sprout. But, a dried seed will sprout 

when watered. So, it is important to destroy the mind. Whatever came [into the mind] must get 

out. Once it is gone, one who remains is just a Jnani.  

162. Bhagavan emphasises the heart center. He talks about the  heart on the right-side (Hrudhaya 

pura). Once the mind is let to abide in the heart on the right-side, it will not move. Once it 

settles there completely firmly it gets destroyed. 

164. It is just a reminder!  That remembrance must always be there. Sometime one may forget. At 

that time, if one just looks at Bhagavan’s picture the remembrance will resume. Visiting 

temples also prevent the forgetting. Seeing the ‘linga’ brings the thought of Arunachala.   

(105) 

238. All  these are only for lay people – for others. For a Jnani, all these are not necessary. For 

ordinary people, this is something like indicating the subtle by pointing to the gross. The sign-

board  on the road side indicates the place where the road leads to. We can reach the place 

only if we go there. If we merely keep on looking at the sign-board, we cannot reach the 

place. Therefore, these pictures and temples and all their worship are just for a reminder – an 

indication, to maintain the remembrance. All these are unnecessary for a Jnani. For ordinary 

people, to keep a picture and wordhip, decorating it with flower garlands, and visiting temples 

– all are gross indications. 

164(9) Having meditated on Bhagavan’s form, the mind must abide only int eh formless state. First, 

only the form! Then, finally, we think of the (swarupa) true form of oneself which is formless. 

That alone is the true form of the Self (Atma). 

(106) 

293(8) I meditate with eyes closed sometimes; sometimes with eyes wide-open – without any 

system. What is significant is only abidance of the mind. It does not matter wherher the eyes 

are closed or open. Only the mind has to be under control. --- 



 If the eyes are closed,, the forms in the external world will  disappear for a while. But, it must 

disappear inside! Only if it disappears inside, the meditation becomes firm. The 

disappearance [of forms] both inside and outside, as an undivided expance, is Jnana 

(enlightenment).Through practice, that state must becomem the normal state. Only the 

abidance of everything is the undivided expanse is the Ultimate. 

165. Yes. 

168 C. When did you begin with Atma Vichara? 

 Only from Bhagavan, I learned Atma Vichara. Before that, some people had given me 

upadesa on pranayama and mantra japa etc.. I had been practising them. Only afer coming to 

Bhagavan, in 1946. --- By 1948, I was already with Bhagavan. Even by then, Ii knew all of 

Bhagavan’s books. But, only after getting closer to Bhagavan, I was told Atma Vichara was 

the most significant [practice}. 

152. This has benn achieved only gradually with some difficulties. Perfect abidance of mind in the 

natural state is something which comes only gradually. Once you lhavae started climbing on a 

staircase, one has to ascend only one by one, as first, second, third and so on. It cannot be 

done in a hurry.  

172(a) What is the sign of progress? 

 Abidance on the mind is the sign. It comes by itself depending on our peace of mind only. As 

[my] mind was peadeful, it got concentrated well, without the interruption of other  

(108) 

 affairs. (Emotions like) anger had already left. Ego, anger, craving and all the like develop 

only after one’s birth. All of them had been reduced, depending on peace of mind.Once 

there is peace of mind, craving and hatred (raga – dvesa) – all will get lost. We may remain 

peaceful. Only peace of mind is significant.  

173. That belongs to Bhagavan.  ----- If it must not occur, it should happen by nature. It is the 

power that prevents it  is called the Power of the Self (Atma sakthi). If we had been in that 



discipline, whatever suffering we face, we can manage to overcome. Even if someone comes 

to fight with us, if we keep quiet, he will go away minding his own business. If we retaliate, he 

will fight agaist us. That will develop hatred. Instead of going to that stage, if  

(109) 

 we mind our own business, there would not develop any hateful attitude. He may come and 

see, but then go away. That mental peace indeed – a peace of mind.If mental peace (shanti) 

is there, that (?) … … must not enter in this.  

176(3) I have heard about it, but never seen. Ananda Mayi Ma has visited the Ashram. She appeared 

well established in the true form of the Self, like Bhagavan and Ramakrishna Paramahamsa. 

She stayed in the Ashram for on week. She was the one who laid the foundation stone for 

Bhagavan’s samadhi mandir. 

C.  Aurobindo…? 

A.  No. Never seen. 

C.  Other saints? 

A. Bhagavan,  … Abhedananda Swamy and Chinmayananda Swamy. These people have 

visited Ashram quite often. 

(5) I am well acquainted with him. He was writing books and taking notes. He would give it to  

(110) 

 me. I would stitch and bind it and then even write its name in Tamil on it, and return it. He 

would be very happy. He had a good regard for me. Among those who were with Bhagavan, 

he is the only one staying in the Ashram. He would often praise me as a man of good moral 

rectitude. Sometimes I visit him. He had a good opininon about me. 

179(c) I do not conduct any lessons. If anyone comes to me and asks questions, I would reply either 

in Tamil or in my inadequate English. I know just very little of English. They will be happy also. 

Even just now, as I came, an American was accompanying me. He is a friend named Mathew. 



He visits here quite often. I told him sometheing. Since then, he started telling about me: “

Oh! He is a happy person. He had been very close to Bhagavan.” Even if someone asks in 

Tamil or Malayalam, I would reply. I can speak even Telugu a little. If anyone asks I would 

answer something as far as  I know. 

(111) 

19(1) I do not know Sanskrit. There is some relationship between Malayalam and Sanskrit. All the 

Sanskrit alphabets are found  in Malayalam also. So, I can read Sanskrit slokas. I used to 

read them in Malayalam skript. 

180. I would overcome them , as and when they occur by reading Bhagavan’s books. But, I have 

not faced too much sufferings. Among Bhagavans teachings, enquiry (Vichara) is  most 

important. Asana, Pranayama etc. must be practiced in the presence of a guru. Otherwise, if 

anything goes wrong, it may quite dangerous. --------- So, not much doubts arose. Even if they 

arise, Bhagavan’s power of grace was there (to help). Once, after massaging Bhagaan’s 

feet, I had fallen asleep with my head resting on Bhaggavan’s feet. So, Bhagavan’s grace 

is always there (for me). That power is operating from within. (laughter) 

(112) 

 (Once, Madhavi Amma asked Bhagavan to permit her to  anoint oil on Bhagavan’s feet. He 

allowed her only for one day. Then he did not give permission.) 

C. Is this your house? 

A. In this place previously another swamy was staying. His name was Balakrishna Swamy. 

Then, I was visiting him now and then. Now, already 6 years have passed since he attained 

samadhi. It was in 1974. Since then, I am staying here. Now, I have done many repair works. 

One ex-service man who occupied this house originally had put up a case in the court 

claiming this property.  The case had been given a judgement in favour of us. Now it has been 

appealed (in the high court). If it is taken up enquiry, we have every chance of getting the ‘

putta’ (title) of the land in our name.  



195(2) B.         No.  But he gets food.    

(113) 

196 There is plenty of it. There is a big attraction. This Annamalai is said to be inviting Enlightened 

hermits (to its feet). Sages like Guhai Namasivayar, Virupaksha Devar, Esana Desikar, 

Bhagavan, Jnana Sambandar, Appar, Sundarar, Manikkavasagar and many more have come 

here and composed songs glorifying this hill. This is the birth place on Thiruvembavai [a 

series fo divine verses composed by Manikkavasagar]. It was sung here at Adi Annmalai {in a 

separate hall?}. [There is a separate temple for Manikkavasagar in memory of it.] 

 Arunachala has acquired so  much power, because Arunagiri Siddhar is eternally performing 

tapas (austerities) in a place on this hill. Even Bhagavan once went ot see the place. He had 

described the place as very blissful,, and the huge banyan  tree (known as Vada Ala 

Vriksham), which had leaves big enough to take one’s meal in it.   When Bhagavan wanted 

to explore the interior of the place, a wasp stung him on his leg. Bhagavan didn’t do 

anything, just kept quiet. The leg got swollen  a little. He came back after enjoying all that. 

Many people have tried to locate the place without success.  

(114) 

 Bhagavan himself has said, “It is impossible for anyone to go there. It is a place where great 

sages always reside.”  

 Ignoring Bhagavan’s warning, I packed up rice and other eatables and started  [on the 

adventure]. When that place was reached, nothing was visible. The mind got destroyed, went 

crazy and felt like getting mad. Seeing my pitiable condition and unknown tribal man (Irulan) 

brought me to a safe familiar place and left. Only after I have reached that place, Bose, 

Muruganar, Kunjuswamy – and all of them followed. Venkatram was here.  –---------- [It seems 

Swamy Sathyananda had started the adventure together with the others in a group.] ------------

----- So this is a power spot. The Arunachala hill, which is itselfl he Deity (Swamy), is beautiful. 

It is really a great centerr of power. The power experienced by touching the stones in this hill I 

much greater than stones in the Himalayas.   



(115) 

419. Bhagavan himself   would call Arunachala as the Heart. Just like the body of flwsh has a heart 

of flesh,, this Arunachala is the heart of the world. Its tremendous power is obvious, as 

Bhagavan was able to attain enlightenment by merely hearing the utterance of the 

Arunachala! Then he did not have to perform any further tapas or penance. He attained 

enlightenment then and there. “He forgot his food, his studies, all his games and frolics had 

ended. When he came here, he had no thoughts about anything. This  became his mother’s 

home.  Any other place cannot produce the mysterious mental bliss that is found here. 

Arunachalam is like mother’s home. During the festival in the monthe on Kiruthikai (i.e. 

November / December] it is the light of the Universe. (Ulaga Jyothi). Arunachalam is 

supposed to symbolize the all-pervading light (of consciousness). Is it not?As such, it can 

confer liberation on anyone who merely think of it from  wherever. ‘Smaranad Arunachala’ 

says the sloka. That is, just the thought of Arunachala from anywhere can liberate one.  

198. I am staying here for the past 45 years. Nowadays, my duties are picking flowers, winding the 

key of the clock in Bhagavan’s Hall. If anybody visits at that time, instructing them where to 

sit. Only these are my duties. 

200. No. 

(3) No. 

201. I have been to Rameswaram, Madurai, Pazhani, Thiruchendoor, Kanyakumari, Guruvayur, 

Thiruvannamalai. I have visited all these places. I have never been to any place in North 

India.  I have been to Bombay recently, in a visit to Chinmaya Mission. There I visited Hot 

Springs, Anandashram, Nityanand Ashram, and Guru Seva Ashram. I have beenn to 

Tiruppathi once. One Ceylonese devotee took me there and showed me the place. 

(117) 

202 – 203         Placing Bhagavan’s picture on an altar, decorating it with flowers, burning incenses, 

chanting mantras, saying prayers, and finally showing the flame of burning camphor to 



Bhagavan in the picture. These are the puja rituals followed, according to the sastras 

(scriptures). It is simply called ‘Sankalpa Puja’ (i.e. rituals to fortify the intent). 

(a) Daily. 

207. When we were living on the hill, there was a person called Kandasamy. He was the one who 

cleared and developed the place on the hill where Skandashramam  is located. The name of 

the Ashram honours the service he had rendered. The structures were built with the funds 

collected by Perumal Swamy and other devotees. Chinnaswamy came  later on only. These 

things happened in the days of Bhagavan. After Bhagavan shifted here, in the beginning [it 

was maintained] by all those sadhus and Chinnaswamy.  

211. I belong to a village named Pallikkal, near Kayangulam at Maveli in Kerala. 

 

********* 



SWAMY SATHYANANDA 

A (2) On the way  to Rameswaram, there is an Ashramam at Pandikkanvazhi.  There lived a person 

named Narayanasamy, who had stayed with Bhagavan. He was a Brahmin. He got himself 

ordained as a monk at Kovilur Mutt, and was staying there itself. He told me about the 

devotional greatness of Bhagavan. He wrote down Bhagavan’s address and gave me. After 

coming here, when I was with Bhagavan, I showed it to Bhagavan. “Yes. Narayanasamy had 

stayed here. He has gone there and now stays in the mutt,” said Bhagavan. 

5 (a) Then, having visited Rameswaram and returned to Tiruvannamalai, while staying at 

Virupaksha Cave, I came to the Ashramam here to see Bhagavan. At that time, Bhagavn was 

sitting in the hall. He was laughing at us. I had come along with another sadhu. Bhagavan had 

just entered and taken his seat, after visiting outside. We also laughed and sat down. Then 

we went back.  

187. After that, daily for seven years, I was visiting Bhagavan, from the hill. 

73. Listening to Bhagavan’s teachings, meditating, sitting and meditating at Bhagavan’s hall etc. – 

These were my activities. Bhagavan did not give much importance to mantra japa, 

pranayama, etc. But, [stressed] only meditation. 

(2) 

 Hrudaya Guhe madhye … 

  He would say, “One must meditate [or do Brahma nishta] by keeping one’s mind on the 

 right side of the heart.” He always taught (self-)  enquiry. He talked only the advaitic 

 principles of Sankara. Others, like pranayama etc. are merely an aid. When prana leaves, 

 the mind also leaves. Therefore, only vichara was all-important for Bhagavan. I was      

150(a)7. meditating with this vichara. I would not speak to anyone. I remained in silence 187.

 like that for four or five years. Then I stayed at Skandashramam  for one year. I stayed 

 there for one year, taking my foof at th Ashramam. 



 194. Then, as [I was] told, there was nobody to stay with Bhavan and attend to him, I stayed  with 

 him for four years. All the work of attending to Bhagavan in his final years, I had to do  all 

 by myself. Krishnasamy, Sivananda and others would come and go. But, 

(3) 

  I was attending to Bhagavan day and night without sleep.During day time, I would do jobs like 

 washing his clothes etc. Then, as I was young, I did not find it tedius. 

 75. One day when Bhagavan was narrating the story of Sat-Guru, I was applying medicated oil 

 (tailam) to his back. It was about 8.30 p.m.. Sat-Guru swamy used ganja in the presence of 

 Bhagavan; but, Bhagavan never touched his ganja. There was a Malayalee, named 

 Padmanabha Swamy in the Ashramam. 

 75. [Narration of the manner in which he washed the spittings of Bhagavan with his hand.] 

  Once I was reading out that portion of Malayala Ramayanam, where Rama kills Vaali by 

 shooting one arrow at him, and [his wife] Taaraa asks him, “ …  … …” Tears were flowing 

 from Bhagavan’s eyes,  when I read this. Rajagopala Aiyer, who was  by my side, then  

 (4) 

 56. came and told me secretly to stop reading. Bhagavan wiped his eyes with his towel. It was 

 the outcome of Bhagavan’s true devotion (bhakti) and jnana. (2 times)  

75. We cannot say Bhagavan had no devotion. In the end, when Bhagavan was passing into 

samadhi, Krishnasamy and myself were holding him on either side. One hour earlier,  

Bhagavan had pain in his feet, cause by cramps. We  massaged his feet. Then Bhagavan sat 

up in (nishta) meditation.  Usually Bhagavan sat reclined; never lied down. At  the last 

moment, Bhagavan wriggled  [his body] and said he wanted to sit up. We got  the water pot 

(kuja) and the pole (dandam) all ready. Wrigglingf a little more, Bhagavn said with [good 

clarity of ] memory, that he wanted to sit. Even in the last moments, there was no lapse of 

memory. People who were outside, knowing these were the last moments,kept chanting 

(bajan): “Arunachala Siva” .  Hearing this, tears of bliss flowed from Bhagavan’s eyes. I was  



(5) 

  standing next to T.N.Krishnasamy Aiyer. He had experience of attending the final moments. 

For me, it was new. T.N.Krishnasamy Aiyer told me to take the nearby clothe and wipe 

Bhagavan’s eyes.  Ginger water and spoon were by my side. He [Bhagavan]  told  me to give 

him   water. I gave him water twice. He himself told me to stroke his chest.  I stroked.. Then, 

Dr. Karamchand Jain (DMO), a surgeon from Vellore brought fruit juice and a spoon and tolel 

me to ask [Bhagavan].  I told [Bhagavan] in Malayalam that I have brought  (medicinal) fruit 

juice. He drank. … … These were my last words. After that he too did not speak.  For half an 

hour, he was still in nishta. ---- There was total stillness  

(6) 

 (nischalana). No movement of any kind. Only at that time, a star appeared in the sky. Then 

 harathi rirual was performed to Bhagavan; and after that his body was brought to the hall.  

 It was the hot summer month of April. Electric lights and fans were fitted in the hall. Only 

 then people were allowed for darshan. Normally nobody was allowed inside. When 

 Bhagavan was inside, nobody was allowed [into the hall], except myself, two or three other 

 sadhus and the doctor. Once Bhagavan was brought to the hall, I went there and sat 

 down. I just knew that sat there. 

150(a)7      I had been sitting there until it was morning. From that day on, until the year  

(7) 

 1963, I did not talk to anyone. I remained in silence with nothing in the mind for thirteen years. 

I was supervising the library and the Nirvana Hall. Then for eleven  years I stayed there 

talking. Altogether, I was there for  twenty four years. Only after that I came to Pelakkottu. I 

am staying here for the last five or six years. I have no interest in anything, except 

Bhagavan’s meditation. All what we need is Bhagavan’s grace (anugraha). Is it not? The rest 

are worldly affairs. There may be many goods and bads. We should no expect anything. With 

the belief that Bhagavan’s complete grace (poorna anugraha) can be had anywhere, I am 

living here alone. Bhagavan always talked about the non-dual principle (advaita tatva). He 

never talked about worldly affairs. Who are you? For what prpose you came here? One must 



not blame others, or even think of the blame. Attend the purpose for which you have come. ‘If 

you want to blame others,’ he would ask,’are you yourself absolutely blameless.’ Do the work 

for which you came. That is to keep your mind in the heart and remain (yadaartha) just as 

what you are, inn ordeer to realize the true form of yourself (Atma Swarupa). That is what 

Bhagavan wants. That alone is Bhagavan’s (yadartha swarupa) own form as it really is.  

(9) 

INTERVIEW 

C.  (Q:40)  Have you got any Diksha  from Bhagavan? 

A. Bhagavan never gave any diksha to anyone. He would instructions to me, just as he would do 

to all others generally. If we question him, now and then he would reply. When he narrates 

stories, he would do so with actions. Without the master-disciple attitude (Guru-sishya 

Bhava), he would tell the story, as a father tjo a child. The form of  Self (Atma  

(10) 

 Swarupa) and love, all can be seen in Bhagavan. 

B. He tells the story  with feelings. 

A. “I am a Guru. You are a sishya.  You have to listen to what I say.” – Bhagavan never had this 

ego? There is no Guru or sishya (master or disciple). All are you, the real form the Self (Atma 

Swarupa). Look at the one who is within. Don’t see the  body that is outside. Look at the Self 

that is within. Always would be telling just this. Bhagavan had never said, “You come and stay 

here, and serve me.” If someone volunteered to serve, then he would tell him to do.  But, 

neither he would bless for it, nor would he curse for lack of it. He did neither. 

C. But, as long as we are not perfect, then do we not consider a person like Bhagavan as our 

Guru and ourselves as sishyas? 

A. That is how you serve. Is it not? Only we take him as Guru; but, for him, all are equal. Only 

with this attitude, he bestows benefits [to all]. We need Bhagavan’s grace. We must get 

Bhagavan’s look of total compassion (purna krupa kadaaksha). We do serve only for that 



purpose. Don’t we? We look upon him that way. But, Bhagavan never looks that way.  For 

Bhagavan, all are forms of the Self (atma swarupa) only. He takes that way, not only us, but 

the whole world. He is master (guru) only for the  sishyas (disciples). Bhagavan is the perfect 

form of the true nature of Self (Purna Swarupa). This can be seen only in Bhagavan. 

B. (Purna Swarupa!) The perfect of the Self!  

A. Yes. Bhagavan alone is the (Purna Swarupa) perfect form of the Self. It did not come. It never 

came. It will never come hereafter. That is what I think. Even Sankara talks about [Siddhis, 

like] entering into alien body (parakaya pravesa), etc. He did so in the  end, because he 

occupied the seat of Omniscience (Sarvajnya Pita). So there was no boily attachment. Yet, 

Sankara acquired that mode (bhava). We cannot see even that in  

(13) 

 Bhagavan. [He was] as the perfect form of Self (Purna Swarupa). He remained just like that till 

age seventy one. What he attained at the age of seventeen, remained the same forever. 

Interchanging digits in 17, we get 71. Perfect form of the Self (Purna Swarupa) and celebacy 

(brahmacharya). He had preserved perfect celebacy. 

C. Many compare Bhagavan with Dakshinamurthy. And Dakshi… is the Adhi Guru. So 

Bhagavan is also a Guru. 

A. We (all) get the perfect grace. Out of services and caretakings, we get only merits (punyas). 

Except that nothing else we get. We are just a kind of sadhus, living on this hill, eating begged 

food and having darshan. But that perfect flows only from Bhagavan. We need only that. What 

else we want? 

B. Is it possible to hide the sun? 

(14) 

A. Yes. Some try to hide it. It will never disappear. 

B. Yes. It will never disappear. 



A. A hole cannot be closed in the darkness. When light comes it can easily be seen. There was 

no complaint on me to tell me to get out of the Ashram. I was sitting in the Nirvana Room. 

Suddenly, Ganesan came and told me to pack up my things and give him [my room] key 

immediately. I did not say a single word in reply. At once, I packed up my things. Then, he 

gave the Guest Room [ for me to stay]. President was out of city. I told him to inform the 

President, when he returns. He said “OK’. From his reply, [I thought that it was taking place 

with his consent.] Then, taking my things, I said “Look after the Ashram yourself”, and came 

out. After that, 

(15, 16, 17) 

 now they say something. As far as I am concerned, there is no complaint of any kind  in my 

name.  

C.  Of course, the Guru is inside. But do we not need a physical present living Guru who can 

guide us to that point where we can find our Guru inside? 

A. That is true. We must have some one outside. It will be according to our prarabda karma. If 

there is no Atma Swarupa like Bhagavan, there will be no more guru-sishya relationship at all. 

In the beginning we mus have one. 

 “… … … 

 … … … 

 …………” 

 This verse from Kaivalya Navaneetham says, ‘Nothing can be attained without practice 

(sadhana). If it is attained, [otherwise] one should have accumulated merits [of good karma] 

during several crores of past births, like Bhagavan, or Sive, or Janaka, or Mukta. It  

(18) 

 is very difficult to attain sudden realization. It is attained only through sadhana. It has to be 

attained through the relationship with the guru. For that one should have accumulated merits 

of good karma for crores of past births. It may happen to (sishyas) disciples, through 



association with the Guru, or the mental imagery of the Guru (Guru Bhava). To look at a Jnani 

is itself  (moksha) liberation. To serve him is a great good fortune. Having done such 

sadhanas, eventually somehow, with those reminiscences, we get Bhagavan’s grace 

(anugraha). If we do what is to be done, then the rest is upto Bhagavan’s grace only. 

(laughing) 

49. Ever since I met Bhagavan, [my] life has somewhat changed. Is it possible for anyone to be 

like Bhagavan? It is something tremendous within! I resolved in my mind to follow the path. It 

is with that attitude I am leading my  life: “ Henceforth, indulging in worldly affairs and the like 

are all [unnecessary] matters. To follow  Bhagavan’s path, we have to be always in sadhana. 

Only after acquiring that, the true nature of reality (yadhartha) can be attained.” This resolve 

arose in me when I saw Bhagavan. Now onwards, it is service to Bhagavan. When I stay and 

associate with him (enlightenment may happen?)  

 Bhagavan would never disturb anyone sleeping at  night. He would never call anyone. He 

would go out all by himself. In spite of telling him not to, he would go. If we were awake, he 

would go with us. In case we were sleeping, he would get up and go all by himself. Then if 

someone happened to see him on the way, they would come and tell us. Even that has 

happened. Somebody had told about it to Chinnaswamy. It was during a Jayanthi celebration. 

We were sleeping. Bhagavan had gone half way towards the Dining Hall (Bhojana Sala). 

Someone came and called us. We ran to him, taking the key to open the room for him. So, 

Bhagavan’s intention was not to cause any trouble to anyone. He had so much love for the 

animals; how much more he would have for us, human beings. That too, particularly, he did 

not want to disturb those who stayed with him. Anything of service, we  

 

 have to do by ourselves. I did the work of cleaning the room there, washing the wet clothes 

and dhoties and drying them, etc. I did that myself until the end, for four years. People like 

Krishnaswamy and Sivananda confined themselves to supervisin works. Krishnaswamy would 

not visit at night. Sivananda was somewhat aged. I was quite young, just twenty two years – 

or twenty three – then. I was very active in my work. I used to bring all the dhoties here, to 

Peakkottu, for washing. Then, after drying them, I stored them properly folded. I would clean 



the bathroom and the latrine. When I go there for cleaning, there would be nothing left to 

clean. Bhagavan would have cleaned everything. I would be just doing a superficial cleaning. 

Bhagavan would have completed the work.  I had just to pretend doing some washing and 

come out. Whatever the work, Bhagavan liked to do it all by himself.  Bhagavan’s intention 

was not to leave any work [unfinished] for others to do. If we report about this to Bhagavan 

himself, he would just say, “Alright! Alright!” (laughing) We have to force ourselves to be of 

service  to Bhagavan. He was like a child. For us Jnanam was a baby indeed! The grown up 

baby had no will (sankalapa) of its own. What happened to come, must go. Ego, the sense of 

I, has come into the body somehow. If it goes away,  you are Jnani indeed. Jnana never 

comes. Only what remains in Jnana  (Wisdom). In fact, if you remain just as what really are, 

that itself is (Purna Swarupa), the perfect form of your true nature. You are (Swarupa) o the 

perfecr form of the true nature of Self. You are within. That itself is the comforting spiritual 

instruction (hitopadesa) known as  

(23) 

 Jnana. The sense of ‘I am [here]’ is the (upadesam) teaching. Bhagavan used to tell this 

always. He would tell this only openly, and never secretly.  He never gave teachings on 

mantra and tantra. Something said in secret,when retold by the disciples, may necessitate 

further secret instructions. So there is no secrecy at all. He would tell everything addressing in 

public. I, too, once questioned Bhagavan. When Bhagavan got cancer, all suffered. Then we 

had shifted  to the new hall, he hall where Bhagavan’s statue is installed. I said, “Bhagavan, 

all these people are sufferin so much.” Bhagavan replied, “What? Who is suffering? Only the 

body suffers. Let it experience it! Why should you think  

(24) 

 [about it]? All these are said and thought for the sake of (people of ) the world; not for the Self 

(Atma). Even when cancer was operated on, no chloroform was given. Pranayama was there 

[to help]. Eventually, when the doctor came, he brought it [chlorophorm]. But, Bhagavan said 

he did not want it [to be used]. The doctor took it away. Oxygen is necessary for those in 

whom the flow of  prana has ceased or for those with the air passage blocked by phlegm 

(kapha). [So] he did not want oxygen. Finally, he remained like a statue courageously. That 



was [truly supreme] samadhi. Others like cracking of the skull, opening the mouth, opening 

the eyes, etc. are ordinary samadhis. Bhagavan was the only person to have the [prana] vital 

air absorbed in the heart (hridaya) as perfect form of the true nature of Self (Purna Swarupa). 

He attained absorption at the heart as the perfect form of ther true nature of Self. The light 

appeared only at that moment of  

(25) 

 absorption. It was in the month of April, when the sun is moving towards the north 

(Uttarayana), on a Friday. Gandhi, Aurobindo and Jesus Christ – all of them attained samadhi 

on Friday. 

B.  Friday (Vellikkizhamai). 

A.  Friday, and moreover it was during Uttarayana - a very auspicious combination. 

B.  Kennedy. 

A. Kennedy also [died on] Friday. (laughter) 

C. 119 This is just the prarabda1 of the body. Who knows who has what body-prarabda! 

Ramakrishana had it at his throat. Bhagavan had got it in the joint (?). Near the Old Hall, a 

small bathroom was built for Bhagavan to use it for urination. As Bhagavan always had a  

slight pain in his leg, as he walked, he would be staggering a little. When he went inside, if I 

say, ‘I will come with  you as a support’, he would say, ‘Don’t want; you stay outside’; and he 

would go alone. [One day] as he went all by himself, he had knocked against [something] 

slightly. The next day the wound looked one kind. We thought it would be only a simple injury. 

At that time, Dr. Sankara Rao and Dr. Srinivasa Rao, a retired man form Madras who was on 

visit [to the Ashram], were present. We reported the incident to them. I was by the side of both 

of them. They peeled off [the wound] very carefully. I fainted at  the very sight of it. I was not 

accustomed to the sight of blood. I had never seen any operation. On that, I was feeling 

giddy. After four or five days the bandage was removed. The suiture at the joint had given 

way, as Bhagavan had moved it. The gap had not closed properly. As it was in the joint, the 


That portion of one’s totality of karmas that has started yielding results. May be termed ‘Yielding Karma’. 



suture repeatedly gave way. It was again bleeding. Again it became cancerous. It appeared 

like a growth. We thought it would be good to remove it. Only when it appeared again and 

again, it was realized to be cancer. Four or five persons, including Surgeon Raghavachari and 

Dr. V. Krishnamurthy, came from Madras. Then, the Chief Minister was Sri.Kumaraswamy 

Rajah. He had told them, “Take whatever things you need and go.” So, a big lorry-load of 

surgical equipments were brought to the hospital. The operation took place just in the Ashram 

Hospitam. They operated a second time. Then, after a month, the wound had healed quite 

well. But, the tumour appeared again. Again it was removed for the third time. Finally, when it 

was to be done for the fourth time, Bhagavan had insufficient blood. With much reluctance, it 

was performed again. Even then, Bhagavan remained very courageous. During the fourth 

operation also, he submitted himself, as he had done previously. The Doctors were surprised. 

“How can anyone remain so brave even in this state! Is it a body? Or is it the Atma?” – they 

wondered, unable to understand [his exalted state]. Dr. Raghavachari was amazed to find a 

person like Bhagavan. He operated for two hours. He kept on scraping away everything. Even 

then, 

(29) 

  Bhagavan remained still unmindful of anything. Cancer appeared again. That was the last 

time. That was only a bodily-prarabda; it had nothing to do with Bhagavan. Even during 

operation, he paid no heed at all. Athma, the Self, had no contact with the body. Having 

churned the milk and removing the butter, once the butter is melt into ghee, it will never turn 

into milk again. It will remain as ghee forever. The true nature of Bhagavan is such. Such was 

his contact with the body and its cancer. He remained as Atma, the Self. 

50. What is important in Atma Vichara (Self-enquiry)? [Nothing else], other than the enquiry ‘Who 

am I?’ Also, that enquiry must take place on the right side of the chest [heart]. [People may 

say that] mind must be fixed at the center of the eyebrows (bru madhya). [But], Bhagavan 

used to say quite often, that mind rests only at the heart. [So], heart is the center. Just like 

Arunachala is said to be the heart of the world, so also, the center of our body is the heart. 

What is important is only the heart on the right side. Only when you fix the mind there, it 

becomes still. Enquiry alone is all important. (Pranayama) Breath control and dietary 



restrictions etc. may an aid – and no more. In Self-enquiry, only if you fix the mind totally at 

the heart, you can remain as the true form of yourself (Swarupa) – as the form of the true 

wisdom (Jnana Swarupa). All the rest won’t be stable. Mind will remain restrained as long as 

prana is restrained through pranayama. When prana is released, the mind will also run away. 

That is why, bor these yogis, if the mind gets distracted even a little,  then it is said, they may 

get into different types of affairs. 

B. It may become too big. 

(31) 

A. Yes. It may become too big; and too much also. If we follow Vichara, like Bhagavan, the mind 

will get destroyed. Here [in Pranayama], it is just restrained. The seeds are just dried. When it 

contacts water, it will sprout by itself. Just because the seed had been dried, it does not mean 

it is dead or lost. Similarly, this [the mind] remains restrained through Pranayama or mantra 

recitation (japa). But, it is destroyed in enquiry (vichara). Bhagavan has said that the heart 

gets purified by constant complete enquiry. It has to be destroyed through constant self-

enquiry (vichara) like the unbroken oil-flow (taila daaraa). A fried seed will not sprout. Instead, 

if we just dried it in the sun and stored it, it will sprout on contact with waterr. We have to get it 

fried. That is possible only through Vichara. 

(32) 

59. This is something that had always existed. But it was hidden. Beings who are God incarnate 

(avatara purushas) come [to earth] and popularize it. This is the same Atma Vichara, self-

enquiry which had always existed. In a new edition of the book of ‘Jnana Vasishtam’, it is said 

about Atma Vichara, that “In those days Vasishtar had taught it, today Bhagavan Rama is 

teaching it. This Atma Vichara had always existed. It neither came, nor gone; it exists always. 

Bhagavan has elaborated it a littly. … It is just like our Atma Vichara. (laughter) Bhagavan 

himself would say, “There is nothing new.” (laughter) 

55. It seems Bhagavan had never practised anything. Bhagavan used to say that he had thought 

that it had to be attained through pranayama and mantra japa. So Bhagavan himself had said 

that he thought of doing asanas foro that purpose. Then, doing Atma Vichara, he fixed his 



mind in the heart. Then he realized it to be the genuine [sadhana]. All the others are merely 

humbugs. Bhagavan always used to say, “Vichara alone is most important. So, Bhagavan 

was always engaged in Atma Vichara. But when the life history of the 63 Saivite Saints are 

read out, Bhagavan would turn into a profound (Purna) devotee (Bhakta). In Madurai, he 

would hold by hand the feet of the statues of the 63 Nayanmars and weap. So, it is evident 

that there is the quality of Jnana in profound devotion. That is how Jnana or Vichara is derived 

from Bhakti.(Vichara) Enquiry came to him spontaneously. Except that, he did not practice 

anything fot it. He simply kept quiet. He was (simply keeping quiet) at Padala Lingam, 

Skandashram, and Guru Murtham. All the  

(34) 

 rest were just aids. But, Bhagavan always emphazised the  importance of the path of enquiry 

only. 

54. Never seen or laughed. Do as you wish. But the most important point is to meditate keeping 

the Self in the heart. Other than that, if you want to do this and that, do as you wish. 

56. If you want to go to the temple, your may go. Very rareely, [if someone] asks, he might say 

‘Do pranayama’. Except that, Bhagavan never gave any teachings (upadesa). But, once  a 

Harijan [a low caste man] required, “Swamy, please give some upadesam.” Bhagavan replied, 

“Just say NAMASIVAYA.” That man requested for upadesam as in a casual talk. If anybody 

required like that, he would just say, “Do the same. Say NAMASIVAYA.” He would just say so 

very casually. That itself is a great upadesam indeed. Normally, he would say so individually. 

B. “That is enough for him. That is enough for him,” Bhagavan would say. 

A. Bhagavan was always kind towards the poor and towards the workers. Once we visited 

Skandashram secretly. Rangasamy, Sivananda and others went along. I followed them. As 

we were going, one Ottan or Parayan [a low caste person] was working there. Having 

followed them behind, I sat down there. Then, Bhagavan asked him, “Tell me. Do you have 

koozhu.” Bhagavan liked koozhu [a kind jjof poridge made of ragi] very much. There was 

nothing left in their pots. They had finished all, as it was already 3 pm. They had  



(36) 

 already consumed the whole lot and washed the pots clean. This indicates that Bhagavan had 

no caste descrimination. Even todday, if any poor man gives him koozhu  he would take it 

with great relish. One Keerai Patty used to bring [cooked green leafy vegetables] keerai from 

Guhai Nasivayar cave. Without caring for the caste, he would eat it with great love.  

56.       Profounnd devotion is Jnana. Profound devotion is what all these Jnanees and Alwars 

have practiced. When Bhakti ripens, it culminates in Jnanam. All these things will take place 

within them. Did not Manickavachakar say, “You can be attained if the mind melts totally and 

weeps?” Weaping with a melting mind, when the ego gets erased into the profound form of 

Self (Purna Swarupa) at the ripening of devotion, that itself is Jnana. 

(37) 

 [Such jnanis] depending upon their karma, some engage in temple rituals, some recite 

mantras, some perform asanas etc. Self-enquiry suddenly happens.it follows only the strength 

of samskaras (latent tendencies). It happens according to their bodily-prarabda. Profound 

devotion is jnana. This can always seen in Bhagavan. 

C.  What is karmic duty? 

B.  What is its connection with Karma Yoga? 

A. Only karma yoga should be practiced. That [karmic duty] happnens to people according to 

their prarabda. For some, it may be devotional activity, some may run schools; some may 

conduct (bajans) prayer houses. All these will occur according to their prarabda and 

tendencies derived from past births. For all others, there should be merit (punyas)  gained in 

past births.  

C.  Then, does he consider Bhagavan to be beyond tradition, in caste and creed; or would  he 

(38) 

  linkhim with any tradition or philosophical tradition or philosophical tradition today. 



A.  Bhagavan was denoted by the pet name ‘Pillaiyar [Young Man] of the Virupaksha Temple’. It 

means ‘Lord Subramanya’. This appears in Bhagavan’s own words. In that sloka, it is as 

‘Pillaiyar Of The Ganapathy Temple’. That sloka was composed by Bhagavan himself. He 

states that the ‘pillai’ mentioned in the sloka is himself. People say that Bhagavan was the 

Avatar of Lord Subramanya. Bhagavan had great devotion for Shiva. If some one saluted him 

with folded arms, he would tell him to salute the Arunachala Hill. 

C. Does he consideer himself to be a Guru? 

 … … .. 

 He did consider himself a Guru. Other ordinary gurus give upadesam (initiation) and 

Kashayam (the Saffron robe). Those are different gurus. He alone is Guru the Atma (Self). 

Atma. (laughter) 

(39) 

70. In the form of thrue nature of Self (atmaa Swarupa), Bhagavan remain in meditaation always 

merged with everyone without any discrimination. Bhagavan bestows his grace according  our 

maturity. He bestows his grace according to the capacity of the receiving vessel: if the vessel 

is small, it receives less; if it is big, it receives more. The more we contemplate on the true 

nature of self [Atma Swarupa], the more he bestows his grace. Everything happens only 

according to the state of our mind. If our mind gets distracted, Bhagavan’s grace becomes 

less. Once we consider him quite well as the form of true nature of the Self, he will 

automatically bestow his grace as the Profound Self [Purna Swarupa]. Bhagavan shows no 

discrimination at all.  

(40) 

74. When Lakshmi the Cow attained samadhi, I followed Bhagavan [to see]. Bhagavan stroked 

Lakshmi on head with his hand. He has evern composed a sloka [which is etched on the 

stone at he samadhi]. It delares ‘She has attained jeevanmukthi [Liberation while alive]’. So 

far nobody has ever said animals like cow had attained liberation. Bhagavan is the only 

person to have said so. We think, cow is just an animal; only human beings can attain 



salvation; other creatures have no chance of attaining liberation. But, Bhagavan has declared  

in his own words that [cow Lakshmi] had attained Jeevanmukthi. He has done that to all 

creatures. A crow had attained samadhi.The crow which came flying from somewhere, fell at 

the feet of Bhagavan and died, attaining samadhi. Puppies would come and sleep underneath 

the woolen blanket on [Bhagavan’s] sofa at night. Just the day  

(41) 

 before that day, I was telling them. Even id we (Munusamy and me) take them and leave 

them elsewhere, they will repeatedly come and lie with Bhagavan.  [He would allow them.] So 

much was his compassion. 

 When we were in Kanwashramam, even snakes were freely moving about us. When 

[Bhagavan was ] in the Virupaksha Temple, Vasudeva Sasthri was staying there. In those 

days, even tiger and leoperd visited there. Once durin the reinly season, they were drinking 

water in the nearby stream. The Sasthri went inside [the Temple], and then, having closed 

they door, shouted at them very bravely. Bhagavan, who was then outside, told him, “They 

will stay minding their own business. You don’t shout. Your mind your own business.” Having 

said that he went in. That is how he drove the tigers. There are many such stories about 

Bhagavan. Often he would go on pradakshina (circumambulation of the  

(42) 

 hill). All will start to follow him. When I came and joined him, he did no go for pradakshina. 

Then he had some cramps on his feet.  When he was narrating storied, he would do so with 

lot of action. Bhagavan would act l ike a drama actor with so much of guestures and postures. 

(laughing). Who else can act lake that! Bhagavan’s was a childlike temperament. 

B.  No difference between him and others. He never found that difference. 

A. An episode in Bhagavan’s life at Skandashramam: It was summer. Water was scarce. Then 

low caste Harijan ladies used to visit during the noon time. It was near the place where they 

were cutting grass. Nobody else whould be there. All would have gone out. Bhagavan wouold 

bring water and pour out for them [to drink]. Then someone would say,  



(43) 

 “Oh! Swamy, I just had my full lunch. Please, pour it out on my back.” He would pour it on the 

head as well as on their breast. [On hearing this], we all would laugh. (laughing) That attitude 

[of innocence] was always there with Bhagavan. It was noto an attitude of ignorance 

(ajnanam). He would rub all their heads , breast and arms. They would bless him saying, “Ah! 

Be it a great blessing, blessing, blessing!” In the midst of those shoutings, he would carry out 

the jobs like pouring water.  

B. Just the same, when Sukha [the saint] was walking by … … … 

A. When Sukha was passing by, the ladies all kept quiet. But, when Vasishta passed … … [The 

reference here wrong.]  

B.  Veda Vyasa…? 

A.  When Veda Vyasa was passing by, all of them put on their dress. Veda Vyasa was a very old 

man; whereas Sukha was just a youth of sixteen or fifteen. They kept quiet when Sukha 

came. But, when Vyasa came, they draped  themselves with their dress. When enquired why 

they did so, they said that Sukha was free from ignorance (ajnana) [of lust],  

(44) 

 whereas Vyasa, although old in age, still retained that vasana (tendency).  Bhagavan was free 

from it, like Sukha.  … He would act it out. It would be amusing. All those who saw would 

laugh. (laughter).  

C.83. Samadhi means total absorption of the mind in heart, so that it getsw dissolved in ther form jof 

the true nature of Self (Atma Swarupa). It can get absorbed only in the heart. [In such a 

smadhi,] there will be no movements of organs like eyes and mouth. [For Bhagavan] [they 

remained without any movement, and [the mind] was finally settled in the heart. I was holding 

him. Krishnaswamy was also by the side. As we were holding, he remained sitting in that 

position for nearly half an hour. Only after that, the heart settled still in samadhi eventually. 

That is true absorption. In other kinds of samadhis, the vital force (prana) will escape through 

the skull, or through open eyes, or open mouth etc. Even Vaidehi Swamy attained Samadhi at 



Virupaksha  Temple. Bhagavan also was hilding him. After sometime he opened his eyes. 

And the eyes remained open. Oh! The life-force (jeeva) has left throuhg the eyes. Bhagavan 

himself would narrae this lime a story.   So, B hagavan is 

the only person to get totally abosorbed in the profound form the Self, without any such 

escapade. So far, I have never seem such a state [of absorption] – neither before that or after. 

I witnessed that profound staate of samadhi onl with Bhagavan. 

84, 85 In cooking activities, he woould do the works along with others. He would be paring wooden 

materials like coconut shells and make wate-pots, spoons out of them. He yould give them 

aawqay as gift to anyone who happened to come. He would not be using any of them. He 

would be happy after giving them away. Book-binding was Bhagavan’s main job. 

(46) 

 He taught me the job. While he was doing open-binding, ordinary binding, paper cutting and 

pasting, I would watch him. Even today, I will do the job of stitching books and pasting for 

(school) children. I have served for 24 years in the library and the Nirvana Room. Mostly I 

would be doing only these jobs. I don’t know much about them! All the children from the 

(Veda) teacher’s house, priests Kittu  and Appuchi houses, from Prasanth’s He used only the 

coconut shells.  

C. Otherwise, he would use the leaves of jack-fruit trees for drinking porridge. Earthen pot, 

broken begging bowl (thiruvodu) and [some] very cheap things like them he always kept with 

him. So, no thief will come. (laughter). Bhagavan loved them very much. 

86. He neither hated, nor loved. His state was such. He had no likes and dislikes. Things 

happened casually, in the absence of both, likes and dislikes. Bhagavan never did anything 

out of desire. In an attitude of amazement, he would rather, “Ok, if something haappaens” and 

keep quiet. Except that, he never did anything with great concern, in attitude of “This should 

be done or that should be done.” If anything occurred sponaneoously, he would let us do.  

Bhagavan had no intention at all.  

C. “Sankaparahit” 



A. Sangkalparahit. He would no bbe expecting foor troubles. But, if anything happened he would 

suffer it. But, never kept expecting. He never liked or disliked. Whatever happened,  

(48) 

 he faced. Never expected anything. Whatever is to happen, it will certainly happen. Whatever 

is not supposed to happen, it will never happen, however hard we try. Therefore, there was no 

expectation, no liking or disliking. 

76. B. Were there any favourite sadhaks? Were thre any (sadhaks) practitioners whom he 

particularly favoured? 

A.  No. There were no such things. Bhagavan had no guru, neither he had any sishyas. Also he 

had no obligation to give upadesa (teachings). All knew this. That [realization] had ocurred to 

Bhagavan naturally out of the merit (punyas ) he had accumulated through past births. The 

moment he heard the word ‘Arunachala Siva’, the past birth programs (samskaras) got 

activated. He indicates this in his “Ashtakam”, as the operation of some mysterious power. 

When he was hearing, as another person uttered it [the name] the memory got invoked. As 

the word ‘Arunachala’ was uttered some mysterious force entered into him. Bhagavan was 

telling that he him didn’t understand [how]. Untill the end, what operatede from within him was 

just that [power]. Except that, he never had any initiation [or insturction] from anybody. He 

never did any sadhana at all. Only a power known as I  

(49) 

 Arunachala  had entered into him. When Bhagavan arrived at the [Arunachaleswara] temple, 

it was wide open; and when embraced the “lingam” [the deity], he was in a great frenzy. As he 

embraced it calmed down very much. Until then, there was that agitation. Hearing the name 

[Arunachala], coming to Arunachala [Tiruvannamalai], embracing the lingam in the Temple, 

and stayig here a few days – only after these [incidents], Bhagavan would have got a great 

peace of mind and coolness. Only after that he wyould have got a peaceful life etc. Before 

that, he had felt a burning all over his body. He had a sort of agitation. All that agitation was 

completely pacified. 



C.  I had never heard this incident that he embreced the Arunachaleswara Lingam. Was he told 

by Bhagavan himself? 

B.  Bhagavan. … 

A.  Just a hearsay. 

B. It is heard. 

A. [In reply to] a question from somebody in the hall, about sitting in meditation at Patalalingam, 

[Bhagavan had said,] “Aftr noting the time and having had my meal, I went there and sat. I 

knew only my going there and sitting. I don’t know anything after that. I was unaware of the 

passage of time. I didn’t know how many days or months had passed.” All these Bhagavan … 

88. Puri Sankarachariya once visited here. Then Bhagavan was sitting there in a seat (asana). 

After staying there for sometime, he went to the (Veda) Patasala. …  

 Rajendraprasad came, but Rajaji didn’t come. He visited only after Bhagavan attained 

samadhi. He came to Nirvana Room when I was there. The head of the Kundrakkudi Mutt 

was a familiar friend for him in political affairs.  Seeing me in the Nirvana Room, he said, “Oh! 

Kundrakkudi also is staying here?” and did namaskaram to me. Then, Venkittu Aiyer who was 

by his side told him that I was not Kundrakkudi Swamy, but only an attendant of Bhagavan, 

observing mouna (silence), supervising the library and Nirvana Room. After doing 

namaskaram to me (again) he left. Since that day, [all] started calling me ‘Thambiran’. 

(51) 

 … …  

 Even when Gandhi came here, so close, Rajaji took him away to the town saying, it is too 

crowded. They didn’t come. [What happened] there was different. 

B. Mysore Maharaja came. Trivandrum Maharaja came. Even Baroda Maharaja came together 

witth the Maharani, Mandi Rani. All came here. TMP Mahadevan, and Rajeswarananda 

came. They all visited quite often. Even Chinmayananda came here one day when he was a 



lecturer in a college . When he was lookin through the window from outside, when 

Bhagavan’s look caught him, he realized himself. Then  he was reluctant to remove his shoes 

to enter inside, because of this ego. When Bhagavan’s look fell on him, he removed even his 

shirt and came in to do namaskaram. 

(52) 

B. Who? 

A.  Chinmayananda.  

 Dr. K.K.Nambiar’s wife, Madhaviamma was a great devotee of Bhagavan. When the doctor 

was taking his dog for a walk along the road [with his wife], they would pass by [Ashram]. [If 

his wife suggested paying a visit to Bhagavan], the doctor would say, “You go and see the 

Great Samiyar yourself”, with much indifference. Then, one day he came and saw Bhagavan 

through the window, wven without removing shoes. At that time, Mr. Chadwick was sitting 

inside . “Oh! Even white men are visiting!” he might have thought. 

 Then, one day leaving shoes outtside, he entered inside to see Bhagavan. On seeing 

Bhagavan, don’t know what happened, he did … namaskaram to Bhagavan. Only because of 

his wife, the doctor also developed devotion to Bhagavan. After that, her brother also became 

a devotee of Bhagavan. Then, Sri. T.N.Krishnaswamy Aiyer came. And then, Sri 

Swaminathan Aiyer came. He is now at Delhi Ramana Kendra. Then he was at Madras. 

Whenever he visited, he brought a boy and a girl along with him. After Bhagavan’s; darshan 

they went back. 

(53) 

 Similarly, people like Sri Suddhananda Bharati, Sri S. Duraiswamy Aiyer, Sri Kapali Sastri, Sri 

Kavyakanda Ganapathy Sastri, and Sri Yogi Ramaiah  - all used to come for Bhagavan’s 

darshan. Kavyakanda Ganapathy Sastri stayed at Pelakkottu. Suddhananda Bharati, Paul 

Brunton and Chadwick … … 



C.  Does he remember the visit of Puri Sankarachariyar? Could he tell me anything in more 

detail? 

A.   I was then present there. Bhagavan himself requested him to take seat. He was offered a 

seat, and he sat on it looking at Bhagavan for sometime. He did not ask any questions. He 

stayed at the (Veda) Patasala for just one day and then took leave formally from Bhagavan. 

Bhagavan never did namaskaram [to anyone]. He would communicate quire actively. He 

would say, “Take your seat,” with action. 

 Even when Dr. Rajendra Prasad visited and on leaving requeste for some message to 

Gandhi, Bhagavan said humerously: “That heart and this heart are both doing the same job. 

So no need to tell anything. That knows and this also knows.” Then he did not insist further. 

Dr. Rajendra Prasad went back to Gandhi and when he conveyed Bhagavan’s message, 

Gandhi exclaimed in acceptance, “Ah! That is perfect.” 

(54) 

 Some such incidents have taken place.  

C.  Does he remember about in which yeaer it was Puri Sankarachariyar’s visit? 

B.  Puri Sankarachariyar visited in which year? 

A. It should be in 1948. Maybe two years before Bhagavan’s maha samadhi. 

B.  In 1948. 

C. Fortieight. 

A.  It is  only 1948. I was there then. He came there at 4.30 pm., when I was there. He remained 

looking at Bhagavan for some time, and did not ask any questions. 

C.  If he would like to give me the daily routine of Bhagavan before his cancer started. … 

A. A person named Krishna Kumar waqs performing Bhajans at Brindavanam. He was an 

American. His performance was very good. He could sing very well in Hindi. On his way to 



Rameswaram, he visited here and performed, accompanied with harmonium. Even that photo 

is somewhere here. … Krishnaprem was a tell person. Listening to his songs, Bhagavan 

exclaimed, “Oh, how nicely he sings in Hindi!” Krishnaprem was very good at  

(55) 

 singing Krishna Bhajan and Meera Bhajan songs. He visited here on his way to 

Rameswaram. He had even published a book. Mouni Sadhu or somebody else must have 

written it in English.  

 Swamy Sivananda visited here on his wayy to Rishikesh. 

C. Sivananda? 

A.  Yes. Swamy Sivananda. 

C. Can you describe in detail? 

A.  Yes. He came and stayed in the town. Daily he used to come here and do Bhajan for nearly 

one month. The sadhus who accompanied him embraced one another in devotion during 

Bhajan, in spite of Bhagavan’s  presence. Then he left to Rishikesh and established his 

Ashram on a large scale. Even Swamy Abedananda, who had given be sannyas, had taken 

sannyas only from Swamy Sivananda. Only after taking sannyas from him swamy 

Abedananda visited here and stayed in the Ashram for a few days. Like this, many (famous) 

sadhus had come here. 

 The head of Ramakrishna Mutt in Ceylon came. He asked Bhagavan a few questions, and  

(56) 

 then did Atma Vichara . Whatever Bhagavan had said, he would repeat exactly. Sometimes 

he would put up counter questions. He was well educated.  Just like dry cotton catching fire, 

he got  his jnana  kindled. He accepted everything Bhagavan said, and left after doing 

namaskaram to Bhagavan. He had questions to raise against everyone. He would ask any 

question. 



C.  Swamy Chidbavananda of Ramakrishna Mission? 

A. Not Chinmayananda. 

A. Chidbhavananda of Tirupparaiturai. … 

C+B. … Chidbhavananda. 

A. He lectured in English also. He came at a young age. Whenever he came, he did 

giripradakshina, and then will return only after visiting Ashram. Although he did (not) have 

much touch with the Ashram, he had profound devotion for Bhagavan. It still remains 

undiminished. He  narrated all his experiences in his lectures. He would talk at about his 

visits, how he received Bhagavan’s grace etc. He said that, above all, it was Bhagavan’s look 

that was most supreme. He had visited when Bhagavan was at Virupaksha Temple. 

 There was a person from Kanjangad, named Ramadass. I was at that time, for a few days, 

living beneath the banyan tree at Virupaksha Temple. When Ramadass went to see 

Bhagavan, he just cast  a look at him, sitting still. About the bright light and the flow of currentt 

that he felt in him, Ramadass has described in his book. That is the grace (anugraha) I 

received. The name of the book is “Mystic God” or somethin like that. He has written about 

Bhagavan in that book. That was only Bhagavan’s profound grace. 

 Even Kavyakanda Ganapathy came to Bhagavan, when he was staying in the Virupaksha 

Temple. “Where from the mind came or arose? What is the source of all these mantras?” … It 

is just the heart. Heart is where man exists. It arises only from there. If it subsides in that 

source, the mind willl become absolutely still.” On hearing this reply from Bhagavan, the 

world-famous Sanskrit scholar, who had composed the thousand slokas of Devi by the name 

‘Uma Sahasram’ by the grace of Devi, fell at the feet of Bhagavan. He gathered all  

(58) 

 his disciples by writing letters to them, and introduced Bhagavan to them as the ‘Maharishi’. 

When Bhagavan was at Skandasramam, Sri Narayana Guru came here from Varkkala, 

Kerala accompanied by four of his disciples. He enquired his disciples if they have seen 



swamy [Bhagavan]. They said they had previously visited this place and seen Bhagavan. 

Then he said jokingly, “I am the only person who has not seen!”  And then when it was lunch 

time for Bhagavan, he was sitting on the dais, beneath the mando tree. While eating 

Bhagavan, not seeing Narayana Guru, enquired where was he. Bhagavan was informed that 

he was sitting under the mango tree cave. Bhagavan said, “ Call him; it is already time for 

lunch.” Thinking that he would not like hot and spicy food, I served him intems with coconutt 

scrapings and pappadum. But saying that he doesn’t mind, he ate  

(59) 

 everything. Narayana Guru belonged to our Eezhava community. [ Bhagavan enquired im by 

guesture, if he was Brahmin.] … Then both ate together. After that Narayanaguru went back 

to the foot of the mango tree and started composing “ Muni Chariya Panchakam”, containing 

Sanskrit verses. He was a Sanskrit pandit. Although from Kerala, he was a Sanskrit scholar. 

Then he went to Maruthuva Malai, where he practiced severe austerities and attained great 

siddhis through the grace of Lord Subramanya. He had rendered great services for the 

development of his community… Two years ago, I also went to Varkkala. His samadhi 

structure [tomb] is built in the form oa a clock-tower. His body was interned within it. It is not 

anywhere down below, but located at the top of a hill. They have also  

(60) 

 Installed his statue inside, and daily puja is performed for it. [Narayana Guru’s famous 

disciple] Sri Nataraja Guru is a friend of Mr. A.Bose [a Bhagavan devotee]. 

C. … ..  

A.  Nararaja Guru has an Ashram in Bangalore also. Informationn about has also been published 

in a foreign magazine named ‘Values’. Nartaraja Guru used to visit quite often. Once the 

Maharani of Baroda and Thaliarkhan came together with him from Ooty. He was the one who 

brought them here. He visited often. And A. Boss was his friend. He came for Bhagavan’s 

darshan. Even after Bhagavan’s mahasamadhi, he came to Skandasramam and stayed with 

me. I was staying at Skandasramam for one year. During that time, he was visiting quite 



often. He also was one of those who visited like this. Many devotees came for Bhagavan’s 

darshan. But, it is impossible to keep count of it. 

C.  Have you seen Dr. Mees at Kanvasrama? 

(61) 

A.  Ah! Dr. Mees … I have seen. I have seen him together with Boss. He stayed at Mr. 

Ramachandran’s house [at Ceylon] for a few days. Then there was one Nambiar. He came 

very often. He draped his dhoti in a traditional style (panja katcham). He lived ttotally in a truly 

orthodox (vaideeka) way. Now he lives at Varkala, Kerala. His students were living here only. 

C. Sri Hamsa… 

A.  Ah! Sri Hamsa. He was a good devotee. He was a great yoga sadak. … Because of a mistake  

[in his practice] his heart [was affected] and he died. 

B. That’s why yogasana is not liked? 

A.  Yes. Arunachalam, Chadwick [and others] are good at asanas. But, it has to be done under 

close supervision of experienced masters. Following  just books may end up in trouble. If any 

mistake occurs the heart may have to suffer a lot. It has to be practised under a well-trained 

person with Guru-Sishya relation. All these are very easy with Bhagavan, the true nature of 

Atma the Self. With Bhagavan it is very easy. 

 “Self-knowledge is the easiest thing there is,” said Bhagavan. But, Nandanar [the Saint] said, 

“It is the most difficult thing”. For Bhagavan it is the easiest. 

C.  Ask him whether Harijans had free access as all the other Indians and Westerners to 

Bhagavan’s Hall? 

A. There was o such discrimination. Dr. Syed,  a Muslim from (… … …) used to visit daily, after 

praying and sitting in meditation like Hindus, listened to the parayana before he left. Another 

Muslim from Mampalappattu came here often. One more Muslim from Tellar – Tesur. 

B. Masthan? 



A.  Masthan Sahib used to come here and pray very often. When … … happened Masthan was 

here. Nothing is known about his present whereabouts. Just like that, Muslims, Christians, 

Harijans and all others would come to Bhagavan. Bhagavan would talk to them very normally. 

He would be even more kind towards people of other religions. If Hindus come, he would be 

normal. If people of other religions come, he would enquire them if they had taken their meals. 

He would tell me, “No harm should happen to them.” He would take care of them very well. 

A.  The Ashram authorities did never prevent Harijans from coming inside, for instance into 

Bhagavan’s hall. 

(63) 

A.  Even if they come, Bhagavan would not say anything. Only, if others like Chinnasamy 

happened to be there, they would show discrimination, telling them not to come in. Bhagavan 

had no such differentiation at all. He would take eatables from anybody. He treated everyone 

equally. Bhagavan showed no discrimination at all.  

C. Chinnsamy showed discrimination. Bhagavan did not show. 

A. Chinnasamy had that. Till the end, he ha When Bhagavan was at Skandashramam, 

Chinnasamy was there. Chinnasamy would go for ‘biksha’ [begging for food] only to the 

Brahmin houses in the Sannithi Street. Bringing food from there, he would share it with his 

mother. Then, he would tell other sadhus, “Don’t go  there. They are vaidiks [traditional 

Brahmins]. We can take food from them.” When Perumalsamy and others went [for biksha], 

they would eat together. Bhagavan would say, “They aree ‘vaidikas’. Don’t go there. 

Vaidikas… Vaidikas…” 

C. We are Vaidikas. 

A.  Orthodox. 

B.  We are not. So we will divide this. Let them divide and eat.  (laughter). 

A.  When Bhagavan was in the temple, only for the first few days he went for biksha. He never 

looked as to whose house it was – whether Muslim, Christian, … or whatever caste. Having 



gone there, he yould clap his hands. If anything was given, he would eat, otherwise, he would 

move on. He was like that for a few days only – maybe less than a month. By then, 

Palanisamy and others came foreward to bring biksha for him. Telling ‘I will go myself’, he 

went only one day. After that, he started sharing whatever food Palanisamy, Aiyasamy and 

others brought. Thus, Bhagavan showed no discrimination. He maintained an attitude of 

equality. 

******** 

  



(65) 

 7- 2 – 1980                              9.30 to 11.30     with Narasimha Aiyer 

 II  TALK                              

C. We wer there talking about Bhagavan in 1946, 1947. If swamy would tell me the daily routine 

Bhagavan used to folloe at the time. Daily routine of the Ashram at that time. Before 

Bhagavan became sick. 

A.  Getting up in the morning…. 

B.  What time  … 

A.  He wakes up at 5 o’clock. Getting up at 5 o’clock, he answers calls of nature, brushes his 

teeth and  by 6.30 or 7.00 he 2will go for tiffin / coffee. Bhagavan tekes just one ‘idli’. He never 

drinks coffee. He prepares some kashaya (a heerbal extract) and drinks. Then, he goes out. 

He goes to Pelakkotttu or the hill, and by the time he returns, it will be 8 am. At 8.00 o’clock 

Veda Parayana (Chanting of Vedas) takes place. After Vedic chanting, visitors will come to 

see Bhagavan. He will be sitting in meditation. If ther is any letter, Mouna Swamy will bring 

them and show. After seeing all that, he will go through the newspaper ust for name’s sake. If 

there were any magazines, they will be brought along  
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 with the post. After seeing them, if anybody asks questions he will answer them. At  times, 

when questions are asked he may keep quiet also. He will answer according their maturity. 

When some people ask questios, he would no speak at all. He would be (behaving) like that.  

 … … … 

 Suri Nagammam’s letters, writings of Ramanananda Saraswathy etc. are containing matters 

spoken just in this way. Whatever was told when they questioned, they are keeping them 

compiled in the form of storied / narrations. At 9:15 or 9:30 am. he will once again go to 

answer nature’s call. After coming back, he will sit again answering people’s questions. Within 

11:30 am, the dining bell be struck [for lunch]. After taking meal, he will go  to the shady area 



towards Pelakkottu. After having been in the shade, he will return to the Ashram. Bhagavan 

never lies down to sleep. He will lean against the pillow and pretend as if sleeping. Then he 

would get up. It is not his habit to sleep like that for hours together. Just for name’s sake he 

would be as if taking rest. Then, after that, he would  
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 read any newspaper or magazine. Then again he would lean a little. By 2 o’clock, he would  

go to the Gosala (Cowshed). After acquiring joint pains, he stopped going to the hill. If he 

uses the latrine, he would clean everything himseld. After returning, very shortly, it will be 3 

pm. Someone may visit with some edibles. He would distribute them to all equally. I would 

distribute them to all equally. I would offer Bhagavan a little. He will be contented only when 

everyone received equal quantity as he himself got. Even when dining together that was his 

norm. What is served to him, everyone must be served also. If anything is served separately, 

he would at once raise objection. He would ask, “Am I the biggest swamy?” He will remain 

somewhat angry the whole day, saying this and that. … The very next moment he will be OK. 

Just to tell that it [partial treatment] should not be practiced. No special treatment for 

Bhagavan; dany night at any time, as allcan have Bhagavan’s darshan just for free! In those 

days, there was (no restriction) of any kind.  
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 Anybody may come at any time and have Bhagavan’s darshan. There was no control at all. 

He would remain like that, and at 4 or 4:15 or 4:45, he would go outside and return. Then, 

Veda Parayanam will begin. 

B.  At 5 o’clock. 

A. Veda Parayanam at 5 o’clock. After a short break at 7 o’clock Tamil Parayanam will start. The 

night dining bell will go at 8:30 pm. He will go there and for the night he will take only this 

much ride and rasam, dissolving into a liquid. At night he eats very little.  After dinner, he will 

go out and come back. Then, meditation for half an hour. First will sit in meditation. As days 

passed, in the end, no body was allowed to enter the place. Thenm upto 8 o’clock, he would 

remain leaning against [the cushion]. We would apply tailam (medicated oil) to his feet and 



massage. If anybody new come foreward to do that he would not allow. Sometimes, if any 

new person comes, only if I accompany, he will allow. If we all go, he  
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 will have no obligation. If any newcomer came foreward, “Don’t do all that. We will look to it 

ourselves,” saying so he would refuse [their service]. After some time, around 10 or 11 

o’clock, he will go out again. If we were sleeping, he would not disturb us. He would go all by 

himself. If we were awake at that time, we woould go with him. Othrwise, he would himself go 

and come back. During his last days, at times when he went out like this due to his faltering 

steps, he had to suffer pain in his feet. He woould go without calling any of us. Only if we were 

awake, we would follow him. Sometimes, he would go to answer call of nature two or three 

times at nights. Bhagavan has composed many slokas. Sometimes, when he had to write new 

slokas … [Bhagavan has written individually. He wrote ‘Upadesa Saram’ at night, asking us to 

light a lamp.  Even when there was no light, he would manage to write them in the scanty light 

at night. In the morning, the verses will ready. Somehow he would scribble and complete the 

writing. In the morning, there will be a long  
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 poem. ‘Atma Bhodam’, ‘Ekatma Panchakam’ etc. were poems written in this manner at night.  

At times, he would keep on writing something. In the morning, when we look, there will be 

something very great. Muruganar and others would come and check that for gammer,  just for 

name’s sake – as it is very unlikely to find any faults in Bhagavan’s writings. After that, they 

will prepare it for getting it printed. This is the daily routine. 

C. Thanks. 

89. Then the living creatures like peacocks and cow … The moment it is freed from its teather, 

cow Lakshmi, straight away would rush to the hall. No matter how big the crowd, all must 

make way for her. It would go directly to (Bhagavan’s) sofa and would stand still with her head 

resting on the sofa. Bhagavan would stroke the cow with so much affection and grace. 

Immediately after stroking, idlis will be offered to her, followed by spectial banana from the 

hills, brought from Madurai. She would not take ordinary bananas. Then she will  
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 leave so majestically. Then the peacock will come. Fried peanuts and cashewnuts must be 

ready for feeding the peacocks. When squirrels come to window, Bhagavan himself would 

take these nuts and offer them. If Bhagavan is sleeping, they might run over him. Then 

Bhagavan would get up and give them nuts. They may come at any time in the day – morning 

or evening. Either Bhagavan will himself feed them, or have the nuts strewn beneath the 

trees, if there are  too many. Four or five of them – sometimes even ten might come. Then he 

would ask us to throw the nuts on the ground. As soon as they come, he would tell us to bring 

nuts and feed all of them. At that time, he would tell us to see if any cats are around. He 

would say, “Unless we are careful about cats, they may get caught.” There was a white 

peacock which was gifted by the Queen of Baroda. She had a cage made for it, and 

appointed a person to look after it; he was called “Mayilotti”. His duty was  
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 to bring it back to its cage every evening. If somebody sings, it will listen to the song and 

dance according to its rhythm. Vanavasi Ramaswamy Aiyer was an engineer. His daughter 

played Veena. This peacock would peck at the instrument and dance to the song. It would be 

very amusing. As soon as it a rr ives, we will serve ground nuts. In the evening, it will climb up 

into its cage, which was hung outside the hall  near the ceiling, close to Bhagavan’s sofa. 

Then the cage will be closed tightly, to protect it from cats. Bhagavan loved dogs and cows 

very much. Even in Skandashramam days, the puppies would sleep beneath Bhagavan’s 

blankets. Even if they are pushed out, they would not go. So much of love. Bhagavan loved 

other living creatures very much. He had tremendous love for the poor folk as well. If other 

people ask anything, he would just reply casually. But, he would talk wih the poor with special 

affection, enquiring if  they bad had their meals and so on. Some people would come and 

complain that Bhagavan never gives public talks  
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 or do anything to benefit the general public. He replied such people, “How do you know I have 

not done anything? How do you know what is needed? Do the work that you came here to do. 



That is enough. While travelling on the train, ha? It is unnecessary.” These are favourite 

anecdotes narrated by Bhagavan. … If anyone questioned about Bhagavan’s lack of social 

service, he would say, “Do the work for which you came. That’s enough. Some sort [of social 

service would go on happening].” That is why he told Gandhi, “That atma  and this atma are 

one and the same. It walks by letting you walk.” Hearing all these, Gandhi agreed. (laughter)  

B. … … 

A. 89 In Bhagavan’s teachings, “Who am I?” is the most important book. Although it gives 

everything very briefly, it is a very very important book. I read it daily, I feel satisfied only if I 

read it, either in Tamil or Malayalam, at least once a day. It gives peace of mind.  
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 All the teachings in it, bestow peace of mind. “Don’t interfere in other peoples’ affairs! What 

other do can neither be prevented nor protested againse. Even if they are bad people, you 

mind you own business. No one would think bad of you. You mind your own business. Do not 

entertain hatred. Whatever you give, it is just as if you are giving it to yourself.”… all these 

instructions are found in “Who am I?” The most important jof the instructions is about 

meditating by concentrating the mind in the heart. To simply go on reading books is also 

useless. [Meditation is} just investigating those truths inside; nothing can be got by mere 

reading. Those truths (tatvas) must be contemplated in the mind. What is the benefit of mere 

reading? ‘Pictue of pumpkin cannot be used for cooking.’ The turths (tatvas) about oneself are 

to be realized only through enquiry. It is to be realized by oneself; there is nothing new to be 

acquired. It is to be realized within ourselves by  
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 ourselves and nothing else. That is why Bhagavan says, “There is neither Guru nor sishya 

(master or disciple). What exists is just one reality. We have to just realize it. It is very very 

easy (athi sulabam).” Some find it difficult. Some find it easy. It is  all dependent upon one’s 

(samskaras) mental capacities brought forth from past births. For people with good 

samskaras realization occurs suddenly, as if cotton catching fire, whereas for ordinary people 

it is as if a log of wood catching fire – it will take considerable time, even days . Likewise, if 



there is good samskaras, realization will occur suddenly, as in the case of Bhagavan. Others 

can achieve only with some difficulties and effort. 

93.  … …  

 Vichara Sagaram, Kaivalyam, Pattinathar Songs, and stotras (hymns) like 

Annapoornashtakam, Vishnu Ashtakam, Gita Purushotama…, Sankara’s Bhaja Govindam – 

all these I recite daily.  

C.  Bhaja Govindam…? 

A.  … … … Bhaja Govindam, Dakshinamurthy Ashtakam etc. I daily recite. 

C.  I heard him once in the morning reciting. When he recites these books? 

A.   After that recitation, meditation. I meditate in the Ashram, morning one hour and evening  
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 one hour. I sleep only for a short while. After 3 am., I don’t get any sleep. I sit and meditate. 

By 4 or 4:30 am, I go to take bath.Then I go through the books. After that, I pick some flowers 

to offer to Bhagavan’s pictures. Daily I place sugar-candy (kalkandu) as offering (naivedyam) 

to Bhagavan’s picture and show burning camphor. Along with Bhagavan’s  non-dual 

(Advaita), I also practice these [rituals], according to Bhagavan’s instructions on Kayikam 

(physical), Vachikam (verbal), and manasikam (mental) [devotion]. There are no servants 

here. I myself draw the ‘Kolam’ also. All the cleanings are done by myself. Even if we employ 

someone, they don’t turn out regularly. It is better to do it ourself. That is Bhagavan’s policy as 

well. Bhagavan would do all the cleaning of bathroom and latrine all by himself. No work will 

be left for others to do. We have to force ourselves to be of service to Bhagavan. Bhagavan 

would never order anyone to do this or to do that. Bhagavan taught me how to do book-

binding. Cutting, pasting etc. are favourite jobs for Bhagavan. 

C.  What is Bhagavan’s mission – the purpose of his ‘avatar’ ? 

A.  People say Bhagavan is an avatar of Lord Subramanya. 

C. We have already talked about it. Yesterday’s topic was ‘Guru and Sadguru’. 



104.B. How did you come to feel that he was a jnani? 

A.  Bhagavan’s life history and his principles all conformed with the sastras (scriptures) like 

Vedanta Kechari, Viveka Chudamani, and Kaivalyam, which define a jnani and an ajnani. 

B.  (Lakshanas) Characteristics. 

A.  Kaivalyam declares: - “one who has attained liberation while alive (jeevan muktha) and  who 

has established himself as the mere unbiased witness (sakshi) would not think of what he lost 

in the past, nor what he may gain in the future; he just enjoys whatever presents itself in the 

present. He would not be amazed even if the sun turns into moon, nor if the sky sends aerial 

roots downwards, nor if the dead is raised alive. He designates nothing as good or bad.” 

 Bhagavan has this characteristic – that of sacrifice. Even Narayana Guru Swamy praises 

Bhagavan in his ‘Muni Charya Panchakam’, as a great sacrificer, jnani, and the absolute 

master who abides in the absolute totality of the form of Self. Narayana Guru Swamy was 

himself a great Siddha. He himself has praised Bhagavan thus. Ramana Maharishi was the  

only person he purposely went to meet. He never went to meet anyone else. All others  
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 have gone lto meet him. However greatt they may be, whether they are pandits, jnanis or 

siddhas -  all of them had to go and meet him. But the only person whom he himself went and 

met was just Ramana Maharishi alone. Because he has written this in his Album itself, and 

signed as Varkkala Narayana Gurusamy. 

105. … … …  

 

 

 

 Siddhis. 

 



 

B.  Siddhis. 

A. (Svapna maha Siddhis) Dream-like great siddhis. Once you wake up nothing remains. Siddhis 

are also just like that. Who presents this show? Who is the spectator? There are no  two 

persons. Is it not? Only one Atma (Self) exists. There are no two persons, as presenter and 

spectator. That is the complete or perfect or absolute sahaja state of Bhagavan. 

C.  No (sankalpa) intention. 

A. No intention. If Siddhis are displayed, there will be fightings. The ego that ‘I am a great  
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 Swamy will arise. Bhagavan’s intention is not to allow it. Bhagavan always used to say, 

“(Siddhis) Miraculous powers are just normal. Knowledge of words spoken in foreign countries 

somehow came to me and passed. What is there is also here. Anima, Mahima, Lahima, 

Garima, Prapthi, Prakamyam, Ishatvam, and Vasithvam – all these eightfold powers would be 

manifesting in the beginning. Ignoring and rejecting all of them, if one proceeds to the end, the 

ultimate state of Sahaja, only absolute form of the Self will remain. That is what you are.” 

Bhagavan would say just this.  

B.  Bhagavan used to tell as story for this. I heard (thus): 

 One innocent man wanted to see the king. He was very eager to see the king. So, one day he 

went to the palace. At the gate, there was one man. The guard wa very old, wearing his 

uniform. First, he stood there. He thought that he was the king. He stayed ther for a long time, 

and enquired whether he was the king. 

 “Oh, no. I am not the king. You go inside,” said the old guard. Then whomsoever he saw, one 

after the other, he thought that person was the king. Finally,  he went in and saw the real king. 

Like that, the Siddhis are the gates – one of the gates. If you think that is the king …  

R. Oh. Yes. 

B&C.  The Siddhis will come . But, one by one you must give up them an approach he king. 



A. When Appar Swamy (one of the 63 Saivite Sages –Nayanmars) was cutting frass in the 

temple grounds using a sort of spade (uzhavaram), (Lord Siva) produced gold and jewellary 

every where. Appar Swamy sweeped them aside along with the rubbish all the same. [He was 

no at all attracted by them. He was firm in his understanding that] all these are part of Maya. It 

is insignificant. What truly exists is only the true form of the Self (Atma Swarupa) – the form of 

the Self of Siva. That was most important for Appar Swamy. Bhagavan’s intention was always 

similar to Appar’s. If any Siddhis occurred, only, ‘Ok, if it has happened’ would be his remark. 

Only we will be thinking some such thing has happened; but, he woould not harbour any such 

thought in his mind. 

B. No thought. 

C. Those miracles happened in his presence. 

A.  Tigers and snakes use t o visit Skandashramam. Even here peacocks come and behave very 

friendly. All these stray dogs come to Bhagavan and stayed with him close. Seeing all  

                        (81)  

   these, it seems, in his view all beings are equal. No discrimination between big and small.      

The attribute of equal vision is very evident from the way he treats every being with the same 

compassion. Even if he says something strong one moment, he never retains it in the very 

next moment. That is the way of a Jnani. Usually, we retain any ill-feelings (about anyone) for 

years refraining from all communication. With Bhagavan, all  these will be gone in a moment. 

The next  minute he will talk very freely as usual. One would wonder, if he was the same 

person who was so angry just now. Even that was very little. 

29. … 

 … 

 … 



 Even the admonishions of Bhagavan were just his blessings – (laughter). Bhagavan had no 

Guru; also he has no disciples (sishyas). That is what he kept saying. We don’t know how 

many more days he will take before giving ‘upadesam’ to anyone. He can collect his  
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 fees only after that. Is it not? The question of fees will arise only if ‘upadesam’ is available. Is 

it not? Guru Upadesam is not  at all available in the first place! (laughter). For you to know 

who you are, who need to give spiritual instruction (upadesam). Apart from knowing the true 

form of your own Self (Atmaswarupa) through some practices, what ‘upadesam’ is there? 

Who is to give it? An who is to receive it? Bhagavan’s attitude was such. Ther is no Guru-

Sishya differentiation; no receiving of ‘dakshina’ (fees), and then getting angry when it is less 

or elated when it is ample. There is none of these dualities. That is sahaja.  (laughter). No 

‘upadesam’ at all. Dakshina (fees) problem can arisse only after that. Is it not? 

182. Ther is neitherr Guru not sishya. Bhagavan remains only as the true form of the Self 

(Atmaswaupa). Ia that your question? 

B. … 

A. He was just as Guru.  

B. We call him Guru! 

A. Bhagavan didn’t have that presumption, nor did he considered anyone his disciple (sishya). 

He remains unassuming (sahaja). Only we have assumptions. Assumptions are  
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 there for us! Only Bhagavan is free from all assumptions. We do have them! That is what I 

told you yesterday! 

124. Swamy Abhedananda, who gave me (Kashaya Diksha) this saffron robe, has abided eternally 

(in the Self). In those olden days, when I was in Kerals, I practised pranayama etc. and even 

taught it to some people. So many years have passed since I gave up those practices. After 



coming to Bhagavan, I do not do any other sadhanas, except contemplation of Bhagavan’s 

philosophy, Atma Vichara and reading Bhagavan’s books.  

42. Has he got Diksha by any other person? 

 I got Sanyasa Diksha from Abhedananda Swamy, who was a disciple of Swamy Sivananda 

Saraswathy.  

C. When? 

A. It was when I was staying at Skandashramam, some time in 1946, 45 or 44. Then is 1946, I 

had already come here. Before that when I was at Skandashramam, it must be 1945. When I 

was there, I used to take him (Abhedananda) his food. He was quite a long period.  
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 … … … I am just talking about, after my coming to the Ashramam. Eventually, he attained his 

final samadhi only at Dharmapuri. His samadhi was there. 

C.  Has he got his sanyasi name also by Swamy Abhedananda? 

A. He didn’t give name. The name of Sathyananda was given to me by a Guru in my native 

place. Having observed my temperament one wise man in my native town said ‘You may call 

yourself Sathyananda’.  

125. No need for upadesam from Guru. It is mere enquiry! Can be done any time. That is constant 

enquiry (sadaa vichara). We may prerform sadhana without guru also. No problem. According 

to Bhagavan’s philosophy ther is no need for Guru upadesa. Since it is mere enquiry into 

oneself, it can be done anytime! But, asanas and pranayamas must be  
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 done in the presence of a guru. ‘Smaranadh Arunachala’ means one gets liberation by merely 

thinking of Arunachala from wherever one is. The same is true with Bhagavan’s teachings. 

Enquiry can be performed from anywhere. No need at all for the presence of the Guru. Atma 

Vichara (Self Enquiry) is just free from Guru-Sishya relationship. 



144. Sadhana and devotion.  Mainly one gets peace of mind in sadhana. The other jpoint is to 

keep the mind free from thoughts, in peace. Peace of mind and bliss – these seem to be 

thought of as a gift bestowed by Bhagavan’s grace only. Nothing else can be said. It is just 

peace of mind. 

C.  What is your aim in sadhana?  

A.  Self-enquiry (Atma Vichara) is the sadhana. Bhagavan has said that the most important thing 

us only Atma Vichara. 

145.  According to Bhagavan’s instructions, regardless of one’s condition and time, if enquiry is 

performed constantly wityout break, like unbroken flow of oil, then the heart will be  
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 purified. It should be constant and without break. [it is not something] to be done by fixing time 

… … Not at all. It is constant remembrance. If other thoughts arise, they are insignificant. 

Remembering the ture form ot the Self (Atama Swarupa) is of utmost importance. All the rest 

are insignificant. … Atma Vichara (Self-enquiry.)…  

B. ...Tells story about girs who are going back from water tank with pots full of water on their 

head. Though they are talking freely, their attention is fixed on their pots on the head. 

A. A verse from Pattinathar: 

 … 

 … 

 … 

 The mind of the muktas will be in mona, even if they are engaged in any work or suffering any 

plight. The lady who has the water pot on her head, even though she plays swinging both her 

hands, her mind is always on the water pot which she carries on her head.  

A. …  A story of Ramakrishna. 



149(a) Regarding satvik food, even Bhagavan had said that satvik food in moderate quantity would 

help in taming the mind. If taken in excess, sleep will overpower us. That is somewhat difficult 

(to overcome). As … Gita …states…”Yuktahara …” …  …  …  … …. Food, sleep and all other 

things must be in modration. Only he [who follows this principle] will succeed in sadhana. For 

others, it will be just difficult. One should be disciplined in food-habits. That must be satvik too. 

Normally, these rules are not applicable to sages or masters (mahans). Once a Guru and his 

sishya were walking together. The guru, feeling thirsty, asked someone for water. That person 

offered some alcoholic drink. The guru drank it. The sishya too drank. In another place a 

blacksmith was melting lead in a crusible. Seeing this, the guru has a gulp of it. (laughter). 

Now, the sishya got frightened.  “One who drinks alcohol, why not drink this also? If one can 

drink this boiling water (molten lead), can drink that also. Only one who views both with equal 

vision can drink that”  explained the guru. Only then the disciple reasoned and realized, “I see! 

Only if I attain that state , I can drink anything. For the masters, both will be the same. They 

may eat even fire. So I must be alert and discriminating.” Likewise, there must be moderation 

with food and sleep. One should not sleep  too much. These and other affairs must be 

regularized or disciplined. Too much of anything bring trouble. Regarding food, it is better to 

be moderate henceforth. 

C.  Is he a vegetarian since his birth? 

A.  I had been well disciplined with food even in those days. Sometimes when I was there, during 

three-day non-stop rain, I did not go anywhere. I starved without food. As I was young then, I 

was not affected seriously. Thus, I had been taking only satvik food. 

B. At home I had just been taking all. But, after leaving home and taking up sanyasa life for the 

past 45 years, I am only a vegetarian. When my mother passed away, I was the one who did 

all the funeral rituals for her. I took her ashes to the sea and disolved them in the sea and took 

the ritual dip. Only after that these vasanas took me over. I happened to read a book written 

by one Alandoor Brahmananda Swamy. I practised meditation witht fixing attention at the 

eyebrow center (Brumadya-drishti). For some time, I was running a small school with the help 

of people. Then I gave up the school, and meditated for some days in a small room. People 

seeing this gathered into a crowd and started talking, “he is  going to attain samadhi. His 



eyeballs have turned upwards. Let us take a photograph. He seems to have attained 

samadhi.” Then one day, I  got up and left the place on a pilgrimage. … 

(90) 

 As I was travelling to places like Rameswaram, Kannyakumari etc., I came to hear about 

Bhagavan. Thus have I arrived here. … Most importan. 

149A(5)   Alcoholic drinks and such things I never had taken. 

C.  Toddy no. 

A.  No. Ever since childhood, I did not smoke cigarettes or beedi etc. I had 4 or 5 elder brothers. 

I was the last among the sibblings. I had to live in fear of them. So, there was strict discipline 

at home. No alcoholic drinks, beedi and cigarettes were ever used. Vey strict control and 

discipline. Cannot  leave home and go to any other place. Even if I had to go, I had to get 

permission at home. Cannot go to cinemas or any other places. Very strict control at home. 

106(3)c.    How many times have you been to the cinema in your life? 

A. When I was in my native place, I might have seen one  or two Tamil cinemas. That is all. 

Other than that I have never been anywhere. 

B. When was the last time you have been (to cinema)? 

 Here recently I have never been (to cinema) anywhere. Only here in the Ashram, for Jubilee 

Celebration there was a cinema show. After that, many other films have been shown. I have 

never been to the town to see cinema shows. There would be lot of beedi and cigarette 

smoking in the crowd, and many obsenities. 

149B(2)     There must be good company. In bad company, the mind will not remain still. It will be 

oscillating. Moral discipline is most important.  

     “As morality bestows noblity, it is guarded better than one’s vitality.” This is a verse from 

Thirukkural. So morality is more important. 



 [Usually] bragging about one’s greatness is [not] considered a crime. But, Sri Ramakrishna 

Paramahamsa has said so. 

 Even if family connection is there, if our attention remains focused on the Self, it  would not 

appear incongruent. If attention remains there [in the heart], there would not be any bondage. 

If the aim deviates, then it Is bondage indeed. Keeping moderation in (mundane matters), we 

should practice meditation. If we are firm in our aim, bondage will not  

(92) 

 develop. This samsara too is just the same as (sanyasa). Sometimes [though] Bhagavan held 

that Brahmacharya (celebacy) alone [brings] full-blown Jnana, [and he himself] never broke. 

[But] there is nothing wrong even if one happened to fail in it. Even if one lives in the family 

and had to break Brahmachariya, the bondage can be wiped out through meditation. 

 The Sage Arunagiri Nathar was a householder and in spite all his vices, he was saved and 

granted grace by Lord Muruga, when he attempted to commit suicide by jumping from the top 

of one of the towers of Arunachaleswarar Temple. So, all these are unlike what we think. 

Whatever vices are there, when the merits accumulated in the past begin to manifest, grace 

flows by itself – just like how it happened to Arunagiri Nathar. Past merits (anugraha / purva 

punya?) must be there.  

150. Nowadays, as times pass, thinking it is better to avoid  (worldly) affairs, I stay away, even 

from the Ashram. There were some other matters, brushing aside all of them, I have come  

(93) 

 here to stay. I go to Ashram for food or beg my food outside. Limiting my activities to that, I 

am no quite peaceful. No problem at all.  

150(1) Do you ever wear ‘kadar’? 

 I wear whatever I get. If I am offered kadar, I wear it. As a sadhu, I accept whatever someone 

purchases for me. I have no special preference for kadar. Wether it is kadar or  



(A) some thing better variety of dhoti, I wear it all the same, whoever offered it. In those days, I 

followed some vows, but nowadays I eat whatever is available. 

 I sleep at night only for 3 ½  hours. If I go to sleep at night 9 pm, I sleep only for 3 ½ hours. 

Then I sit in meditation. Then I take bath at 4:30 in the morning. Only 3 ½ hour sleep. After  

(94) 

 that no further sleep. Waking up at 3:30 am., I go to the Ashram to take bath. And then, I bring 

my washed clothes and hang them here to dry. 

197.  After that, I clean all this place, wipe and clean all these pictures, and then I will draw the 

‘kolam’ and decorate the pictures with flowers. As I return from Ashram in the morning, I 

wyould pick some flowers and bring here. There itself (Ashram ?) I would get some milk, boil it 

and drink, before coming here. As soon as I come, I would dust and clean all the books and 

pictures, set up the joss sticks and light up camphor, before starting my recitation. I would 

recite Aunachala Sive, Ashtakam, Pathikam, Annapurna Stotram and other slokas for one 

hour. Then I will return her and prepare hot water for drinking. By about 10 o’clock, I will go 

back to Ashram. There, in the Ashram hall, I will sit and meditate for about 1 ½ hour. After 

taking my lunch between 11 and 12:30, I will return here to take rest. After a short rest, daily, I 

will read the book of ‘Who am I?’ at 2:30 pm. After the reading, I wash my face, sweep the 

house, and then go back to Ashram. I will meditate there upto 4 pm. Then, I will eat ‘kazhi’ (a 

kind of pudding made from ragi. Then I will come back here and after watering the plants, I 

will walk up the hill for about 1 ½ furlong and observe the setting sun for half an hour. Then I 

will come back here, and prepare my bed and fit the mosquito net etc. After staying here for a 

while, I will go back to the Ashram by about  6:30 pm. Then, as before, I will remain sitting in 

the hall. Then after reading newspaper and taking my dinner, I return here an by about 9 pm., 

I go to bed and sleep a little. I will get up by about 12 midnight or 1 am. After that there won’t 

be any more sleep.  

(96) 



 I sleep only for 3 or 3 ½ hours. I will remain sitting in meditation on the bed till 4:30 in the 

morning. Only during this period, there will be good meditation. It is called the Brahma 

Muhurtham. Only that is the most peaceful period.  

 This is my daily routine. 

 ‘Kolam’ is a ritualistic design we draw after sprinkling water (on the floor). It is said to be a 

ritual to signify cleanliness and purity. For Hindus, it is an auspicious sign. 

(7)  After Bhagavan’s samadhi, I observed silence  (mouna vratham) for 13 years in the Nirvana 

Hall. I kept my mind undestracted for 13 years continuously. Even when I was on  

(97) 

 the hill, I had observed ‘mouna’ for five years. After begging my food in the  town and eating it, 

I used to go to Bhagavan. Sometimes, I went for ‘giripradakshina’. Sometimes, I went to the 

top of the hill. Even then, I did not talk to anyone. Total silence for 5 years. Here, for 13 years. 

So, on the whole, I have observed ‘mouna’ for 18 years. Only these days, I am talking with 

everybody casually. Even though I speak, I never to into malicious gossip. I confine my affairs 

only with Bhagavan an myself. I never even visited the nearby Ashrams. For whatever 

purpose you go, some disputes may arise and complaints may come. I don’t wantt any of 

them. I am contented in just staying here. 

159. Only self-enquiry! Perfect self-enquiry only! Previously, I did pranayama and asanas. I had 

learned to do, in my young age, asanas like mayoorasana, sarvangasana, padmasana etc.  

This …. … … …  That is a pranayama. This is drawing the breath as if through the throat. 

‘Siddha Veda’ – Even that I have done for some time when I was living on the hill. Nowadays, 

I have stopped doing all that. Now, I do only (Atma Vichara) self-enquiry! Now, finally, I am 

doing only what Bhagavan has taught. I have given up all the rest. I have stopped all of them.  

  I had been doing it for sometime. It is a kind of rhythmic  breathing, making noices like the 

roaring of a lion etc. It is a sound produced from the throat. It is attempting to draw the prana 

from the throat. It is a new kind of Pranayama introduced by Sri Sivananda Paramahamsa. It 

isa unique cult. He never uses vibhuti (the holy ash). Never visits temples. He had no such 



ritualistic practices. I did not follow it. I had not received upadesa from anybody (for this). I did 

pranayama a little, observing how he was doing it.  

--- Who did teach you pranayama?  

 I was doing pranayama by observing other sadhus who were doing it. 

--- Why did you give up pranayama? When I came here, I thougt enquiry is enough. Pranayama 

is meant only to control the mind. The mind remains controlled only as long as the prana is 

controlled. When prana is released, mind goes back to wander. In Vichara (enquiry) the 

(control) will be natural (sahaja). It can be done anywhere – like the thinking of ‘Arunachala’. 

So, as I found ‘Vichara’ to be more important, I gave up all other practices. At present, I am 

practicin mainly ‘Vichara’ only. 

104(10)A       MANTRA JAPA 

 I had been practicing ‘Mantra Japa’ for some days. I had done japa of mantras like 

NAMASIVAYA, NAMO NARAYANAYA and others. 

 Now mainly ‘Vichara’ only. Although I do japa of names like ‘Krishna’, ‘Rama’, vichara is the 

main practice – only Bhagavan’s atma-vichara. 

(100) 

167 When my mother attained samadhi, I took up all the ritualistic vows and performed all the 

rites, receiving all the necessary dikshas (initiations). Having done that, I continued to keep up 

the vows for one year. Then I was a young man of 19 or 20. Only then, the sadhus who were 

visiting from famous Ashrams and mutts happened to note me and gave me instructions. 

They taught me how to do  japas. All these began at my mother’s funeral rites. I have been 

following them up to these days. Now already 63 years have passed  since I came to 

Tiruvannamalai. Before that, I was doing japa there in the usual way. I was then wearing 

saffron robe (as it is approved as yatra kashayam i.e. pilgrimage robe). Whenever I went on 

pilgrimage to temples, like Palani, I travel in that robe. Then, I took sannyas in the formal way 

only after coming to Tiruvannamalai. When I was thre, I was just a swamy. I had been  

performing all the nishtas (regular rituals and meditations) there also.  



(101) 

157. Nearby my native village, there was an ancient town. There I set up a sort of an Ashram, 

where I had a small room of my own. It was only when I was staying in that room that people 

came to see me in a crowd and started talking: “Bhagavan seems to have attained samadhi; 

his eyeballs have turned upwards.” Anyhow, it was something novel for them! Seeing me (like 

that) they were very happy as well as amazed. They came to  see me in crowds. All this 

happened when I was staying in that room. After leaving the room and when I was on my 

pilgrimage, nothing of that sort happened. I had my meals in the chaultries (chattirams). After 

visiting Rameswaram and then arriving here at Tiruvannamalai, my mind did not have any 

liking to visit any other place. Here at Tiruvannamalai, I feel as if at my mother’s home. I 

meditate wherever I happened to be.  

(102) 

 All are equally good places for meditation! It is just an Ashram! No private affairs of 

individuals! No family, relationships and nothing of that sort. [So] all are meditation rooms 

only. 

158. Even in the Ashram, I just remain sitting. Here also I don’t do any  kind of asanas. I simply sit 

in the common ordinary (nitya) asanam only.   

B. Common Padmasanam…? 

A. Yes. Padmasanam. Just to keep one leg folded [on top of the other] is called Siddhasanam. 

To have both legs [one over the other] cannot be done [nowadays]. Previously I have done 

that. Now I take up only common sukha asana. 

163. If we let the mind abide in the heart according to Bhagavan’a philosophy, ‘I’ remains still there. 

If the mind is kept on (Purna…?) prana, it keeps oscillating. Only when it is kept in heart 

center as pointed by Bhagavan,  the mind abides still without movement.It is a sort  

(103) 



 of constant (Atma Vichara) Enquiry. That is keeping to Bhagavan’s instructions strictly  The 

others are japas. All these incantations (japa) of mantras, take the mind into the mantras. But, 

if the mind is let tostay in the heart it abides her. However long you sit the mind remains still. 

So the heart is the most important center, and (Vichara) Enquiry is the most important 

practice. In pranayama, we draw the prana as long as it is abiding. Instead, if it escapes out, 

the mind becomes restless. Japa is also just like that. The mind goes behind the mantras. 

But, in enquiry, the mind completely abides in the heart by itself. That is the unique 

significance of Enquiry. 

160 B. In meditation there is no mind at all! Enquiry (vichara) is meant only control and destroy the 

mind. If the mind just gets into ‘laya’ (i.e. temporary absorption) it will resurrect. If the mind is 

destroyed, it will not rise again. A fried seed will not sprout. But, a dried seed will sprout when 

watered. So, it is important to destroy the mind. Whatever came [into the mind] must get out. 

Once it is gone, one who remains is just a Jnani.  

162. Bhagavan emphasises the heart center. He talks about the  heart on the right-side (Hrudhaya 

pura). Once the mind is let to abide in the heart on the right-side, it will not move. Once it 

settles there completely firmly it gets destroyed. 

164. It is just a reminder!  That remembrance must always be there. Sometime one may forget. At 

that time, if one just looks at Bhagavan’s picture the remembrance will resume. Visiting 

temples also prevent the forgetting. Seeing the ‘linga’ brings the thought of Arunachala.   

(105) 

238. All  these are only for lay people – for others. For a Jnani, all these are not necessary. For 

ordinary people, this is something like indicating the subtle by pointing to the gross. The sign-

board  on the road side indicates the place where the road leads to. We can reach the place 

only if we go there. If we merely keep on looking at the sign-board, we cannot reach the 

place. Therefore, these pictures and temples and all their worship are just for a reminder – an 

indication, to maintain the remembrance. All these are unnecessary for a Jnani. For ordinary 

people, to keep a picture and wordhip, decorating it with flower garlands, and visiting temples 

– all are gross indications. 



164(9) Having meditated on Bhagavan’s form, the mind must abide only int eh formless state. First, 

only the form! Then, finally, we think of the (swarupa) true form of oneself which is formless. 

That alone is the true form of the Self (Atma). 

(106) 

293(8) I meditate with eyes closed sometimes; sometimes with eyes wide-open – without any 

system. What is significant is only abidance of the mind. It does not matter wherher the eyes 

are closed or open. Only the mind has to be under control. --- 

 If the eyes are closed,, the forms in the external world will  disappear for a while. But, it must 

disappear inside! Only if it disappears inside, the meditation becomes firm. The 

disappearance [of forms] both inside and outside, as an undivided expance, is Jnana 

(enlightenment).Through practice, that state must becomem the normal state. Only the 

abidance of everything is the undivided expanse is the Ultimate. 

165. Yes. 

168 C. When did you begin with Atma Vichara? 

 Only from Bhagavan, I learned Atma Vichara. Before that, some people had given me 

upadesa on pranayama and mantra japa etc.. I had been practising them. Only afer coming to 

Bhagavan, in 1946. --- By 1948, I was already with Bhagavan. Even by then, Ii knew all of 

Bhagavan’s books. But, only after getting closer to Bhagavan, I was told Atma Vichara was 

the most significant [practice}. 

152. This has benn achieved only gradually with some difficulties. Perfect abidance of mind in the 

natural state is something which comes only gradually. Once you lhavae started climbing on a 

staircase, one has to ascend only one by one, as first, second, third and so on. It cannot be 

done in a hurry.  

172(a) What is the sign of progress? 

 Abidance on the mind is the sign. It comes by itself depending on our peace of mind only. As 

[my] mind was peadeful, it got concentrated well, without the interruption of other  



(108) 

 affairs. (Emotions like) anger had already left. Ego, anger, craving and all the like develop 

only after one’s birth. All of them had been reduced, depending on peace of mind.Once there 

is peace of mind, craving and hatred (raga – dvesa) – all will get lost. We may remain 

peaceful. Only peace of mind is significant.  

173. That belongs to Bhagavan.  ----- If it must not occur, it should happen by nature. It is the 

power that prevents it  is called the Power of the Self (Atma sakthi). If we had been in that 

discipline, whatever suffering we face, we can manage to overcome. Even if someone comes 

to fight with us, if we keep quiet, he will go away minding his own business. If we retaliate, he 

will fight agaist us. That will develop hatred. Instead of going to that stage, if  

(109) 

 we mind our own business, there would not develop any hateful attitude. He may come and 

see, but then go away. That mental peace indeed – a peace of mind.If mental peace (shanti) 

is there, that (?) … … must not enter in this.  

176(3) I have heard about it, but never seen. Ananda Mayi Ma has visited the Ashram. She appeared 

well established in the true form of the Self, like Bhagavan and Ramakrishna Paramahamsa. 

She stayed in the Ashram for on week. She was the one who laid the foundation stone for 

Bhagavan’s samadhi mandir. 

C.  Aurobindo…? 

A.  No. Never seen. 

C.  Other saints? 

A. Bhagavan,  … Abhedananda Swamy and Chinmayananda Swamy. These people have 

visited Ashram quite often. 

(5) I am well acquainted with him. He was writing books and taking notes. He would give it to  

(110) 



 me. I would stitch and bind it and then even write its name in Tamil on it, and return it. He 

would be very happy. He had a good regard for me. Among those who were with Bhagavan, 

he is the only one staying in the Ashram. He would often praise me as a man of good moral 

rectitude. Sometimes I visit him. He had a good opininon about me. 

179(c) I do not conduct any lessons. If anyone comes to me and asks questions, I would reply either 

in Tamil or in my inadequate English. I know just very little of English. They will be happy also. 

Even just now, as I came, an American was accompanying me. He is a friend named Mathew. 

He visits here quite often. I told him sometheing. Since then, he started telling about me: “Oh! 

He is a happy person. He had been very close to Bhagavan.” Even if someone asks in Tamil 

or Malayalam, I would reply. I can speak even Telugu a little. If anyone asks I would answer 

something as far as  I know. 

(111) 

19(1) I do not know Sanskrit. There is some relationship between Malayalam and Sanskrit. All the 

Sanskrit alphabets are found  in Malayalam also. So, I can read Sanskrit slokas. I used to 

read them in Malayalam skript. 

180. I would overcome them , as and when they occur by reading Bhagavan’s books. But, I have 

not faced too much sufferings. Among Bhagavans teachings, enquiry (Vichara) is  most 

important. Asana, Pranayama etc. must be practiced in the presence of a guru. Otherwise, if 

anything goes wrong, it may quite dangerous. --------- So, not much doubts arose. Even if they 

arise, Bhagavan’s power of grace was there (to help). Once, after massaging Bhagaan’s feet, 

I had fallen asleep with my head resting on Bhaggavan’s feet. So, Bhagavan’s grace is 

always there (for me). That power is operating from within. (laughter) 

(112) 

 (Once, Madhavi Amma asked Bhagavan to permit her to  anoint oil on Bhagavan’s feet. He 

allowed her only for one day. Then he did not give permission.) 

C. Is this your house? 



A. In this place previously another swamy was staying. His name was Balakrishna Swamy. 

Then, I was visiting him now and then. Now, already 6 years have passed since he attained 

samadhi. It was in 1974. Since then, I am staying here. Now, I have done many repair works. 

One ex-service man who occupied this house originally had put up a case in the court 

claiming this property.  The case had been given a judgement in favour of us. Now it has been 

appealed (in the high court). If it is taken up enquiry, we have every chance of getting the 

‘putta’ (title) of the land in our name.  

195(2) B.         No.  But he gets food.    

(113) 

196 There is plenty of it. There is a big attraction. This Annamalai is said to be inviting Enlightened 

hermits (to its feet). Sages like Guhai Namasivayar, Virupaksha Devar, Esana Desikar, 

Bhagavan, Jnana Sambandar, Appar, Sundarar, Manikkavasagar and many more have come 

here and composed songs glorifying this hill. This is the birth place on Thiruvembavai [a 

series fo divine verses composed by Manikkavasagar]. It was sung here at Adi Annmalai {in a 

separate hall?}. [There is a separate temple for Manikkavasagar in memory of it.] 

 Arunachala has acquired so  much power, because Arunagiri Siddhar is eternally performing 

tapas (austerities) in a place on this hill. Even Bhagavan once went ot see the place. He had 

described the place as very blissful,, and the huge banyan  tree (known as Vada Ala 

Vriksham), which had leaves big enough to take one’s meal in it.   When Bhagavan wanted to 

explore the interior of the place, a wasp stung him on his leg. Bhagavan didn’t do anything, 

just kept quiet. The leg got swollen  a little. He came back after enjoying all that. Many people 

have tried to locate the place without success.  

(114) 

 Bhagavan himself has said, “It is impossible for anyone to go there. It is a place where great 

sages always reside.”  

 Ignoring Bhagavan’s warning, I packed up rice and other eatables and started  [on the 

adventure]. When that place was reached, nothing was visible. The mind got destroyed, went 



crazy and felt like getting mad. Seeing my pitiable condition and unknown tribal man (Irulan) 

brought me to a safe familiar place and left. Only after I have reached that place, Bose, 

Muruganar, Kunjuswamy – and all of them followed. Venkatram was here.  –---------- [It seems 

Swamy Sathyananda had started the adventure together with the others in a group.] ------------

----- So this is a power spot. The Arunachala hill, which is itselfl he Deity (Swamy), is 

beautiful. It is really a great centerr of power. The power experienced by touching the stones 

in this hill I much greater than stones in the Himalayas.   

(115) 

419. Bhagavan himself   would call Arunachala as the Heart. Just like the body of flwsh has a heart 

of flesh,, this Arunachala is the heart of the world. Its tremendous power is obvious, as 

Bhagavan was able to attain enlightenment by merely hearing the utterance of the 

Arunachala! Then he did not have to perform any further tapas or penance. He attained 

enlightenment then and there. “He forgot his food, his studies, all his games and frolics had 

ended. When he came here, he had no thoughts about anything. This  became his mother’s 

home.  Any other place cannot produce the mysterious mental bliss that is found here. 

Arunachalam is like mother’s home. During the festival in the monthe on Kiruthikai (i.e. 

November / December] it is the light of the Universe. (Ulaga Jyothi). Arunachalam is 

supposed to symbolize the all-pervading light (of consciousness). Is it not?As such, it can 

confer liberation on anyone who merely think of it from  wherever. ‘Smaranad Arunachala’ 

says the sloka. That is, just the thought of Arunachala from anywhere can liberate one.  

198. I am staying here for the past 45 years. Nowadays, my duties are picking flowers, winding the 

key of the clock in Bhagavan’s Hall. If anybody visits at that time, instructing them where to 

sit. Only these are my duties. 

200. No. 

(3) No. 

201. I have been to Rameswaram, Madurai, Pazhani, Thiruchendoor, Kanyakumari, Guruvayur, 

Thiruvannamalai. I have visited all these places. I have never been to any place in North 



India.  I have been to Bombay recently, in a visit to Chinmaya Mission. There I visited Hot 

Springs, Anandashram, Nityanand Ashram, and Guru Seva Ashram. I have beenn to 

Tiruppathi once. One Ceylonese devotee took me there and showed me the place. 

(117) 

202 – 203         Placing Bhagavan’s picture on an altar, decorating it with flowers, burning incenses, 

chanting mantras, saying prayers, and finally showing the flame of burning camphor to 

Bhagavan in the picture. These are the puja rituals followed, according to the sastras 

(scriptures). It is simply called ‘Sankalpa Puja’ (i.e. rituals to fortify the intent). 

(a) Daily. 

207. When we were living on the hill, there was a person called Kandasamy. He was the one who 

cleared and developed the place on the hill where Skandashramam  is located. The name of 

the Ashram honours the service he had rendered. The structures were built with the funds 

collected by Perumal Swamy and other devotees. Chinnaswamy came  later on only. These 

things happened in the days of Bhagavan. After Bhagavan shifted here, in the beginning [it 

was maintained] by all those sadhus and Chinnaswamy.  

211. I belong to a village named Pallikkal, near Kayangulam at Maveli in Kerala. 

 

********* 
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